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PREFACE
• During the summers of 1955, 1956, and 1957 the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory conducted an institute for outstanding high school
scienc~

teachers.

Omitted in 1958, the institute was again held this

summer with 18 teachers participating.

Each teacher was assigned to

one of the research groups in nuclear physics, biophysics, or nuclear
chemistry.

Combined with this practical experience was a series of

lectures by members of the Laboratory staff.

These lectures out-

lined the theories and principles underlying many phases of the research performed here.

In some cases new techniques and instruments

were described and recent findings were discus sed.
The participatingteachers also attended a number of lectures
on related subjects given on the Berkeley campus as a part of the
Summer Institute for Teachers of Science sponsored by the National
Science Foundation.

The following lectures were included in that

group:

iii

Bubble Chambers
High-:Energy Particle Accelerators
Elementary Particles
Antiparticles
Origin and Evolution of the Solar System
The Role of Space Satellites in Gathering Astronomical Data
Chromatography
Chemistry and Physics of Virus
Biology of Virus
Radiation and Life in Space
The reports contained in this volume were compiled by the editors from the tape-recorded lecture proceedings.

So that the collection

would fit into a single volume, many illustrative examples and supporting facts had to be omitted.

Consequently, these reports should not be

regarded as definitive articles, but rather as summaries or notes.
Each lecturer reviewed the material appearing under his name for
factual accuracy.
Two exceptions to the above procedure should be mentioned.
The report "Photosynthesis" by Dr. John Bassham is a condensation of
a paper that he had prepared for the Journal of Chemical Education.
The paper "Radiation and Life in Space" by Dr. Cornelius Tobias was
presented by him at the 1959 Symposium of the Federation of American
Societies for Experimental Biology and is to be published in the Federation Proceedings.
The editors wish to thank Dr. Harry H. Heckman, coordinator
for the summer institute program at this Laboratory, for his advice and
cooperation in preparing these lecture notes.
Edward Calhoon and Paul Starring
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A-1. . TRIGONOMETRY
Harry H. Hecknnan
In past years, the lecture series included no
review of nnathennatics. There subsequently were
instances when a sinnple nnathennatical ·synnbol was
used which lacked nneaning until tinne had been taken
to define it and explain its derivation. This year
three lectures will be devoted to reviewing sonne
basic nnathennatical concepts and notations. These
will fall into the categories of trigononnetry, vector
analysis, ·and the calculus. In each category the
lecturer will give a pointed exannple of how it is used
in the analysis of sonne physical phenonnenon.

Fig. A-3

B

When one perfornns an experinnent in physics,
nneasurennents are inevitably taken of such quantities
as distances and angles, Our first lecture is on trigononnetry, that portion of nnathennatics which deals
with angles. If certain parts of a triangle are known,
trigononnetry nnakes possible the calculation of other
parts.

a

Let us first consider the properties of a triangle, (Fig. A-1.) We label the corners, or vertices,
A, B, and C, and the angles a, f3, and y respectively.
The first property of the triangle is that the sunn is its
angles equals 1800:
(l

+

f3

+ y = 180° •

( 1)

B

c
The Pythagorean theor.enn describes a fundannental property of the right triangle:
a2+b2=c2.

(3)

The truth of this theorenn can be dennonstrated nnost
sinnply ~y drawing a diagrann like that shoWn in
.
Fig. A-4. In this drawing, we have a.snnall square
drawn inside a larger square, so that all the a 1 s are
equal, all the b' s, and all the c 1 s. The area A ·of
the larger square nnay be found by .adding up the areas
of its various parts:

Fig. A-1
This is rather easy to dennonstrate, Extend the base
b, and by construction draw a line d fronn A parallel
to side a (Fig, A- 2), The angle between line d and

A= c
c
A= c

2
2

2

+ ab/2 + ab/2 + ab/2

+ ab/2

+ 4(ab/2)
+ 2ab.

(4)

Another way to find its area is to write:
A= (a+ b)
A= a

2

2

+ 2ab + b

2

(5)

•

Fig. A-2
the extension to line b is then equal to y; the angle·
between lines d and c is equal to f3. Thus, we see
that the angles a, f3, and y add up to nnake a straight
line, or form an angle of 180°.
The Right Triangle
The nnost innportant figure to trigononnetry .is
the right triangle. In this triangle (Fig. A-3) one of
the angles equals 90°. Since y is a right angle, the
sunn of the other two angles is 90°:
(2)

Fig. A-4

a

2

Setting the two expressions for A i.e., Eqs. {4) and
(5)
equal to each other, we obtain
a

2

+ 2ab + b

2

= c

2

+ 2ab.

Subtracting 2ab from each side yields
a2+b2=c2.

A

Another property of a right triangle is that of
similarity. If one of the angles in a right triangle is
equal to ·an angle in another right triangle, then the
two triangles have the same shape, or are said to be
similar (Fig. A~5). That is, the lengths of corresponding sides are proportional, and the ratio of any
two corresponding sides, say a and a', is a constant:
a

b

c

a'

b'

c•

constant.

(6)

Fig. A-7
An angle which makes one half a revolution
(180°) equals 211/2, or 11 radians. Table A-I lists
the equivalents for other angles.

~a

~
b

Table A-I

Fig. A-5
If, in addition, the sides b and b 1 are equal,
the triangles are then the same size and shape, and
are said to be identical or congruent (Fig. A-6). This
notion of similarity and congruency applies to oblique
as well as right triangles.

Equivalence between angles measured in radians and
in degrees
Angle
{degree)
30
45
57.3
90
180
270
360
540
720

Angle
(radian)
11/6
11/4
11/11=1
11/2
11
311/2
211
311
411

Fig. A-6
Measuring Angles
So far we have discussed angles without describing how they may be measured. To define an
angle, we must first draw a circle (Fig. A-7). We
next draw a radius and rotate it from Point A to
Point B. Angle a may now be measured by the
length AB along the circumference. If the length
AB just equals the radius, we say that the angle
subtended is one "radian. 11 This type of angular
measurement is called "radian measurement. "*
An angle which makes a complete revolution is
equal to the circumference, or 2 11r. In a unit
circle (a circle in which the radius is defined as
a unit length), this length is simply 211. Such an
a~gle equals 2rt radians.

*

We call a positive when we rotate the
radius in the counterclockwise direction,
.and negative when we rotate it in the
clockwise direction.

From Table A-I we see that an angle.can sweep
through more than one revolution. Note also that one
radian equals 57.3°. It is useful to remember this
number when converting from radians to degree.s.
Keep in mind that any system of measuring
angles is purely arbitrary. It would be well if we
could construct these units, such as the degree or
the radian, a priori by means of straight edge and
compass. For ZOOO years mathematicians have
attempted to do this, but unfortunately it is impossible. The German mathematician and physicist
Karl F. Gauss gave proof for this impossibility in
1796.
Trigonometric Ratios
A practical method for measuring an angle is
simply to measure a side of a right triangle whose
base b is a radius of a unit circle {Fig. A-8). The
side a is drawn tangent to the circle at point C.
Since we have b = l, we can define the angles a or
13 simply by measuring either a or c, or by giving
a ratio of one of the sides to another. It is convenient to define the ratios given in Table A- 2, Column I.

3

negative (c is always possitive, by definition), and
the ratio a/c becomes larger. When we plot this, we
obtain the curve shown in Fig. A-10.

8

Fig. A-10
Fig. A-8

The curve of cos a. is shown in Fig. A-11. It
should be noted that the curve for cos a. is the same as
for sin a., except that it is shifted in phase (i.e., displaced) by 900.

Table A-II

Trigonometric functions for a right triangle
II

Tangent (tan) a. = a/b
Sine (sin) a. = a/ c
Secant (sec) a. = c/b
Cotangent (cot) a. = b/a
Cosine (cos) a.= c/a
Cosecant (cosec) a. = b/ c

cot j3
cos j3
= cosec j3
=tan j3
sin j3
= sec j3

T T 3T(T

2

0

The terms in Column II were deduced from Fig. A-8.
Note that the "cofunctions" of the angle a. are simply
related to the trigometric functions of angle j3, in
that j3 = 90° - a..
Graphs of the Trigonometric Functions
The next question to arise is, "How does the
value of one of these functions change with the angle,
i.e. , how does the sine of a. vary with a.?" This is
the function most encountered by students in electronics or those who must otherwise use alternating
currents. We draw a unit circle and see how the ratio
a/c (i.e. sin a.) varies with a. (Fig. A-9). We see

2

o~----+-----~----~----~-----

Fig. A-ll
We next plot tan a. (i.e., a/b)(Fig. A-12). As
a. approaches n/2, a approaches 1 and b approaches
0. Thus, the ratio a/b becomes infinitely large.
However, if n/2 is approached from the other direction (i.e., from 180°), the ratio a/b becomes
infinitely lar_ge but in a negative sense. Thus, at
n/2 and 3nf2 the curve is discontinuous.

Ton a

Tr

2

Fig. A-9
that for a. = 0°, a is 0 and c is 1; therefore, we
have sin a.= 0. As a. increases, the ratio a/c increases. At a.= 90°, both a and c are 1. As a.
passes 90°, the ratio a/c decreases, until at
a.= 180°, a/c is zero . .As a. passes 180°, a becomes

Fig. A-12

4

Trigonometric Identities
We must consider some of the fundamental
identities of the trigonometric functions. These stem
from the basic definitions already given. They are of
invaluable assistance in the solution of problems, and
so have been tabulated and are available as a reference
in trigonometry books. The simplest identities are
the "inverse identities:"
sin a. = 1/cosec a.

(7)

cos a. =_ 1/ sec a.

(8)

tan a. = 1/cot a..

(9)

Another simple identity is
sin a./cos a.= a/c
b/c

a/b

sin a./ cos a. = tan a..

(10).

The Pythagorean identities stem from the Pythagorean
theorem
a2+b2=c2.

(11)

2

Dividing this by c , we obtain

This relationship applies to all triangles including
right triangles. Also we have the law of cosines:
b2+c2-a2
cos a. =
2b c
or
(16)

cos a,

which enables one to calculate the length of the third
side of a triangle when the length of the other two
sides and their included angle are known.
An Application of Trigonometry
to High-Energy Phys1cs
A striking example of the use of trigonometry
in high-energy physics is in the determination of the
velocity of a particle by means of its Cherenkov
radiation. (It might be recalled that Cherenkov, a
Russian physicist, recently received the Nobel Prize
for the discovery and interpretation of this radiation.)
Consider a charged particle {e. g. an electron) traveling
with a velocity nearly equal to that of light, i.e., at
13 ~ 1. The quantity 13 is defined as the particle
velocity v divided by the velocity of light c (j3 = v/c).
Let the particle enter a transparent material like
Lucite, in which light travels at a velocity c • The
1
vela city c
is given by
1

a2/c2 + b2/c2 = c2/c2
(a/c)

2

+ (b/c)

2

= 1

or
(12)

In a

simil~r

way we divide Eq. (11) by b

2

to obtain

a 2 /b 2 + b 2 /b 2 = c 2 /b 2

where '1 is the index of refraction of Lucite ('1•1.5)
and c is the velocity of light in a vacuum. Here we
have a situation in which the particle is traveling
through the Lucite faster than light travels through
the same medium. Since the particle is traveling
faster than energy can be carried away, a shock
wave is set up which is analogous to that created
when a jet plane flys faster than the speed of sound
in air.

(13)
2

Dividing Eq. (11) by a , we get
a2/a2 + b2/a2 = c2/a2
2
2
+ cot a. = cosec a..

(14)

The Oblique Triangle
The above are applicable to the right triangle
owing to its special properties. It is essential now
that we consider the more general case of the obli~e triangle (Fig. A-13), in which no angle is
90 . A very beautiful and symmetric relationship
exists here which we call the law of sines:
sin a.

sin

a

b

p

sin y

Figure A-14 represents the way in which
Cherenkov radiation is formed, At a given instant
the particle is at the point P. A certain time earlier
it was at P 1 • The light waves emitted at point P 1
have traveled outward, as represented by the circle
surrounding P 1 • At a still earlier time the particle
was at P". The circle ground P" indicates the wave
front of light emitted at that point. The waves from
successive points P 1 , P", etc., establish a coherent conical wave front which travels in the direction of the dashed arrows. This shock wave is
called Cherenkov radiation and is visible as a bluish
light.

(15)

coherent
front

c

p

Fig. A-13

Fig. A-14

wave

5

The angle a with which the shock wave moves
relative to the particle path is a measure of the
particle velocity (Fig. A-15). The greater the velocity, the smaller is the angle. In Fig. A-15 the
particle is moving to the right at velocity J3c; the
wave front is proceeding at a velocity c/ T). From
our definitions of the trigonometric functions we have
cos= a

c/TJ

l. 5(0.669)

J3 ~ 0.98.
Thus, the particle is traveling at a velocity of about
98% of the speed of light.
In practice, a series of optical vanes or
"Venitian blinds" may be set up so that only the
Cherenkov radiation of a given angle a can be observed. The detection equipment then will not
respond to particles having greater or smaller velocities.

J3c
cos
or
(17)

J3
T)

J3

cos a

pc-

Fig. A-15
Suppose that ih an experiment we observe the angle
a to be 480 for a particle traveling through Lucite
(TJ = 1.5). Consulting a table of the trigonometric
functions, we find cos 48° = 0.669. Solving Eq. ( 17),
we obtain

This is one of the techniques which made
possible the discovery of the antiproton (negative
proton) at this Laboratory in 1955. A beam from
the Bevatron was passed through a number of steering
magnets, so that particles reaching the Cherenkov
counter had essentially the same momentum (product
of mass times velocity). The beam consisted primarily of pi mesons (light unstable particles having
about one-seventh the mass of an antiproton) and
perhaps 1/lOOo/o antiprotons. Since pi mesons are
much lighter than antiprotons, they must travel at
a greater velocity in order to have the same momentum.
In this experiment the pi mesons had a velocity J3 ~ 0. 99. The J3 for antiprotons, if they existed,
would be J3 ~ 0.78. Thus the antiprotons would give
off Cherenkov radiation at an angle a of about 31 o,
while a 'for pi mesons would be about 480. This
difference was sufficient for identifying the particles.
Cherenkov counters can be constructed to differentiate between particles having velocities differing by only about 3%. Since the effect is an electromagnetic phenomenon, only charged particles produce
Cherenkov radiation. Neutral particles therefore
cannot be detected by this method.

A-2.

VECTOR ANALYSIS
Roger Wallace

Vector analysis may be viewed a·s a shorthand
notation which is more convenient .to use than conventional geometry. It is widely ·employed by physicists
and electrical engineers for describing physical
quantities, such as electric or magnetic fields, that
have both a direction and a magnitude.

y

The word •·•vector" sometimes worries people
who think it must stand for an extremely ·complicated
notion. Quite the opposite is true: a vector is· simply ·
an arrow. Its leng.tt represents the magnitude of a
physical quantity, li e the number of pounds of force
applied to an object; its direction ·or orientation
indicates the direction the force is being applied.

X

Vectors are most often used in 2-dimensional
or 3-dimensional coordinate systems; but they may be
used in higher-ordered coordinate systems. For
instance, sometimes it is desirable to add a fourth
dimension such as time in certain equations.
First, we consider the 2-dimensional case
(Fig. A-.16). We draw an arrow (vector) from the
origin of the coo1;:dinate .axes to the point (~, ayl· We
label the arrow a to dindicate that it is a vector, not
a nUipber. The length of the vector
is denoted
simply by the letter a, or sometimes by I al, which
are equivalent expressions. The latter expression
(prl) reads "the absolute value of a," and is anumber not a vector. We use the Pythagorean theo·rem
to find I al:

a

Fig. A-17
We draw a vector from th~origin to the point
{b , b , b ) and call the vector b (Fig. A-18 }. (Any
lefter Xna/be used; b was chosen arbitrarily). The
length b of the vector is
(2)

y

(1)

I
I

y

~;......_ _ _ _ _ _..:,1_+-~--::~-·X

I
1

(ax,ay)

:-1-

-----------~

ay

X

.. I

7/

Fig. A-18

I
a

bz

1/

bx

1
I
I

/1

/

X

Fig. A-16
We now turn to the 3-dimensional case.
(Fig. A-17.) It should be noted that we employ a
"right-handed" coordinate system. This .means that
if the right hand is held so that the fingers point from
the positive x axis toward the positive y axis, the
thumb points in the direction of the positive z axis.
Other conventions are sometimes used in various
foreign countries, but the "right-handed" convention
is followed in this country.

One advantage of vector notation should now be
apparent - one symbol can stand for a large ~mber
of other symbols. For instance, the symbol a takes
the place of the much longer notation ordinarily used
in solid geometry, (a:><;' ay, az). Another convenience
of vector analysis is that we can define quite simply
certain useful operations. These may involve rather
complex ideas, and may be quite lengthy if written in
conventional geometrical notation. These include
vector addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division.
Vector Addition
Vector addition is il!l,ls!;a!;d in_fig. A-1~ We
have a number of vectors a, b, c, d, e, f, ~nd g.
The vector sum is indicated by the vector m·:

~=;+h+7+d+-;;+f+g.

(3)

7

d. In terms of the coordinates (ax, ay, az)
and (bx, by, bz), the dot product is
a·S=ab

(6)

+ab + a b .
yy
ZZ

XX

e.

The triple dot-product -;{

f.

The derivative of

b·

c is meaning-

less.

d

....

da

;:+\

!; · b)

,.... + dl)

with respect to t is

....

at . a.

at (a. b, =at . o

It should be noted that this is obtained by the conventional rules of differentiation, as is true of the derivatives of other vector functions.

Cross Product
The eros s product

Fig. A-19

!

In the case shown in Fig. A-19, the length of m is:
m= Jh 2

+h

X

x

t

1

t

x

is defined as

= absine~

(7)

where the quantity absme>is a vector.
product has the following properties:

2
y '

where

The cross

a. The cross product does not commute;
instead we have

; Xb =-b X;.

hx = ax + bx + ex + dx + ex + fx + gx and
h

y

=a

y

+b

y

+c

y

+d

y

+e

+f +g.
yy
y

(8)

b. In terms of the coordinates (a ,a , a ) and
X
y
Z
(b , b , b ), the cross product is
X
'9' Z

Vector Multiplication

-;;: x

b

= (a b - a b ) i + (a b - a b )j
yz
zy
zx
X Z

Two types of vector multiplication are defined:
the dot (scalar) product and the cross (vector) .product.

- a b ) k,
y X

+ (a X b y

(9)

........

where i, j, and k are unit vectors in the x, y, and z
directions respectively (Fig. A-21). Written in
matrix notation this is

Dot Product
The dot product -;{ ·

; . b=

b

ab cos

is defined as

.,...
1

e.

e

....j k

(4)

a

where
is the angle between-;;: and b. (Fig. A-20.)
It should be noted that the dot product ab cos
is a
number or scalar, not a vector.

e

b

X

X

a

y

b

y

a
b

z
zl

y

2

1
Fig. A-20

....
j

Several properties of the dot product are of
interest:

1
1

~·

!he_j.ot_product commutes:
a · b = b · a.

2

X

(5)

(arbitrary units)

~- If the dot product is zero, (a· b = 0) then
a an9._ b are perpendicular. On the other hand,
and b are perpendicular, their dot product is zero.

if-;;:

c. If the dot product -;{ · b equals the product
abj-;{ · ~= ab), then-;;: and b areya~llel. Conversely,
if a and b are parallel, we have a · b = ab.

z

Fig. A-21

8

Another way to write Eq. (9) is

;X b = Zi + dJ

d
... ...
err (a • b

+ .;k,

X

(9a)

-

...
da
.........
c) =err • b XC t a
_,..
-+
de
ta·bxerr.

-

where we have c = (a b - azby), d = (azbx - axbx),
and e = (a b - a b )Y z
X

y

y

X

c. The absolute value of the cross product,
/absin"'ei, is equal in magnitude to the area of the
parallelogram drawn in Fig. A-22.

T

I

I

I

I
ab sin

I

e

~----

.... ............... b

ab sin e

-

a

1

Applications of Vector Analysis
to Electrical Theory
The most common application of vector analysis is to electrical theory. As an illustration, we
will consider the question of the force exerted on a
charged particle such as a_,Proton when it is in an
electric field. The force F elec is found from this
expression

Fig. A-22
The vector abcos)e itself is perpendicular to the plane
of-; and b. ,
d . ."When performing the triple cross-product
ax b x c, one must decide on the order of op~at~ns;
th~t is 4 the_,Pr~uct can be formed as either (a x b)
x c or ax (b x c), which are not the same. We have
X

(b X Z)

.s..Z

-;X
X b)
(10)
= (Z x bj,.x;
( ll)
= -(bxc)x;.
(12)
It should be noted that the triple cross product is
a vector.
;

Fig. A-23

=

e. The derivative of[-; x
to t is given by

{b x ~]

F e 1ec = eE,

(17)

where e is the charge of the proton and E is the
electric-field vector. The force and the electric
field are both treated as vectors because a charge is
urged in the direction of the field.*
A force F rna is also exerted on a charged
particle when it m6lves in a magnetic field (no force
is produced by the magnetic field if the charge is at

with respect

Mixed dot and cross product
For the mixed dot and cross product, we have
the following relationships:

(13)
(14)

(15)
(16)

Field p o i n t s / .
out of page

v

---

The mixed dot and cross product ax b
c is a number
or scalar whose magnitude is the same as the volume
of the prism shown in Fig. A-23. The derivative of
b x Z) with respect to t is given by

r;. .

Fig.

* By definition,

A-24

the direction of an .electric field
is the direction in which a positive charge is
pushed.
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rest).

The value ofF mag is given by this expression:
(18)

where ; is the velocity of the charge and B is the
magnetic-field vector. Note that the term(; x B) is
a cross product,_ not a dot product.
If a charged particle is moving through both an
electric and a magnetic field, the total force F
exerted on the particle is:

"F elec + "F mag
eE

+

e(;xB).

a force F magJs exerted on it by the magnetic field.
This force
F rna is just equal to the centrifugal
force F c, so that !he proton travels in a circle (if
viewed at a given instant). This circle becomes a
spiral as energy is added at each turn of the proton
around the circle. The Bevatron, the 184-inch
cyclotron, and the 60-inch cyclotron at Berkeley
accelerate positively charged particles. Since their
magnetic fields are up, the particles are accelerated
in a clockwise direction viewed from above. In the
electron synchrotron the magnetic field is down.
Since electrons carry a negative charge, they too
travel in a clockwise direction.

(19)

An example of a charged particle moving in a
magnetic field is the case of a proton being accelerated in a cyclotron (Fig. A- 24 ).
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A-3 ELEMENTS OF THE CALCULUS
Harry H. Heckman
Rates of change are encountered each day.
In teaching, for example, one speaks of a pupil's
progress or his rate of learning, and niakes some
attempt to measure it from time to time. At the
end of a certain period the pupil is given a grade,
which is an approximate measure of the total progress
made, that is, the total change he has made inte. grated over a period of time.

To obtain Yav with greater accuracy, one could
take successive measurements at times nearer to
l sec, so that the difference tf- ti becomes very
small. We call a small interval like this an "increment" in time, and use a symbol such as Ll.t to
describe it. Table A-III summarizes the results.
Table A-III
Determining a final velocity by approximation

Often one speaks of velocity, which is the
rate of change of position with respect to time; or
of acceleration, which is the rate of change of
velocity. To the physicist these are fundamental
quantities. If he can measure the velocity of an
object, he can determine its acceleration by means
of the calculus, which is that branch of mathematics
treating rates of change.

t.

tf

1

(sec)

(sec)

tf- ti
(L!>t)

Y;

Yr
(ft)

(ft)

(sec)

Yf-

Y;

(L!>y)
(ft)

velocity
Yf-

Y;

~
= (L!>y/L!>t)
(It/sec)

16

Consider a freely falling object such as a
person diving from a height of 16 feet into the
water.
(Fig. A-25.)
He is timed with a stopwatch

0
10.24

16
5. 76

16

0.2

16

0.9

0.1

16

12.96

3.04

30.4

0.99

0.01

16

15.6816

0.3184

31.84

0.8

28.8

From Table A-III it is seen that as Ll.t becomes
smaller, the velocity (Ll.y/Ll.t) approaches 32ft/sec.

T

An electronic timing system would allow one
to measure the distance the diver falls during extremely short time intervals, so that his velocity
could be closely approximated at any instant. The
calculus, however, mathematically allows Ll.t to
approach zero, and hence permits one to calculate
the instantaneous velocity at any time. Figure A-26
shows the position of any freely falling object with

64
Fig. A-26

and one second elapses before he reaches the water.
Therefore, his average velocity is simply 16ft/sec.
It is known, however, that he is not moving at a
constant velocity; he is continually being accelerated
by gravity.
Suppose now that one wants to find his final
velocity, that is, his velocity at the instant he
strikes the water. This ,can be approximated by
noting the distance y that he has fallen at a certain
instant after he started the dive, say 0.8 sec. If
this were done, it would be discovered that in 0.8
sec he traveled 10.24 ft. Thus, his average velocity
V av during the final 0.2 sec is
V

av

Yfinal

-

Yinitial
t.

1

16

16

10.24
0.8
5.76
0.2

0

v av

28.8 ft/sec.

2

1

t (sec)

II

respect to time. This graph was obtained by plotting
the values of Yi versus ti from Table A-III. This
curve can be expressed by the equation y = (l/2)!J:t 2 ,
where g is the acceleration of gravity (g = 32 ft/sec2 ),
a constant. The origin of this equation is apparent
from the following relationships:
distance (y)

16

time

16 ft
64ft
144ft

(32/2)X1
(32/2)X4
(32/2)X9

sec
2 sec
3 sec.

It should be noted that the average velocity
(Vav = 16 it/sec), calculated above, can be found
fi·om Fig. A-26 by drawing a chord irom the origin
to the curve at the point t = l sec (Fig. A-27).
The slope (y/t) of the chord is the average velocity:
V av

16/1 ft/sec.
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0

0.5

1

(sec)

t

Fig. A-28
Consider the equation
y.1 = ( l/2 )gt

2

Now we ask, "What will the value of
change t slightly?" We write

=

Yf

(l/2) g(t +D.t)
(l/2) g(t

2

2

2
+ 2t D.t 1- t ),

where D.t is the change in time.
is

16

y be if we

The slope D.yjt:;.t

2
(l/2) g(i+2tLI.t+t:;.t )
D.t

l/2 t

2

2
(l/2) g(2t D.t + t:;.t )
f:;.t

(1/2) g(2t +D.t)

9

2

1
t

(sec)

Fig. A-27
The velocity of the diver as he strikes the
water can be approximated by drawing successive
chords, moving the lower end of the chord along
the curve while holding the upper point at l sec.
We see that as the time interval decreases, the
slope of the chord approaches the slope (tangent)
of the curve at time t = 1 sec (Fig. A-28).
The slope of the tangent at the point t = l
is the instantaneous velocity of the diver as he hits
the water.

~
=
D.t

Now if we let D.t awroach zero, we obtain the slope
of' the curve:·

=~l

v

D.t-0

~+(1/2)

gD.t. *
(l)

t:;.t

-o

Since the term (1/2) g /:;.t approaches zero as D.t
approaches zero, the velocity at time
is

v

= gt

~~

*The notation
It is convenient to derive a general mathematical expression for the slope of the tangent
to a curve at any point, since the slope represents
a velocity (i.e., the rate of change of the curve).

gt + (1/2) gD.t .

(2)
reads "the limit of D.y

D.t-0
respect to /:;.t

as

/:;.t

approaches zero."

with
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When the velocity curve V = gt is plotted, we
obtain a straight line whose slope is g (Fig. A-29).

64

64

g
32

» 32

.j.)

..-1
0

0
.-t
(])

>

3

2

0

t(sec)
Fig. 30

0

l

2

t (sec)

3
3
The third derivative d y/dt
in this case
is zero, since the derivative of any constant is
zero. (A constant, by definition, is an entity that
does not change with time~

Fig. A-29
Table A-IV summarizes the first, sec on~,
and third derivatives of the function y = (l/2) gt

Differentiation
What we have done in Eq. (1) is define the
"differential, " a fundamental definition in the
calculus:

~
dt

-l!

=

t=-+-'~:xc~c.cl_-_f::...<"'tl,__.

(3

Table A-IV
Summary of derivatives of the function· y = (1/2) gtZ

l
first dt.rivative

.6-t ... 0

second derivative

.6-t-+0

third derivative

This applies to any function. The term dy/dt
reads "the derivative of y with respect to t." From
this basic definition we evolve a general procedure
for evaluating differentials for any function. The
process of finding the differential is called "differentiation. "
A second derivative of a function can also
be obtained. We recall that the first derivative
of the function y = (l/2) gt2 is dy/dt = gt. From
Eq. {2), the second derivative d2y/dt2 is

~

value

dy I dt
2
2
d y/dt
3
3
d y/dt

gt

name
velocity

g

acceleration

0

none

It is possible to derive general formulas
for the derivative of a function y = f (x). In Table
A-V we list some of the more useful of these.
Table A·V
General formulas for the derivative of the functions y = £ (x)
First derivative

Function
y

=

X

2 ·\ •'""''-•'
_,6_
dt
.6-t
y

e

d(x

n

0

)

nx

----axd(ex)

X

~

= e

Second derivative

n-1

(n-1) nx

n-2

d2(ex)

X

--;rx-- = e

X

.6-t ... 0
loge x

sin

X

d(log 0 x)

~

d{sin x}

I
X

COS X

dx

.6-t-+0
COS X

d(cos x)
dx

g,

2
d (tog

d

2

0

x)

(sin x)

- ;;<I
= - sin"

dx

= - sin x

2
d (cos x)
dx

(4)

since the .6-t terms cancel. The second derivative
represents the rate of change of velocity, or acceleration. In this case the acceleration is constant
(Fig. A-30).

Two points should be mentioned about using
derivatives:
(a) When the first derivative (slope of a curve)
is positive, the curve is rising. When the first
derivative is negative, the curve is falling (Fig. A-31).
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produced a constant acceleration) with g = d2y/dt2
and asked ourselves: "What is the position of the
body at any time?"

slope
negative

To illustrate how integration is performed,
suppose we know that the acceleration of a freely
falling body is the constant g, and we want to find its
velocity V. What function, then, when differentiated,
gives g? The answer is V = gt. The way we obtain
this is as follows: We know that g is the first
derivative of the function being sought. Therefore we
write
dv

dt = g.
We rearrange the terms to obtain
dv = gdt .
Next we write the symbol I to indicate that we are
to perform an integration. Because g is a constant,
it is placed outside the integral sign.

Fig. A-31
(b) When the first derivative (slope) is
zero, the curve is at a maximum or a minimum
(Fig. A-32). The way to tell whether the point in
question is at a maximum or a minim¢n (without
drawing the graph) is to take the second derivative
of the function. If the second derivative is negative,
the point in question is a maximum; if it is positive,
the point is a minimum.

I

dv = g

I

(6)

dt .

Performing the integration, we obtain
v

= gt

+ constant.

(7)

The constant in Eq. (7) arises in every integration.
In this case, the constant represents any initial
velocity. For instance, in our previous example
if the diver had been pushed downward off the diving
board with an initial velocity of, say 10ft/sec, then
the constant would be 10ft/sec.
In Table A-VI we list a number of the more
useful general formulas for integrating various
functions.

Table A-VI
General formulas for integration
y =

0

X

X

m+l

tn+T

+c

I

dy =

I

sin x dx

y =-cos x

+c

f

dy =

I

cos x dx

y

sin x

+c

I

dy

y = loge x

+c

I

dy =

X

+c

Fig. A-32
Integration
In studying moving objects, physicists often
know the equations of motion and laws of force that
govern the motion of the object. For example, we
have Newton's famous law

F =rna.

=I~
X

I

ex dx

y = e

(5)

The force F exerted on the object can be measured,
as can its mass m. The acceleration a can then
easily be derived. Once an expression for the acceleration is obtained, the physicist uses "integration"
to find the velocity of the object. Integration is
simply the reverse of differentiation. Another
"integration" yields an expression for how the position
of the object varies with time. In our example above,
we took the position of a body as a function of time
[(l/2) gt2] and differentiated it twice to show the
motion was that of a body under constant acceleration
(g). It would be just as logical if we had started
(initially knowing the body was in a force field that

Application of Calculus to Physics
Escape Velocity from the Earth's Gravitation Field
In building a sun rocket a question that arises
is, "What must be the velocity of the rocket in order
for it to escape the earth's gravitational field?" In
Fig. A-33 we have a rocket of mass m traveling
with a velocity V at a distance r from the center
of the earth. The radius of the earth is R and its
mass is M. Since r is greater than R, the earth's
gravitational field acts as though it is concentrated at
the center of the earth.
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t------+-------r--------..tdr
Rocket

f.-

-

v-

which is the velocity required for a rocket to reach
an altitude of rmax when fired from position r.
From Eq. (14) we see that the velocity is independent
of the mass of the rocket. That is, a l-pound
rocket must travel at the same velocity as a 10-ton
rocket to reach r
.
max
If the rocket is shot off from the surface
of the earth (i. e. , at r = R), and if we want the
rocket to escape(i.e., r = ao ), we have

Fig. A-33

~

2GM (
The attractive force
and the earth is

F

between the rocket

GmM

~)

2GM
-R-

(15)

(8)

= ---2-

F

-

since

r

where G is the universal gravitational constant.
The minus sign indicates the force is an attractive
one. Let us consider the rocket at distance r from
the center of the earth. Then a short time later it is
at a distance r + dr. The kinetic energy lost, dw,
in going through distance dr is given by
(9)

dw = F dr,

where F is the force exerted on the body bythe
gravitational field. Substituting for F in (Eq. 8),
we have
GmM
dw = ---2-

l/ao

approaches zero.

On the surface of the earth, the force on an
object of mass m is

F

mg,

(16)

where g is the acceleration of gravity. From our
general definition of force [ Eq. (8)] , Eq. (16) is
also equivalent to
GmM

= mg

F

We cancel an m

~

on each side to obtain

( l 0)

dr.

( l 7)

r

Combining Eq. (17) and Eq. 15, we obtain

Integrating this to obtain the total change in the
kinetic energy of the rocket moving out to a
distance r, we obtain (see Table A- VI)

I

dw =- GmM

I

2

V

v = -rz:gR
GmM

w

r

+ c.

rmax
2

GmM

(l/2) m (0)

c =

+c

r

2

GmM
r

+c

max

(l/2) mv

( 12)

max

The kinetic energy w
to r max is then

expended in going from
2

=w

GmM
r

r

v

2

= 2GM

(

+

r

r

max

2 (32) 4000/5280

V = 6.96 mi/sec.

(19)

If a rocket takes off from the earth with a velocity
in excess of 6.96 mi/sec it will escape the gravitational field of the earth. An object would have
this same velocity (6.96 mi/sec) when it strikes the
earth if it were to "fall" in toward the earth from an
infinite distance.

Suppose we have a mass of radioactive
material containing N atoms. How many atoms
will we have after a certain interval of time? We
have a detector that counts the atoms as they decay.
In a time interval dt we detect dN disinte~rations,
so that the rate of disintegration equals dNjdt.
It is known from experiments that the
disintegration rate dN/dt is proportional to N,
the number of atoms present. We write

GmM
max
(13)

From this we obtain

(18)

Radioactive Decay

-GmM
r

.J

( ll)

To evaluate the constant c in Eq. (10), we
know the velocity V will be zero at the maximum
radius, rmax , the rocket attains before it begins to
fall back to earth. Thus, at V = 0 we have

(l/2) mv

= 2gR._

Thus, the escape velocity is

dr

r

r

2

{14)

dN/dt = - 11. N ,

(20)

where 11. is a proportionality constant characteristic
of a given radioelement. The minus sign indicates
that as t increases, N decreases. Rearranging
Eq. (20), we obtain
dN/N

- '- dt,

(21)
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which is in a form that we may now integrate to
find an expression which tells us how many atoms
N we have after a certain time t. We write

f

dN /N =

- >..

f

dt.

(22)

Performing the integration (see Table A-VI), we
find

0.37

(23)

0.14
where c is a constant depending upon the initial
conditions. At t = 0 there has been no decay,
that is, there are No atoms to start with, and
c = loge N 0 . This means that log (N/No) equals
->..t. We can write this in terms of an exponential:

NjN 0 = e - >..t
N

= N

e

- >.. t

(24)

0

where e is 2.718, the base of the system of
natural logarithms.
Equation (24) is the fundamental equation of
radioactive decay. Since it describes a statistical
process, it does not tell precisely when an individual
atom will decay, but merely indicates that for a large
group of atoms, a certain fraction will decay (on the
average) in a given time. When we plot Eq. (24),
we obtain the curve shown in Fig. A-34 (for >.. = 1).
At t = 0 the fraction N/N 0 is 1; as t increases,
the fraction N/No decreases. Here we define the
characteristic time T as 1/>... We speak of T as
the mean life of radioelement. At one mean life
(T = 1), the fraction of atoms remaining (N/No) is
0.37. That is, 37o/o of the atoms are still present
after one mean life. At T = 2, the fraction N/N
0
is -0.14, (i.e. 0.37X 0.37 = 0.14) and so on, the
curve approaching the x axis asymptotically.

0

1

Time -r

2

Fig. A-34
Another useful concept is that of half life.
The half life of a radioelement equals 0.693/'A.. We
may describe radioactive decay in terms of the half
life T 1; 2 , which is related to the mean life T
by the following expression
Tl/ 2

=

0.693

T.

(25)

Thus, in time T 1 ; 2 = 1 (i.e., in one half life), one
half the atoms dismtegrate. For instance, if there
were 1000 atoms initially, after one half life there
would be 500 atoms. After another half life there
would be 250 atoms, and so on.
This argument is not valid when there are
just a few atoms in a sample. For example,
when just one atom is left, the statistical approach
no longer holds. It is impossible to say with certainty
how long a single atom will live. However, it has
a certain probability of living one mean life. The
probability is less that it will live two mean lives,
and even less that it will live longer. Atoms
sometimes do live as many as 20 mean lives, but
the probability of this occurring is about one in
500 million.

A-4 THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
Harry H. Heckman
In an experiment one must always seek to
eliminate or minimize sources of error. Data must
then be taken in a manner determined to be reliable
and the necessary calculations performed correctly.
Nevertheless, the results always contain a certain
unavoidable error, owing to imperfections in the
apparatus or technique. It is therefore necessary to
analyze the results statistically in order to determine
their accuracy. This lecture will be a review of some
of the more useful principles of statistics.
Rules of Probability
First, we define P A as the probability that
event A will occur and PB as the probability that
event B will occur. Then the probability P that
either A or B will occur is

Consider this ptoblem: How large does a
group of people have to be in order that there be at
least a 50% chance that two of them were born on the
same day of the year? The simplest approach is to
consider the probability that in a given group of n
pe.ople the nth person does not have a birthday in
common with any of the other (n-1) persons. For
instance, in a group of only two people the probability P is 364/365 that the second person does not
2
have the same birthday as the first. In a group of
three persons the probability P is 363/365 that the
3
third person does not have the same birthday as
either of the first two. The probability P that none of
the three has a common birthday is

= (364/365)(363/365)

( 1)

p = 0.99381.
Suppose, for example, that on a punch board
the chance of winning one dollar is 1 in 4, and the
chance of winning three dollars is 1 in 2. The probability of wiiming either one dollar or three dollars
with one punch is then
p

p

= 114 +
= 1/3.

When we extend this for a group of n people we have

( 364/365 )( 36 3/365 )( 362/365)

1/2

(361/365) ... f365-(n-1)/365]

Next, consider a situation where we want to
know the probability that two specific events A and B
will occur in .succession. An example of this is in
flipping coins. What are the chances that in two
throws heads will come up once and tails once? We
know that the probability P A for heads occurring on a
given throw is 1/2, and likewise that the probability
PB that tails will occur is 1/2. Therefore, the
probability P that these two events will occur in succession (irrespective of order) is
(2)

p = (364)(363)(362)(361) ... (364-n).
(365)nTable A- VII lists values of P for n up to 25. From
this table it can be seen that if there are 22 or. more
people in a group, the probability is greater than 50o/o
that two of them will have a common birthday.
Table A-VII
The probability P that in a group of n people
no two people were born on the same day of the year
n

£.

n

£.

2

0.99725

14

0. 742 3

3

0.99381

15

0.7138

A similar case is where we want to know the
probability P that event A will occur twice in suecession. This is given by

4

0.9856

16

0.6845

5

0.9748

17

0.6545

(3)

6

0.9614

18

0.6240

7

0.9456

19

0.5932

8

0.9274

20

0.5623

9

0.9071

21

0.5315

10

0.8847

22

0.5009

11

0.8206

23

0.4705

12

0. 7959

24

0.4409

13

0. 769 7

25

0.4119

(1/2)(1/2)
p = 1/4.

Thus, the probability P that heads will occur twice in
succession is
P=(l/2)
p

2

= 1/4.

Similarly, the probability P that heads will occur
three times in succession is
p

p

= {1/2) 3
= 1/8.
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the Poisson distribution to be valid is that we must
be able to define a true mean value in such a way
that the condition

Frequency Distributions of Random Events

Binomial (Bernoulli) Distribution
(7)

m = np
In a case where there is a random distribution of events, the probability P that a specified
event will occur x times inn trial§' is

n!
p x= x! (n-x)!

x n-x
P q

(4)

where p is the probability for the event occurring and
q is the probability for the event not occurring on a
single trial. Since it is evident that the event will or
will not occur, we have p + q = 1. The symbol n~
(called "n factorial") mean 1 x 2 x 3 ... n. For
example 3~ is 1 x 2 x 3 = 6. In Eq. (4), nand x must
be integers.
The reason that Eq. ( 4) is called the binomial
distribution equation is that it is the general term in
the binomial expansion of the function {q + p)n. We
have
(q +p)n =

q

n+

n-1 + n(n-1) n-2 2+
nq
P -2- q
P ... Pn
(5)

n!
x n-x
x! (n-x)! p q

(6)

where the symbol '[__ means the sum of the various
x=O
n~

terms of the general term x! (n-x)!

x n-x

p q

is satisfied. By "true mean value" is meant the
mathematical mean of a set of numbers. In practice
it may not be possible to measure this, but there are
methods for estimating it.
The Poisson distribution is given by
p

-m

(8)

P is the probability that a specified event will occur
x ~ime s when the average number of events occurring
in a large number of events is m. The symbol e is
the base of the natural logarithms (e - 2.7183). It
should be noted that although x must be an integer, m
need not be.
Normal (Gaussian) distribution
The statistical theory of error is based on the
assumption that a normal distribution exists. A
normal distribution is an approximation to the binomial distribution. It applies when the number of
events n is very large. Unlike the previous cases,
the normal distribution function is applicable when
the observed variable is a continuous function (that
is, the observed variable need not be an integer).
The normal distribution is given by
1

PL>x =
X

for all

integral values of x.from x = 0 to x = n. The first
term in Eq. (5), namely qn, is the probability that
the specified event will never happen in n trials. The
1
second term, nqn- p, is the probability that it will
occur once inn trials. The last term, pn, is the
probability that the specified event will happen on
each,of then trials. Similarly, the general term
n.
· t h e prob a bT
x! (n-x)!
P x q n-x 1s
1 1ty t h at t h e event

x

me
)( -_ -----x:-

~

exp

f- (:~~)2

L>x)J.

(9)

PL>x is the probability that a specified event will
ot'cur in an interval L>x. The symbol m represents
the true mean value, and u is the standard deviation
(see Fig. A-35).

4a

will occur x times inn trials.

~

Consider the probability P of throwing an ace
a given number of times x on n tri'ils with a single
die (one of a pair of dice. ) The probability P that an
ace will be thrown on a single trial is 1/6. The
probability that this will not occur is 5/6. Therefore,
from Eq. (4) the probability P that two aces will be
2
thrown on three trials is
P2
p2

2!(~~2)!

za

~

I

I

I

I

I

I

(1/6)3 (5/6)(3-2)

= 5/72.

Poisson distribution
The Poisson distribution, an approximation
to the binomial distribution, is widely used in
physics. An example of its application is in describing radioactive decay. In a given sample of a
radioelement the probability that a particular atom
will decay is nearly zero, but since there is an
enormous collection of atoms, one can determine a
probability by counting a disintegration rate. It is
in situations like this that the Poisson distribution is
used, i.e., where the probability p that a specified
event will occur is very small but where the number
of trials n is quite large. A further qualification for

-a

m

Fig. A-35
The true mean value m is such that the area
under the curve (Fig. A-35) is divided into two
equal halves. In practice, the value of m is estimatfrl
in the following way: a number of measurements n
is made of some variable x. We represent these
various measurements as x , x , x , ... x . The
1
2
3
true mean value m is then approximately e~ual to x,
where
is defined as

x,
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<(1

X.

x= L
i= 1

(10)

1

n

x1 + x2 + x3+...
x=

X

2

n

( 11)

=X,

which is not precisely true, but is the best estimate
of m that is possible.
The standard deviation u is a measure of
the width of the peak of the normal distribution curve
(Fig. A-35). As such, it indicates how well a
single measurement has been made. The standard
deviation u is defined by the equation

u2

=

f

( 16)

which states that the variance of Z is the sum of the
variance of X and the variance of Y. Thus, the
errors add quadratically. For example, if u(X) is
1 and u(Y) is also 1, then u(Z) is found from
2
2
2
u (Z) = 1 + 1 = 2,
which yields
u( Z) = 1.4.

We see· that the absolute error in Z is larger than the
error of either X or Y.
Next,

(12)

n

2
where u is called the "variance.
found from the expression

2

2

consider the case

(xi - m)2

i= 1

(J

2

u (Z) = u (X)+ u (Y),

n

Therefore, we write
m

where X contains an error cr (X) and Y and error
u (Y). We want to find the error u (Z) in Z. Therefore, we write

f.

(x.-

i= 1

1

11

In practice, u is

Z = XY.
The error in Z is found from
( 17)

x/
( 13)

n-1

Here the fractional errors add quadratically.
X= 10±1, Y=20±1, and Z =200±u(Z) we have

For

since the value of m cannot be determined empirically. The value of u as derived from Eq. (13) is

Solving for u(Z), we obtain
( 14)

n-l

u(Z) = 22.36.

which we often refer to as the "root-mean- square"
of the distribution.
It is found from Eq. ( 12) that the area under
the curve (Fig. A-35) between ±u is 68.3"/o of the
total area under the curve; the area under the curve
between ± 2u is 95.45o/o of the total. Thus, the value
of u must vary, depending on the slope of the particular curve. If u is small, the curve has affiarp peak,
indicating that the various measurements do not
differ widely from the estimated mean

x.

In an experiment we often want to know the
accuracy of the estimated mean
Therefore, we
define u(x) as the standard error:

x.

(J

( 15)

(J-

x

This is the standard deviation of the estimated mean
From Eq. ( 15) we see that the accuracy of
does
not improve directly with the number of measurements n, but only with the square root of n. For
instance, to.decrease an error by 50"/o would require
four times as many measurements as already taken.

x.

x

Thus, a 10% error in X and a 5% error in Y gives a
11.18% error in Z, so that again the error is
compounded in the result.
For the case where Z =

u( Z)

z-

=2

x2

we have

u(X)

x-

( 18)

Thus, the fractional error in Z is twice that in X.

A general formula for the propagation of
errors in the function Z = f(X, Y) is
2

u (Z)=

~o z\
\fiX)

2

2

(o ~ 2

u (X)+\6Y)

2

u (Y). (19)

The expression oZ/oX is called the partial derivative of Z with respect to X. It is found by differentiating the function Z = f(X, Y) with respect to X
while holding Y constant. The expression fiZ/oY is
found in an analogous fashion by holding X constant.

Propagation of Errors
Consider an experiment in which the result Z
depends upon two variables X and Y in the following
way:
Z =X+ Y,

An Application of Statistical Methods
The acceleration of gravity g may be determined experimentally in many ways. One of the
simplest is to measure the period of a pendulum.
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The question arises, "How precise is thi~
value for g?" First we calculate the variance a :

The period T is related to the acceleration of
gravity g by the expression
T

>Jtjg,

= 2rr

where l is the length of the pendulum arm.
we have

0

Thus,

(J

The estimated mean value
T

=

f:

f

(Ti- 2.29)

2

9

i= l

When we substitute the ten values forT from Table
A- VIII into the above equation and sum the squares
of the deviations, we obtain
2
46xl0- 4

9

(J

i= l
T

of the period is

Ti

i= l

=

T

( 13)

-----n:l

f_

2

2

1

i= l

(20)
An experiment was performed in which the length l
was measured as 130.4 em. Table A-VIII presents
the values ofT that were measured on 10 oscillations.

(T. - 7")

f_

2

(10)

n

The standard deviation a is then 0.0226 sec. This
means that in about 68.3o/o of the cases, the measured
value ofT was within 0.0226 sec of the mean value
T" of 2.29 sec. From the foregoing we have an indication of the accuracy of a single. measurement.

Ti
10

22 9
·
= lO

2 . 29 sec.

Therefore, we obtain

Next we wish to know the precision of the
mean value T". The standard error a_ is

2

g = 4rr ( 130.4)/(2.29/

T

2

g = 981.67 cm/sec .

aT

TabLe A- VIII

T

(Sec)

T.

1

- T

( 15)

T

Values of the period T m.easured in a
pendulum experiment

Trial

=a/.Jn

= 0.0226/.Jio
a_ = 0.00715 sec.

1

Tl

X

10- 4

(T.-

2.28

0.0 l

l

2

2.2 7

0.02

4

3

2.31

0.02

4

4

2.29

0.00

0

5

2.31

0.02

4

6

2.29

0.00

0

7

2.25

0.04

16

8

2.29

0.00

0

9

2.33

0.04

16

10

2.28

0.0 l

Therefore, the mean value Tis 2.29 ± 0.00715. This
gives a percentage of error of l00(0.00715/2.2~=0.31Z'l'o
forT".
From ~q. (18) we recall that in a function of
the type Z = X the fractional error in Z is twice the
fractional error in x 2 :
a(Z)

_ 2a(X)

-z- -

---x-

( 18)

Equation (20) is of this type, with g = Z and T" = X.
_:!'herefore, the fractional error in g is twice that in
T:

~ :i

=

2.29
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~)
g

2c:_(T")
T

The percentage of error in g is then 2 x 0.312o/o =
0.624%. The absolute error in g is
2
0.00624 (981.67) = 6.42 cm/sec .

X

10-4 =

L

-2
(Ti-T)

The calculated valu'Z of g may thus be written
981.67±6.42 em/sec . From the size of the absolute
error it is apparent that there is little value in
retaining the figures to the right of the decimal point,
since from this experiment we can say opl y that g is
somewhere between 976 and 988 em/sec .

B.

ATOMIC PHYSICS
Roger W. Wallace

The Chemical Foundations of
the Atomic Theory

By 1800 four laws governing the mass and
volume relations between chemical compounds had
been discovered. These laws. led to the atomic and
molecular hypotheses long before any experiments
were conducted that measured the individual properties
of atoms. These laws deal only with enormous numbers of ·atoms or molecules, and yet their form is a
direct consequence of the individuality of atoms and
molecules. The laws are:

*

a. The law of conservation.of mass -The
total mass of a syste'm 1s· not affected by any chemical change within the system.
b. The law of definite proportions -A particular chemical compound always contains the same
elements combined in the same proportions by weight.
c. The law of multiple proportions - If two
el'/ments combine to form more than one compound,
the different weights of one that combine with the
same weight of the othe:r are in the ratio of small
whole numbers.

d.

Based on the above laws Dalton, in 1803, introduced the atomic hypothesis which states that
a. chemical ele-ments are discrete and in~
dividual,
b. all the atoms of an element are the same,
and
c. simple numerical relations exist between
the numbers of atoms that combine ·into molecules.
Soon after this Avogadro introduced the molecular hypothesis in 1811, which states that equal volumes of gases contain equal numbers of molecules.
Somewhat after this Faraday drew the following
two conclusions from his experiments with the passage
of electricity through solutions:
a. The weight of an element that is deposited by
:_n electrical current while passing through a solution
is proportional to the absolute electrical charge carried
by this current through the solution.
b. The weight ·Of various element~ deposited
by the same charge is proportiona.l to the chemical
equivalent of these elements.
Faraday found that 96,500 amperes flowing
for one second deposit one chemical gram equivalent
or mole of a monovalent element. From this number and the .charge on one electron (which was meas-

*This

law is now known to be strictly true only if
instead <;>f mass we also include energy. As far as
masses that can be weighed on a chemical balance
are concerned the law is exact.

ured many years later by Millikan) one can calculate
the number of atoms in one mole of an element. This
turns out to be 6X 1023 , which is called Avogadro's
number, since he was the first to point out that each
mole contains equal numbers of molecules. All of
the preceding information, plus a great deal of chemical data (with the exception of the more recently
measured Avogadro's number), was available to
Mendel~ef in 1869 when he suggested that the chemical elements could best be understood if arranged in
a periodic table. He was drawn to this conclusion by
the following facts:
a. The chemical properties of the elements
tend to repeat themselves in a periodic fashion when
the elements are arranged in the order of their atomic
weights.
b. · Similar elements either have approximately
the same weight or have regularly increasing weights.
(An example of this is the halogens--flourine, chlorine, and bromine.)
c. The order of the atomic weights is also the
order of the chemical valences. (There are anumber of exceptions to this. For example, s orne e lements have two or three valences. However, these
exceptions can be explained.)
d. The common .elements have small atomic
weights and sharply defined chemical properties.
e. The magnitudes of the atomic weights
determine the chemical characteristics of the e lements.
When· the elements were arranged in the periodic
table. it became immediately possible to predict the
existet1c·e .of. seve.ral elements that were then unknown-all of which have since eithe'r been found in nature or
have been produced artifically. The table also made
it possible 'to check the accuracy of the atomic weights
of· adjacent'" elements and to make excellent predictions
about the chemical properties of elements, which
were yet to be .discovered or were little known.
The preceding material forms the classical
bases for the modern atomic theory· and was understood and accepted by the latter part of the 19th
century. At the close of the 19th century the atomic
theory begap. to develop very rapidly, owing to the
discovery within a few years of cathode rays, x-rays,
the quantum theory, th.e special theory of relativity,
and the photoelectric effect.
The Electron
Without any attempt to be chronological, we
will first consider the discovery of the electron.
Thompson in 1897 used an evacuated tube of
·'the type· shown schematically in Fig. B -1 to demonstrate the properties of cathode rays which he eventually called electrons. This tube is very similar to
the modern television tube, and all of Thompson's
experiments could in principle be performed by anyone with a television set. The negative electrode,
or cathode, in the tube emits electrons which are
accelerated toward a slit system that has a positive
charge ori it. Some of the electrons pass through the
slits in a narrow beam and strike the far end of the
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tube, which has a fluorescent surface.
observed or demonstrated that

Thompson

a. cathode rays travel in straight lines, in the
absence of electric or magnetic fields;
b. they can penetrate a thin foil;
c. they are negatively charged (as shown when
they are allowed to charge an electroscope); and
d. they carry with them a considerable amount
of energy, since they easily heat the surface on which
they fall. When he applied a potential across two
parallel conducting plates oriented parallel to the
beam, he found that the electrons are deflected toward that plate which is positively charged. He also
observed that the electrons are deflected on the arc
of a circle when they pass through a magnetic field
whose lines of force are perpendicular to their
direction of motion.
anode (slits to define beam)
flourescent
coating

magneticfield region
Fig. B-1.

+

electrostatic
deflecting.
plates

Thompson's cathode ray tube.

By passing the cathode rays through a region
in which there was an electrical field pulling the
cathode rays one way and this was exactly balanced
by a magnetic field pulling them in the other direction,
he· was able to measure their velocity. Since the
electrical force eE balances the magnetic force
Hev, we have
eE

= Hev,

where e is the charge on the electron, E is the
electrostatic field strength, H is the magnetic
field strength, and v is the velocity of the electron.
Therefore, the velocity v equals the ratio E/H.
Thompson found this velocity was typically about lOo/o
of the velocity of light. When he turned off the magnetic field and used only the electrical field he was
able to measure the ratio of charge to mass (e/m)
for the cathode rays, which turned out to be about
2X tol7 electrostatic units (esu) per gram (later
revised to 5.273X tol7 esu/g). This was about
1800 times as large as the charge-to-mass ratio
of a hydrogen atom. The charge of the electron was
not known at the time that Thompson performed his
experiment. From this experiment Thompson concluded that the atoms of the cathode were emitting
electrons, which are apparentty much lighter in
weight than a hydrogen atom and which are probably
the agent responsible for the conduction of electricity.
In 1909 Millikan succeeded in measuring the
charge e on the electron. His apparatus is represented in Fig. B-2. Two horizontal metal plates
are contained inside a closed vessel. A fine mist
of watch oil is sprayed into the vessel above the
plates. Owing to friction in the atomizer, some oil
droplets are electrically charged. As a droplet
passes through the center hole in the upper plate and
settles toward the bottom of the vessel, it is observed
with a telescope. The parallel plates are then charged,

the upper plate being made positive. The droplet then
moves upward against gravity. By comparing the
.
upward velocity and the downward velocity, and
knowing the physical constants involved, Millikan
discovered that the various droplets carried integral
multiples of a unit charge. This unit charge is called
e, and he found its value to be 4.774X tO-lp e.sl1.
Later, this value was revised to 4.80Xl0- 0 esu.
watch oil sprayed into box

highvoltage
source

light

-

teVscope

1::::::::1

Fig. B-2. Apparatus used by R. A. Millikan to
determine e, the charge on an electron.
Since e was now known, the mass m of the
electron could be calculated to be 9.108X lo-28 g.
Knowing e also enabled Avogadro's ·number to be
calculated, as well as the approximate mass of the
proton, since the proton was known to be about 1800
times· heavier than the electron. Millikan's experiment had a number of other ramifications of Jundamental value in physics.
The Quantum Theory
The Emission and Absorption of Electromagnetic .
Radiation
Blackbody radiation
In the latter part of the 19th century and the
early part of the 20th century there was much interest in what is called by physicists blackbody
radiation. Any body that is not at the same temperature
as its surroundings tends to come to the temperature
of its surroundings by means of energy transfer
between it and its surroundings. This energy transfer takes place either by conduction, convection, or
radiation. In the absence of air, radiation is the only
means available. Every body above the absolute zero
of temperatu.re is continuously receiving and emitting
electromagnetic radiation, principally in the infrared
region of the electromagro~tic spectrum.
In order
to produce a region which is all at the same ternperature and easily comes into equilibrium it is
conventional to use a closed box with a small hole
in it. This hole when viewed from the outside is
said to represent a blackbody, since then the hole
appears to be completely black. If the box is heated
it eventually begins to emit visible light from the
hole, _which becomes successively red, orange, and
eventually white as the temperature increases. The
spectral desc·ription of the light emitted from the hole
is determined by the temperature of the inner walls
of the box. This radiation is said to be the equilibrium
radiation emitted by a body at the temperature of the
walls.
The spectral distribution of this light (Fig. B-3)
was difficult to explain theoretically until Planck in
1901 suggested that electrons can vibrate only at
certain frequencies and that electromagnetic radiation
must be emitted in discrete quanta rather than continuously as had formerly been thought. When Planck
assumed that the energy E of each quantum or photon
of electromagnetic radiation is proportional to its
·
frequency v by the relation

E

=

hv,

(1)
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he was able to explain completely the observed spectrum
corning from the above-described hole in a box or
blackbody. The constant h is called the Planck constant and is 6.62X 10-2 7 erg-sec. The frequency v
of the light emitted is given by v = c/>.., where c is
the velocity of light (3X tolO ern/sec) and '!.. is the
wavelength of the light in ern.

\
\

\

\

\ ............... observed spectrum
Planck theory

~•

''

-

'\,#Rayleigh-Jeans
'-....._ theory

Specific Heat of Materials
Another confirmation of Planck's quantum
theory was supplied by Einstein, in regard to explaining the specific heat of solids. According to
the classical theory of DuLong and Petit, the specific
heat of monatomic solids should be 6 cal/g-rnole-C 0 •
Generally, this is true. However, for diamonds the
specific heat is only 2 cal/g-mole-C 0 • This discrepancy was accounted for by Einstein using the
quantum theory. As it turned out, his explanation
was not precisely correct, although it was much
closer than the classical theory. Debye later provided
the correct solution, again based on the quantum
theory.

Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves

It can be said that light is emitted and absorbed
in quanta, but that in its propagation through space
it b-ehaves like a wave motion. There are many
Wien
optical experiments which clearly demonstrate that
theory
light is a wave motion undergoing diffraction, refraction, scattering, interference, and such wavered
blue
like behavior. On the other hand, there are many
Wave length +
experiments that clearly indicate that light has a
• Frequency
corpuscular, or particle, or quantum nature. These
two apparently contradictory characteristics of the
Fig. B-3. Spectrum of blackbody radiation at a
behavior of light are not actually contradictory when
given temperature.
light is viewed from a theoretical standpoint, but
are contradictory only when considered by our own
This discovery was the beginning of the quantum
limited personal experience. We are quite familiar
theory, which later developed into quantum mechanics.
with the behavior of water waves and somewhat less
The eventual implications of this theory are far reaching,
familiar with the behavior of sound waves, but our
and have affected every branch of physics, chemistry,
detailed experience with light waves is actually quite
and engineering as well as many others.
limited since we never directly observe them traveling along as we do water waves, but only see their
result as they strike some object. In general it can
The photoelectric effect
be said that we think in terms of classical mechanics,
and that we must believe quantum mechanics because
The explanation of blackbody radiation accounted
of its enormous success in the explanation of exfor the emission of electromagnetic radiation. Howperiments, but that we must not expect to have a
ever, the absorption of e lectrornagnetic radiation was
physical intuition for quantum behavior such as this
not explained until l905- -by Einstein, who received
wave -partie le dualism exhibited by light.
the Nobel Prize for it. When light falls on an object,
electrons are often emitted from its surface. It is
found that when the intensity of the light is reduced,
The Electromagnetic Spectrum
the number of electrons emitted is decreased. This
was predicted by classical theories. However, an
The electromagnetic spectrum extends over
unexpected phenomenon was observed. The energy of
at least sixteen orders of magnitude of wave length
the electrons emitted is unaffected by the brightness
that have been investigated by physicists up to the
of the light, but only by its color. This suggests that
present time (see Table B-I).
light probably consists of discrete particles, each
having a characteristic energy. Changes in the
brightness or intensity of a beam of light affect only
Table B-1
the number of such particles present, but not their
energy.
Characteristics of electromagnetic radiation
As Einstein demonstrated, the explanation for
this is that each quantum or photon of light has associated with it an energy E = hv. This energy is also
equal to the kinetic energy l/2 mv2 of the electron,
plus some small quantity w called the work function
(w is the work done by the electron in passing through
the surface of the object). We write

Type of radiation

Range of wave length
(ern)

Gamma rays

lO-ll to lOc 9
10- 9 to 10- 7

X-rays
Ultraviolet light

E

= hv = (l/2) mv

2

+ w.

Visible light
Infrared light

One photon of light is all that is needed to cause one
electron to be emitted. Naturally, if more photons
are incident upon the object, more electrons are
emitted, but their characteristic energy is not influenced.

Short radio waves
Long radio waves

10- 7 to 10- 5
4Xl0- 5 to 7 X 10- 5
10- 4 to 10-l
10 -l to l 0 +5
l0+ 5 to 10+ 7
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All the above radiations travel at the same velocity
and can be thought of as being emitted by accelerated
charges. They all behave as photons whose energy
is equal to hv. A naive picture of the emission of
electromagnetic radiation can be had by considering
that a charged electron is surrounded by an electric
field and that if this electron's velocity is changed
(i.e. it undergoes an acceleration) some of the
electric field surrounding the electron is shaken
loose and appears as electromagnetic radiation.
This can be thought of as going on in the filament of
a light bulb, where the electrons are shaken by the
thermal agitation arising from the heating of the
filament, or in a radio antenna, where the electrons
are forced to move back and forth along the antenna
by the voltages impressed on the antenna by the
transmitter.

Atomic Structure
The Thompson Atom
The earliest definite theory regarding the
internal structure of the atom was that of J. J.
Thompson, who in 1898 suggested a model that is
sometimes called the "plum-pudding atom." In
this analogy the atom might be thought of as a
sphere (pudding) inside of which are electrons
(raisins). Thompson knew that the positive charges
are much heavier than the negative charges and that
the latter are responsible for electrical conduction
in metals. However, he did not profess to know the
exact configuration of these charges within an atom.

The Rutherford Atom
In 1911 Rutherford and Geiger performed an
experiment (Fig. B-4) in which they bombarded a
thin11old foil with alpha particles, which were known
to be the nuclei of helium gas atoms, and which had
been discovered by earlier workers in radioactivity.
(For our purposes the incident alpha particles can be
considered as heavy geometrical points moving at a
high velocity through the gold foil.) Most of the a
particles went through the gold foil almost undeflected.
About one in 100,000 were deflected or scattered at
large angles, even up to 180°. It could be concluded
from this experiment that very little of the foil was
a solid barrier to the a particles, and that therefore
the solid matter in the foil must have an area that is
only a fraction of its total area. In addition, the
solid matter must be quite heavy, or the large angles
of a particle recoil could not be explained. An alpha
particle weighing almost 8, 000 times as much as an
electron could not bounce backward from a collision
with an electron any more than a bowling ball would
pair of beamdefining slits

gold
foil

{about 1 a in 100,000 is
deflected or scattered
at a large angle)

I I
(

most of the a 1 s go
on through with only
slight deflection

Small-scale view
of the experiment

transmitted but
slightly deflected or
multiply scattered a
particles, due to the
atomic electrons in
gold

parallel
incident beam

of a particles
Large-scale view
of the experiment

Fig. B-4.

Ever since the days of Newton in the 17th
century it had been known that a thin beam of parallel
white light when passed through a prism of glass is
split up into a variety of colors called a spectrum ..
This type of spectrum is continuous, one color
merging into another. If, however, the light is produced by exciting a gas in an electrical discharge
tube, then its spectrum is not continuous (Fig. B-5).
Rather, only a few colors appear, as isolated parallel
lines. This type of spectrum is called a "line spectrum."
The wavelengths of the lines are characteristic of each
element contained in the gas. An atom can, in addition to emitting radiation in Spectral line, also absorb
radiation in a spectral line. This occurs if a continuous spectrum of light passes through a gas. The
atoms of the gas then absorb light, leaving breaks in
the continuous spectrum at exactly the wavelengths
where the atoms would emit light if they were excited.
As experimental techniques improved, the variety and
complexity of such spectra produced by various incandescent materials rapidly increased. By the
beginning of the 20th century many spectra had been
carefully measured and the wave lengths and intensities
of their spectral lines recorded, but there was no
adequate explanation of the structure or origin of
these line spectra.

ionized gas
atoms in
electrical
discharge tube
spectral lines whose position and
intensity vary with the element in
the discharge (only two lines are
shown for simplicity, frequently
there are many lines present)
Fig. B -5.

I I

a source

be expected to bounce back if rolled into a pile of
ping-pong balls. Therefore, to account for a bowling
ball's bouncing back when it hits a pile of ping -pong
balls, there must be an occasional bowling ball hidden
among the ping -pong balls in this large -scale analogy.
Rutherford concluded that the atom of gold must be
largely empty space occupied by electrons, and that
the principal mass of the gold was concentrated in a
region about lQ-12 em in diameter, which is called
the nucleus. It had already been shown that the volume available to each gold atom was about 10-8 em
in diam., so that the gold must indeed be mostly
empty space--as are all solids,

atoms in gold foil

Rutherford's scattering experiment.

Arrangement for producing line spectra.

Rutherford had postulated that the atom consists
of electrons circling around a central nucleus in a
fashion similar to the planets circulating around the
sun. By the electromagnetic theory, an accelerating
electron must continually radiate energy. The spectrum would therefore be continuous rather than consisting of lines as is the actual case. A further
problem with the Rutherford atom is that in continually
radiating energy, the electron would have to spiral
rapidly into the nucleus, causing a catastrophe to
the atom. Of course this does not occur, since atoms
continue to exist for billions of years.
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The Bohr Atom
Against this background, Bohr in 1913 made
the following suggestions:
a. Contrary to the requirements of electromagnetic theory, an- electron does not radiate energy
while rotating in a closed orbit. Therefore, its
orbit is stable.. This is referred to as a ·"stationary
state" of the atom. Several stationary states are
possible. The contradiction of classical electromagnetic theory is left as a moot point.
b. The angular momentum of an electron in
such an orbit can only have certain discrete values
equal to nti, where ti is the Planck constant h
divided by 21T and n is an·integer, l, 2, 3, ....
The angular momentum nti of an electron in an
orbit is equal to the linear momentum of the electron
(its mass times its velocity) multiplied by the radius
of the orbit. This requirement is expressed as

=

mvr

:~

= nli.

(2)

This "quantization" of angular momentum actually
gives each electron an energy that is characteristic
of its orbit, and the particular. orbit occupied by an
electron is determined by its principal quantum
number n.
c. The spectral lines observed iri the light
emitted by an excited element are a result of the
fact that light is emitted or absorbed as an electron
makes a discrete jump from one of these orbits to
another, and emits or absorbs a definite amount of
energy Llo.E, which is the difference in the energy
of the e lett ron in each orbit. This change in energy
Llo.E is equal to· hv, where 11 is the frequency of
the corresponding spectral line (v = c/1-. ).
Consider an atom of atomic number z (Fig.
B-6). For an electron orbit to be stable, the
electrical attraction of the electron toward the
nucleus, Zz_e2 jr2, must be balanced by the centrifugal
force, mv /r. We write
mv

The energy W of an electron in such a Bohr
orbit is equal to the sum of 'its kinetic energy T
and potential energy V:
W

=

T + V,

(8)

2

where T = l/2 mv
=
Therefore, we obtain
2
Ze
w -2-r--

-

--r

(9)
the negative sign indicating that the electron is bound
in its orbit.
We· now wish to find the energy difference
between two different orbits. We write

Llo.E

2
(3)

r

To find the radius r of a Bohr orbit, we must combi-ne Eqs. (2) and (3). First, we multiply Eq. (3)
by r, yielding
mv

Fig. B-6. Force diagram of an electron revolving
about a nucleus.

2

(4)

r

2
Ze
- -2(10)
where r 1 is the radius of the first orbit and r 2
is the radius of the second orbit, as given by Eq.
(7). Performing the two substitutions of Eq. (7)
into Eq. (10) and rearranging terms, we obtain

Next, we square Eq. (2) to ·obtain
m

2 2 2
v r
( ll) r

2
{5)

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) yields
r

2

{6)
mZe

Dividing Eq. (6) by r
r

4
2
The expression_ me j2ti
is defined as the R_~dberg
constant R, wh1ch has the ·value 109, 000 em
.
Therefore, we write
{12)

gives

mZ

as the radius of a Bohr orbit.

{7)

The value Llo.E represents the energy of. a
photon oflight emitted byan excited atom. When
a photon is emitted, the electron is said to have
jumped from an orbit of higher energy to an orbit
of lower energy. This is illustrated for a hydrogen
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atom m Fig. B -7.
The maximum energy that can
be radiated in a hydrogen atom is 13.5 electron
volts. This occurs when an electron falls from an
outermost orbit (where n is a large number) down
to the "ground state" (where n is one). One atom
can make only one jump or transition at a time.
The many different spectral lines observed are the
results of ·many atoms making a great variety of
jumps in a short time.
n

~

0

6
5

!.......,_,

f
~

-13. 5

4
3

2

~

The magnetic quantum number is the component of
in -the direction of the z axis, which in turn i:;<
always parallel to the magnetic field.

i

These four quantum numbers, n, i, s, and
m, by assuming values consistent with the selection
rules mentioned {such as that s is allowed to be only
+TJ2 or- - 1/2) determine the orbits that an electron
can take around a nucleus. For example, for n = 1,
1 and m are both 0, but s can be + l/2 or - 1/2.
This means that two electrons can circulate around
a nucleus in an orbit for n=l, as defined by the
equation for the radius above. One of these electrons
has its spin pointed up and the other has its spin
pointing down. It is not possible for any other
electrons to circulate in this particular orbit, owing
to the Pauli exclusion principle. This principle
states that it is impossible for any two electrons in
the same atom to have their four quantum numbers
n, i, m, and s identical. That is, only one
electron can occupy each possible energy state, as
defined by these numbers.
The atoms that are described for n = l are
hydrogen and helium. When n is set equal to two,
eight other orbits are possible, and similarly for
larger values of n. Table B-II and its accompanying
schematic drawings show the situation in the Jirst
few elements of the periodic system.

ev

Table B-II

Fig. B-7. Energy-level jumps for an electron in
a hydrogen atom.
The symbol n in the above considerations is
called the principal quantum number, and each of
the integral values that it can assume (1, 2, 3, ... )
defines a possible circular orbit for an electron in a
hydrogen-like atom.
The Bohr hypbthesis predicts the experimental
values for the lines in the hydrogen spectrum to
about l part in 100,000. This close agreement
represented a victory for the Bohr theory, even
though it contained an apparent contradiction. That
is, Bohr used ordinary mechanics to describe the
dynamical equilibrium of the orbits, yet he rejected
classical electromagnetic theory in explaining the
energy jumps by means of the relation 6E = h v .
Moreover, while this theory accounted for the important features of the hydrogen spectrum, it did
not explain many of the fine details of this and
other spectra.
The Bohr -Sommerfeld Atom
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In order to make an adequate explanation of the
observed complexity of the spectrum, Sommerfeld
in 1916 introduced three other _quantum numbers.
The quantum number 1 [which can take on the values
0, l, 2, ... (n-1)] is called the orbital angular
momentum quantum number. It is associated with a
family of elliptical orbits, all of which have the same
energy as a particular circular orbit defined by n.
For i = 0, the orbit is -circular; for 1 = l, it has a
slight eccentricity; for i = 2 the eccentricity is
larger; etc. Another quantum number that must be
introduced is s, the spin of an electron; s can take
on the values ± 1/2 . Each electron can be thought
of as having its own angular momentum due to its
spin on its own axis, in much the same manner as
the earth, which spins on its axis and at the same
time travels in its orbit. Another quantum number,
m, called the magnetic quantum number, can take
on all the integral values between + i and - 1 .

+ 1/20

0
0

- 1/2

0

+ 1/2

0

0

- 1/2 -

0

+ 1/2
- 1/2

The de Broglie Wave Hypothesis
In 1925 de Broglie suggested that matter
can be described in terms of waves. This is a

/

21>

counterpart to the particle-wave dualism of light
and applies to all elementary "solid" particles, such
as electrons and protons. The truth of this hyp-othesis
was demonstrated by Davison and Germer. They
showed that electron beams are diffracted by crystals
in the same way as x-rays.
According to de Broglie, an electron cannot
be considered a point source, but must be viewed
as a standing wave around its orbit (Fig. B-8). A
moving particle has associated with it a wave length
11. given by
11.

=

(13)

h/mv

where h is the Planck constant and mv is the linear
momentum of the particle. If Eq. (13) is substituted
into Eq. (2), it is found that there are n such wave
lengths of the electron around the circumference of
an orbit of radius r:
n

= 2 rrr/11.

(14)

idealized orbit

standing wave
of integral no.
of wave lengths

Fig. B-8,

The de Broglie atom for

n = 4.

Thus, we should not think of e lectr.ons as
particles traveling in orbits. Moreover, in calculating a Bohr orbit by Eq. (7) we should not think
of r as describing the position of an electron.
Rather, r is a radius about which a standing wave
is positioned.
Nevertheless, an electron does behave like a
particle (or corpuscle) in many situations, for
instance in its motion through electric and magnetic
fields. As Bohr later showed, in a single experiment
it is impossible to prove that matter has both wave
and particle properties. Rather, these are complementary descriptions.

Ll.xAp;::,.

q.

(15)

It' must be emphasized that this effect is due
not to any li.mitation in one 1 s measuring instruments,
but rather to an inherent property of nature, namely
that in observing an object it is necessarily disturbed
The constant fi is so small that in practice this lower
limit to measurement is rarely reached. However,
the theoretical implications of the uncertainty principle are far -reaching.

Quantum Mechanics
Because of the uncertainty principle, classical
mechanics cannot be used when dealing with atomic
partie les. Instead, one must use quantum mechanics,
introduced by Schroedinger in 1926. In quantum mechanics one does not attempt to state the exact position
and momentum of an electron at a given instant, but
only assigns a statistical probability for finding it at
;:1. given position about the nucleus.
This approach
avoids the apparent contradictions of the Bohr system.
Moreover, the quantum numbers n, 1, and m no
longer seem arbirary, and the selection rules governing the electron states are derived rather than imposed.
In spite of having achieved a more satisfactory
and rigorous description of atomic structure, quantum
mechanics offers no model which can be readily
visualized. The Bohr orbits of an electron are now
much more complicated three-dimensional probability
functions and are referred to as "energy levels. "
In the Bohr theory the emission of a spectral line was
said to accompany a jump of an electron from one
orbit to another. In quantum mechanics one thinks
of a transition from cne energy level to another as
causing spectral lines. The concept of an orbit has
given way to that of an "orbital, " which represents
the probability of finding an electron at a given position
about the nucleus. However, the term "orbit" is
still often used for convenience.
It will be recalled that in the Bohr-Sommerfeld
theory that circular orbits are obtained for 1 = 0.
For this situation, quantum mechanics states that the
probability is greatest that the e le ctr on is at the
distance from the nucleus represented by the corresponding Bohr radius r [ from Eq. (7)].
However,
there is a smaller probability that it will be at other
values of the radius.

This can be illustrated by the analogy of a
particle in a 2-dimensional box (see Fig. B-9).
The potential at the edges of the box is infinite, so
that the partie le cannot get out of the box.
However,
it is free to roll about the floor of the box without
any force being required to produce this motion.
There is no friction in quantum mechanics.

The Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
In 1927 Heisenberg announced his famous
uncertainty principle. He recognized that the wavepartie le duality of matter is only one facet of a
general law of nature --the concept of a particle
cannot be safely extrapolated from a large scale
picture to atomic dimensions. According to the
uncertainty principle, one can specify the position of
an electron to any desired accuracy, but only at the
expense of precision in stating its momentum. If
Ll.x is the uncertainty in the position of the electron
and Ll.p is the uncertainty in its momentum, then the
product Ll.x.C.p exceed<> or equals some finite value,
fi . We write

v

>

rolling
particle

=Q)

for X> a
or x >0

\

•

Fig. B-9.

X

Particle in a quantum-mechanical box.
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According to classical theory, the probability
for the particle being at one point in the box is the
same as for another point. This would be true on a
large scale, such as for a real ball rolling about in
a real box (ignoring friction), but is not true on the
atomic scale.
These probability curves are shown in Fig. B-10.
The probability P(x) that the electron will be at a
distance x from the nucleus is given by the expression
P(x)

= ljJ

2

Instead of using x, y, z coordinates, it is simpler
to employ polar coordinates (Fig. B-ll). The angle
in the xy plane from the x axis to the point lying
under the point in question is called cp , and is the
azimuth of the point. The angle down from the
positive z axis is called fJ , and is similar to the
latitude of a point on the earth, except that the zero
point is on the z axis (pole) rather than on the xy
plane (equator). The distance from the origin to the
point is denoted by r , and is simply the radius.
Thus, we have the three variables r, fl, and cp , for
which we shall find separate solutions.

(16)

(x),

z

where the wave function ljJ(x) is defined as
ljJ(x)

l"il
~
a

= '\/

.

s1n

n1TX
a

(l 7)

In Eq. (17) n is the principal quantum number and
a is the distance across the box and x is the position
of the partie le in the box.
It should be evident that the probability curve
for n = l is identical to the fundamental mode of a
vibrating string. The first harmonic is the same as
the curve for n = 2, the second harmonic for n = 3,
and so on. For n = oo the probability curve would
be simply a horizontal line, which of course represents
the classical solution for a ball rolling in an ordinary
box.
It should be pointed out that as n increases,
the energy E associated with a higher level also
increases, according to the expression
n2h21T2

(18)

E

2 rna

where h is the Planck constant, m is the mass of
the particle, and a is the size of the box. From
Eq. (18) it can be seen that if n is quite large, say
10-zo, then the energy would be on the order of that
of a billiard ball. Thus, we see how the classical
solution is a limiting case of the quantum mechanical
solution.
n

ll.r2(x)

y

Fig. B-ll.

Polar coordinates.

Figure B-12 shows the probability P(fl) of
the electron being at a certain angle fJ down from
the positive z axis. The probability P((J) is related to the orbital angular momentum quantum numher l and to the magnetic quantum number m.
We find that there are zones of high and low probability,
depending on the value of l

z
n =1
1
0
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=

xy plane
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=1
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Fig. B-10.
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P(8)

m =2
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Probability ~JJ
of finding an electron
at a distance x from the nucleus,
where a is the atomic radius.

So far we have discussed cnly the probability
P(x) = ~JJ2(x) of finding the electron at a certain
distance x from the nucleus. Now we wish to consider its orientation in a 3-dimensional frame.

Fig. B-12.

Polar graphs of the function

P

1 ,m

(fli
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Figure B-13 sl:).ows the probability P(cj>) X P(B)
of the electron. being at a certain orientation around
a nucleus.

P(9)P(cj>)
n= Z

1 =1
m = 0

Roentgen
In 1895 Roentgen discovered what he called
x-rays, which he produced by having cathode rays
strike a target. (See Fig. B-15.) When the x-rays
that are emitted strike a screen coated with a barium
salt, the coating flouresces, allowing the x-rays to
be observed. Roentgen found that x-rays can penetrate
an opaque solid, although some of the x-rays are
absorbed. He found that the x-rays blacken a photographic plate and cause a gas to conduct electricity,
and that· the x-rays travel in a straight line and are
not influenced by electric or magnetic fields. It is
interesting to note that within a very few weeks from
the time that Roentgen discovered x-rays they were
being used all over the world for medical diagnosis
in much the same way as they are used today. Later
workers found that x-rays could indeed be reflected,
refracted, and defracted just as light can be. X-rays
differ from visible light only in that they hi:we much
shorter wavelengths.
r - - - - - - - - ' - - l o - 4 to 106 volts de or ac

Fig. B-13.

Polar representation of the values of
the angular probability functions.

The probability P(r) · of the electron being at
a distance r from the nucleus is shown in Fig.
B-14.
visible

light

0.8

_ _..:._._ _ _x_-_r•a•y•s--~~~b-a-riwn salt

f

0
Fig. B-15.

0
0.8

Classical electrodynamics shows that a charged
partie le emits radiation when it is accelerated .or
decelerated. The sudden stopping of an electron when
it strikes a solid is the usual method for producing
x-rays. X-rays differ in their penetrating ability,
depending upon their particular energy. The energy
E of any one photon of x-rays is equal to hv, where
v = c/>.., as is the case with light. When a beam of
x-rays from a heterogeneous or nonmoncchromatic
source strikes a solid object, five different types of
radiation are observed emerging from the far side,
as shown in Fig. B-16.
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An x-ray tube.
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Electron distribution functions for the
hydrogen atom.
primary

•

x-rays

x-rays
omogeneous, not
ependent on the primaries except for
nough energy
nchanged by scattering;
ot influenced by scatter. ~ material
1-----+' transmitted with attenuation
but otherwise unaffected

Conclusion
scattered f3's
The quantum theory has made it possible to
explain not only the atomic str.ucture of all the elements but also the spectral distribution of the light
that they emit or absorb. Moreover, this theory can
account for their chemical behavior in compounds or
as ions, and for their physical behavior in solids,
liquids, or gases. The complete elaboration of
this picture is the entire subject of atomic physics.

absorber and
secondary
emitter
Fig. B-16.

characteristic [3 1 s

Types of radiations that emerge from
a material struck on the opposite side
by a monoenergetic x-ray beam.
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. The characteristic x-rays are homogeneous,
moroenergetic .x-rays emitted by atoms in the absorber
undergoing specific energy-level transitions. These
x-rays do not depend on the primaries in any way except that the primary x-ray beam must contain x•rays
whose energies are greater than a certain minimum
necessary to excite the characteristic x-rays from the
absorber. The scattered x-rays are merely primary
x-rays which have been deflected but are not otherwise
influenced by the scattering material. The. transmitted
x-rays are unaffected by the absorber. We will not
discuss the two types of beta rays, other than to say
that they are electrons which have been knocked out
of the absorber.

If we wish to find the fractional loss of intensity as an x-ray beam passes through a thick
absorber made up of many little layers each dt
em thick, we integrate the above expression, getting
I

I = I

Atoms in an absorber struck by x-rays are
slightly accelerated, but the electrons in the absorber
undergo much larger accelerations and are by far the
most important source of reradiated x-rays. The
electrons absorb energy from the x-rays and then,
in being brought to rest in the absorber, reradiate
this energy or scatter it. In light elements struck
by moderately hard x-rays the incident and scattered
x-rays differ only in their direction of travel. By
classical electrodynamics it is possible to calculate
the total energy scattered by a free electron from _a
plane parallel beam of incident x-=rays, as given by
the expression

8

(19)

3

2
where I
is the incident energy pe~ cm and I is
0
the ener·gy scattered out of each em of beam. The
expression (e2/mc2) is called the classical radius
r 0 of the electron and is equal to 2.8X lo-13 em,
when the values of the electronic charge, electronic
mass, and the velocity of light are substituted.
Each electron has an effective area or "Thompson cross section" which it exhibits to an incident
beam of x-rays. This cross section equals the ratio
I/Io , which we denote by the symbol aT . We have
I

~

= 0.66 barn,

(20)

(21)

the classical cross section for Thompson scattering
by a free electron,
Any x-ray striking this area will
be scattered from the incident beam. If we consider
a t~ickness of material, dt, containing n atoms per
em , and each atom containing Z electrons, then
the fractional attenuation of an incident beam of x-rays
in passing through the thickness dt is given by
di
-I- = - n

Z a dt.

(22)

-nZat

(23)

This expression appears in many different physical
situations and is characteristic of any process
whereby an incident beam or stream of particles is
attenuated "exponentially," as is the case with visible
light, x-rays, infrared light, ultraviolet light, radio
waves, and with particles undergoing nuclear collisions. This expression is frequently written

Scattering of X-rays

aT

I0 e

0

e

-ut
r

{24)

or
I

= I

0

e

-t/ "-

(25)

where 1'- is the linear absorption coefficient and
X. is the mean free path. If Eq. (21) is solved
for Z , we obtain

z

(26)

By substituting the calculated value of a from Eq.
(21) and the measured value of I/Io into Eq. (26),
we can determine Z for an element that has been
used as an absorber. This makes it possible to
verify experimentally the atomic number of an
element. By x-ray measurements of many elements
it has been found that nZa is given by
nZa :; 0.2p ,

(27)

where p is t!J.e density of the element. From Eq.
(2 7) and a knowledge of Avagadro' s number we find
that the atomic number Z is approximately 1/2
the atomic weight A when the atomic weight of
hydrogen is taken to be l. We write
Z/A :;. 1/2 .

(28)

Diffraction of X-rays
In 1912 von Laue showed that crystals act as
diffraction gratings for x-rays. In order for a wave
motion to be diffracted by a periodic structure it is
necessary that the wave length be somewhat shorter
than the spacing of the structure, but not very much
shorter. X-rays have wave lengths from about
lo- 8 to l0-9 em, and crystals have spacings between
their atomic planes of lo-7 to lo-8 em.
If monochromatic x-rays fall on a crystal
"lattice" at an angle () to the surface, they are reflected from each of many parallel layers of atoms.
These reflected beams are parallel, and if the angle
is chosen in such a way that the x-rays from each
successive layer traverse an extra distance equal to
one wavelength, then the reflected beams of x-rays
will add "constructively," and the resulting reflected
beam will be quite intense compared with the reflected
beam observed at slightly different angles. The
values of () at which this particular "constructive
interference" occurs are derived from an examination
of Fig. B-17 which shows the extra path length
traver sed by the right-hand reflected beam (which
must be equal to an integral number of wave lengths,
n'J...). Vve have
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n>..

= 2d sin 8 ,

(29)

spectrum from element to element.
that

which is called the "Bragg condition." With a
particular crystal, d is a constant. As n changes
by integral values frcm 1 to 2 to 3, etc., the
incident x-rays are reflected by angles 8 , which
many be found from the expression
n

8

n

=

.-l(n>..)
Sln
--

a. there must be a physical quantity that
increases from one element to the next in the periodic
system (this is Z, the atomic number);
b. this quantity must be the total charge on
the nucleus or the number of electrons around the
nucleus;
c. the atorric weight increases by about 2
from one element to the next;
d. since we have Z = 1/2A, Z must increase
by 1 unit from one element to the next;
e. the number of the place in Mendeleef's
chart is the number of charges on a nucleus; and
f. the order of the atomic numbers Z is the
same as the order of the atomic weights (except
where it was already known that the weights disagreed
with the order of the chemical properties).

(30)

2d

He concluded

These are called respectively first-order, secondorder, etc., reflections.
incident x-rays

Futhermore, Moseley was able to verify the vacancies
left in the table by Mendel~ef for missing elements.
Relation of the Photo Effect to X-Rays
A

The photoelectric effect is described by the
equation

d sin e
atoms i'} crystal plane

Fig. B-17.

= hv-w,

E

Reflection of x-rays from a crystal
lattice. Note: 2d sin 8 is the extra
distance traveled by the beam refleeted from Plane A compared with
the distance traveled by the beam refleeted from the top plane of atoms,
and is equal to n >...

(31)

where E is the energy of the photoelectron, hv is
the energy of the incident photon, and w is the work
function of the surface of the metal through which
the electron must escape.
The energy of an electron striking a target and
thus producing x-rays is eV, where V is the potential difference between the cathode and the target.
The maximum energy E
of x-ray photons that
are thus emitted is
max

X-ray Spectroscopy

E
A simple spectrometer can be made using a
crystal in the manner just described. Such a
spectrometer is shown in Fig. B-18.

hv

max

max

= eV,

where e is the charge on the electron. In all x-ray
cases w, the work function of the metal surface,
is << hv. Therefore, the energy of a photoelectron
emitted by an x-ray is approximately the same as the
minimum energy of an electron that could have produced that x-ray.

X-ray Spectra
The several features of x-ray spectra are:
ion chamber to measure
x-ray intensity as cryatal

and ion chamber are rotated

Fig. B-18.

Crystal spectrometer. As the crystal
rotates through the angle
the ion
chamber must rotate through the angle
2 8 about the same axis.

e,

The X-rays coming from the tube consist of
a continuous spectrum. The lines in the spectrum
change as the target material changes. The lines
move to different angles but do not change in their
relation to one another as the crystal is changed,
since the spacing d of the crystal planes is different
for different crystals.
In 1913-1914 Moseley made x-ray-tube targets
of a great variety of elements. He measured the
spectra arising from each and noted that there is an
orderly shift of the characteristic lines in the x-ray

a. There is a continuous (or "Bremsstrahlung")
spectrum due to electrons being decelerated by the
target without exciting any particular atomic level.
b. There are line spectra due to a K or an
L electron being ejected and an outer electron then
falling into this vacancy. In a heavy target these
photons have much more energy than the hydrogen
spectra had when an electron fell into the K orbit
of hydrogen. This can be seen from the energy
equation for an L-to-K jump:

~E

~E

(7 )

m z2 e 4
21i2
3
8

me

--;z

4

~

(Z-1)

2

.

( 11)

The term (Z-1) is the effective charge of the nucleus
with one K electron circulating around it as seen
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by an electron jumping into this K orbit and thus
filling the K orbit. The large value of (Z-1)2
accounts for the high energy of x-ray lines compared
to optical lines.
c. There are no x-ray absorption lines because
the orbits for some distance outside the K and L
shells are filled, and the only place a K or L
electron can be knocked by an x-ray is into the
continuous or unbound energy region above the zero
of energy in the energy-level diagram (Fig. B-19).

edges

K absorption edge

equations for the velocity of sound in a solid to
finding the velocity of light in ether, some very
remarkable results appear. The ether not only is
weightless, it is also more rigid than steel. This,
as w"ell as other disturbing factors, led physicists
to devise experiments that would test the ether theory.
The one which has had the most profound significance
is the Michelson-Morley experiment, first performed
in 1881.
In their experiment, Michelson and Morley
sought to measure the velocity at which the earth
travels through the presumably stationary ether.
(See Fig. B -20.) Suppose that a light is first aimed
in the direction the earth travels around the sun.
Classically the absolute velocity of this light beam
should be c + v, where c is the velocity of light
(3X 10 10 em/sec). Next the light source is rotated
90°. The absolute velocity of the beam should then
be just c. By means of an interferometer, Michelson
and Morley made these measurements. To their
astonishment they found c + v = c. This equation
can be true only if v is zero, that is, only if the
earth travels through the ether at zero velocity.

E-+
Fig. B-19.

Energy-level diagram.

d. There are "absorption edges" in the x-ray
absorption spectra, which occur at the energies
where a K or L electron can be knocked completely
out of an atom.

The Special Theory of Relativity
Einstein, in the year 1905, proposed what is
now called the special theory of relativity. Although
it is commonly thought that relativity has overthrown
many principles of classical physics, this is not
true. Relativity merely extends and refines what
was previously known, or treats subjects left untounched by earlier theories.
The word "special" refers to the limitation of
the theory to problems involving unaccelerated
rectilinear motion between two observers. Where
there is an acceleration between two observers or
where there is motion in a curved path the general
theory of relativity applies. For instance, problems
concerned with gravitational fields are treated only
by the general theory, however there are some problems involving force, acceleration, or curved paths
can be treated by the special theory of relativity.

This surprising result can be interpreted in
one of two ways:

Origin of the Special Theory of Relativity

or

The special theory of relativity grew out of
certain dilemmas encountered by scientists at the
end of the nineteenth century. To them it was inconceivable that light could vibrate and be propagated
except in some medium. Yet it was known that light
passes through space that is devoid of any obvious
matter. It was therefore suggested that some
weightless gelatin-like material called "ether" must
exist. According to this theory, the ether pervades
all of space and is stationary in an absolute sense.
The earth and other objects move through the ether
without disturbing it. Yet when one applies the

Fig. B-20.

The Michelson-Morley experiment. In
(a) the velocity of light c is measured
parallel to the direction of the earth,
and in (b) perpendicular to it.

a.

The earth carries the ether

b.

There is no ether.

along with it,

Statement (a) is conceivable but hardly plausible.
It can be imagined that the earth could drag the ether
along with it in the immediate vicinity of the earth.
But it is fantastic that the earth should carry with it
all the ether in the entire universe. This would be
an unthinkable egotism on our part comparable to
believing that our planet is the center of the universe.
As a consequence of this experiment and others
the ether theory was gradually abandoned. In its
place arose the theory of relativity. Although it
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is still referred to as a "theory," relativity has been
confirmed in so many ways that its status is that of
physical law. Table B-Ill summarizes the results of
the principal experiments that confirm or refute the
various theories regarding space, time, and simultaneity. While the other theories are seen in many
cases to be contradictory to fact, the special theory
of relativity is in complete agreement.

Experimental evidence of the special
theory of relativity

Experimente

Experiments from
other fields

.

Consider the following situation, which is very
disturbing to a classical thinker. (See Fig. B-21.)
Two rocket ships are approaching, each with onehalf
the velocity of light relative to an observer midw?-y
between them. One rocket ship carrie·s a light which
it directs toward the other one. 'The second rocket
has a device for measuring the velocity of this light.
A classical thinker would suppose that the velocity
of the light as measured by the second rocket ship ;
would be c + l/2 (c)+ l/2 (c) = 2c. However, he
would be wrong. The measured velocity would be c
no matter what the relative velocity might be betwe.en
the two rockets.
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The second major principle (b) of relativity,
that the velocity of light is a constant to all observers,
has broadened the vistas of physics as no other single postulate has ever done.
It was this aspect of relativity which was implied by the Michelson-Morley experiment. Many
experiments conducted since that time have demonstrated this notion to be an experimental fact. Nonetheless, it runs grossly contrary to our classically
conditioned intuition,

Table B-lll

Light ·propagation
experiments

there was no frame of reference from which to
measure. This is not true in modern physics.
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The experur ents outlined above present evidence that:
(1).
The presence of an ether, e1ther stationary or convectively carried,
cannot be established.
{l.).
Modification of electrodynamics by the emlSsion type theory is untenable. ·

~

Emission theory

Classical
ether theory

Special thoory
relativity

Fig. B-21.

"Thought experiment" in which two
rocket ships approach each other.

'

No reference
system.

Stationl'ri' e!her
as reference
svstem.

Velocity
Dependence
of Light

Velocity of light
depends on motion
o£ source

Velodty of Light
is independent of
motion of source.

Velocity of light is
independent of
motion of source.

Space-time
Connection

Sf-ace and time
a:.·e in<iependent.

Space and time
are independent.

Space and time are
interdefendent.

Reference
System

No reference
system.

What the Theory Is
The two principal concepts of special relativity may be summarized as
a. all motion is relative, and
b. the velocity of light is constant to all
observers.
The first (a) means that it is impossible to measure
or detect the unaccelerated translatory motion of an
object through free space. This is because there
are no unambiguous reference points from which to
take measurements. Therefore, when two objects
are moving relative to each other at a constant velocity one cannot say that one is moving and one is
stationary. Thus, the observer is forced to conclude
that physical laws are independent of the velocity of
the system in which events are described. If they
were not, their difference would define an absolute
velocity.
These ideas were obvious to physicists as
early as Newton and are implicit in all classical
thinking. However·, little emphasis was placed on
them because few situations were encountered .where

The fact that the velocity of light is a constant
to all observers has forced us to reexamine our concept of simultaneity. The notion of a "universal"
time scale is no longer tenable. This can be demonStrated in the following situation .. Imagine a light
pulse starting from a point P. This event is seen
by observ.ers stationed in two reference frames.
One frame contains P at the origin, whereas the
other frame moves relative to P with a velocity
v. At the start of a light pulse the origins of the two
frames coincide. Since the light has the velocity c
:relative to both observers independent of their relative· velocity v, then both observers must see the
light wave propagating as a spherical wave centered
at their respective origins. This is in gross disagreement with our classical intuition. Classically
only the "stationary"observer would see a spherical
wave centered at his origin.
We therefore must abandon the concept of a
universal time scale as not corresponding to reality.
In its place we must formulate .a mechanism whereby
simultaneity can be established in a given.frame.
This mechanism must be such that a measurement of
the velocity of light in the particular frame using
its time and distance scale always gives c. Thus,
the only way to define simultaneity is in terms of the
velocity of light. The way in which we must define
simultaneity is as follows. Two instants of time t 1
and t 2 observed at two points x 1 and x 2 in a
particular frame are simultaneous if
a. a light wave emitted at the geometrical
midpoint between X[ and x2 arrives at the time
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t1

at x1 and at the time t 2 at x 2 , or if
b. a tight wave emitted at x 1 at time t 1
arrives at x 2 at a time

=

tl

+

x2 - xl
.....;:;__c_.=__

Statement (a) assures that a light pulse emitted
at the origin will reach all equidistant points simultaneously and that the wave surface is therefore a
sphere in that referense frame. Simultaneity of
two events at two spatially separated points therefore
has no significance independent of the frame. The relation of the time intervals observed by two different
frames is dependent on the distance between the events.

vation for both ends is defined identically in both
systems. Hence both observers conclude that either
OP:;.. 0 1 P', or O' P' :;.. OP. Since both systems are
fully equivalent as to their state of motion, an asymmetric solution would provide a means of determin1ng
absolute velocity. Thus, the relationships OP >
O'P' and O'P' > OP are ruled out by the postulates
of special relativity. We therefore have
OP = O'P'
or, in the general case

=

y

y'.

Similarly, we have
We must. therefore transform the coordinates
x, y, ·z., t in frame S into coordinates K 1 , y', z',
t' in frame S 1 • Such a transformation must remain
linear to assure mathematical equivalence of all points
in space and time. However, the spatial and tempera 1
coordinates need not transform independently. This
transformation must obey the postulates of special
relativity. The follnwing "Gedanken experiments"*
illustrate how this is done.
Experiment I - Comparison of Parallel Measuring
Sticks Oriented Perpendicular to their Direction of
Relative Motion
In Fig. B -22 there are two framas S and S'
moving relative to each other. Prior to the experiment the two systems were brought to rest and the
lengths of two .measuring sticks (one be longing to
each) were adjusted to be equal. It is assumed explicitly that the properties of a given body of specified
structure are independent of' its past history when
observed·in a frame where that· body is at rest.
Such a frame is called a "proper frame," and the
length of a rod is called its "proper length" when
measured in a proper frame.

z

z1•

Experiment II - Comparison of Clock Rates
In comparing clock rates between systems,
we discover a very astonishing phenomenon: a
clock in a moving system runs slow compared to a
clock in a system at rest~ Consider two frames S
and S' (Fig. B-23)._ .Suppose that we are in frame
S, which we consider to ·be stationary. Frame S'
is moving relative to our own at a high velocity v,
This velocity is nearly equal to that of light, so
that the effect we are describing will be noticeable.
We have one clock located at the origin of S and
another at some point on the x axis. A third clock
moves with S' and is located at the origin of S'.
At time t = 0 the three clocks were synchronized.

z'

T
z'

P'

=

1

mirror M

S'

S'

M'
light s_ource

O''._______________

Fig. B-23.
~

x'

Fig. B-22.

"Thought experiment" in which S'
moves relative to frame S with a
velocity v as measured in S.

Let the two systems S and S' approach
each other so that the midpoints M and M' coincide. At the instant when 0 and P coincide
with the y' axis, light pulses are emitted from
0 and P. Since OM' remains equal to PM' during the motion, 0 and P appear to cross the y'
axis simultaneously in both systems.

-

x'
·clock

clock

"Thought experiment" in which frame
S' moves relative to frame S with a
velocity v.

At time t = 0 the frames S and S' are on
top of each other. At that instant a light pulse is
emitted from the origin of S'. A light wave travels
along the z' axis to a mirror M' located at point
z 1 • It is then reflected back to the origin, where the
time interval At' is recorded by the clock. This
interval At' is relate.d to the distance 2z' traveled
by the light wave by the expression
At'

=

2z'/c.

(32)

It may therefore be concluded that along a
direction perpendicular to the direction of relative
motion, simultaneity means the same to both s ysterns. Both observers can compare the positions
of the end markers at the time of crossover and
arrive at the same result, since the time of £.bser-

The situation as observed in the stationary
frame S is quite different. Before the light pulse
is reflected back toward the x axis, the mirror M'
has traveled a certain distance in the x direction,
to Point A. The light wave therefore strikes the
mirror at some angle. The light wave is then refleeted from the mirror and strikes the x axis at
Point B, where the second clock is located.

*Thought experiments.

The time required fo-r the wave to traverse
this path is At, as measured by the two clocks in
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S. The length of the path is c At, i.e., the velocity
of the wave multiplied by the time .interval.
The path length of the wave can also be found
from the geometry of the triangle. The distance
from the origin to Pt. B is vAt. The distance from
the origin to Pt. A is
(z')Z + (vAt/2)ZJ where
the relation z = z 1 has been used. The path length
is twice this. Therefore, we equate the two expressions for the path length:

.J

Solving this equation for
2

At

.J

(z')

t,
2

+ (vAt/2)

2
(33)

vAt

At

At'

13,

we have

.{77

The quantity 1/
(which is always > 1) is
called the "time dilation" and is referred to by the
symbol y. Thus, we may write
yAt',

at a velocity of

1 - ( 0.993)

13

0.993 is

2

10.07.

Now if one twin goes on this imaginary flight he will
return in 2X40.3 = 80.6 years, according to our
clock. However, he will have aged only 2 X 3.8 =
7.6 years. The twin who remained at horne will thus
be 80.6 - 7.6 = 73 years older than his brother.

(34)

=

40.3 years.

'I

'I

J,--1---v-~,-

Defining the ratio v/c as

=

The time dilation y

2

c

At

At

+ -2-

At', we obtain

=

40
0.993

At

c

c(At)

At'

As an example, suppose that a rocket ship
capable of traveling at a velocity of 13 = 0.993 makes
a trip to Arcturus, a star some 40 light years away.
The time At for this journey, as we would measure
it on earth is

we obtain

In order to generalize this experiment we
should eleminate z' from Eqs. (32) and (33). To
do this we substitute the value for z' from Eq. (32)
into Eq. (33):

Solving for

Another consequence of time dilation is illustrated by the famous "twin paradox."'~ Consider two
twins. One remains on the earth while the other twin
makes a voyage into outer space at a very high velocity.
Because hi's biological clock runs slow, the traveling
twin does not age as fast as the one at horne. When
he returns to earth he finds .that he is younger than
his brother!

{35)

From Eq. (35) we see that the (not-proper)
time interval At measured in S by two clocks
not at the same place is longer than the (proper)
time interval At' measured in S' by one clock,
since y is always less than unity, From this an
observer in the stationary system S would conclude that a clock in the moving system runs slow.
To an observer in the moving system S', the two
clocks in S would appear out of synchronism, This
is reasonable because simultaneity between two events
displaced along the x axis is not independent of the
frame.
The apparent asymmetry of Eq. (35) causes no
paradox, since this is not a symmetrical situation,
The time interval At' is a "proper time interval"
between two events because it is measured between
two events occurring at the same place ·in the S'
frame. The interval At, on the other hand, is not
a proper interval, since it is measured by two clocks
at different places. A proper time interval is a
definite function of the physical nature of the clock.
For example, a particular radioactive decay constant
is a constant in a frame where time intervals are
observed at a single point, i.e., in a frame where the
"c loc·k" is at rest. However, if the clock is not at
rest, the decay constant is changed so that the radioactive material lives longer than an observer in a
stationary frame would expect.

It may appear that the above argument is
specious. According to the first principle of relativity, all motion is rel~tive. How then can one
determine which twin has traveled and which one
stayed at horne (and therefore aged the more), since
absolute motion cannot be detected? The fallacy in
this line of reasoning is that this situation is not
symmetrical. The twin who remained on earth while
his brother traveled had no difficulty knowing whether or not he was traveling. It was his brother who
experienced acceleration inside a rocket ship while
taking off from earth and traveling relative to the
stars and other rriass in the universe.
Theoretically, if a rocket traveled exactly at
the speed of light its occupants would remain perpetually young. However, it should be noted that we
are as surning that biological ageing is influenced by
time dilation. This has never been proven because
no living organism has ever traveled at velocities
high enough to rna.ke the relativistic effect noticeable.
It is evident from the expression
At'

= At.J l-v 2 /c2

that where v is much less than c, At' is practically
the same as At. Only when v approaches c do
At and At' differ remarkably. Thus at low velocities no difference is detectable.
Therefore, the time At' for this journey, as measured by a clock traveling with the rocket, is
40.3
At'

"'TOT

At'

*

3 . 8 years .

See E. M. McMillan, The Clock Paradox and Space
Travel, Science ill. 381-384 (1957); and C. G. Darwin, The Clock Paradox in Relativity, Nature 180,
976-977 (1957).
-
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It is impossible, even theoretically, to build a
rocket capable of attaining the velocity of light. This
is because the mass of an object increases without
bound as it approaches the velocity of light. (Fig.
B-24) To accelerate a rocket ship to the speed of
light would require an infinite amount of energy. Not
even our entire Federal budget could support such an
uncle rtaking.

II

Consider two systems, S and S 1 as shown
in Fig. B-25, S' is moving at a velocity v relative
to S. As measured in S' , a rod moving with S'
has a length x'. That is, its proper lengths is x'.
A light source at s 0 • at one end of the rod sends a
pulse to mirror M' at the other end, where it is
reflected back to the source. The time interval
t>.t' between the line of emission and the time of
arrival is measured by a clock at So'. Note that
t>.t' is the proper time interval, being observable
with a single clock at one point. Evidently we have

9

i

tl,t I

_r_x·_·~~

7

E

5

S'

3
I

(36)

2x'/c.

0

0

Fig. B -24.

0.2

0.4
v/c

0.6

0.8

v

M'

1.0

Increase in mass of an object as it
approaches the velocity of light c:
m is the total mass, mo the rest
mass, and v the velocity of the object.

The case is different for an extremely light
object such as an atomic particle. With modern highenergy accelerators it is possible to obtain particles
having velocities as great as 99.999% the speed of
light. It is interesting to observe that the mass of
these high-energy particles actually does increase.,
exactly as predicted by the special theory of relativity. (Refer to the section "High-Energy Particle
Accelerators" for a discussion of how this relativistic
mass increase of particles affects the design of a
cyclotron.)
Time dilation is also observed in connection
with cosmic rays. At an altitude of, say, 10,000
feet one counts a certain number of fJ. mesons, which
travel almost at the velocity of light. At sea level
one again counts the number of mu mesons, which of
course is less, owing to the normal decay of many
or the loss of others by interaction with air molecules.
After making corrections for the expected total loss
one finds that many more fJ. mesons exist at sea level
than can be accounted for. The only explanation
consistent with the facts is that the mean life of those
high-velocity mesons has been prolonged by the time
dilation. That is, the atomic clock carried by the
high-velocity mesons runs slow, allowing them to
live longer than expected. (The same phenomenon is
observed in connection with particles from highenergy accelerators. (Refer to the section "Bubble
Chambers" for a brief account of how time dilation
of decaying particles affected the design of the 72inch bubble chamber, causing it to be made elliptical
in shape.)

"I

X

Fig. B-25.

"Thought· experiment" in which frame
S' moves relative to frame S with
a velocity v.

In S
these same events appear to be more
0
complicated. At the time of emission the source
s 0 • was at s
and the mirror M' at M . (This
0
0
statement has unique meaning only when referred to
S'.) By the time of reflection the mirror has moved
to M l· By the time the pulse returns to the source,
s 0 ' has moved to. s 1 . The time interval t>.t is
therefore measured by two clocks, one at s
and
0
the other at s 1 . Thus, t>.t is not a proper mterval
[and therefore Eq. (34) applies to this· situation].
The time required for the light to reach the
mirror at M 1 after being emitted is S 0 M1 /c.
Thus, the distance S M
is
0 1
(3 7)

SOM1
where x is defined as the distance
Eq. (3 7) for s M , we obtain
0 1
SOM1

Experiment III- Comparison of Lengths Parallel
to the Direction of Motion
The results of the Michelson-Morley experiment can be explained in yet another way. In that
experiment, it will be recalled, the velocity of light
was first measured parallel to the direction of motion
of the earth, and then perpendicular to it. The ve locity of light was found always to be c. This effect
can be explained by what is termed the Lorentz contraction.

S M .
0 0

Solving

- v/c
__x_ _
l -

f3

(38)

Similarly, the time required for the light to travel
back to s
is M s /c.
from the mirror at M
1
1
1 1
The distance M S
is
1 1
MlS1

X

-

v(M1 s1 /c)
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X

equipotential
surfaces now
completely f'lb.t,

+ v/c

I

X

(39)

MlSl

.

a
side

view

The total time interval At

At

is
electron at
rest

~l +M]Sl

v

~

c

c
electric
field

2x

At

{40)

To find the relationship between x and x'
we substitute Eqs. (36) and (40) into Eq. (41):
At'

At

2x

(41)

2x'/c

X

v "" fraction or c

x;'

Jl

- [32

(42)

This r.elation, called the Lorentz contraction, is
also asymmentrical in x

and x', since it gives

the relations between measurements of a proper
length x' (at rest in S') and an improper length
x (not at rest in S). The length x in S is definable only on assumption of the constancy of the
velocity of light.
From Eq. (42) it i5 evident that a moving
object appears contracted along the direction of
its motion. In the Michelson-Morley experiment
this effect accounts for the fact that the velocity
of light is found to be independent of the direction
of motion of the earth. The explanation for this
is that the interferometer itself appears to be
shrunk along the direction of motion when viewed
from the "stationary ether" if there were such a
thing. Because the velocity of the earth is small
compared to that of light, the percentage of
difference is small. However, even if the difference
were quite large it could not be measured with a
meter stick, because the meter stick itself would
undergo the same effect. Since we are moving in
the same reference frame as the meter stick, we
could not see that it had shrunk when aligned with
the direction a£ motion. However, it would be
apparent to an observer in the same reference frame
as the sun.
(It should be noted that the Lorentz
contraction does not entail a physical rearrangement
of matter; it is a sort of optical illusion that is
nonetheless quite real to an outside observer.)
Consider, for example, an electron at rest.
(See Fig. B -26.) Its electrostatic equipotential
lines may be represented by a family of concentric
spheres. As it begins to move, we see these potential
surfaces contract in the direction of motion, so that
one of them looks like an ellipsoid. When the electron
is traveling at the velocity of light, its electric field
appears to have the shape of a flat plate.

magnetic
field

b

head-on
view of
electron
in motion

Fig; B-26.

Representation of an electron at rest
and in motion.

· .. It is this apparent foreshortening of the electron's
field when moving that explains how its electric field
and the magnetic field resulting from the motion form
a pattern like a spiderweb when viewed head on. {Fig.
B-26). A complete discussion of this phenomenon is
beyond the sc<;>pe of this lecture, but may be found in
textbooks on electrodynamic theory. An electron at
rest has a spherically symmetrical electric field,
but at rest, the electron has no magnetic field
asso~iated with it. As it moves, the component
electric field vectors are shortened along the direction
of motion, so that now its electric field is elliptically
shaped. In addition a magnetic field is created as a
result of the motion of the elc.ctron's charge. The
charge appears like a current and every current has
an associated magnetic field. When the electron
approache's the velocity of light, the electric field
approaches a disc shape with all of the electric field
lines lying radially in the disc.

If a moving electron is decelerated or collides
with some object and stops, this electromagnetic
disc-shaped field pattern must neve rthe less continue
in its original direction of motion since it has momentum of its own. The form in which it continues
is as a photon of light (F!i:l. B~2:?.). The electric and
.magnehc field vectors (E and B) are perpendicular
to each other. Physical optic experiments on light ..
generally affect only the electric vector

E.

c
Fig. B -2 7.

Schematic representation of a photon·
of light, whic_!,a consists of an electricfield vector E perpendicular to a
magnetic -field vector B. Photons are
plane -polarized.
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X-rays are formed by the process just described. The procedure involves allowing a beam of
high •energy electrons to strike a heavy metal target.
The electrons are stopped and the x-rays proceed on.
Not every electron gives off an x-ray; in fact, fewer
than lo/o do. The probability for this occurring is
directly related to the degree of flattening of the
electrons electromagnetic field. Thus, the higher
the velocity and consequently ·the energy of the electron,
the greater is the probability of its giving off an
x-ray when it strikes a metal target such as tungsten.

Both observers have to obtain the same value for the
relative velocity v between the frames, since if one
obtained either a larger or smaller value, the frames
would not be equivalent. Hence, we have
(45)
and
(46)
However, since x

Experiment IV - The Synchronization of Clocks

x'
In Experiment II the statement was made that
to a moving observer two clocks separated a certain
distance in a stationary frame would appear _out of
synchronism. This statem_ent was made without
calculating explicitly the error in synchronization
6 . We will now consider this situation in more detail.
Consider two clocks synchronized in a stationary
frame s and located a distance X apart (Fig. B-28).
In a moving frame S' there is a single· clock which
records the time to' and t1' as it passes each of
the two clocks in S. The corresponding times in
S are recorded by the two clocks in S and are
denoted by t 0 and t 1.

X

----0
clock

clock
S (stationary; clocks
synchronized to observe
in S)

is a proper length in S, we obtain

=xJ

l - 13

2

(42)

Combining Eqs. (44), (45), (46), and (42), we have

-~
v

(47)

The negative sign indicates that in the opinion of S'
the leading clock (t 0 ) in S should have indicated a
larger time,* in order to make the elapsed time
between t 0 and t 1 as observed by S' smaller.
Summary of Experiments
These four experiments have thus demonstrated
four kinematic relations:
a. Distances transverse to the direction of
motion are invariant.
b. A time interval Ll.t measured in a frame
moving with velocity ± v relative to a frame in which
the time interval LI.T between two events is proper
(i.e., the two events occur at one place) is given by
(48)

Ll.t

c. The length Ll.x of a rod measured in a frame
moving with velocity ±v relative to a frame in which
the rod is at rest and has the proper length Ll. >.. is
given by
S' (moving)

v

Fig. B-28.

Ll.x

.

"Thought experiment" in which frame
S' moves relative to frame S at a
velocity v and the synchronization of
the two clocks in S is checked by S'.

=

(49)

d. Two clocks, synchronous in a given frame,
and separated by a distance Ll.>.. in that frame,
appear to be out of synchronism as observed by a
frame moving with a relative velocity -v to the clock
frame, by an amount given by·

0

=
c

Because the difference t 1 • - t 0 ' is a proper
time interval in S', we can apply Eq, (41) (in
reverse), giving

(43)

The observer in S' could apply the dilation equation
(41) to the rates of the individual clocks at the ends
of x, but would conclude that they are out of step
by an amount 6:
(44)

(50)

2

The Lorentz Transform
The above thought experiments have led to
kinematic relations that will now be combined into
a general relation between the time and space coordinates of a particular event as observed from
inertial frames in relative motion. This relation
is called the Lorentz Transform, and is given by
the relations
X

x' +vt'

y

y',

z

z',

,,
The clock that is ahead (i.e., met first) is behind
(in time).
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that is conserved 1n any interaction. It
is thus necessary to realize that each erg of energy
has associated with it l/c 2 gram of mass. The
chemical law of the conservation of mass and the
First Law of Thermodynamics (the law of the conservation of energy of which we have not spoken)
thus become one law.
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C.

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Warren Fenton Stubbins and Robert W. Kenney
Units and Description of the Nucleus
There are several systems of units in use in
the sciences. They are the cgs, mks, and fps.
Nuclear physicists use almost exclusively the cgs
{.centimeter- grarri- second) system. The electrical
an.d magnetic fields and the strengths of charges are
expressed in three systems of units also. These are
the emu, esu, and practical systems. In computations, the units must be adjusted to agree, i.e., be
in one system only.
(See Table C-I.)
Table C-I
Review (and· extension) of units
unit

~

atomic

mks

~

(1) length

meter

em

foot

(m) mass

kilogram

gram

pound

(t) time

second

second

second

(F) force

newton

dyne

pound

(E) work

joule

erg (dyne- footem)
pound

power

watt
(joules ,k
sec)

watt

atomic
mass unit
= amu

electron
volt

horsepower

Table C-II
Approximate values for some physical constants
Symbol

Value
10-em/sec

Velocity of light

c

3 x 10

Electronic charge

e

Planck's constant

h

4.803 x 10-lO esu
27
6.625 x 10- erg sec
23
6.02 x 10 per gram
mole

Avogadro's constant N
Rest mass of
electron

0

9.1

m

l0-

X

1.66

Ratio mass
electron/proton
One million ev =
1 Mev,

0

c

2

m

0

c

2

j,h-r/·

m

0

cZ/Jl-vjc

2

(1)

where E is the total energy of the system; mo is the
rest mass of the particle and vis its velocity; c is
the velocity of light in a vacuum, a universal constant; f3 = v / c, the ratio of the particle velocity to
the velocity of light; y is defined by the above equation; and T is the kinetic energy. When the velocity
of the particle is small compared with the velocity
of light, Eq. (1) reduces to the classical, i.e., nonrelativistic, expressions of our daily experience.
For example, the value obtained when the velocity
is zero is the rest mass in energy terms. The
difference between the energy and the rest energy
is the energy of motion, or what is called kinetic
energy. Thus we define kinetic energy as the total
energy less the rest energy. For a slow particle,
f3 << 1, the kinetic energy by our definition becomes
the classical
(2)

However, if the particle is not slow, a serious error
results if one uses the classical expression for kinetic energy. One may decide to consider a particle as
relativistic when this error exceeds an arbitrarily
chosen limit. As an example, for a particle with a
velocity 1/1 Oth the velocity of light, the total energy
is about 0.5o/o greater than the rest energy. This increase is the kinetic energy of the particle. As the
velocity increases the energy increases, and as the
velocity nears the velocity of light the total energy
increases without bound: For a particle with the
velocity of light its total energy would be infinite;
thus we conclude that this velocity is not attainable
by particles. In high-energy accelerators the energy
of the particles may increase higher and higher, but
the velocity only approaches the speed of light.
The linear momentum of a particle is defined
as

atomic mass
unit (amu)

One electron volt

E = y m

T

We shall encounter a number of natural constants and useful values of certain quantities, some
of which arise b)C definition. A tabulation of anumber of these is given in' Table C-II.

Quantity

in order to permit analysis and understanding of the
observations of nuclear systems. Thus we note the
following definitions of the energy content of a system and other quantities. We accept the premise
that mass and energy are equivalent and are connected by the relations

X

28

10-

g

24

0.51
Mev
g = 931
Mev

1/1836
ev=

and a useful relation between the momentum, rest
energy, and total energy is
(4)

1.602 x l0-

l. 6 02x 10

(3)

12

-6

erg

erg

Einstein revealed much of the nature of nuclear physics in his study of special relativity, and
the direct application of this theory is necessary

The simplest nuclei have masses of about
lo-24 gram. An atomic mass unit-- a useful unit
of the masses of nuclei and atoms -- is defined as
1/16 the mass of that isotope of oxygen having 16
nucleons. By this choice, l amu equals 1.6599 x
lo-24 gram; the masses of all other atoms are very
close to integers when expressed in atomic mass
units. In energy units, 1 amu is equivalent to 931
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Mev. The atomic masses are dete termined by comparison in mass spectrographs, by dividing the total
mass of a sample of a substance by the number of
atoms in it, or by other means. A relation between
the mass of a substance and the number of atoms
in.it is given by Avogadro's number (6.02 x 1023),
whose numerical value is the reciprocal of the atomic mass unit.
The atomic size may be learned by x-ray
examination of crystals, and nuclear sizes by scattering high-energy neutrons off the nucleus or by
studying the theory of alpha decay. Atoms have ;:
8
13
radius of about l 0
em and their nuclei about l 0
em. An interesting and revealing relation between
the radius of a nucleus and the number of nucleons
making up the nucleous is
r

=

r

0

A l/ 3

'

(5)

where A is the number of nucleons and r = 1.3 x
0
lo-l3cm = 1.3 fermi. A picture of the d1stribution
of nuclei in the most dense material, a crystal, m·ay
be seen by expanding the nuclear size from its small
actual size to the size of a baseball and allowing
atomic dimensions to increase similarly. We thus
find a 3-in. ball hung in space about every 2 miles
in each direction. This wide spacing may make the
diffusion of neutrons through matter a little more
plausible, but because of the number of nuclei in
matter (as reflected by Avogadro's number) a neutron can travel only a few centimeters through matter before a nuclear reaction occurs.
Th-e density of nuclear matter may be calculated by dividing the mass of a nucleus by its volume.
This is seen to be approximately 1014 grams per
cubic centimeter, or about one billion tons per cubic
inch.
It is necessary to define the terms "system"
and "state of a system." For our purposes a system consists of the atomic and nuclear particles of
interest prior to and after the nuclear process.
These particles may be few (or even·only one) before,
and few or many afterwards. For example, a system of a decaying alpha emitter is initially the single nucleus' and afterwards the alpha particle and
the recoiling residual nucleus. It may be initially a
neutron and a uranium nucleus, and afterwards a
number of free neutrons and several fission fragments. The state of a system is the description of
the condition of each member of the system, including the energy, momentum, type of particle, charge,
and other parameters.

An atom consists of a nucleus and a system of
negative electrons about it. The un-ionized atom is
neutral, i.e., the number of electrons is equal to
the number of positive charges in the nucleus. An
ionized atom is one from which one or more electrons have been removed, and is thus no longer
neutral. The chemical properties of the atom are
determined by the electrons· surrounding the nucleus. The positive charge on the nucleus is equal
to the sum of the charges on the protons contained
in it. The other nuclear constituent is the neutrons.
The protons and neutrons are both called nucleons,
and their total number is called the mass number
and is designated by A. The number of protons -equal to the number
electrons -- is called the
atomic number and is designated by Z. The difference A - Z equais the number of neutrons and is
called N; i.e., N =A- Z.

or

By the definition of the atomic mass unit,
the acutal mass of the nucleus (a particular isotope)
is very close to the numerical value of A when the
mass is ex~ressed in mass units. For example, the
mass of Al 7 is 26.9899 amu. This is the number of
nucleons in the aluminum nucleus. We know that
aluminum has 13 electrons about it, so that the number of pr.otons, Z, is 13. Thus, there are 27 - 13 =
14 neutrons in the nucleus. We may denote this by
Al27, but we should observe that the 13 is redun3
dant because it and the chemical name "aluminum"
both mean the same. Thus we may not wish to write
both.
Any nucleus is completely identified by specifying its A and Z. Some nuclei (A, Z.) are stable and
found in nature, while others are radioactive, .having
various types of radiation associated with them. A
radioactive nucleus is one that changes from one
state to another spontaneously. The time required
for half of the nuclei of a specific kind in any sample
to decay is called the half life for that kind. of nucleus.
This time may be small or large. If it ·is so large as
to be unmeasurable -- say, something like 1027 years
-w.e then say that the nucleus is stable; otherwise the
nucleus is radioactive.

,(

Any chemical element (i.e. , of a given Z)
may have several differ·ent values of A. These together are the isotopes of the chemical el;_rpentl for
example, the isotopes of carbon include C
, C 2,
cl3, and cl4. Whereas the isotopes of a particular
element are chemically indistinguishable, for all
practical purposes, the isotopes differ greatly in the
following respects:
a.

They have different masses.

b.

They vary in stability.

c.

l.

If they are unstable, the characteristic radiations differ.

2.

They have different probabilities of
nuclear reactions (we say simply that
their cross sections differ).

The abundances of the stable isotopes
found in nature differ.

·For the radioactive isotopes, differences between the types and characteristics of emitted radiation permit each isotope to be indentified, e. g. the
half life and energy of radiation.
Those isotopes of different chemical elements
which have the same mass number A are called isobars.
Isobars can be separated chemically and they each have
different nuclear properties. S'1We examples of isobq,rs are: BelO (Z=4, N = 6), B
(Z = 5, N = 5), and
C lO (Z = 6, N = 4).
Conservation Laws
A cons.ervation law is a statement which says
that some property or quantity characteristic of a
given system remains unchanged when the state of
the system is altered in some way. In nuclear reactions the following properties are among those
that are always conserved, i.e., the amount present
before and after a reaction is the same:
a. Energy. In applying this conservation
law one must bear in mind tpe mass-energy equivalence given byE = T + m c for each particle, where
0
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E is the total energy, T is the kinetic energy, m
0
is the rest mass of the particle, and c is the velocity
of light. The sum of total energies of all particles
in a system is conserved in any change of state.
b. Electric charge. The total electric
charge in a system 1s the same both before and after
a nuclear interaction.
c. Linear momentum. Linear momentum p
is defined as the relativist1c mass m times the velocity v of the particle: p = mv. This expression is
equal to ymov, where y is the relativistic factor
given by
y

A nucleus is composed of N = (A - Z) neutrons
and Z protons. The configuration of a stable nucleus
must be more stable than any other arrangement of
the same number of nucleons. Otherwise, the nucleus
will decay into the more stable arrangement (provided that no other restriction is violated in the decay,
e.g. no selection rule is violated).
The energy holding the nucleus together is
called the binding energy. We find that the nucleus
is less massive than the sum of its separate parts.
We call the energy equivalent of this mass difference
the total binding energy, TBE. Its value is given by

"//1 - v2/c 2

TBE =(AMP + NMN -MA,

Both before and after nuclear interaction, the state
of a system has the same linear momentum, although
it may be distributed differently among the various
particles.
d. Angular momentum. For a particle of
relativistic mass m rotating at a radius r about some
point, its angular momentum is mvr, where v is the
linear velocity of the particle. The angular momentum of a system is conserved in any interaction.
e. The number of nucleons {baryon number).
Nucleons are each assigned a value of+ I, and antinucleons a value of -1. For example, consider the
reaction
1T

Stabi!'ity of Nuclear Systems

+ p .....

and the baryon

1T

+ p + (p +

p)

+1.

The pion, rr, not being a nucleon, is assigned a
value of 0 (see the lecture "Elementary Particles").
The proton, p, is given a value of +1 and the antiproton, p, a value of -1. Since the total value on the
left side of the equation equals that on the right, the
number of nucleons is conserved.

M

0

c

Parity,

h.

Isotopic spin, and

i.

Strangeness.

= Mpc

2

+

+ MNc

- TBE

940 -2

1876 Mev.
2
Thus, the deU:teron is 2 Mev/c lighter than the sum
of the masses of its separate constituents.
Another concept of interest is the binding
energy per nucleon. The average value of this may
be found by dividing the total binding energy by the
number .of nucleons, A:

2

f.

g.

2

938

TBE
Lepton number. This conservation law,
as well as the one immediately above, are discussed
in the lecture "Elementary Particles. " Also discussed in that lecture are three other properties of
nuclei that are usually, but not always, conserved in
interactions. I hey are:

(6)

As an example, consider a proton and a neutron at rest and far enough apart so that they do not
interfct. Their total rest-mass energy is.Mpc 2 +
MNc = 938 + 940 = 1878 Mev. If the neutron and
proton then approach each other closely, so that
they come wi:hin the range of the nuclear force, then
they radiate an energy of about 2 Mev in combining
to form a deuteron. The rest-mass energy of the
deuteron Mn is

numbers

=

2

c ,

where Mp is the mass of a proton, M
is the mass of
a neutron, and M A z is the mass of tt:Te nucleus. The
greater the TBE, t'b.e more stable is the nucleus.
Thus, for a given A, the less m;;ssive the nucleus the
more stable it is.

0 + 1 = 0 + 1 (+1 -1)
+1

zl

A

ZMpc

2
+ NMNc

2
- MA, 2 c

. (7 )

A

Figure C-1 shows the ratio TBE/ A plotted against
the mass number A. The heaviest elements have
about 7.5 Mev TBE/nucleon, and the middle ones
have about 8.5 Mev TBE/nucleon.

>
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Q)
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A particular nuclear reaction may be prohibited because one or more of these paramenters
are not conserved. "Selection rules" apply to portions of a system and give the allowable changes in
some of the properties listed above during changes
in state of the system; e. g., during certain radioactive decays, the total angular momentum of the
nucleus (exclusive of the emitted radiation) may
change by 0 or 1 unit. The system as a whole still
conserves total angular momentum. Nuclear-reaction
equations can be balanced similarly to chemicalreaction equations by requiring charge, number of
nucleons, etc. , to be conserved.
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Fig. C -1. Total binding energy per nucleon vs the
mass number.
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If uranium fissions and becomes two middle
elements, the energy available per nucleon is roughly
8.5 - 7.5 = l Mev. the total energy released in the
fission of uranium is about 235 time this, or about
200 Mev. If hydrogen is co;,bined to make hellium,
energy is also released, about 7 Mev per nucleon.
Thus, we see that the fusion of hydrogen is about
seven times as productive of energy for each nucleon
involved compared to the fission of uranium. For
this reason a great deal of scientific effort is being
expended in attempting to produce a controlled thermonuclear reaction, which could provide a nearly
limitless source of power for peaceful uses.
We still must ask how we know a nuclear
system is stable and under what conditions a nuclear
reaction will take place. A necessary but not sufficient condition for a nuclear system to change its
state spontaneously is that the energy Ef of the final
state be less that the energy Ei of the initial state.
We refer to the energy released or absorbed in a
nuclear reaction by the symbol Q, which is given by
Q

=

(8)

Ei - Ef.

If energy is released, then Q is positive and the system is unstable. If this is the case, a nucleus can
spontaneously change its state. This type of reaction
is termed exoergic. On the other hand, if energy must
be supplied to the system in order to make the reaction
proceed, Q is negative and the system is stable. This
reaction type is called endoergic. However, selection
rules govern the way this happens and may prohibit
change. As a rule of thumb, the greater the energy
Q, the more likely it is that the change will happen.
That is, we expect a shorter half life for large-Q
values than for small.
If the mass (energy) of a nucleus is larger than
the masses of the parts into which it could divide, we
suspect that it will transfer to the lower energy state
by dividing. On the other hand, if it is less massive
than any combination of parts into which it may be
divided, it is stable. Its stability is determined by a
simple calculation of the masses involved. If we
subtract from the mass of a nucleus the masses of all

since l amu equals 931 Mev. Because 0 is positive,
energy is released in the reaction. Therefore, the
reaction proceeds spontaneously. The energy released appears as kinetic energy of the Li and He.
This exoergic reaction is used for detecting neutrons,
which cannot be detected directly because they carry
no charge (see the lecture "Survey of Particle Detectors").
A neutron detector mi,ht consist of a proportional counter containing B OF3 gas. An entering
neutron causes the reaction described by Eq. (11) to
proceed. The reaction products, being charged, are
then readily detected by the counter. (See the lecture
'Counters used in High-Energy Physics" for further
exposition.)

Nuclear Systematics
The known nuclei display many of their properties to good advantage when arranged in the form of
the chart shown in Fig. C-2. This chart is divided
into a large number of squares, with Z (the number
of protons) piotted vertically and N (the number of
neutrons) plotted horizontal! y. Each nuclide is then
~placed in the appropriate square according to its
composition. It is evident that the nuclides arrange
themselves about a diagonal line drawn across the
chart. Those nuclides that are nearest this line are
the most stable; those that are off this line tend to
adjust their ratio of protons and neutrons by radioactive decay so as to move toward the line, thus
becoming stable. Those above the line decay in a

Isotopes

140

;

rlr

i•
100

.
.l=
r

,.,;.:

products of a particular division, we learn whether
the initial or final state is the more massive. The
calculation is as follows:
Q
-z
= MA, z -

(MA

c

l

z

+ MA
l

2

z

ll="

_;i"
~r

+ ... ),-{10)
2

50

where MA,

z

Minitial

and MA

z ,

- Mfinal
MA

z ,

*

y*e

. a neutron, B 10.1? a b or on 1sotope,
.
wh
n l 1s
an d
B1
is an intermediate nucleus (called the compound
nucleus ) which exists for a very short time. Lithium
and helium are the final products. We have

Mi- Mf
(1.00893 + 10.01618)
-(7.01822 + 4.00390)

Q

+ 2.79 Mev,

--

ff"

etc., represent

.

+ 0. 00299 amu

_.;

(9)

2
the masses of the indiat nuclet.s and product nuclei,
respectively. Consider a reaction in which a very
slow neutron impinges upon a stationary B 10 nucleus:
7
4
nl+BlO.,.Bll -+Ll +He +0,
(11)

0
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Fig. C-2. Number of neutrons vs the number of
protons by stable nuclei.
manner which gives fewer neutrons and more protons to the final nucleus. This process is negative
beta decay. Those below the line exhibit positive
beta decay. The increased number of neutrons in
the heav1er elements is expected because of the
relatively greater Coulomb repulsion between the
protons in the heavier nuclei. A lower- energy state
(for a heavy nucleus) can be achieved with fewer
protons than neutrons.
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We recall that the relation between the radius
of a nucleus and the number of nucleons in the nucleus is given by
1 3
r=r A / .
0

(5)

This tells us that nuclear forces are short-range
forces, by the following argument: The volume of a
nucleus, is given by
V = {4/3) nr

3

= (4/3) n r

3
0

A.

(12)

The volume is proportional to the mass number (the
number of nucleons). If each nucleon were attracted
by each other one in the nucleus, we would expect
the density of the nucleus to increase as the number
of nucleons increases, since each additional one
would be even more tightly bound. Because this is
not observed we believe the nuclear forces to be
short-ranged and the interaction roughly limited to
adjacent nucleons.
·
When the Coulomb repulsion between prdtons
has been accounted for in the nucleus, the binding
between one proton and another proton is equal to
that between two neutrons or between a neutron and
a proton. Nuclear forces are therefore chargeindependent. Three types of forces are known:
gravitational, electrical, and specifically nuclear.
The nucleus cannot be bound by only gravitational
and electrical forces as we know them at long range.
The nature of the nuclear force is represented
in Fig. C-3. It. is evident that when two nucleons
approach one another within a distance of about 1/2
fermi, the repulsion between them becomes very
large. The greatest attraction occurs at a separation
of about 1 to 2 fermi, and the attraction diminishes
quite rapidly at smaller separations and finally becomes a strong repulsion at the "core."

the field from nucleon to nucleon in a fashion comparable to a photon propagating the electromagnetic
field. For nucleons on the surface of the nucleus,
the number of adjacent nucleons is fewer and they
are less tightly bound. Minimizing the number of
such nucleons leads to a more tightly bound nucleus
(in the lowest energy state). This leads to a spherical nucleus.
Few nuclei are exactly spherical; some are
prolate ellipsoids (footballs) and some are oblate
ellipsoids (pocket watches). A nonspherical Shape
of a nucleus (and its electric charge) gives rise to
an electric quadrupole moment. The nuclide with
the largest quadrupole moment, Q, is Lul76, for
which Q = +7 x lo-24 cm2. This represents a departure from the spherical of about 18%. The nui~e
with the largest negative quadrupole moment is I
,
with a Q of -0.6 x lQ-24 cm2. This is about a 3%departure from spherical. When Q is positive the
nucleus is a prolate ellipsoid (football); when it is
negative the nucleus is an oblate ellipsoid (pocket
watch); and when it is zero the nucleus is spherical.
Most nuclei have positive quadrupole moments, but
the departure from the spherical is never great.
It is also instructive to group the stable nuclei
found in nature according to whether they have an
even or an odd number of protons or neutrons {Table
C-III). From Table C-III it is evident that those
nuclei that have an even number of both protons and
neutrons are by far the most abundant (stable). Next
in abundance are those having an even number of protons but an odd number of neutrons. Those nuclei
having both odd are the least stable. (However, the
number of odd-odd unstable nuclides is quite large.)
From the foregoing we conclude that pairing of either
protons or of neutrons increases the stability of the
nucleus.

~

Table C-III
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Classification of nuclei as to whether they have an
even or an odd number of protons (Z) or neutrons (N)
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M
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Separation (fermi)
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~
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z
z
z
z

. Designation

Number of stable
nuclei

even, N even

even-even

even, N odd

even-odd

163
56

odd, N even

odd-even

50

odd, N odd

odd-odd

4
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~

M
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Fig. C-3. The nuclear force between two nucleons
as a function of their separation, expressed in
fermis { 1 fermi = lo-13cm).
No one has yet formulated an equation that
adequately describes the nuclear force in all its
details. However, it is known that this force is
made up of several components, the details of which
depend upon the particular nuclear model one discusses.

A nucleon is surrounded by a meson field
through which it interacts with other nucleons,
producing the nuclear force. This interaction via
an intermediary pion is analogous to two charged
particles interacting with each other by virtue of
their electromagnetic fields. The n meson carries

It has been found that none of the even-even
stable nuclei possess spin (angular momentum). However, the other stable nuclei do have spin. The latter
also have associated with them magnetic moments,
by viture of their rotating charges.

Another observation concerns the relative
stability of some nuclei with respect to others. Those
nuclei which have 2, 8, 20, 50, 82, or 126 neutrons,
or 2, 8, 20, 50, or 82 protons are more stable (more
abundant and have more isotopes) and are more tightly bound. This suggests that there is a shell structure of nucleons in the nucleus analogous to the shells
of electrons about the nucleus.
In performing experiments it is convenient to
have a formula that gives the mass of a nucleus very
precisely, so that values may then be substituted
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into the energy-balance equation to find whether or
not a certain reaction will proceed. The semiempirical mass formula, which fills this need, is

(16)
where N is the number present at the time t = 0 and
e is the gase of natural logarithms (e = 2.718). (See
the lecture "Elements of the Calculus.")

MA,Z
The half life T /
is defined as the time re1 2
quired for one half ti:i nuclei present at t = 0 to decay.
The half life is found by setting N equal to 1/2 N ,
0
which gives

Another useful concept is that of the characteristic time 'T, which is usually referred to as the mean
life of an unstable nucleus. By definition, the :rnea:rl
life is

(a A) for the bulk heat of condensation
1
(binding energy),
2 3
(a A / ) for the decreased binding at the
2
nuclear surface,
2
(A/2
a
A- Z)
for the unpaired nucleons
3
in the nucleus, and

J

G

'T

2
(a Z ) for tlie mutual Coulomb repulsion or
4
protons.

In Eq. (13) the terms a , a , a 3 , and a 4 are constants.
1
2
Equation (13) can be s1mpllfied by combining the various constants·. When this is done, we obtain
MA,

z = 0.99391

(17)

T l/ 2 = 0.693/A.

where we have the following correction factors:

= 1/A.

(18)

The fraction of nuclei remaining after one mean life
(-r= 1) is 1/e = 0.37 (see F;tg..; C-4). At 'T = 2 the
fraction remaining is 1/e = 0.14, etc. A more
convenient presentation of the data obtained in this
manner is obtained by plotting the logarithm of N/N
0
vs time. For a simple radioactive decay the data
fall on a straight line (Fig. C-5). One usuol.lly plots
the data on semilog paper directly.

1. 0
A- 0.00085 Z

+ 0.014 A 2 / 3 + 0.083 (A/ 2 - Z)
+ 0.000627(Z

2

/A 1/ 3 )

+ 6,

2

(14)

where the term 6 depends on the pairing of nucleons
in the nucleus in question (see Table C-IV).
Table IV
Values of 6 to be used in Eq. (14)
N

z

even

even

odd

even or odd

odd

odd

6
-0.036 A- 3/ 4
0
+0.036 A- 3 /

Elapsed time

4

Fig. C-4. Relative activities vs time in units of
half life.
Radioactivity

1. 0

The di'scovery of radioactivity and the subsequent experiments showed that the rates of decay and
the types of radiation are independent of the atomic
conditions in which the nucleus lives. Pressure,
te.nperature, "and chemical combination do not alter
radioactive characteristics. This is a clue that
radioactivity is a nuclear, not an atomic property.
The rate of radioactive decay is proportional to the
number of atoms of a particular species, since each
nucleus decays independently of every other nucleus.
These facts may be combined in the following equation, which applies ·when: one has a very large number of nuclei:
dN/dt
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(15)

0
where N is the number oLnuclei of the specific type
present at the time t, dN/dt is the rate of their
radioactive decay, and A is a proportionality constant called the decay constant. The dimensions of
A are sec- 1
Equation (15) may be integrat.ed to give

~-r-·-H~~+-~-,_~-,_~-~

ll

0

Cl)

o

!

-r

2T1/ 2

4T1; 2

Elapsed time
Fig. C-5.
life.

Relative activities vs time in units of half
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If two radioactive species are present in the
sample being measured, a plot of the measured
radioactivity on semilog paper gives a curve (Curve
a in Fig. C-6}:- Curve a represents the composite
activity of the two species. It is evident that curve
a is asymptotic to a straight line, i.e., to curve b,
which represents the activity of one of the species
present (the long-lived one). By subtracting curve
b from curve a, one obtains curve c, which represents the other species (short-liveif one) present. In
this way, the decay constants for each of the two
species may be obtained.
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(19)

10

where >.. is the decay constant and M is the number of
radioactive nuclei in the sample. N is computed by
N oP
N = - A - V,
{20)
23
where N is Avogadro's number (NO = 6.023 x 10
0
atoms per mole); A is the mass number, p is the
density in grams :fer cm3, and V is the volume of
the sample in em . A large decay constant ).. means
a high decay rate and a correspondingly short half
life.

\K

!:":~-50 r--

second. This is approximately the number of disintegrations that occurs in one gram of radium per
second. For any sample, the strength in curies is
obtained by

5

~

C)

The roentgen measures the effect of radiation
by indicating the amount of energy released by the
radiation. The roentgen is defined as that quantity
of x- or y-rays whi~h produces 1 esu of charge (of
either sign) in 1 em of dry air at standard conditions
of temperature or·pressure. The rate of exposure is
given in roentgens per hour.

<>:
\

1

0

4

Types of Radiation

8

12

Time (hours)
Fig. C-6. Activities vs time for two radioactive
species in the sample.
When observing initially pure radioactive substance (parent) that decays into another radioactive
substance or a chain of radioactive substances, one
may observe the growth qf the daughter radiations.
Eventually, if the parent is long-lived, an equilibrium
is established between the ratios of each substance.
This is observed in the mixtures of radioactive isotopes found on the earth which may have relatively
short half lives all stemming from a very long-lived
parent, which continues to replenish them.
During constant production of radioisotopes in
a reactor or accelerator, the loss by decay increases
until eventually the loss rate is equal to the production rate. For example, after one half life of irradiation, one half of alL the radioactive nuclei that will
ever be available are present. The next half life of
irradiation increases the amount present to only 75%
of the maximum, while the third half-life exposure
builds it to only 87 .5%. For equal additional irradiation times a seriously diminishing return occurs.
Extremely short activities can be irradiated in a
short time to maximum activity, but must be removed
very quickly to be counted. One technique is to transfer the material from target to counter by a "rabbit,"
which works like a pneumatic letter carrier in a
department store. Another method is to have counters located so that the radioactive substance mounted
on the periphery of a wheel is passe!i by them quickly
after pas sing an irradiating beam. ·Electronic
switching methods are also applied to this problem.
Measurements of half lives as small as lo-3 sec are
not difficult with these last two methods.
Two units of radiation are of interest. One,
the curie, measures the rate of radioactivite disintegration but says nothing about the energy, type of
radiation, or hazard. One curie of a substance is
that amount which has 3. 7 x 1 ol 0 disintegrations per

The radiations from radioactive substances
consist of three characteristic types. They were
initially named a, j3, and '{ and were later identified
as helium nuclei, fast electrons, and photo;,_s, respectively. They differ greatly in their properties,
the way whey interact with matter, and the processes
that govern their emission.
Alpha particles
The longest-lived radioactive substances
found in nature are the very heavy elements; these
are alpha emitters. Alpha emission is defined by
the transition (A, Z) .... (A-4, A-2) +a. Shorterlived nuclei that emit alpha particles have been produced artificially. The range of half lives is from
3 x lo-7 to 10lO years, or a factor of about 1017, but
it is surprising that the energies of the emitted alpha
particles vary only by a factor of about two, from
4 Mev to about 9 Mev. The higher the energy, the
shorter is the half life.
The strong dependence of half life upon alpha
energy was explained by Gamow and independently by
Condon and Gurney when they applied a quantum·me'chanical analysis to the problem. The nucleus is
bound by being in a negative potential-energy state
while having a positive potential barrier about it
(Fig. C-7). For an outside alpha particle to enter
the nucleus easily, it must have sufficient energy to
surmount this barrier. On the. other hand, an alpha
particle within the nucleus can be emitted by tunneling through the potential barrier. The radius of a
nucleus is about 1 o- 12 em, and the velocity of an
alpha particle within the nucleus might be of the
order of 109 em/sec. Therefore, the alp_ha pafzicle
encounters the potential barrier about 1 o':l /1 o=
1021 times per second. The probability P that this
nucleus will decay in one second is
1/T = p = 10

21

p

1'

{2i)

where P is the probability of an alpha particle being
1
emitted 1n a single encounter with the potential
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barrier. (See the lecture "The Statistical Analysis
of Data. 11 ) The value of P is given by
1
2
2rrzze

ences in a-particle energies in the decay of a
single nuclear level. The nuclear change may be
symbolized by the diagram shown in Fig. C-8.
initial state

-~

(22)
where z is the charge of the alpha particle, Z is the
charge on the nucleus, e is the charge of an electron,
.fl. is the Planck constant divided by 2rr, and v is the
velocity of the alpha particle after it has tunneled·
through a large potential barrier.

change in
energy (mass)

a in

--------~

excited states

+

'13

(A - 4, Z - 2)

final (ground) state

1;l
H

Fig. C-8. Change in nuclear states may proceed in
one jump, (A, Z) -+(A-4, Z-2), or in two jumps
via intermediate excited states.
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Fig. C-7. Coulomb barrier surrounding the nucleus inhibits entry or exit of charged particles.

Experimentally, the photon, -y 3 , and a 3 can
be shown to be associated. The fraction of all
alphas which take a given path is the branching ratio
for that path. For instance, if lo/oof the decays go
to the ground state directly, and 99o/ogo to an
excited state first, then the branching ratio for the
ground state is l/100 = 0.01. The several energy
levels to which the alphas decay indicate a condition
in the nucleus analogous to that in the atom, in which
quantized energy levels exist.
Beta particles

Equation (21) gives the lifetime 1/T of the
nucleus. However, there is a more convenient
expression for ar;riving at this same value, called
the Geiger-Nuttall rule, an experimentally determined relation:
(23)
where c is a constant and R is the range of an alpha
particle in air (expressed in em). The constant c
is different for the three naturally occurring radioactive families. For the uranium fami14lf c is
lo- 42 · 3 · for the thorium fp.mily cis 10· 2 ; for the
actinium family cis lo- 46 ·3. The rangeR depends
on the energy; for a typical nucleus a change of alpha
energy from 6 to 7 Mev reduces the half life by a
factor of a million.
Equation (23) thus gives a useful method for
evaluating the range R of an alpha emitter when its
lifetime can be measured, or conversely, for
evaluating the lifetime if its range can be measured.
The mean life of an alpha emitter is very
dependent on the radius of the nucleus. Quantum
mechanics gives a clear relationship between them.
Therefore, by observing the decay rate of an alpha
emitter, one obtains a very fine determination of
the radius of its nucleus. The nuclear radius is
given by
r

= r 0 A l/3 ,

Negative beta particles are identical to those
electrons that surround the nucleus in the atom and
which are responsible for the chemical properties
of an element. The nuclear transitions, which are
called beta decay, are of three types. The principal type, called f3- decay, is illustrated by the decay
of a neutron In) into a proton (p) and a negative
electron (f3- ):
n-+ p-\

f3- ~ee

Eq. (24 Rev.) belowJ.

Since mass and energy must be conserved, and since
the mass of the neutron and proton are known, one
can qtlculate the energy of the f3- emitted. However,
when the experiment is performed and the energies of
the f3- particles emitted are measured, an unexpected
result appears. Exceedingly few 13- particles actually
have the calculated energy. Instead the energy distribution shown in Fig. C -9 is obtained. Where has
the missing energy gone? To answer this, as well

.....
0
0

(5)

.
-13
where r lS 1.2 to 1.5 x 10
em, depending on
0
which aspect of the nucleus one is viewing.
All alpha particles from one nucleus have
almost the same energy, but some are accompanied
by gamma rays, which account for the small differ-

z
Energy
Fig. C-9. Observed counting rate of beta particles
in f3- decay. The number calculated from Eq.
(25) gives the maximum f3 energy, Emax·
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as to satisfy the other conservation laws, one must
postulate an additional neutral particle as being involved in the reaction. This particle is called the
antineutrino and is designated by v. It carries away
the missing energy. Therefore, Eq. {24) should
properly be written
n-+ptfl

tv.

{24 Rev.)

A general expression for fl

decay is

{A, Z) ... {A, Z +1),

{25)

can be symbolized. as

{A, z)*-+ (A, Z)

+ y,

(28)

where the asterisk indicates an excited nucleus. The
energy of the gamma ray that is emitted is equal to
k. This energy k may be exactly the amount that the
excited nucleus possesses in excess of its ground
state. On the other hand, the excited nucleus may
go through several intermediate excited states before
reaching the ground state. Such a cascade reaction
may be represented by
t

which states that when a beta-active nucleus of mass
A emits a fl particle, the mass of the nucleus remains (essentially) unchanged, because one neutron
is converted into a proton. Thus, the final state has
{Z + 1) protons, the number of nucleons remaining
the same. However, the nuclear charge is increased
by one unit.
A second type of beta decay, called positron
or fl+ decay, may be described by
{26)

{A, Z) .... {A, Z - 1}.
An example of this is the reaction
p -+ e + + n + v,

{27)

in which a proton yields a positron (positive electron),
a neutron, and a neutrino. In this reaction the mass
of the nucleus remains {essentially) unchanged, but
the nuclear charge is reduced by one unit, since it
contains one less proton than formerly. When a
positron comes to rest it annihilates with a negative
electron, producing a characteristic radiation -- two
gammas of 0.51 Mev each, which proceed in opposite
directions. The presence of this radiation is a clue
that positron emission is occurring.
A third type of beta decay is termed K capture.
This occurs when a nucleus is in a state such that its
energy can be lowered by the absorption of a negative
electron. When one of the inner atomic electrons,
ek h ll' gets sufficiently close to the nucleus this
prosce'§s may occur, decreasing the charge of the
nucleus by one unit.. [This process may also be described by Eq. (26)j
After a K capture occurs, there
is a hole in the k shell of the atom. Electrons in adjacent shells then cascade inward to the hole, thus
emitting gamma radiation, which can be observed.
The three beta processes can be illustrated
by the following:
H3

12 yrs

He3

+ fl

c11 ~Bll
Be

+ v,

(A, z)*____, (A, z)*

~

+ y'
II

{A,

zl*

+ y"

L(A,Z) +y.

{29)

In such a case, the original excited nucleus probably
cannot proceed directly to the ground state, owing to
certain selection rules.
The amount of reorganization that must take
place in the nucleus determines the lifetime of the
nucleus. The lifetimes of gamma emitters are in
general very short, some as short as lo-14 sec.
However, some nuclei exist in an excited state long
enough for their lifetimes to be measured. These
are called isomers. Isomers may live for seconds,
hours, or even years. What prevents some nuclei
from jumping immediately to the ground state that is
their angular momentum must undergo a large change
in the transition. For example, a nucleus of groundstate spin ·0 might be in an excited state with a spin
of 9/2. This excited state must possess only a small
excitation energy so that its transition will likely be
directly to the ground state. It must lose all its
spin in one highly forbidden transition to the ground
state. Since it can lose spin easily only in increments
of 1/&, and further since there is only a small excitation energy to drive the reaction, its lifetime is
prolonged.
The reorganization of the nucleus changes the
distribution of charge, which leads to the emission
of electromagnetic energy in the form of a photon.
This process is parallel to the emission of electromagnetic energy from an accelerated electric charge.
A process that de-excites the nucleus but
results in the emission of a beta instead of a gamma
is called internal conversion. Internal conversion
occurs when an electron of an inner shell of the atom
perturbs the nucleus by being in the region of the
nucleus. If energy can be released it may be transferred to the electron rather than coming out as a

+ fl+ + v, and

7. 52.9days L .7
1

- ek shell+ v.

One may expect nuclei rich in neutrons {above
the stable ratio) to emit negative electrons in order
to move to a more stable ratio, whereas proton-rich
nuclei emit positrons. The fission of uranium produces neutron-rich fission products, ·which are
negative-electron emitters.
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0

0
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Gamma rays
Gamma rays are emitted from a nucleus when
it reorganizes itself by making a transition from one
state to another of lower energy. The numbers and
kinds of nucleons do not change, and the reaction

Energy
Fig. C-10. Energy spectrum of an internal-conversion transition.
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photon. The energy of the beta, E 8 , is related to
the gamma energy, k, according to

Ei3

= k-

(30)

W,

where W is the energy required to remove the electron from its atomic shell. W is called the work
function. In contrast to the betas from a bet_a__
emission, the internally converted betas have a disc rete energy. The graph obtained when the spectrum
of beta particles is plotted vs energy, a sharp spike
is obtained for the internal-conversion electrons.
(Fig. C-10.)
Sometimes a spectrum such as that shown
in Fig. C-11 is obtained. The broad spectrum indicates that a beta decay to an excited state occurred,
and the sharp spike shows that it was followed by an
internal-conversion transition to the ground state or
to· a lower energy excited state. Thus, by knowing
the details of the states in the final daughter nucleus,
and by, knowing the characteristics of the radiation
involved in the transitions, one can learn the properties of the parent nucleus.

These heavy particles brush the very light electrons
off the atoms in their way and the heavy particles
themselves scatter very little in the process. Infrequently, the particles suffer a deflecting collision,
which is caused by a nuclear encounter.
The intensity of ionization differs along the
path as the particle velocity changes. Figure C-12
shows a Bragg curve for alpha particles. The intensity of ionization· in the matter increases .as the particles lose energy until a maximum is reached near
the end of the path. The ionization per unit length
then drops rapidly as the particles come to ·a stop.
The· initial low rate.of ionization is caused by the
short interaction time as the fast particles pass the
atoms of the material. As the· particle slows down,
its interaction time with these atoms becomes longer,
at first, but finally its energy becomes too small to
cause .ionization and the energy los.s then drops to
zero.
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Fig. C-11. Energy spectrum of a beta decay followed
by an internal-conversion transition.
In internal conversion a hole is left in the
electron shell. Characteristic x-ray cascades are
then produced when electrons drop into the k and 1
shells, which are filled up successively.

R

Fig. C-12. Bragg curve-- the number of ion pairs
per unit length vs the path length in matter.
A beam of heavy particles of a given energy
will have a more or less sharply defined range in
any given material, since about the same number of
ionizing interactions is required to stop each particle in the beam. This is seen in Fig. C-13. One
may define the range as the average path length of
a given particleDra given energy.

In addition to nuclei, certain other baste
particles are radioactive. We have already seen
that the neutron (a nucleon) de,cays into a proton, an
electron, and an antineutrino [!:q. (24 Rev.
In
fact, most of the "elementary" particles are unstable,
including all the mesons and hyperons. The study
of various processes among the mesons and hyperons
forms a major portion of the work at this Laboratory
in the high-energy field. It is discussed elsewhere
in this volume in detail.

il .

Interaction of Radiation With Matter
Each type of radiation behaves differently as
it passes through matte:c
Energy is usually transferred to the matter, which then becomes ionized.
This ionization permits detectors to note the presence
of the radiation and is the basis for most counters.
Heavy Charged Particles Traversing Matter
Heavy charged particles include all particles
heavier than electrons. Their interaction with
matter is characterized by ionization along their path.

0

R
Fig. C-13. Number of heavy particles detected vs
the path length in matter.
The rate of energy loss by a particle per
increment of path length is -dE/dx. When -dE/dx
is plotted against the energy E of an incoming parti-
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cle, the curve represented in Fig. C-14 is obtained.
This contains the same information as a Bragg curve,
but is presented in a different way and is more complete. Region A is of little interest to high-energy
phy~icists.
In region B the curve is proportional to
1/v , where v is the velocity of the particle. The
point of minimum ionization occurs at an energy
equal to approximately the rest-mass energy moe 2 .
For a proton this is about 1 Bev; for an electron it
is about 0.5 Mev. For energies higher than thi!J,
relativistic effects enter, which result in increased
ionization.· In region D the curve reaches a plateau,
owing to an effect called screening.

A

I

I

B

-dE/~

ICI.l/v

c
relativistic

I region

particle is known. The procedure is, first, to
consult the range-energy table and find the range R
of the particle in the specified material. The energy
E' of the emergent particle is related to the range
R' by

=R

R' (E')

(32)

(E) - t.

Suppose that a 300-Mev proto'2 is incident on a copper
plate of thickness t = 30 g/cm . Consulting the table,
we find that the rangeR is 76.44 g/cm2. Therefore,
the range R' is
R' (E') = 76.44- 30
2
R' (E') = 46.44 g/cm .

D
screening

Again consulting the table, we find that the energy E'
correfponding to a particle of rangeR' (E') = 46.44
g/cm is about 230 Mev.

I

0

I

Electrons Traversing Matter

I

The ionization loss by electrons is important,
but it is not characterized by the intense ionization
and the straight paths of the heavy charged particles.
Electrons are more lightly ionizing than heavy particles of the same energy and are scattered about as
they encounter atomic electrons (of equal mass) in
their path. Thus, their "ange is greater than that
of heavy particles of the same energy, but they tend
to lose their initial direction rapidly. When the
beam emerges from an absorber it is no longer
collimated, but rather fans out in every direction.
However, the angular distribution is normal about
the direction of the incident beam (Fig. C-15).
The number of electrons emerging at any angle a,
with respect to the forward direction, is

m c
0

2

Energy E
Fig. C-14. Rate of energy loss per increment of
path length vs energy for a charged particle
traversing matter.
The stopping-power curve in regions B, C,
D, and E (Fig. C-13) is given by

(J

I ) _

dE

(31)

- dX
rriv

for a particle of atomic number Z and velocity z
traveli¥ through an absorber containing n electrons
per em , where e is the charge of an electron, m is
the mass of an electron, 'I is the relativistic factor
'I = 1/~--;:_r, J3 equals v/c, and I is the ionization potential of the absorber. The ionization potential is the number of electron volts (ev) requtred,
Ciilihe average, to tear an e~ectron off an atom in the
absorber. The ionization potential is roughly 30 ev
for each ion pair produced, but differs for each element. It should be noted that Eq. (31) is independent
of the mass of the incoming particle, as long as the
particle is much heavier than an electron.

I ta

-

I (0)

fT

(e) " .; e

2

2

<e ).2

(33)

where I (a) is the number of electrons incident at
a= oo, e is 2.718, and(a)is given by

<a>

2l.r.

= E

"'t,

(34)

where E is the energy of the incident beam in Mev
and t is the thickness of the absorber in radiation
lengths.

For convenience, Eq. (31) has been evaluated
for various types of particles traversing different
materials with specified energies. These values
have been tabulated in UCRL-2301 and UCRL-2426
Rev., Vol. II,* which one frequently uses for solving
range-energy problems.

0

z

For instance, in designing an experiment,
one may want to know the energy E' of an emergent
particle after it passes through a specified absorber
of thickness t, where the energy E of the incident

M. Rich and R. Madey, Range-Energy Table.s,
UCRL-2301, March 1954; J. H. Atkinson, Jr.,
and B. H. Willis, High-Energy Particle Data,
UCRL-2426 Rev., Vol. II, June 1957.

-e

0

Angle (deg)

Fig. C-15. Angular distribution of electrons emerging from an absorber.
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As electrons are deflected by their encounters
with matter, a deceleration (change in velocity)
occurs. Since they are charged particles, the deceleration causes them to lose energy by electromagnetic radiation. This is the source of x-rays,
and for high-energy electrons this is known as
Bremsstrahlung. The Bremsstrahlung loss exceeds
the ion1zat1on loss when the electrons are very
relativistic, which occurs at energies of a few Mev
in some materials. The ratio of Bremsstrahlung
loss per em to ionization loss per em is
Bremsstrahlung loss/em
ion1zatlon lossjcm

ZEMev
~

ly continuously in a large number of interactions with
atomic electrons, only a small fraction of the particle's energy being transferred in a single interaction):

(36)
where I is the intensity after passing through a
thickness x of the material, r is the initial intensity,
0
fl. is the absorption coefficient, and e is 2. 718. (See
Fig. C-17.)

(35)

where Z is the atomic number of the absorber and
E is the energy of the incident electron beam in Mev.
The critical energy E is defined as that
energy at which the Bremsstr~hlung loss equals the
ionization loss, i.e., for ZE/800 = l. At energies
near to and above the critical energy, the phenomenon of cascade showers is observed (Fig. C-16). A
high-energy electron traversing matter radiates part
of its energy as an x-ray (Bremsstrahlung). The
x-ray, after traveling a certain distance, converts
all its energy into an electron-positron pair. The
electron in turn radiates part of its energy as another
x-ray; the positron does likewise. In the meantime
the original electron again radiates part of its remaining energy, producing another x-ray, which in
turn converts its energy, producing another x-ray,
which in turn converts its energy into an electronpositron pair, and so on. In this fashion, a single
incident electron produces a cascade shower of
x-rays and electron-positron pairs.

Thickness t
Fig. C-17. Number of gamma rays survlVmg after
traversing a specified thickness of matter.
The photoelectric effect occurs if a gamma
ray interacts with an atom and removes a bound
electron from an atomic shell (Fig. C -18 ). The
entire energy k of the gamma is imparted to the
electron, which leaves with an energy Eelec equal
to k minus its binding energy in the atom. This
process is most important for low-energy gammas
(below 1 Mev).

high-energy
electron

electron •

0
nucleus

Fig. C-16. Cascade shower of x-rays and electronpositron pairs produced by a single high-energy
electron incident on matter.

Fig. C-18.

The photoelectric effect.

Gamma Rays Traversing Matter
The interaction with matter of gamma rays
or photons occurs by way of three principal processes at low and moderate energies: the photoelectric
effect, the Compton effect, and pair production. A
single gamma ray traverses matter without interacting until it suffers a single catastrophic collision
in which it is totally absorbed. For this reason the
attenuation of gamma rays follows an exponential
law instead of having a well defined range, as do
heavy particles (which lose their energy approximate-

Fig. C-19.

Compton scattering.
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The Compton effect is the interaction of a
gamma ray of energy k with an electron which is
essentially free, that is, an electron whose binding
energy << k. (See Fig. C-19.) The application of
the rules of conservation of energy and momentum
permits this problem to be solved to show that the
gamma ray may lose only a part of its energy to the
recoiling electron. This effect is important up to
gamma energies of several Mev (see Fig. C-20).

1 Mev
(threshold energy)

500 Mev

Energy of incoming gamma ray
Fig. C-22. Probability curve for electron-positron
pair production.

1 Mev
Energy of incoming gamma ray
Fig. C-20. Probability curve for the occurrence of
the Compton effect.

The cross sectioa crT for photons interacting with
light elements is plotted in Fig. C-23. At low
energies the photoelectric effect and Compton effect
occur with about equal probability. At high energies,
pair production is predominant. In Fig. C-23, the
cross section for photons interacting with heavy
elements, it is seen that the Compton effect is not
manifest.

Electron-positron pair production becomes
possible when the gamma energy equals or exceeds
twice the rest mass of the electron, i.e., gamma
energies in excess of 1.02 Mev. (See Fig. C-21.)
A gamma ray may be converted into an electronpositron pair in the presence of a heavy nucleus.

photoelectric
region

pair-production
region

1-

b
a

0
nucleus
Fig. C-21.

Electron-positron pair production.

(See Fig. C-22.) This is the interaction of greatest
importance for high-energy gammas, i.e., those
above several Mev. The gamma energy in excess of
the two rest masses is shared (not necessarily equally)
by the electron-positron pair and becomes their
kinetic energy.
The probability for any one of these three
effects occurring as a photon traverses matter is
simply the sum of the three probability curves (i.e.,
Figs. C-15, C-18, and C-19). This total probability
or total cross section is denoted by the symbol crT.

1-

b
b

Energy k of incident photon
Fig. C- 23. Cross section crT for photons interacting
with (a) light elements or (b) heavy elements.
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Cross Section
In all nuclear reactions one is interested in
being able to say how probable the reaction is, i.e. ,
under given conditions how frequently will the specific reaction occur? The measure of this probability
is called the cross section and it is expressed in cm 2
per nucleus or per particle, whichever is applicable.
The cross section may refer to all processes,
when it is called total cross section; or it may re(er
to a particular process, and it is named to indicate
that. For example, one refers to the cross section
for fission, for scattering, etc. Specific cross
sections are designated as a (n, f) for neutroninduced fission, a (y, n) for photon production of
neutrons, etc. Cross sections, total or specific,
vary with the process, the energy of the bombarding
particle, and the target nucleus.
The convenient unit of cross section for a
nucleus is the barn. One barn equals lo-24 cm2.
The area of a nucleus as computed from the radius
is about this size. Cross sections for nuclear processes usually have values in the neighborhood of a
barn, with a range from a millibarn to 1000 barns.
Some nuclear cross sections lie outside these values,
and some high-ener~l cross sections are measured
in microbarns (lo-3 cm2). At the threshold of any
reaction, the cross section is zero, by definition,
so that a cross section may take values between
zero and these foregoing small-sounding numbers,_
depending upon the circumstances involved.
The cross section applying to the nucleus
alone is called the microscopic cross section and is
usually designated by a. The microscopic cross section when multiplied by the number of nuclei per cm 3
of the substance gives the macroscopic cross section,
sometimes designated by
No
~ = p::- p a.
{37)
The reciprocal of the macroscopic cross
section is the mean free path in the particular matter

under the conditions implieci by p, its density. N
0
is Avogadro's number and A the mass number.
Differential cross section is the term applied
to the probab1lity that a nuclear reaction will result
in the particle's going out at an angle to the incident
beam. Differential cross section is designated by
da/dn, in which n is the solid angle into which the
particle is directed. The integral of the differential
cross section over all solid angles is the microscopic
cross section for the process under study. The
differential cross section gives added information
about the nuclear structure and nuclear forces.
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D.

SOLID-STATE PHYSICS - INTRODUCTION
Roger W. Wallace

Solid-state physics is largely a development of
the past twenty years, Today it is one of the most
active areas of research, owing largely to th·e development of the transistor and its very important
role in the electronic industry.
·
Transistors are formed of semiconducting
materials, i.e., those having a resistivity roughly
midway between that of good conductors and good insulators. The semiconducting materials most often
used in transistors are silicon or germanium crystals.
In this lecture we shall discuss the properties of
crystals and consider how, under certain conditions,
they can be used to rectify or amplify electrical
currents.

tance is reached at which the repulsive force balances
the attractive force, the atoms no longer come together but merely vibrate about this equilibrium
position, thus forming a crystal.
On the other hand, if the attractive force between two atoms is insufficient to cause binding, no
crystal is formed. This case is represented by the
upper curve in Fig. D-1.
,
A more sophisticated explanation of crystal
formation may be obtained by considering the wave
functions associated with the outer valence electrons
of two atoms, say of sodium. These two outer valence
electrons may be thought of as sitting in separate
boxes or potential wells (Fig. D-2a). which of course

It is easy to understand why a diatomic crystal
like sodium chloride can be formed, since there is a
simple electrostatic attraction between the .positive
sodium ions and the negative chlorine ions. However,
it is not obvious why sodium metal alone or any other
monatomic substance can form a crystal. In fact,
crystal formation by an element cannot be explained
on a classical basis. Instead, one must consider a
quantum-mechanical picture.
Figure D-1 plots the potential energy between
two atoms as a function of the separation of their
centers, As the two atoms approach one another, the
potential and kinetic energy of their electrons change.
At an infinite separation the potential energy may be
regarded as zero. As the atoms come together the
energy of their outermost electrons decreases, producing an attractive force between the atoms. This
continues, until at a separation of about one angstrom
the energy increases quite rapidly, producing a repulsive force between the two atoms. If this did not
occur, the electrons in their outer shells would approach
so closely that they would have identical quantum
numbers. This is prohibited, as explained by the
Pauli exclusion principle. When a separation dis-

4

¥

Distance r

"'

~>

b

a noncrystal
/(collision between
two atoms)

2

01

~>

d

8

10

Separation r (A)

-2
Fig, D- 2. Case A: probability curves for two atoms
(having wave functions of the same sign) at
different separations.

-4

-6
-8

L

equilibrium distance
about which atoms vibrate

Fig. D-1. Energy between two atoms as a function
of the separation of their centers.

represent their potential energy. At a certain separation, the two electrons do not influence each other.
The probability is greatest that each electron will be
in the center of its box, and less that it will be at the
edge of the box. This is represented by the probability
curves in Fig. D-2. [It will be recalled that the probabilit?Z P is equal to the wave function squared, i.e. ,
to ljl . (See Section B "Atomic Physics. "l]
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As the two sodium atoms are brought together,
the picture changes as shown in Fig. D-2b, c, and d.
Eventually the probability curves merge. They must
be joined by a smooth curve, since the combined
probability curve must remain well-behaved. This
means that the junction point does not go all the way
down to zero. Finally, the two potential wells come
together, and there is no longer any barrier between
them. The combined probability curve now appears
as one big hump, the depression in the center having
disappeared.
The foregoing picture is valid for atoms whose
wave function rjl never changes sign. The probability
is always positive regardless of the sign of the wave
function, since 1Jt 2 is always positive whether ljJ is

20
In a crystal containing, say, 10
atoms one finds
2xlo20 energy levels assoc1ated with a given state,
20
e. g. the ls state • (There are 10
levels, each
allowing one spin-up and one spin-down electron, so
there are 2xlo20 effective levels~
The spacing between :revels is so fine oo-20ev) that the separate
curves are indistinguishable and one refers to the
group as an allowed band (see Fig. D-4). The width
of this band does not grow with the number of electrons
in the crystal; the number merely determines the
closeness of individual curves within a band. The
energy region between two neighboring allowed bands
is referred to as a forbidden band.

positive or negative.

Distance r

b

.

-7~>

~
0

r

I

Separation r

equilibrium separation
of atoms

""
Fig. D- 4. Energy levels as a function of internuclear separation for a crystal containing a
large number of atoms. An allowed energy
band, consisting of innumerable curves, is
associated with each state.

r

d

~~>

r

Fig. D-3. Case B: probability curves for two atoms
(having wave functions of opposite signs) at
different separations.
On the other hand, when the wave function ljl
changes sign, a different picture results (Fig. D-3).
If by chance, as will be the case in half of all the pairs
of atoms considered, one wave function is negative, then:
as the two atoms are brought together in order for the
probability curves to join, the combined curve must
always go through zero. Therefore, a double-humped
probability curve results. This means that the electrons
have different physical positions, i.e., there are two
points of greatest probability for the electron positions.
The first case (A), in which ljJ never changes
sign, is called the symmetrical case. It is a lowerenergy state than the second case (B), called the
antisymmetrical case, in which tjl changes sign. This
situation is analogous to a vibrating piano string. The
fundamental (one hump) has the lowest energy
associated with it, whereas the first harmonic (two
humps) has a higher energy.

It is evident from Fig. D-4 that the average
energy of the electrons in the various allowed bands
is hegative, indicating that the c'rystal is bound. This
effect is known as metallic binding and accounts- for
the attraction of noncharged atoms.
Consider a crystal such as sodium that has a single
valence electron. An electron on one atom can move
to a neighboring atom in which the corresponding
electron on that atom has the same quantum numbers,
if it flips its spin so that the two spins are not the
same. Thus, an electron can move about from atom
to atom until it encounters an exclusion situation, i.e.,
one in which the spin quantum numbers are identical.
Therefore, the outer electrons are bound to the crystal
as a whole but not to a particular atom. This ability
of an electron to drift throughout the crystal is what
makes the material a conductor.
On the other hand, a material like sulfur that has
its outer shell filled cannot become a conductor. An
electron cannot move to a neighboring atom without
getting into an exclusion situation since there are already two electrons there, one of each spin orietation.
Therefore, such materials are nonconductors.
There is another class of materials known as
semiconductors, in which some electrons can migrate
but others cannot. The four important semiconductors
(all of which have a diamond-like crystal structure)
are silicon, diamond, germanium, and gray tin. They
should all be nonconductor·s, since their energy bands
are full. However, if a high enough potential is applied
to a semiconductor, it begins to conduct. This occurs
when an electron gains sufficient energy from the ex-
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ternal electrical field, between collisions with the
crystal lattice, to pass into ahigher-energyband; The
voltage required depends on the separation of the bands.
Figure D-5 shows the energy bands for silicon.
The 3s band is completely filled, and the 3p is
partially filled, Silicon becomes conducting when a
3 s electron gains l. 9 ev, enough to allow it to jump
into the 3p band. For germanium, only NQ,6 ev is
required for this jump, so that it conducts more easily.

In the manufacture 9f transistors, the crystals
are grown artificially. What one does is to allow the
crystal to grow for a while, adding an impurity like
phosphorous with a valence of five, then shifting to
an impurity like arsenic with a valence of three. The
resulting single crystal, part with an electron excess
and part with an electron deficit is called a PN
junction diode (Fig. D- 7).

I
partially
filled 3P

partially
filled
3s

t

Separation r

P side

N side

junction
Fig. D- 7.

PN grown- junction diode.

The energy-band diagram of a PN junction
diode is represented in Fig. D-8. In order for
the diode to conduct, and electron must jump from
a band that is full to a higher-energy or conduction
band, which is not full. Thermal vibration of the
crystal provides a certain average energy ·(called the
Fermi energy) to an electron, but this is not sufficient to allow the electron to make the jump. How~
ever, if one applies a voltage across the diode in
such a way that the N -side is negative and the Pside positive, the applied voltage adds to the Fermi
energy and the electrons are caused to flow across
the junction of the diode.
conduction
band

equilibrium separation
Fig. D-5. Energy bands in silicon as a function of
internuclear separation.
Impurities are added to semiconducting crystals
to change their characteristics. For example, a
material like phosphorous that has five valence electrons
may be added in small amounts to germanium, which
has four valence electrons (see Fig. D-6), The outermost electron from the phosphorous is so far from its
parent atom that it can move about with considerable
ease. A crystal of this sort is called 11N type, 11 since
it has an excess of negative charges.

germanium
crystal

N

transition
region
Fig. D-8. Energy-band diagram of a
diode in equilibrium.

Fig. D-6. N-type crystal, in which an impurity having
an excess of valence electrons is added.
On the other hand, the impurity may have only
three electrons in its outer shell. This variety of
crystal is called a P type, since it has a deficiency
of negative charges. Instead of the extra electron
being free to move about, we speak of a ''hole 11 as
moving through the crystal. Conductivity by means
of a hole is not quite as effective as by an excess
electron.

PN junction

It should be emphasized that the applied voltage
does not push current through the diode. Rather it
acts as a valve, allowing electrons to jump to a
higher band by virtue of their Fermi energy. The
thickness of the transition layer between P and N
type is important to good operation of the diode as
well as several other characteristics.

If the voltage is applied in the reverse direction,
the Fermi energy is opposed and the electrons cannot
make the jump. Thus, no current flows in the reverse
direction through a PN diode. This property of
diodes makes them useful as rectifiers,
It is also possible to produce triodes, for example an NPN junction triode (Fig. D-9). In this
type of triode one can control the flow of electrons
by varying the potential across the P-section, which
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is called the base. Thus, the base in an NPN
junction triode is analogous to the grid in a vacuumtube triode. By controlling the base current, a
transistor may be used as a current amplifier.

I

N

emitter
Fig. D-9.

N

1·1
base
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E.

ELEMENTARY PARTICLES
Robert L. Thornton

What are the elementary particles? Physicists
today know of some thirty particles and antiparticles
of which atoms are made. Some of these are probably more elemental than others in terms of explaining physical phenomena. Unfortunately, we do not
know which ones to choose for this distinction. We
must be content to list them all and see what properties they have.

radioactive materials or unstable particles: The
electromagnetic interactions occur between charged
particles by virtue of their electric charges or. mag-·
netic moments. These interactions differ enormously
in strength. If we arbitrarily place the strong interactions on a scale of one, the electromagnetic interactions then have a value of 1/137, and the weak
interactions a value of only lo-14.

An analogous situation existed during the last
century in regard to the chemical elements when the
Russian scientist Mendeleef published his periodic
table. He systematized the elements, arranging them
in rOVI(S and columns that indicate similar chemical
properties. Although Mendeleef did not understand
the underlying principles, he recognized the usefulness of emphazing the regularities that were observed.
With the discovery of the nuclear atom and quantum
mechanics in this century, one can now interpret and
explain the periodic table.

The strong interactions occur in an extremely
short time. For example, consider a proton approaching a stationary nucleus with a velocity nearly ~qual
that of light. Since a nuclear diameter is lo- 1 em,
the proton passes by the nucleus in lo-22sec. If
otherwise possible, a strong interaction may well
result in a nuclear reaction in this brief period. The
electromagnetic interactions are an order£{ magnitude slower, i.e., they occur in about 10- sec. The
weak interactions, on the other hand, are inordinately
slow by comparison, taking about 1 o- 8 sec at the
fastest.

At present we have succeeded in systematizing
the particles but have no general theory which adequately explains them. In this lecture we shall discuss principal! y the systematics of the particl'es.

Table E-I shows how particles are classified on
the basis of strong or weak interactions.

Table E-I

Much is known about the more common particles -- the proton, electron, and neutron -- and how
they interact. From these three particles the atoms
of the periodic table are made. Why then was it necessary to seek beyond this simple array?
The reason is that in many experiments there
are facts which cannot be explained in terms of these
three alone. One example of this is in beta decay -the emission of electrons from radioactive nuclei, as
in the case of the decay of a neutron into a proton an:d
an electron. In this reaction momentum and energy
cannot be conserved unless one hypothesizes the
emission of an additional particle, the neutrino. The
neutrino is a neutral particle with no mass. A particle that had to be postulated in order to explain, for
example, the photoeleCtric effect is the photon. This
particle, which has no mass and always travels at
the velocity of light, is the carrier. of electromagnetic
energy. The meson is another type of particle which
was hypothesized in order to explain an observed
phenomenon, in this case the very strong forces that
hold the proton and neutron together within the nucleus.
Thirty particles or antiparticles have been
observed or postulated. Some of these, such as the
hyperons, were discovered more or less accidentally.
Others were first predicted to satisfy an otherwise
incomplete theory and then found after a deliberate
investigation. A few antiparticles that have been
postulated have not as yet been observed.
One of the most useful ways to classify these
particles is according to how strongly they interact,
i.e., according to the intensity of the force between
two particles that exists when they are in intimate
contact. Three types of interactions are well recognized. These are the strong, weak, and electromagnetic. The strong interactions are those associated
with the nuclear forces. The weak interactions are
involved in the spontaneous decay of electron-emitting

Classification of particles
as to how strongly they interact
Interaction tyEe

fermions
bosons

II

Spin (angul~r
momentum)

Strong

Weak

(li)

baryons

leptons

1/2

mesons

photons

0 (or 1)

aThis is not to be confused with isotopic spin, which
is discussed below. Angular momentum is
measured in terms of
which is Planck's constant h divided by z,..

n,

All the leptons that have so far been discovered are
light particles--the electron, the neutrino, the muon,
as well as their respective antiparticles (see Table
E-II). However, the basis for calling a particle a
lepton is not its mass, but rather the fact that it
undergoes a weak· interaction. Baryons are heavy
particles that interact strongly. These include the
nucleons (the proton and neutron, and their antiparticles) and the hyperons (lambda, sigma, and xi
particles, and their antiparticles). The mesons are
strongly interacting particles which are heavier than
leptons and lighter than baryons. The photon, although
it has no mass, is not considered a lepton. It is in a
class by itself and only undergoes electromagnetic
interattions.
The terms "fermion" and "boson". have to do
with properties such as the angular momentum (spin)
of a particle. Fermions all have half-integral angular momenta; in fact, all those presently known have
a spin of 1/Z,n. Bosons have a spin of zero, except
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the photon, whose spin is fi. Another property of
fermions is that they obey the Pauli exclusion principle, whereas bosons do not. It is not necessary to go
into this further for our present purpose.
Table E-II
Classification of particles

eptons

neutrino

v

electron
c
muon

e

pion

fl
Tf
Tf

Mesons

K meson

:Baryon

antineutrino

v

positron

e

-

antimuon

fl

+

Tf

0

(its own
antiparticle}

Tf

+
+

0

K-

K+

Ro

1
-0
K2

'{

Mean life
(sec)

0

stable

0. 51

stable

106

2.2

X

10- 6

140

2.6

X

10-0

135

l0- 16 to 10-lS

494

1.2

494

10- 10

494

3 x l0- 8 to 10- 6

stable

X

10- 8

p

antiproton

p

938

n

antineutron

940

1100

lambda

Ao

;;
lio

1115

2.7

X

1Q-10

occur.

sigma

:Eo

fo

1190

:E+

f-

1184

0.7

X

lQ-lQ

f+
,;0

1197

1.5

X

lQ-lQ

:::t

1320

There is no "meson
conserved. This implies,
meson can be produced in
leptons and baryons occur

xi (cas-

-

~O

cade
hyperons)
~-

"''

1320
l0- 10 to 10- 9

a

For every particle of ordinary matter there is a corresponding antiparticle, with an opposite electric charge
{in the case of charged particles} and an opposite magnetic moment, but with the same mass and half life. A
few of the listed antiparticles have not ._yet been observed.

b

The difference in mass between a charged and a neutral
particle of a given type presumably arises from the
electromagnetic interaction.

c

Formerly, the term 11 mu meson 11 was used for this
particle. The muon is now recognized as a lepton
because it does not interact strongly. "Meson" is
reserved for strongly interacting particles.

+

e +.

In a similar way, the baryon number is +1 for
a baryon, -1 for an antibaryon, and 0 for nonbaryons.
Since the baryon number must be preserved in any
interaction, the proton cannot decay. This is one
way of saying that our universe exists. For instance,
if a proton were to decay into 1T mesons, the baryon
number would be +1 on the left side of the equation
and 0 on the right. Therefore, this reaction cannot

neutron

:E

e

The lepton number for the gamma ray is zero, since
it is not a lepton. It is +1 for the electron, and -1 for
the positron, because the positron is an antiparticle.
The value on the left side of the equation cancels the
sum on the right.

proton

~

!j81

Massb
(Mev)

-

Ko
1
Ko
2

rlJ

I

Antiparticle ~

Particle

and '~lepton number" do not, refer to the number of
baryons or leptons present; rather, they are quantum
numbers. The lepton number is always +1 for leptons,
-1 for antileptons, and 0 for particles that are not
leptons. An example of the lepton number being
conserved is in a reaction where a gamma ray produces an electron- positron pair:

number" that has to be
as is true, that a single
an interaction, whereas
in pairs.

"Parity" refers to the fact that "right" and
"left" are not fundamental properties of nature.
or
a discussion of this conservation law and an account
of its overthrow a few years ago, see Philip Morri-
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son," The Overthrow of Parity," Scientific American,

Before proceeding further with a discussion of
the systematics ci elementary particles, we must
review the various conservation laws of physics (see
Table E-III). The first five listed in Table E-III are
always conserved in any nuclear interaction. For
instance, when two particles collide and form several
new particles, the mass of the system remains unchanged, providing one considers the mass that is
converted into energy. The last three listed in Table
E-III are conserved in strong interactions, but not
always in weak ones.

Table E-III

I

Conservation laws

l. energy and mass
2. electric charge
3. momentum (angular and linear) always conserved
4. baryon number
5. lepton number
6. parity
7. strangeness
usually conserved, and always
8. isotopic spin
} in strong interactions

The first three conservation laws have been
explained in Section C, "Nuclear Physics." The
others are perhaps unfamiliar. "Baryon number"

45-53 (April 1957)]
"Strangeness" is also a quantum number. This
concept is discussed later. "Isotopic spin", or I-spin
as it is often called, must be conserved in a manner
analogous to that of the lepton or baryon number. The
concept of isotopic spin originated in connection with
neutrons and protons. Except for the fact that the
proton carries a charge and the neutron does not,
these particles are very similar. They have almost
the same mass and interact with about the same
strength. The question naturally arises as to whether
or not they are merely different aspects of the same
particle, which we now call the nucleon.
It must be emphasized that isotopic spin is
totally unrelated to electron spin, which is a true
angular momentum and is denoted in units of n.
However, it is instructive to consider electron spin
because there are certain analogies that can be made.
In a magnetic field, electrons can spin with one of two
possible orientations, either parallel or antiparallel
to the field. If parallel, we say that the electron spin
is +1/2. If antiparallel, we say the spin is -1/2. The
direction of the magnetic field is often designated the
z axis of a coordinate system.
In an analogous way, we think of an isotopic
spin (I-spin) associated with nucleons as follows:
This spin has two components in a preferred direction in space (not ordinary space!) called the z direction. Nucleons are assigned anI-spin of 1/2. The z
component (Iz) for a proton is said to be +1/2, and
for a neutron -1/2.

It is then possible to write an expression for
particles that relates their charge Q, in units of the
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electronic charge; z component of isotopic spin lz;
and baryon number N. We have
Q

= Iz

+

( 1)

N/2.

Consider a proton, which has the values I
N = +1. We write
z
Q

l/2

Q

+1,

+

s

-l/2 + 1/2

Q

0,

For the
Q

indicating that the neutron is a neutral particle, This
type of reasoning, which of course is a formalism, is
nevertheless useful for such things as predicting
particles presently unknown.
We use the term "singlet" to describe a type of
particle whose !-spin can have only one possible
orientation. An example is the lambda (A 0). (See
Table E-IV.) Similarly, the terms "doublet" and
"triplet" describe particles capable of two and three
possible orientations, respectively. For a singlet,
the !-spin is taken as zero, in which case I must
also be zero. For a doublet, the !-spin is l/2; I
may then be +1/2 or -l/2. For a triplet, the !-spin
is 1; Iz maybe +1, 0, or -1.
. Table E-IV
Strangeness number and isotopic spin
for baryons, antibaryons, and mesons
Isotopic spin

N

Singlet
I = 0
I =0
z

Doublet

Triplet

I = 1/2
Iz=+1/2,-~/2

I = 1
Iz·-=+1,0,-1

-2
Baryons

·1

Au

u

+ N/2 + S/2.

(2)

Where S is zero, as in the example given with Eq.
(1), Eq. (2) reduces to Eq. (1). Consider a particle
where S is not zero. An example is the xi zero (2°),
the neutral cascade hyperon discovered recently at
this Laboratory. For the :;: 0 we have Iz=+l/2, N=l,
and S = -2 (from Table E-IV). Therefore, we write
Q

l/2 + l/2 + (-2)/2

Q

0.

It should be noted that certain blocks are
excluded in Table E- IV, i. e. , they contain no particles. The reason for this is that for a particle to
fit into one of the excluded blocks, it would have to
have one-half an electronic charge. Since this is
impossible, we believe that this table is complete and
that no other particles can exist. Some particles ere
listed which have not yet been found; the singlet rr
meson and certain antiparticles. Experiments are
now underway which seek to discover these particles .
It is the general belief that they can exist and will be
found, with the possible exception of the singlet rr 0.
Table E-IV shows very simply and concisely the
relationship between various properties of the particles. Why the particles can be arranged in this way
is not known. Perhaps some day we will be able to
explain it, just as we can now explain the periodic
table of the chemical elements.
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The number of particles of a given type which
can exist is the same as the number of possible
orientations of the !-spin. Thus, a doublet like the
nucleon can exist in two states; hence the proton and
neutron. A singlet such as the lambda can have only
one state, and that is neutral.
These systematics were generalized to include
the strange particles (K mesons and hyperons) by
Pais and Gell-Mann. This involved introducing a new
quantum number, the "strangeness" numberS (see
Table E-IV). The strangeness number is related to
isotopic spin I and charge Q by the expression
S

Iz

p

-1
Antiaryons

-1.

In order to accommodate the strange particles,
Eq. (1) for electric charge must be generalized as
follows:

Q

Strangeness no.

s

+l/2 and

1/2

which we know is the charge of the proton.
neutron, we have Iz = -l/2 and N = +1:

Baryon

As an example, consider a~- particle. From Table
E-IV we see that its isotopic spin is -1. Its charge
is -1 and its baryon number is 1. Therefore, we
have

= 2(Q - I) - baryon number.
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F.

ANTIPARTICLES

Owen Chamberlain

The subject of antiparticles must begin with
electrons and their antiparticles, positrons ... The
electron was discovered in 1895, and. much physics
has gone in to the study of its behavior since that
time. Another theme which must be drawn on
heavily in this lecture is the theory of relativity,
propounded in 1905. Of primary importance here
is the assertion that energy and mass are equivalent.
Ther.e appeared in 1926 the theory of quantum
mechanics, and'two years later the theory of Dirac.
This last theory is quite complicated. It is well
known that the momentum P of a particle can be
expressed by the equation

M
p

(2)

Physicists usually combine these relations into a
fairly simple form:
(3)

or
me

2

(4)

whe.re m is the total mass of the particle. Dirac
was trying to follow this re·asoning to its natural
conclusion. One of the strange properties of Eq. (3)
is that when it is solved, the energy E can be
either positive or negative:

E

= ±

IIIII

(1)

E

=

allowed states
(uauall.y
empty)

v

0

where M
is the rest mass of the particle, v is
its velociPy, and c is the· velocity of light. Also,
the total energy· E of a particle can be expressed
by

E

of an electron, but there is an E = 0 line, in
Fig. F -1. Above this there are allowed states which
are usually empty. Below this line there are allowed
states of an electr·on but they are usually full. It
will perhaps be remembered that electrons in atoms
are restricted to only one electron to each quantum
state. There are only two electrons in the innermost
k shell; the reason that there are no more than two
is connected with the Pauli exclusion principle that
two electrons cannot fit identiciilly in the same state.

.j (Pc)
. 2

+ (M 0 c

2 2
)

(5 )

Notice that in E~. (5) the minimum value for the
energy is M c ,. which would be for a particle
0
that has zero momentum. As the momentum is
increased, the value for energy can go higher but
not lower. In terms either negative or positive, the
eneJ;"gy can only move above the minimum value. The
picture derived from Dirac's theory is consistent with
this equation.
Figure F-1 may be used·to illustrate Dirac's
ideas. At first Dirac did not know what to make of
the negative energy state. It does not make sense in
our everyday way of thinking to talk about negative
energy. That is, what could take place according
to this theory? Imagine a single electron and a
positive-energy state. This might correspond to a
vacuum box that was empty except for one electron.
The electron could give off a gamma ray and be
reduced to one of these lower energy states. The
elect!'on could then give off another gamma ray and
drop to a still lower energy state. This presents
other difficulties, however. To get around this,
Dirac s.aid that these states were the possible states

E • 0

allowed states
(uaually
f'ull)
Fig. F-l.

III-II

E • -

Energy diagram sugge.sted by Dirac.

One electron has the spin pointing up and the other
the spin pointing down. Thus, there are actually
two states and two electrons -.there cannot be more.
The next shell has room for only eight electrons.
The same thing is illustrated in Fig. F-l. Dirac
said that there is only one electron to each possible
state. Moreover, in his theory this peculiar situation
is the way a vacuum is represented. In other words,
the vacuum box in this theory is an infinite sea of
filled electron states of negative energy.
Curiously enough, if all these electron states
are completely filled, none is missing. It is true
then that most of the things one would seek experimentally must look just like a vacuum. For instance,
there is no sign of an electric current flowing anywhere,
because for every state of electrons moving in one
way there is also a state of electrons moving in the
opposite direction at the same speed. They must
cancel each other perfectly. The ·same is true for
all other possible directions. Actually, this is a
peculiar way to represent a vacuum, but this is the
best that Dirac could do by way of illustrating his
argument.
Then Dirac asked another question. What
would be the behavior of one electron found in one
of the positive energy states? His answer was that
it would correspond to the typical behavior of an
ordinary electron. What then, he asked, happens
when one electron is missing from this infinite sea?
The situation might be viewed in this way. One starts
with a filled band but removes just one electron. The
dot in Fig. F-1 indicates that one electron is missing.
Dirac found that in this situation, for all experimental purposes, the empty space would look like
a positive charge. This makes sense because from·
a complete closed system one negative charge has
been removed and the resultis one positive charge.
The hole acts like a positive charge and it moves
like a positively charged part of what was removed.
Dirac studied this in· s orne detail and what he found
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was that· this partie le would move much as though
it were the opposite charge of the electron. So the
logical results was to think of an electron whose
charge is negative, and a hole which behaves just
like a particle with a positive charge. He examined
the angular momentum or spin that such a particle
would have. Many of these particles are like tiny
tops constantly spinning. They have an angular
momentum built into their nature as particles. The
spin of the electron was known to be 1/2, where
or Planck's constant divided by 21T is the unit. He
also found that the spin for this hole would be 1/2
unit. Similarly, he identified the mass of this hole.
He was a little in doubt about the mass, as there
were various possibilities; however, he found that
if we call the mass of the electron me , it could be
strongly suspected that the mass of this hole in his
infinite sea would have the same mass as the.
electron.

the top and made a pair at the point of ongm. One
of the pair was of rather low energy and circled for
a time in the chamber. In many cases where such
a p~ir is created the particle does not remain very
long in the cloud chamber. Usually it spirals up
or down and quickly leaves the chamber.

n

In 1932 this particle was discovered by C. D.
Anderson of the California Institute of Technology.
He called it the positron. Figure F-2 is a diagramatic representation of Anderson's original
picture, which was a cloud chamber photo of the
first identified antiparticle. A lead plate was
mounted through the center of the chamber. Because
of the. plate he could be quite certain of the direction
in which the particle was moving. It had lost momentum by its encounter with the lead plate. The
cloud chamber was in a magnetic field. Therefore,
the curvature of the track in the cloud chamber
indicates the curvature of the partie le that made the
track, and this may be used to give a direct measure
of the particle's momentum. It is evident that the
curvature was greater at the lower side of the plate.

positron

Fig. F-2.

Drawing of the cloud chamber photo
obtained by Ander son. Note the greater
curvature on the lower side of the lead
plate.

The direction of travel for the particle was very
important because this would determine whether .it
was a positive or negative electron. The presence
of the plate allowed him to tell the direction the
particle followed. He could then say that the curvature was such that the particle was positively
charged. If it were an ordinary negative electron
it would curve in the opposite direction. This was
proof that the positively charged particle existed.
Figure F-3 is another drawing of a cloud
chamber picture, again with a lead plate. Occasionally an electron pair is seen originating in the plate.
The large spiral track shows where an electron has
made many turns in the magnetic field of the cloud
chamber. Unseen gamma rays have come in from

Fig. F -3.

Drawing of a cloud chamber photograph.

Pair production involving gamma rays is a
familiar subject. A gamma ray may change into
an ordinary electron and a positron. This process
does not occur in vacuum because if one applies
simultaneou»ly the conservation of energy and the
conservation of momentum, it turns out that a gamma
ray cannot turn into an electron and a positron without the presence of matter. A nearby nucleus
which has a large electric charge can absorb a little
bit of the momentum of the gamma. Lead plates are
ideal because of the large charge of lead nuclei.
Considering the success of Anderson and others
in identifying the positron, it was only natural to
look for other particles. What might be expected of
them? The proton is we 11 known. Its charge is positive, its spin is also 1/2 unit, and its mass is known·.
The question was asked, "Can one say the same things
about an oppositely charged particles which might be
called antiprotons? 11
If there is to be an antiproton,
what is believed to be true about it from the Dirac
theory indicates that it must have a charge opposite
that of the proton. If the proton is plus, its antiparticle must be minus. It should have the same
spin and presumably the same mass. There are
a number of other properties to be predicted by
this theory, such as the magnetic moment, but they
can perhaps be omitted for the present.
The main problem not many years ago was to
decide under what circumstances one might be able
to make an an~iproton. It is known, for example,
that a proton is a stable partie le. By this is meant
that it does not suffer a radioactive decay and change
into something else spontaneously. According to
Dirac's ideas, if the proton is stable the antiproton
should also be stable. This means that an antiproton in a vacuum should last forever. The fact
that the proton is completely stable has made us
suspect for a long time that there is a very rigid
rule of physics that the only way to destroy a proton
is to arrange an annihilation process with an antiproton. The reason the proton is stable is the fact
that there are no antiprotons around to destroy it.
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This rule that protons are never lost suggested
very strongly that if an antiproton were ever made,
it would have to be made as a member of a pair with
another proton. Thus, the following exper im ent was
suggested: Caus e two protons to dash into each other
at high energy. In the process they might form not
only the original two protons but an extra pair, a
proton and antiproton. This reaction may be written

particles would be focused into a beam by magnet
Ql, which serves as a magnetic le ns.
This beam
is then passed through a bending magnet Ml, is
again focused, is passed through a second benQ.ing
magnet M2 1 and is again focused (by Q2). In our
first experiment the apparatus was limited to what
is shown in Fig. F -4. Later, additional features
were added; Figur-e F -5 shows the apparatus
schematically. Again at the top of the picture is

p+p-p+p+p+p
(The antiproton is indicated by p, as is customary. )
A pair would be created if the reaction can be made
to proceed . How much energy must be put into the
colliding protons in order to make these extra
particles? This refers back to Einstein's relation
between mass and energy, as noted above. If we
are to create in the final products some extra mass
then we must supply the equivalent amount of energy.
This can be computed simply from E "mc2.
2
The mass of a proton times c , in energy
equivalent units, is 938 million electron vo lts (M ev ).
Comp a re this with the electron. The mass of an
electron times c2 is just about ·a half million vo lts
(0.5 Mev). This is quite a difference . The proton
is roughly 2, 000 times heavier than the e le ctron and
must have 2, 000 times as much rest energy . The
energy that must be supplied in order to make this
creation appear is just twice this amount, because
it is assumed that the antiproton and the proton
have the same mass. More correctly, it should be
asserted that 2Mpc2 would be 1878 Mev, where Mp
is the mass of a proton. If it were possible to
cause one proton to co llide with another while they
were moving toward eac h other, then this would be
the minimum amount of energy r equired. One wou ld
put 938 Mev into one proton and the same on the
other; when they co llid e there wou ld be just enough
energy available to make a pair possible.
Up to the present time we are restricted to
having but one proton in motion and causing it to
collide with a proton that is virtually stationary.
The only part that counts is the effective energy
of these two colliding. The actual minimum energy
that must be supplied, called the threshold energy,
turns out to be six times the mass of the proton
times c2 , which is about 5, 600 Mev. When
Professors Lawrence and McMillan were making
plans for the Bevatron, they had this figure in mind
so that antiproton production might be possible.
Indeed the machine was planned to deliver a fraction
over 6, 000 Mev. It was worthwhile therefore, to
seek this reaction.
Dirac had predicted the existence of this antiproton many years ago. However, when Prof essor
Anderson scanned his cloud chamber pictures showing cosmic ray tracks he l ooked very carefully for
any evidence of the antiproton as well as the positron.
However, he did not observe the antiproton . There
was a growing suspicion that the antiproton did not
exist. When the Bevatron became a usable tool for
research the opportunity was first presented for
finding it by machine methods. The apparatus
shown in Fig . F -4 was set up to detect any possible
antiprotons resulting from the reaction already
noted.
At the upper left of Fig . F-4 we see the
circulating proton beam in the Bevatron . This beam
strikes a target T consisting of stationary protons.
Any antiprotons that might be formed wou ld go
predom in ant l y in the forward direction. Those
particles having just the right momentum would
follow the line going through D and Ql. These

Fig. F-4.

The antiproton expe riment (preliminary
arrangement) .

ANTIPROTON
[XJ>[RIM[NT

~CINTIU..ATION COUNTER
CERENKOV COUNTER
C.ERENK0\1 VELOCITY S£L£CTION COUNTE.R

3CINTIU..ATION COUNTER

Fi g . F -5 .

The antiproton experiment (final
arrangement).

the Bevatron beam . A copper targ et was th e source
of target protons used in antiproton production. The
first bending magnet is indicated by a prism because
of the very close analogy between the way a magnet
bends a charged particle and the way a prism will
bend the path of light . Think of light of different
colors being bent by the prism . In the same way
particles of different momentum are bent differently
by the ana l yzing magnet. If you wish, you might
think of this as a very simple spectroscope . The
essentia l minimum is one prism and one lens.
Their function is to separate out a sort of image of
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the target. If the color of the light is correct you
will see an image at the point S-1 in Fig. F-5,
where a focus is indicated. The diagram shows a
second spectroscope working in the same way. S
and s 2 are actually scintillation counters. These
were plac ed at the two focus points. Counts being
recorded at the time indicated that one particle
had gone through one counter, through this magnetic
system, and on to the other counter.
The problem was complicated by the fact that
many particles might have the right momentum to
move through this system successfully. Many other
particles were produced from the same target. In
fact there were many ;r- mesons, which are likewise
negatively charged. We had hoped that there might
be some antiprotons and also expected that there
would be quite a number of electrons coming from
the copper target. It was necessary to inquire into
the ve locity of these particles as they came through
the magnetic system. The magnet selected one
va lue of momentum. Knowing t he momentum of
these particles, we could calculate their ve locit y
for any assumed mass. It was determined that
the pi mesons would be going 99% of the velocity of
light. Antiprotons are heav ier and need not move as
fast to have the same momentum. They would be
going 76% of the velocity of light, while the electrons
with slight mas:; would b e moving essentia ll y at the
velocity of light. On this basis we hoped to separate
antip roto ns. Some effort went into measuring this
ve locit y precisely. This was don e by measuring the
time it took the particle to go from counte r Sl to S2.
Using refined techniques, we were able to measure
this time quite accurately. Furthermore, we used
counters which specifically measure particle ve lo city.
These are Cherenkov counters (see S ection K:
"Scintillation and Cherenkov Counters"). They
proved especially va luable in this experiment. At
the lower right of Fig. F-5 is seen the oscilloscope
traces of the e lectrica l signals from the various
counters. Particles in rapid flight show pips or
deflections close togethe r. The slower moving
antiprotons give pips that are more widely separated.

is one of the first records made of a stopping anti proton. The track labe.led L comes in from the top
as a heavy ionization and represents an antiproton
coming to rest. When at rest, it combined with a
proton from a nucleus in the nuclear emulsion resulting in the ir annihilation . This mi ght be describ ed
as an antiproton and proton e ssentially eati ng each
other up and regurgitating five mesons or so.
In a short time anoth e r picture of a similar sort
was found which was very important to us (Fig. F-7).
This was the first picture to show that the energ y of
this annihi lation was so great that it could be nothing
but the p- p annihilation. L e t us see how this could
be proved to be an annihilation process. The mass
of that particle coming in could be measured and
compared with the known mass of the proton. The
measuring of the mass, in effect, came from knowing
the particle momentum, b y careful contro l of the
magnetic field, and measuring its range in the
emu lsion stack. Th e resulting figure def i nitely agreed
with the mass of the proton; also there was justifiable
reason for saying that it brought with it energy of
938 Mev. In the annihilation proc e ss, howe ver, there
are two things being destroyed: the incident antiproton and a proton. The process should contain
twice the energy that the antiproton brought in,
because two proton masses- -one proton and one
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amount expected, proving that it could not have
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Fig. F-6.

An antiproton stopping in emulsion.

E v idenc e of antiproton production was gathered
by this sort of appartus. Also immediate attempts
we r e made b y other proc e dur es to collect further
confirming evidence . . One procedure was to stop
these partie le s in nuclear emulsions. Figure F -6

Logically, the next question to ask was:
"Now that the antiparticle of the proton has been
found, .what others might exist? " It is not
reasonable to expect that the neutron would also
have its antiparticle? The antineutron was also
found rather recently. The neutron has no charge,
and likewise the antine utron has no charge , b ut
each h as a spin. Therefore, the only differenc e
that can exis t betwe en the neutron and antineutron
is the direction of spin. This antineutron was
found first by W enze 1, Pic cioni, and Lambertson
at this Laborator y.
Figure F-8 shows the antineutron process
diagrammatically. The original photograph was
take n with the 30-in. propane bubble chamber.
The partie le ente ring from the right can be ident ifie d
as an antiproton, but one which suddenly disapp ea rs.
What happened is that it sudden l y traded one meson
with a particle in the chamber and became an antineutron. This antineutron coasted a lon g for a short
distan ce, leaving no track in the chambe r (as it
was without cha r ge). Then it ends in an annihilation
star . Just as the antiproton can be eaten up in an
annihilation process, s-:> also can the antineutron.
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stars and galaxies are composed of antimatter or
ordinary matter. As far as is known, matter or
antimatter would look exactly alike . There is a
faint hope that someday a process can be seen in
which ordinary matter and antimatter might collide
out in space and result in great showers of pi mesons .
So far, nothing like this has been identified with
certainty.
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Fig. F-8.

Diagram of a photograph taken with the
30 -in . propane bubble chamber.

Because of the presence of ordinary matter,
antimatter cannot live for long as such . If there is
any place in our universe where antimatter exists
independently and in isolation, we do not know about
it . There is no way known to teliwhetherthe distant
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G.

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
Robert W. Kenney

Proficiency in designing experiments comes
only with experience, just as skill in playing the piano
is attained only through practice . Each physics ex periment presents its own unique problems of design.
No simple set of rules exists for solving all of these.
However, there are some general principles that, if
followed, may save the experimenter time and effort
and enable him to obtain more meaningful results .
To investigate a phenomenon intelligently re quires a thorough understanding of what is already
known &bout it. No one wants to repeat work that
someone else has done, but more than this, it is
essential to comprehend the theoretical implications
of existing knowledge . Also, one should be familiar
with the experimental background. Knowing what has
failed and what has succeeded may allow the experi menter to avoid the same mistakes and capitalize upon
the good points.
After one has a complete grasp of the relevant
physical principles and of the pertinent techniques
an d materials, he can proceed to design th e "nuts and
bolts, "i.e . , the appa r atus that will be used. In their
younger and more foolish days, some people go about
this in the reverse order. First they design the nuts
and bolts, then they decide what it is they are hoping
to accomplish, and finally they examine the existing
theory .
In ge n eral, we can divide experiments into two
c l asses: those that explo re a new field, and those
that gather precise data , In approaching a new area
of investigation, one usually does an explor atory ex periment first . T his is to give a bro ad view of the
situation and reveal what phenomena e xist . The
apparatus used in this type of experiment must not
restrict one's over-all view.
In performing explor atory experiments one should
notice and remember rare events, because new effects
sometime s appear in this way . For example, two
Australians, Rochester and Butler, were scanning a
large number of cloud chamber photographs of cosmic
rays in 1947. They noticed t w o tracks that were unlike anything they had previously seen. One track
resembled a hook and one a fork. Because they we re
careful experimenters, Rochester and Butler tried to
understand everything they saw. It would have been
easy to ignore these unusual tracks, ascribing them
to som e malfunc tion of the equipment . Instead they
treated these tracks as being due to unknown particles.
As it turned out, these were tracks of previously unknown "elementary" parti c les . Today the major effort
of the physics groups at this Laboratory is involved in
th e study of the se particles .
Once the over - all field has been assayed, one
then designs an experiment to give precis e answers
to specific questions . Previously, resolution was
sacrificed in order to take in the largest possible
area of inform a tion. But now on e is inter e sted in
detail. Ther e fore, the broad view must be sacrificed
in favor of resolution. For instance, a beam of
nuclear particl e s coming out of a cyclotron invariably
has some energy spread . In an e xploratory e xperim e nt the physicist might be int e rested in looking at

all these energi es; the beam intensity would therefore
be great . However, in a precision-type experiment,
he would exclude all particles except those of a very
narrow energy int erval. That is, he would sacrifice
beam intensity for resolution. Resolution and in tensity are thus complementary; if one is small,
the other is large, and conversel y.
Suppose that a new type of nuclear particle has
been found in an exploratory experiment. The physicist
then wants to know its physical properties, i. e. , its
size, mass, charge, energy, mode of decay, etc.
To do this, he must be familiar with the kinds of
instruments that are suitable for taking these measure ments.
Of fundamental importance in this type of expe riment is the question, "Just how precise must the
measurement be in order to be meaningful?" Suppo se,
for example, that you wanted to know the time of day
so that you would not miss a train. A calendar wo uld
be useless, because its smallest time increment is
24 hours. Likewise it would be uneconomical for this
purpose to build and maintain an elaborate electronic
device that would measure time intervals to, say,
lo-9 sec. All that you n eed is a r easonably accurate
watch . Thus, the answer to our question is that a
measurement must be accurate enough to give us eful
res ult s . That is , for a given purpose, how much in accuracy can be tolerated? In many cases, an answer
to this will involve a statistical analysis. The lecture
entit l ed "The Stati stical Analysis of Data" discusses
this topic in mare detail.
It may turn out that it is impossible to measure
a given quantity with the required accuracy using
known techniques. At present the practical limits of
accur acy are indi cate d in Table G-1.

Tabl e G-I

The best precision now possible in measuring cer tain
quantities

Quantity
mass

length
time
vo lt age
magnetic
field
strength

Accuracy
part
part
part
part

in
in
in
in

Method

5

calibrated weights in10
107
terferometer methods
l07to 108 electronic methods
1Q4
standard ce ll

1 part in l0 7 to 108 precession frequency
of proton magnetic
moment

To measure mass as accurately as l part in
10 5 requires using carefully calibrated weights.
This might be improved to 1 part in l 06, but only
with great effort . Length is measured much more
e asily, by means of an interferometer. This is an
optical instrument which measures length or thickness in terms of kno Nn wave lengths of light. Time
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can be kno ·;vn ·mth an accuracy of 1 part in 107 or
108 by listening to the time signals broadcast by
WWV, the Bureau of Standards radio station. Voltage
can be measured to 1 part in 104 by means of a
standard cell. Currents cannot be determined as
accurately. M agne tic fields, on th e other hand, can
be determined to 1 part of 107 or 108. This is done
by measuri-ng the precession frequency of a proton
in a magnetic field. The magnetic moment is a well
known parameter of the proton. When a proton i s
in a magnetic field it spins with its axis o ri ented· in
a certain direction relative to the field . If a radiofrequency is then applied, this axis then precesses,
or flips . By measuring the frequency at which this
occurs, one has a very precise indication of the
magnetic field strength.
Thus, for results t hat a r e the most precise,
one should d esign an experiment so as to measure
mass, l ength, time, or magnetic field strength,
avoiding measurements of voltages or currents .
A very important class of measurements might
be called "differential-type m eas urements!'An exampl e
of this is determining t h e difference in length between
two long metal tapes . One might b e a tape wiwse
l ength is well known, say 1/4 mil e. The other tape
is supposedly l /4 mile long also, but in fact is slightly
less than that. To determin e the error in t he second
tape one does not take a third tape, measure the first
t wo Nith it, and then compare t :'le difference. R ather,
he puts the two tapes side by side with, say, the lefthand ends together. Then he observ es the right-hand
e nds and notes the slight difference in l ength as indicated by the tape whos'e length is we ll known .
Another case in point is in regard to measuring
the mass of a given e l ement, say, helium 4. In nuclear physics, the mass of oxygen is taken as 16,0000 ...
a tomic mass units , in order to have some standard.
We would then want to compare the mass of He4 to
the mass of ol6. A mass spectrograph would be used
for this (Fig. G - 1 ) . It utilizes the principle that a

Thus, for singly ionized particles, oxygen will have
a radius of c urvature about four times as great as
helium 4 (s ee Fig. G -l a). To compare the mass of
He4 to that of oro by this m ethod we would have to
measure the two radii of curvature extreme ly
accurately . Furthermore, we would have to
measure the magnetic fi e ld strength quite precisely
at each point. The mass of He4 could be obtained,
but not very acc ur ately.
16
A more p recis e method would be to use o that
has been ionized four times and He4 that has been
ionized only once. Their radii of curvature in the
mass spectrograph would then be a lmost the same.
By measuring the small difference 6 (Fig. 1 b) with
only moderate ~recision, one could then calculate
the mass of He ve r y accurately, to about 1 part in
10 5 or 106.
It is also possible to d etermine the mass of
particles by another type of differential measurement .
This method depends upon knowing ve ry accurately
the mass of one particle involved i n a nuclear reaction. Consider, for example, the reaction
H

3

- He3

+ i3 +

v,

in which tritium d ecays to helium 3 by emittin:f a
bet a particle and a neutrino. The mass of He is
known very precise l y. The e nergy given off in the
form of the beta and the neutrino can b e measured.
By adding this to the mass of the helium - 3 nucleus,
one can then find the mass of the tritium nucleus
quite closely, because energy is conserved in the
reaction.
P erhaps a better example of a different ial
measurement is the experiment performed about
10 years ago by Pro fessor Panofsky in which he
det e rmined the mass differenc e between th e nO and
TT
meson. He did this by observing the reaction
TT

+p

-

n°

+ n + energy.

The mass of the proton and neutron were known w ith
good precision. Therefore , by measuring the energy
r e leased, he coul d calcul ate th e differenc e in mass
between the TT- and nO. The accuracy of his result
would depend directly upon how closely he could
measure this energy. To improve the precision of
this measurement, P anofsky d es igned an experiment
in whi ch this energy would first b e amplified about
six times . This meant that the result would be about
six times as accurate for a given precision of the
measurement itself.
Panofsky kne w that the energy that is released
serves to kick the two reachon products, the n° and
n, away from each other with equal and opposite
momenta. This energy would then reside only in the
kinetic energy of motion of the two particles. Panofsky
then measured this kinetic energy by observing the
velocit y of the nO . He could have done this b y ob serving the neutron velocity, but t his was not nearly
so conduciv e to careful measurement.
Fig . G-1. M ethod for determining the mass of an
e l ement with a m ass spectrograph: (a ) incorrect;
(b) correct.
charged particle is deflected in a magnetic field . The
radius of curvature p is proportional dir ectly to the
ratio of mass to charge, and inv e rsely to the magnetic
field:
p

a;

m
e

The principle upon which he measared the n°
velocity is explained as follows: The n decays into
two y-rays (photons) almost immediat e ly, before it
has a chance to l ose any energy. Because t he nO was
moving b efore it decayed, the labor atory energy of
the photons will be shifted from the energies oneasured
as seen from an observer moving with the TT meson.
This is analogous to the toot of a moving train; as
the train approaches us, the toot is higher in pitch
than that heard by th e enginee r and is still higher
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than when the train is going away . This Doppler
effect also applies to photons. If the photon is movin g
toward us, the frequency of the light that we observe
is increased. But if it is moving away, the frequency
is d ec reased. Panofsky measured the frequency of
the light produced in many of these reactions and re lat ed it to the photon energy. His results are given
in Fig. G-2. He found that the energy ranged be tween 83 and 55 Mev, a spread of 28 Mev .

:!!0

~

.8c.
.....
0
0

t--

28

--1

z
55
83
Photon energy (Mev)
Fig. G - 2. Spread in photon energy due to the Doppler
effect.

If Panofsky had measured directly the energy
released in the reaction that he was studying, he would
have found it to be only 5 Mev. Thus, by designing
the experiment so that this was amplified to 28 M ev ,
he obtained an amplification factor of 28/5 = 5.6.
This is a diffe rential-type m e asurement, because
one does not measure the energy directly, but rather
an energy difference .
A precaution that has to be observed in any
experiment, whether it is a precision exper im ent
or an exploratory one, is to beware of background.
By ba ckground is meant all the extraneous effects
that enter into a measurement. This applies not
only to experiments in physics, but to those of every
field as we ll. In the case of nuclear physics, the
term background has a rather specific meaning,
i.e. , radiations other than those being studied that
in some way enter a detector . Backg round radiations
come from cosmic rays, from particles penetrating
the shielding of a cyclotron, or from othe r sources.
For example, particles scattering from a material
other than the tar get can sometimes enter th e counter.
If this happens, a false counting rate is obse r ved. Of
cour se,steps should be taken to reduce the background
to as lo w a value as feasibl e , but some background is
unavoidable. In fact, in some experiments where low
levels a re being studi e d, the re may be equal contri butiolls from the ba ckground a nd the e ffe c t. No matt e r
how lo w the background is, its value should be determined and taken into account in ev aluating on e 1 s
results.
We wi ll conclude this lectur e with a brief dis cussion of the d esign of th e "nuts and bolts" of a n
experiment. After the purpose, the method of approach,
and the requir e d accuracy have b een determin e d, one
then proce e ds to design th e nuts and bolts. To do this
we ll requires a great deal of practic a l knowl e dg e a nd
insight . One must know what typ es of mat e rials a nd
apparatus can be pur cha sed co mmercially, a s well
as those that can b e fabricated here at th e Laboratory.
Also, ther e is the m a tt e r of co st. One do e s not use
platinum or osmium when brass will do. On the othe r
hand, one should not pra c tice fals e economy.

The cost of labor must be considered in addition
to that of th e material. Brass is more expensive than
steel, but it is so easily machined that the total cost
is often l ess . Also, brass does not rust. Stainless
steel does not eith e r, but it is one of the more difficult
mat er ials to work. For example, we often make
cryogenic containers of Mylar (rather than glass)
since it does not crack when filled with liquid hydrogen or liquid helium . Mylar is the same material
as the Orlan used in textiles except that it is called
by a different name when i t comes in blocks or sheets.
Mylar is as strong as steel on the basis of weight ,
it is tough, and it is inexpensive . Like other plastics,
Myl ar can b e easi l y formed into various shapes. Also,
it comes in sheets as thin as 0 . 001 inch.
Very useful cements for use with Mylar or
many other substances are the epoxy resins, which
maintain their adhesive properties over a temperature
range from a bsolute zero up to approximately lQQOC.
In d esigning the nuts and l::olts one must know
the limitations of the materials tha t he is going to use,
such as th eir e lasticity , hardness, e tc . These con stants should preferably b e memorized for the more
common materials so that it is not necessary to
consult the appropriate tables at eve ry step.
Another essential in designing th e nuts and bolts
is to be familiar with how Nature itself operates in the
range being studied. An example of this is in regard
to designing an electromagnet . Steel saturates at
perhaps 15 to 20 thousand gauss . At higher fi e ld
strengths steel is no more effective than air, so it
would be senseless use ste e l in a 100-kilogauss
magn e t .
A design that looks good on paper may b e overly
optimistic unless a ll the relevant effects have b ee n
considered. Suppose that you are designing an elec tr om agnet to give a held of one hundr e d kilogauss (a
very unusual magnet!). You might use some standard
formula for computing the number of ampere - turns
required. But you r answer would be considerably in
error unless you took into account the heat lo ss in the
coils, which becom e s exceedingly great at the 1arge
curr e nts r e quired to produc e a field of this magnitude.
Onc e you become aware of this difficulty you might then
decid e to utilize the phenomenon of superconductivity
to ci rcumv e nt the heat losses. This involves cooling
the c oils down to a temperature very close to absolute
zero in order to r e duce the resistance a lmost to zero.
Unfortunately, i n a field larger than a few thousand
gauss, a conductor los es a ll its superconductivity.
Therefore, this approach would also be fruitless.
Very r e cently a suggestion came from the Livermore
Labor atory for obtaining very strong magnetic fields
by cooling th e coils do ·.vn to about BOOK, in the case
of copper coils. Although superconductivity does not
exist at this t e mp e rature, the r esistance of the coi ls
is greatly d ec reas e d . This reduces the ene rgy loss
in th e coils . With this t echniqu e one can get b y with
less copper and st ee l for a gi ven fie ld strength. But
th e gain is larg e l y offset from a financial point of
view b ecause a large r e frigerator is now required
to coo l the coils . Howev e r, in those applications
w here a small magnet is needed, this method may b e
very useful. For exampl e, sometimes only a limited
space is available n ea r an accelerator for a magnet
but the refrigeration equipment can be located remotely.
Another advantage of this might b e that the bulk of
th e heat l oss occurs not in the experimental area,
but at some remot e point whe r e it does not
interfere with any measur e ments.
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H.

HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLE AC CELER A TORS
D avid L . Ju dd

The first accelerated particles us ed in
physics research were supplied by natu ral radio act ivity. Beta r ays and alpha particles of a few M ev were
available from these sources. Not until the end of
the nineteenth century were particles first acce l er at ed artificially, by J . J. Thompson and others,
using direct-voltage machines. The prin ciple of
machines of this typ e is illustrated in F ig. H-1.

. particles_+
negattV!.------

-- --

~~--~:-----------

--::::.=-----------:.--- --- -~

ion

Isource

----

-----charged

plate

Fi g. H-1. A direct-voltage acce l erator for ch a rged
particles.
Charged particles emi t te d from an ion sour ce ,
such as a he ated filament, a r e attr ac ted toward an
oppos it ely -ch arged metal plate. Th e apparatus is
enc los ed in a t ank which i 0 evacuated so as to ke e p
the particles from scattering as a res ult of coll isions
with air mol ecu l es. To accelerate negative e le ctron s,
for instance, the pl a te is positive. The amount of
accel eration i s lim ited by th e voltage that can be
appli ed to the plate.
Voltages much higher t h an those previously
avai l a bl e were obtained i n the 1920' s with the Co ckroft - Walton voltage mul tiplier and the V an de G raaff
generator. In fact, protons with sufficient energy to
cause n uclear transformations were produced by Cock roft an d W a lton in 1932 . T hese m ac hines are restrict ed to a few Me v because they operate o n the "one p ush " princ ipl e. That is, particles experience but
one p ush in a singl e e l ec t ric fie ld b efo r e they strike
a target.
M odern high -energy machines make use of
repetit ive acce ler ation, in which a particl e is m ade
t o sp eed up by giving it a series of pushes. Th e first
su ccessful repetitive acce ler ato r was the SloanL awrence linear accele rator, built in 1928 her e at
Ber kel ey . (S ee Fi g . H-2.)

tub es to a radiofrequency oscillator, a source of
high-fr e qu ency alternating potential. When the particles e merge from the first drift tube, th ey are repelled by it, since it now h as the s a me sign as the
particl e s. Howev e r, the particles a re attrac ted
tow a rd the second drift tube be cause it has the
opposite sign. Th e particles enter the second drift
tube, ar, j again th e s ign o f the potential on the drift
t ub es is changed. As this process is repeated, the
particles gain energy each time they are acce l erate d
acro ss a gap. O wing to their increased velocity, the
particles tr avel progressiv e ly farthe r in a given time
interval. Therefore, th e drift tubes must b e made
suc cessively longer . If this were not done, the
part icles woul d get out of ste p with the a lt ernating
volt age and would arrive at a gap to o soon to be
accel e rated.
With a li near accelerator one can obtain
high-energy pa rticl es even though a relatively low
voltage is applied acr oss eac h gap . For exampl e , if
100 gaps were used one could obtain 100-Mev p a rti cles by appl ying only about one m i llion volts b etwee n
each pa ir of drift tubes .
Th e ear ly li near acc elerators did not accel e rat e protons, be cause the os cillator s th en available
coul d no t ope rate a t s uffi ciently high fr e qu enc ies.
H owever, since World War II m any proton l i n ear
accele rators have been constru cted. Th e fir st of
t h ese was the 32-Mev m ac hine built under the direction of Dr . L . W. Alva re z a t this L a boratory . A few
yea rs ag o it was dismantled and sent to USC at L os
Ange l e s. Th e l argest pr oton li near accelerator, a
60-Me v m ac hine , is a t th e University of Minn e sota .
The heavy-ion lin ea r accele rat or (hil ac ) a t
th is L a bor a tory a lso operates on the princip le described a bove. It can acce l erate i ons as heavy as
argon to an ene r gy of 10 Mev /nucleon. This means
that t he energy of an oxygen ion, fo r examp le , wou ld
be 16 x 10 = 160 M ev.
A li nea r acc elerator is essentially inefficient,
a s each acce l erating gap is used only once for a given
pa rticle. H ighe r ene rgies can be obtained only by
using a very large number of gaps. This difficulty
was overcome by P rofessor E. 0. L awrence in
1930 when h e invented th e cycloton (Fi g. H-3).
rodiofrequency

oscillator

radiafrequency
ascii/a tor·
tube

F ig . H-2.

A line ar accelerator.

P a rticles emitted from an ion source are attracted
toward an oppositely - charged cylindrical t ube. O nce
inside the tube, the particles are shielded from the
electric fie ld and merely drift thr ough. I n the mean t i me the sign of the potential on the dr ift tubes has
been c hanged . This is done by connecting the drift

F ig . H-3.

A cyclotron .

In a cyclotron a single accelerating gap is
used over and over again to accelerate positive ions.
This is accomplished by using a m ag netic field to
bend the ions into circ ul ar orbits.
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A positive ion is emitted from the ion source
into the region between the circular electrodes, or
"dees ." At that instant one of the dees, say D , is
1
charged negatively. The ion is attracted toward D .
1
Once inside the dee, the ion is shielded from the
electric field. It would travel in a straight line were
it not for the magnetic field. The magnetic field bends
the ion so that it circles around toward the dee gap.
Before the ion reaches the dee gap, the sign of
the electric field is reversed by the oscillator, so
that now D is negative and D is positive. The ion
2
1
is consequently att racted toward the negative dee ,
D . Again the ion is bent by the magnetic field,
2
and again it enters the gap. As it gains speed an d
energy it spirals outward until it strikes a target
inserted in its path or is extracted for use as an
external beam.
Th e sign of the e l ec tri c field must be alternated at precisely th e right frequency, so that when
the ion arrives at the dee gap it wi ll be acceler ated.
Th e angular frequency is constant for a given type of
ion. In other words, it takes an ion the same amount
of time to complete a small orbit as a large orbit,
because its velocity increases directly as the distance
traveled. Because this angular frequency is constant
the radiofrequ ency oscillator can operate at a fixed
frequency.
To understand why the above is true, we must
consider the forces exerted on the particle. Th e
force F m due to the magnetic field is given by

F

m

~ vB
c
'

=

(1)

where e is the charge of the particle in esu, c is the
velocity of light in em/sec (a converbion factor to
put the unit of charge into the electromagnetic system),
vis the particle velocity in em/sec, and B is the
magnetic field strength in gauss . The centrifugal
force F c is given by
2
mv
F
(2)
r

c

where m is the particle mass in grams and r is the
radius of the particle orbit. Because F c must equal
Fm we may equate Eqs. (1) and (2):

e
c

vB

= mv

2

r

(3)

m

.J l

-

(5)

v2/c 2

where m is its rest mass, vis its ve lo city, and c
0
is the ve r acity of light. From Eq . (5) we see that
when v is very small, the total mass m is virtually
the same as m . However, as thei'article approach 0
es the velocity of light, th e ratio v jc 2 approaches l.
The denominator thus becomes zero and the particle
mass approaches infinity . Figure H-4 illustrates
this relativistic mass increas e.
II
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Fi g . H-4 . Increase in mass of a particle as it
approaches the velocity of light c: m is its
total mass, m its rest mass, and v its velocit y.
0
From Fig . H-4 it is seen that to accelerate an
infinitely h eavy object would require an infinite
amount of energy. However, there is a problem
with a cyclotron if the particle mass increases even
by as little as a few percent. Referring back to
Eq . 4, we see that if the mass m begins to increase
instead of remaining constant, then the angular frequency w must decrease. As the particles slow
down, they arrive at the dee gap late and are decelera ted .
Th e easiest way to keep the particles in phase
might seem to be to allow the magnetic field strength
B to incr ease, in order to keep the ratio B/m in Eq.
(4) constant . This could be done by changing the
shape of the magnet poles to appear as shown in
Fig . H-5 . This pole shape would cause the field to
increase radially.

Canceling and rear ran ging terms, we obtain an expression for the angular frequency w, which by
definition is v/r:

w

=

v
r

eB
me

It is important to note that w does not depend on the
particle energy. For a given type of particle, w
depends solely on B, the magnetic field strength .
Since the magnetic field strength B is held constant
in a cyclotron, the angular frequency w is constant.

---magnetic flux
lines

Th e cyclotron is an efficient machine for
accelerating particles to energies up to about 20 Mev.
By expending l arge amounts of power, perhaps 100
M ev could be obtained, but this is not very practical.
T wo conflicting demands prevent the cyclotron
from obtaining higher energies. One of these is that
when a particle approaches the velocity of li ght its
mass begins to increase, as explained by the theory
of relativity. The total mass m of the particle is
given by

Fig. H-5. Shape of magnet pole faces required to
give a radiall y increasing field (exaggerated).
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Unfortunately, this cannot be done, owing to
the second conflicting demand. Th at is the necessity
for focusing the particle beam. As a particle spirals
outward it occasionally collides with molecules of
the residual gas inside the vac uum tank . This causes
it to wander from the proper path. Th e particle
gyrates into the dees unless restoring forces exist.
We may analyze the required properties of a
restoring force by referring to Fig. H-6 . The displacement of the particle from its proper orbit is
plotted as a function of time t. We would lik e the
displacement x always to be zero . However, the
best we can hope for is that wh en the particle begins
to drift from the proper orbit, a force is created which
directs the partide back toward the correct orbit. If
this occurs, then the particle oscillates about the
co rr ect orbit in the manner shown in Fi g. H-6 .
Such a restoring force F x must be proportional to
the displacement x and be directed so as to minimize
the displacement:
F

X

(6)

-kx

(k is a proportionality constant). In a radially
increasing field, like that illustrated in Fig . H-5,
the force F x is directed the wrong way . Th at is,
when the particle drifts off the correct orbit a force
is created which pushes it farther away, in an exponential manner. Th e particle quickly strikes a dee .
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dilemma . The earliest was by L . H . Thomas in 1938 .
His ideas were not very well understood, and physicists were so busy building conventio nal cyclotrons
that they took little notice of them . Not until 1949
was a Thomas cyclotron constructed.
In 1945 a different solution was proposed, by
Veksler in Russi a and independently by McMillan,
present Director of the Lawrence Laboratory. Their
principle of phase stability was incorporated into the
design of the 184-inch cyclotron, then under construction here. As a result, the 184- inch machine was
able to produce particles of twice the energy previousl y planned and yet use much lower dee voltages. The
184-inch cyclotron has since been rebuilt so that now
it gives even higher energies (735 Mev, in the case
of protons).
The basic idea of phase stability is that it is
unnecessary to try to keep the particle exactly in step
with the alternating voltage. It is much better to
allow the particle to oscillate back and fo rth slightly
in phase with respect to the applied voltage. Th e
principle of phase stability is illustrated in Fig. H-8 .
The change in energy 6E that a particle would receive as it passes through the dee gap of a static
system (constant field, constant rf frequency ) is
plotted as a function of time. The points where the
curve crosses the horizontal axis are equilibrium
positions. What are the conditions to be met in order
that these be stable?
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F ig. H-6. Displacement of a particle from its
proper orbit, as a function of time.
On the other hand, a practical way to provide
the required restoring force is to have a radially
decreasing magnetic field, as shown in Fig. H -7 .
In th1s type of field, whenever a particle gets off center it is immediately pushed back, since the restoring
force is directed toward the midplane.

flux

F ig. H-7. Magnet pole faces required to give a
radially decreasing field.
However, if we use a decreasing magnetic
we have only complicated the problem of keeping
particles in phase with the alternating potential.
number of suggestions were offe red for avoiding

field
the
A
this

F ig. H-8 . Change in energy 6E that a particle
receives as it passes through the dee gap, as
a function of time (for a static system) .
Consider a particle at Point A . It has arrived
early at the dee gap and re ceives a positive increment of energy, causing it to travel in too large an
orbit. Therefore, its angular frequency decreases
so that it arrives at the dee gap later on its next
encounter. It may arrive on time, but if it arr ives
too late its angular frequency increases and it arrives early the following time. In this way, the
particle oscillat es about its correct energy at a given
orbit. The positions marked with a triangle are
stable for a cyclot ron or other simple circular machine. Those m arked with a dot are stable for linear
accelerator.
Once these equilibrium positions are stable,
one can then carefully decrease the frequency of the
potential applied to the dees to keep it in step with
the decrease in angular frequency of the particles
caused by their relativistic mass increase and by the
change in magnetic field required for focusing .
As the radiofrequency is decreased, the particles
are accele rated to higher energies.
A machine which uses this principle is call ed
a synchrocyclotron or a frequency-modulated cyclotron . Thi s type of accelerator emits a pulsed beam.
One batch of particles is injected from the ion source,
and the frequency of the dee potential is then decreased through a certain range to accelerate the
particles to full energy. This process is then repeated for another batch (S ee Fig. H - 9) . The
average beam current of a synchrocyclotron is much
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less than for a conventional cyclotron, which emits
a steady beam.
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Fig. H - 9. Variation of frequency of the dee potential,
as a function of time (for . a synchrocyclotron ) .
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The principle of phase stabil ity h as also made
·'possible the multi-billion-volt proton synchrotrons.
.F our of these are now operating - - the Cosmotron
at Brookhaven, the Bevat ron at Berkeley , the
Synchrophasotron in Russia, and the Saturne at
S ac l ay, Fr ance.
In a proton synchrotron the particles are
accelerated in a circular orbit of constant radius.
This is done by increasing the magnetic field strength
at the same time the frequency of the potential on the
accel erating electrodes is increased. (Fig. H-10.)
When the particles are injected, the field is very low.
As the particles gain energy from the acce l erating
electrodes, the magnetic field must increase in
order to keep the particles in a circular orbit.
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Fi g. H-11. The Bevatron, the 6.2 -B ev proton
synchrotron at Berkeley.
Figur e H-12 is a particle-eye view of the
Bevatron. The small tubes seen on t h e top and
bottom are coil windings that a re us ed to make
minor adjustments in the magnetic field strength . .
The flags sticking up in the accelerating chamber
are targets. They li e flat while the p a rticles are
being accelerated (about 1.75 sec, during which the
protons make 4, 100 ,000 revolutions), and then are
flipped up into the full -en ergy beam.
Several giant proton synchrotrons now under
construction throughout the wor ld will use the new .
principle of alternating - gradient focusing. F or
example, the 30-Bev machine at Brookhaven has a
diameter of 840 feet. Yet the beam must be guided
through a tube only a few inches in diameter. Very
stron.g focusing is required to do this.

Fig. H-10 . (a) Frequency of the potenti a l applied to
the acce l erating e l ectrodes, as a function of
time ; (b) magnetic-field strength, as a function
of time. (The se curves are for a proton
synchrotron.)
F igure H-11 shows th ~ 6.2 -B ev Bevatron. The
radius of its accel erating "donut" is 5 0 ft . Although
its magnet contains 10,000 tons of steel, a synchro cyclotron of the same energy would require a magnet many times h eavier . This is because a proton
sync hr otron uses a r ing - shaped magnet, rather than
a solid one.
A proton synchrotron requires an injector.
In the case of the B evatron, the injector must accelerate the protons to an energy of 10 Mev before
they are traveling fast enough to be accelerated by
the Bevatron itself. Th e ' injecto r consists of a
Co ck roft- Walton machine, which produces about
1/2 Me v, and a lin ear accel erator which next takes
over and boosts their energy to 10 Mev . The protons
a re t h en introdu ced into the Bevatron via an electrostatic infl ector, which bends the beam of particles
into a direction tangent to the acce l erating chamber .

Fig. H-12 . Interior of the accelerating chamber of
the Bevatron .
The idea of alternating - gradient focusing is
illustrated in Fig. H-1 3 . Th e "ideal" orbit is represented by the dotted circle. With conventional focusing, when the particle begins to drift off this idealized orbit, a restoring force is set up wh i c h pushes
it back where it should be. In alternating - gradient
focusing just the opposite is done. First the particle is thrown viole ntly one direction, and then
violently in the other by properly shaping the magnetic field. The net effect, surprisingly, is to
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produce much sharper focusing than is possible by
the convent i onal method .

F ig. H- 1 3. Diagram i llu s trating a lt ernating - gradi ent
focusing .
Th e principle of alternating- gradient focusing
can be easil y demonstrated using an u pside - down
pendulum (Fig. H - 14 ) . E veryone knows t h a t t h is i s
unstabl e - as soon as the pendul um moves off cente r
it continues to fall over. If its support is given a
har d jerk upwa r d when the pend u l um sta r ts to fall
over, it tends to fall even faster. O n the other
h and, if its support is j e r ked downwar d , the pendul u m retu r ns to its uprigh t position. N ow if t his p r o cess of jerking up and down is repeate d at a fast
enough rate, the pendulum becomes stabl e and
oscillates slightly about an upright position. If you
should deflect the pendulum it immediately r eturns to
the upright position.
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Fig . H-14 . An upside-down pendulum illustrates
the principle of alternati ng - gradient focusing.
It can be shown that the frequency f at which
the pendulum support must be driven up and down in
order for the pendul um to be stable must be greater
than a ce rtain value:
f

>

(7)

where L is the length of the pendul um arm , g is the
accel e rat ion of gravity (32 ft/sec2), and a is the radius of the motor - driven crank (F ig. H-14 ) which
drives the pendulum support up and down.
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SURVEY OF PARTICLE DETECTORS
Roger W. Wall ace

All radiation detectors utilize in some way
the phenomenon of ionization, which is the formation
of positive and negative charges when an atom is
struck by an incoming charged particle or photon.
Radiation detectors may be classified according to
the method utilized in detecting this ionization. Thes e
categories are:
a.

the Geiger counter , proportional counter,
and ionization chamber;

b.

the cloud chamber and bubble chamb er;

c.

the photographic emulsion ;

d.

th e scintill ation and Cherenkov count e rs .

Curve A in Fig. I- 2 represents a case in which
a l arger number of primary ion pairs is produced
than for curve B . It is evident that these curves
can be divided into six r egions . In region I the pul<>e
hei ght increases with an incr ease in the applied voltage . In region II the pulse height is unaffected by an
increase in the applied voltage. It is in this region
of about 100 to 300 volts that an ionization chamber
operates. If should be noted that the geometry shown
in Fig. I-l is more common to the Geiger and
proportional counters; ion chambers frequently have
parallel plates inst ead.
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Detectors in category (a ) are seldom used in
high - energy physics research, but find their wid est
appli cation i n industry, in radiological monitoring,
and in low- e nergy research. The cloud chamber
and photographic emulsion are fr equ ently used in
cosmic ray research. The bubble chamber, the
scintillation counter, and th e Ch ere nkov counter, as
well as the photographic emulsion, are the principal
d e tectors employ ed in pr ese nt - day high - e nergy
physics.
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Ioni zation Instrume nts
Th e d e tectors in category (a) are usually referred to co ll ec tively as "ionization instruments, "
although it must be borne in mind that all radiation
detectors utiliz e ionization in some manner. The
reason for this d es ign a tion is that the detectors in
this category produc e a n e l ec tri cal signal as a direct consequence of th e production of ionization,
whereas in the other typ es of d e t ec tors the ionization
serves to initiate or trigg er a r e lease of energy or
brings about a transformation of ene rgy by some
other mechanism . T his secondary r e lease of energy
is then r ec orded.

An ionization instrument consists basically of
an enclosed vessel containing a gas (Fig . I-1) . The
walls of the vessel are metali zed, forming an outer
electrode. A central electrode is connected to an
amplifier and counting circuits. When a charged
particle enters the vessel through one of its walls
the gas inside is ionized, producing an electron and
a positive ion (called a primary ion pair) . T he
electron quickly travels toward th e central electrode,
while the pos itive ion migr a t es slowly to the outer
electrode. By using an e lectronic d e t ecting circuit

30 0
applied voltage
Fig. I- 2. Dep e ndence of pulse height on applied
voltage in an ioniz ation instrument. Curv e
A represents a case wh e r e more primary
ion pairs are formed than for Curve B.

In r e gion III of Fig. I- 2 th e puls e height again
increases with an increase in the appli ed voltage,
o wing to a n e ffect at the central wire called multiplication. (Se e Fig. I-3.) The field gradient near the
wire is sufficiently high so that an electron can pick
up enough energy between co llis ions with the gas to
ionize many molecul es . This results in the releas e
of additional electrons, which in turn cause the release of even more electrons . For a given voltage,
the multiplication is constant. This is evidenced by
the fact that the vertical separation between curves
A and B of Fig . I- 2 is constant in region III. Thus,
for a given voltage the pulse height is proportional
to th e number of primary ion pairs formed . The
proportion<'.] counter operates in this r egion.
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Fig. I-1 .
arrangement of an ionization
instrument.
with a short time constant (i. e . , a fast circuit ), one
can record tj:J.e pulse due to the e l ectron and then
ignore the ion pulse . (However, this is not always
done.)
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u
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time
Fig. I- 3. Buildup of a single pulse in a proportional counter.
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In region IV of Fig. I- 2 the curves again rise
with an incr ease d voltage, but at different rat es . No
radiation detector ope rat es in this zone.
In region V of Fig. I-2 1 curves A and B coincide,
indicating that for a given vo ltag e the pulse height is
independent of the number of primary ion pairs
formed, The Geiger counter operat.es in this region .
What is occurring is that the multiplication process
has become so energetic at these higher voltages
that photons of light are released, which ionize other
gas atoms near the wire as they proceed down the
vessel. This causes a cascade a ll a lon g the wire, a
phenomenon known as a corona discharge . The discharge is so great that th e pulse height is no long er
proportional to the applied voltage, but is much larger.
Thus all information is lost as to the size of the original pulse. One incoming particle forms as large a
Geiger. puls e as t en million particles do.
However, with an ionization chamber or proportional counter, one can readily tell whether one
particle enters or two, and whether it is a heavily
ionizing part icle or a lightly ionizing particle . Therefore, the ionization chamber and proportional counters
are very useful as research instruments. An important technique involving these two instruments is
that of ' pulse-height analysis. By means of it one
may (under certain conditions) sort the radiation
being observed as to the number of alpha, beta, or
gamma particles it contains.
The great advantage of the Geiger counter is
its simplicity. For example, one does not have to
control its voltage very closely. Its chief limitation
is that its d ead time is of the order of 100 microseconds, owing to the time required for the dis charge
to be quenched. Any particle entering during that
time is not recorded. If one particle entered every
microsecond, the Geiger counter would record only
1% of the incoming particles, since it can produce
only one count every 100 fJ.Sec . For this reason,
one should be very sus picious of the readings of
Geiger counters, especially if they are used in an
area of high instantaneous flux such as near an
accelerator.
On the other hand, a proportional counter has
a dead time of onl y 2 to 3 fJ.Sec . While this is a con siderable improvement, there is still a problem of
lost counts when the counting rate is high. Two
particles entering at once cause a pulse twice as high
as that produced by a single particle . A third particle
entering during this period causes the pulse to pile
up even higher. These pileups become confusing
when one is attempting to sort out gamma and alpha
radiation, because a pileup of gammas may look like
the pulse of an alpha . Du e to this limitation the proportional counter is also of little value in high-energy
experiments. It may be very useful elsewhere, however.
The ionization chamber also is beset by this
problem of dead time; and in addition it is very
sensitive to vibration, whi c h may cause it to give
a spurious count . This diffi c ulty is partially overcome by using amplifiers that are insensitive in the
audiofrequency region. One of the most useful types
of ionization chamber is the integrating type, which
does not detect individual pulses, but instead adds
up the current . This type of instrument is often used
for detecting background radiation .

The Cloud Chambe r
The cloud chamber and bubble chamber are
track-imaging devices . In the former, an incoming
particle produces a track of droplets in a supersaturated gas, whereas in the l atter the track consists of tiny bubbles in a superheated liquid. Sin ce
a separate lecture is devoted to bubbl e chambers,
we shall confin e our attention mainly to the cloud
chamber.
Figur e I-4 is a pressure-volume plot of
repr esentative isothermal curves for a r eal gas. The
top curve ( T> T ) is for a gas that is above its
critical t empe rl'i:ur e (the temperature at which a
liquid and its saturated vapor coexist in equilibrium).
In the case of a perfect gas, as the volume incr e ases
the pressure drops according to the PV = NRT rule,
where P i s the pr essure, V i s the volume, N is
the number of moles, R is the perfect gas constant,
and T is the absolute temperature . The perfect gas
approximation is fairly good in the vapor region to the
right of the two-phase region .

vaporsaturation

curve

curve
Volume

Fig . I-4 . A pressure-volume plot of isothermal
curves for a real substance.
However, for a substance that is at or below its
critical temperature this rule no longer applies;
instead the curve is more complicated (see the lower
curve in Fig. I-4). The solid curve ABCDE represents the stable condition. In region AB the substance is in the liquid state, in region BC D it is in
the liquid-gaseous or two -ph ase state, and in region
DE it is in the gaseous state . If the substance is in
the condition represented by CD, and the pressure
is suddenly reduced; the curve jumps to CGD, an
unstable state. That is, the gas becomes supersaturated.
A charged particle passing through this super saturated gas ionizes the atoms, leaving ion pairs.
Th e gas then condenses on th e se ions, producing a
track of tiny droplets . Thus, the charged particle
trigg e rs an unstable condition, causing it to r eturn
to a stable state. The energy thus released to restore
this stable state produces an amplification mechanism
capabl e of rendering v i sible the tracks of all particles,
including those producing minimum ionization.
(Minimum_ ionization occurs for all charged particles
at an energy approximately equal to the rest-mass
energy of the particle; at this energy the particle
produces the fewest ion pairs per centimeter of track.)
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The cloud chamber has proven to be a very
useful instrument . Its beauty lies in the fact that
one can see what is happening to individual particles .
If the chambe r is placed inside a magnetic field,
c har ged particles are caused to curve, the positive
ones in one direction and the negative particles in th e
other. Their radius of curvature r is given by
r

phofomulfipliBr
/tubB

grid

mv
= Be

where m is the mass of the particle, v is its
velo c ity, e is its charge, and B is the magnetic
field strength. Thus, by knowing three of these
variables, the fourth can readily be calculated.
Unfortunately , cloud chambers suffer from
several disadvantages. Since a gas is not very dense,
relatively few nuclear collisions occur . A great deal
of time and effort are used waiting for an interesting
reaction. This can be partially overcome by placing
lead plates inside the chamber. However, since the
r eac tions occur within the metal, one sees the tracks
of the reaction products only after they l eav e · the lead.
Another problem is
suffer from turbulence in
in th e expansion p ro cess,
chamber to be insensitive

Fig. I- 5.
Scintillator s

The various typ es of scintillators and their
characteristics are summarized in the a ppendix.
The factors that must be considered in the choice
of a scintillator are:

that large cloud chambers
the gas and nonuniformity
the latter effect causing the
in certain regions .

One of the most s e rious limitations of the cloud
chamber is that it can be cycled only once every
minute or two, a lthough a beam pulse from an ac celerator is usually available every few seconds or
less . In cosmic ray research this is not usually a
problem, owing to the comparative l y long intervals
between the entrance of particl es . To record the
passage of a cosmic ray, one places a Geiger counter
above and b e low the chamber. Th e se are connected
electronicall y in such a way that a particle traversing
both the upper and lower set of counters triggers the
expansion of the chamber, flashes the illuminating
tubes, and exposes a photograph in the proper time
sequ e nce . Thi s technique was d eveloped by Car l
And e r son of the California Institute of Technology,
who discovered the positron with such an arrangement.
Various methods have b ee n developed for
improving the cloud chamber. One is to make it
continuously sens itive by the diffusion technique . In
the diffusion chamber a volatile liquid such as methyl
alcohol is vaporized in a warm region at the top . The
vapor diffuses toward the bottom, which is cold. In
an intermediate layer the gas is in a supersaturated
condition and is therefore sensitive to ionizing radiation. The gas is usually put under a pressure of 20
to 35 atmospheres to increase its d e nsity and thus
allow more nuclear collisions . Unfortunately , the
sensitive layer is very shallow. Those re actions
occurring above or below it are not observed.
One great advantage to both types of cloud
chamber is that the droplet density along a track is
related to the the ioni zation d e nsity of the initiating
particle .
Scintillation Counters
Scintillation counters are wide l y used in highenergy physics, owing to their extreme l y short time
resolution of lo-9 sec . A scintillation counter con sists of a transparent mat erial called a scintillator
that emits a flash of light when it is struck by a
charged particle, and a photomultiplier tube for
observing this flash (Fig . I-5).

A scintillation count e r.

a.

its speed (i.e. , how rapidly the li ght
pulse forms and dies away);

b.

its light yield (i .e . , the size of the light
pulse for a particle of a given energy );

c.

its sensitivity to different types of
radiation;

d,

the linearity of its response to different
types of radiation (this is the most important conside r at ion);

e,

its density (which affects the number of
nuclear events occurring in its volume);and

f.

its ease of manufacture.

The organic solids lik e a nthrac ene and stilbene
are difficult to cut without cracking. Also, they are
t e mperature-sensitive , Their chief advantage is that
they have an excellent light yield . Moreover, they
are very fast (lo-9 sec ). Their sensitivity to gamma
radiation is l ow. This effect depends on the atomic
numb e r of the material; for hydrocarbons the gamma
sensitivity is low, wher eas for h eavy e l ements it is
high . The neutron sensitivity, on th e other hand, is
very good for the organic solids, because neutron
sensitivity is dependent on th e hydrogen content . The
higher the hydrogen content, the more proton recoils
one obtains from neutrons. In the case of organic
solids the linearity of the response to e l ectrons is
good, but for protons it is poor. Lin earity is dependent on the spacing of the primary ion pairs produced b y the incident ionizing radiation. Most
scintillators are quite linear to e l ectrons, because
e l ec trons l eave the ion pairs spaced rather fa r apart,
and j amming of the light-production process does not
occur . Ho weve r, this is not true for other types of
radiation. From Fig. I-6 we see that separate curves

.s=

ICI'

u

.s=
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•

o<-particles

::J
Q.

energy
Fig . I-6 . Pulse-height-- energy relationships for
particles with different linear ionization rat es
in a typical scintillator.
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Appendi x

are obtained for protons, a l phas, and fission frag ments . We would prefer to obtain one curve, a
straight line, for all of these so that the energy of
the various particles could be measured directly.
The most common! y used inorgani c solids are
sodium iodide (·-.vith a thallium activator), potassium
iodide, and lithium iodide . Their chief drawback is
their slow speed of l o-5 to 10-6 sec, as compared
with the l0-9-sec speed of the organic solids . An
advantage is their high density .

Radiation Detectors Giving an Electrical Output
I.

Ionization instruments
A.

These instruments utilize an e l ec tric
field to collect ions formed by radiation
in a gas .
1.

The organic liquids like toluene can be used
where large vo l umes are required . For instance,
at the 184-inch cyclotron there is a tank of toluene
the size of a desk . A drawback is the fact that the
toluene deteriorates the gaskets and fittings and is
highly inflammable. However, the organic liquids
are very fast (lo-9 sec) and have a good light yield .
The plastic scintillator s are solid versions of
the organic liquids. They are produced by heating
styrene and adding a small amount of an inorganic
phosphor. Since plasti c can be easily machined into
complex shapes, this type of scintillator is the most
popular and versatile . Their light yield is goo d and
they are fast (lo - 9 sec).

2.

The noble gases are seldom used, although the y
have the best linearity. One straight line is obtain ed
for all types of radiation . For example, the puls e
produced b y a 100-Mev fission fragm ent is 100 times
as large as the pulse from a 1-Mev gamma. With
other typ es of scintillators the pul ses from fission
fragments are quite small compar e d to gamma-ray
pulses .
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a.

Photo e lectrons (cross section
a: z2);

b.

Compton recoils (eros s section
o: Z/E in the range from well
above the k - shell energy to
> l Mev); or

c.

Positron-electron pair production
(cross section <X z2 for energies
> 1.02 Mev) .

Charg ed particles produce primary
ion pairs; the energy relationship
is

where v is the velocity of the
charged particle, z is the charge
of the particle, Z i s the charge of
the medium, N is th e number of
atoms of the medium per cm 3 , and
m is th e mass of one electron.

Photomultipliers
The photomultiplier tube r epresented in
Fig. I- 5 is of the end-window type . Inside the glass
envelope at the end of th e tube is a mat e rial that
emits photoelectrons when it is struck by light.
Electrons from this photocathode are acce lerated by
a potential of - 300 volts between the _grid and th e
photocathode. After pas sing through the grid, the
elect r ons strike a seri es of dynodes, which are also
coated with a photoel ectron - emitting material. Th e re fore, for each electron striking a dynode, four or
five are given off. Sinc e there are perhaps 10 to
14 dynodes, one electron striking the photocathode
may cause a million to ten million electrons to leave
the final dynod e. Each d ynode is held at a higher
potential than the preceding one, in ord e r to obtain
an acceleration down the tube . Thus, in a scintillaion counter a usable electric pulse is produced by
the passag e of a single particle through the scintillator . Th e e lectronic circuits used in connection with
scintillation counters are discussed in Section K
11 Counters Used in High - Energy Physics . "

For x-rays and y-rays, ionization
is due to:

3.

B.

Neutrons do not themselves ionize the
gas; but when they enter a detector
they give rise to charged particles ,
owing to recoils or nucl e ar reactions .
These charged particles then ionize
the gas . In these indirect ways neutrons
can b e det ec ted.

The three types of ionization instruments
are th e ion c hamber, the proportional
counter, a nd the Geiger counter .

l.

Ion chamber
a.

The t wo kinds of ion chamber are:
the electrometer type and the ionpuis e counter.
(1)

Th e electromet e r (integratin g
type) gives an indication proportional to th e total charge
collected in a given time .
Thr ee kinds of electrometers are :
(a)

Electron tube;this type m a y
be portable and has a sensi tivity of lo-1 2 to to - l5 amp .

(b)

Electrostatic, of which the
Lindeman quartz fiber is
an example; its sensitivity
is to-15 to lo-1 6 amp. This
type of ion chamber, as
well as type (c) below, is
used in l aboratory instal lations.
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(c)

(2 )

Ion-puls e count e r (detects individual pulses)
(a)

(b)

b.

Vibrating -r ee d capacitor
(som e times called a dynamic
condenser or a synchronous
condenser); this t ype us es ac
amplification in ord e r to
achieve a high sensitivity
(lo-16 a mp) .

Electron coliection (fas t): a
f as t a mplifi e r having a low
gain in the audiofrequency band
must b e used in ord e r to det ec t
the e le ctrons but ignore the
ions . One of these gases is
used: A, CH 4 , C0 2 , BF 3 , or
N 2 . For fa st e l ectron collection one may use 95o/c A and
5% C02. The e l ect r on - collec tion speed is lOOO( cm/sec )
(em/vo lt) .
Ion colle c t ion (slo w): air can
be u se d, in which case e lectrons
a tta ch themse lv es to oxygen,
losing mobility. M echanical
vibrations can cause a false
respons e (microphonic troubl e ).
The ion co ll ec tion speed i s
1 to 2 (em/ sec) (em/volt).

hi,gh dE/dx . Recombination r e du·c es the pulse height an d /o r the
numb er of counts .
(4)

Oxygen, water, or c hlorine con taminations cause n eg ative ions to
form, reducing the r e spo n s e and
producing e rrors .

(5)

For an ion-pulse count e r:

(6)

(a)

A pr eamplifier must be used
which matches the line, in
order to get abov e the line
noise.

(b)

A 10-fla mp 1-milli vo lt output
from the ion chamber is necessary in most practical cases.

(c)

A gain of 10 4 to 106 is neede d .

Cautions
(a)

Good insulators must b e us ed
(lol l to 10ll:l rl-cm) between
the central a node wire and th e
surroundin g cathode.

(b)

High - voltage guard rings
should b e used to r e duce
e l ec trical leakage acr es s the
insulator and the r es ulting
noi se .

(c)

Th e following fa c tors must b e
considered when e v a luating a
m eas ur e d countin g r a t e :

R e marks
( 1)

Facts affecting dosime try with ion
chambers :
If:--th e count e r walls have a pproxi mately th e same Z as the Z
of the gas; and

1. Mi cro phonics

2. In sulator -leakage nois e
--th e count e r is lar ge r e l a ti ve to
the ran ge of secondaries in th e
gas (walls may b e neglected;
ions collected a re proportional
t o the volum e of th e gas enclos e d); and

3. Po we r-lin e transi e nts
4. Inductive and radiative
pickup
5 . Pileup of small pulses

--the counter is small (with walls
that are thi c k r e l a tive to the
rang e of secondaries in the
wall s );

6. Multipl e grounding paths
7. The puls e l e n gth r e lative to
th e time constants of the
e l ectronic circuits

The n: With lo w - Z walls and using a ir as
the gas , one can calibrate th e
counter in roentg e ns . One roentg en/s ec gives l /3x lo-9
a mp/c m3 in STP air for x-r ays
and y -r ays .

8. The position wh e re the ions
are formed chang e s the pulse
height .
(d)

( 2)

B a ckground
(a )

Cosmic rays give 3 ion
pairs/cm3-sec in STP air .

(b)

Gammas and alphas from walls
and earth give 2 to 10 times
this .

(c)

(3)

Total b ac kground is -10 f1r /hr .
Fluctuations in th e b ackg round
limit lo w- l eve l mea s ureme nts .

R eco mbinat ion of e l ec trons is
caused by high gas pressure or

If the desired puls es are small
and are present in a background of l a rge pulses, a nonoverloading amplifier may b e
required .

2 . Proportion a l counter
a.

Advantages over the ion chamber
(1)

The pulse is nearly independent of the pQint of origin, since
the v olum e n ear the wire in
which charge multiplication
occurs is a small fraction of
the total volume.
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(2)

b.

c.

(4)

After a puls e i s qu e n che d
by th e pro cess d esc ribed
in (3), the co unt er is
d ead until the pos i t ive ions
<rriTtoutward and the
e l e ctric field returns to th e
wi r e . This d ead time is
- 100 f.LSec . This often
mak es the Geige r count e r
u se l e ss as a d etec tor i n
high - e nergy physics re search.

(5)

T o improv e th e r es olution
o f a Gei ge r counter , the
pulse can b e deliberate l y
quenched, either exte rnall y
o r int ernall y . Ext e rnal
qu e n ching is don e by remo v ing the a ppli e d high
voltage . Int e rn a l q u enc hi ng i s e ffect ed b y adding an
ap propriate inorganic gas
t o th e gas filli ng the co unter.
Th e l a tt e r m e thod is us e d
more often b ecau s e it is
simpl e r; h owe ver , it
limits th e li fe of the tube
to -108 or 109 pulses
O\Ning to t he consumption
of th e quenching gas.

(6 )

A n on lin ear ampli fi e r with
lo w gai n is sati sfac tory
b ecause pul se h e ights a r e
a ll th e sam e anyway and
there is m ore int e rn a l
amplifi catio n than wi th th e
proportional counter.

(7)

Th e operating poi n t fo r th e
vo lt age is locat ed on the
plateau of th e curve of
Fig. I-2, i . e., in region

( 8)

Th e Ge iger count er count s
lOOo/o of the charge d p a rticles pas sin g throu gh i t,
p roviding a particl e does
no t e nter while a di sc harg e
i s occ urri ng as a res ult
of a p r evious particle .

(9 )

They - ray a nd x-ray
effic i ency d epen d s on the
w all mat e ri a l.

Advantages ov e r the Geiger count e r
(l)

Dis c r imination again st unwa nt e d
puls es is pos sible.

(2)

The proportional c ount e r gives
fast pulses (0 . 1 f.LS ec ).

(3)

It is mor e reliable .

(4)

It has a long e r life .

(5)

The height of t he output puls e
is proportional to the input
ioniz a tion, whereas with th e
G e ig e r count er a ll puls es a re
th e same h e i ght-:-

Disadvant age s of th e proporti onal counter re l ative to
the Geiger counter

( l)

Th e proportiona l counter
requires b e tter voltag e
regulation.

(2)

It n eeds mor e amplifi er
gain.

(3)

d.

The shape of th e count e r is not
important, only th e l ength of
th e wire.

It requires mor e linearity
of amplification.

Specifications of a r e presentative
proportional counter

If: --t he r adi us of th e ce ntra l
wire is l mil, and

v.

--th e radius of the c ount e r
cham b e r is 5 em , and
--t he gas is 5% co 2 and 95%
A a t a pressur e of 20 em
H g , and
-- the applie d voltag e is
2000 vo lt s,
Th en:

the gas multipli cati o n w ill
b e 1000.
( 1 0)

3.

Ge i ge r count e r

a.

Features
{l)

(2)

(3 )

The pulse spreads a long
th e wir e, causing a ll
pul ses to b e th e sam e size.
This is a di sadvantage if
one wants to separate the
va r ious typ es of radiation.
Th e pulse height increases
with vo l tage.
A pulse is quenched when
the fi e l d a round th e wire is
cancele d b y t he posit iveion- sheath space charge .

b.

The Geiger count er is i n expensive , sensit iv e, and
readily port abl e .

Caution: the dose measured
wit h a Geiger survey meter
m ay be in consi d e r able er ror
if:
{l)

counts are more f r e quent than on e each 100
f.LSec (since this is its
d ead time), o r

(2)

t he charac t er of the radi ation is ve r y diffe r ent
from that used in cali br a ti ng the instrument ,
since all pulses are th e
same size .
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II.

Scintillation and Cherenkov counters
A.

Comparison (s ee Table I-1)

B.

Remarks

1.

2.

3.

80,000 microamperes of
output current are obtained.

For electrons > 100 kev, one
photon is obtained for every
70 ev lost. As a rule of
thumb, one photocathode
electron is released for a loss
of 2. 5 kev by an electron in a
plastic scintillator . This in cludes some solid-angle los s .
Light pipes using internal reflection in Lucite are widely
used to conduct light from the
scintillator to the photomultiplier photocathode .

Ten to 14 stages of dynodes
are used .

b.

There is a voltage increase
across each stage of 100
to 150 volts .

c.

The gain doubles for each
10- volt ris e per stage .

d.

A gain of 4 to 5 per stage
is obtained.

e.

The total gain may b e 106
to 10 7.

f.

For each f!watt of light
input (blue), 20,000 to

Ten to 20 incident photons
cause one e l ect ron to
erner ge from the photocathode.

h.

Phototubes are very
sensitive to magnetic
fields, even those und e r
0 . 1 gauss. Therefore,
the phototube must b e
shielded with an inner
l ayer of Mu metal and one
or more outer lay e rs of
soft iron.

4.

The pulse-height resolution is
proportional toVN/N, where
N is the number of counts
received during a given time
interval for a nondecaying
source. This is because the
ar r ival times of the particles
are random; this is consequently a statistical process.

5.

In a Cherenkov counter the
number of photons released
per ern is

Photomultipliers

a.

g.

500 ( 1- _ l _ )
n2 f32
When one of these photons hits
a photocathode there is about
a 10% chance of an electron
being released.

Table I-I
Type

Material

Dens

Rel.

<1/f)';,

f3 or 'I

light

.Jecay
time
(se c )

light

Organic
solids

anthracene
trans-stilbene

I. 25
1.15

2. 7x!O-S
3. 7x ro -9

100
60

9
9

Inorganic
solids

Nal (Tl)
Lil(Eu)
Zn S (Ag)

3.67

2.5xro- 7

4.10

10-5

2!0
75
200

44
95
100

48

48

0 rganic
liquids

xylene and ter phenyl a nd diphenylhexatriene

polystyrene and
terphenyl

Noble
gases

He , A, Kr , Xe
Gas, Liq, Solid

Ease of
fabrication

I.!

5x!o- 9

Linearity
'th
rcdE/dx) dx

Size

good
good

hard
hard

no

few
em

poor
thermals
poor

fair
fair
thin

no

to
9"

9

good

any
size
no

any

9

good

some
probl e ms

good

easy

no

few
feet

He
good
Xe
poor

need
pur ification

yes

depends
on
pressure
and
temp.

depends
on H
content

easy

depends
on
velocity

20''

-!Q - 8

polyvinylto l uene
and terphenyl and
diphenyl st ilbene
Plastics
with
organic
phosphors

Neutron
sens.

15

•

Cherenkov g l ass (sometimes
media
with high lead
content )
liquids, solids
gases

2. 5-6
I. 2-2
0-

-I0-9

small

-ro-9
depends
on size

small

100

J.

EMULSION AS A PARTICLE DETECTOR
Harry H . Heckman

Introduction
Th e importance of nuclear emulsion in p a rticl e detection is such that at least one discussion
in this series should be devoted to it. This l ec ture
includes information abo ut the history of its use,
something about its advantages a nd shortcomings
as a det ecting medium, and a bri ef d escription of
techniques contributing to its effectiveness.
Nucle a r Emulsions
Ideally, a nuclear emulsion is one that is
sensitive to all particles of any mass, any velocity,
and any charge. This implies that it should be
sensitive to a single charged particle of any velocity .
A typical curve describing ene rgy loss of a particle
going through matter is r epre sented in Fig . J -1.
The diiferential dT/dR is its rate of energy loss,
and E/M is the ratio of its total energy to its r est
mass. At th e point of lower v e lociti es (0 . 001) the
rate of energy l oss is .greatest . As velocity in creases, the rate of energy loss decreas es until
a point is reached where it is at a minimum. From
this point, energy loss increases and flattens off.
The ideal emulsion is one that ionizes at the minimum point. In the year 194 7, emulsion technique
permitted the recording of particles with an E/M
of approximately 0.05. In 1949 this improved to
slightly better than 0 . 1, and in 1950 the ideal was
achieved.

photon
~1949

all ch arged
particles rec o rded

0. 001

Fig . J-1. Energy loss per unit tr ack length vs
E/M, where E is the total energy of a
particle an d M is its rest mass.
Emulsions of m any types hav e been developed
throughout t he years of research. As a group, they
are capable of noting particl e s of any charge and
any ve lo city , although individual sensitivites differ.
A particular emulsion, for example, may be better
than others for recording protons of l ess than 40
Mev. Another type is used when proton energies
a re between 50 and 60 Mev. P erhaps one desired
an electron -s ensitive emulsion, or an emulsion
adopted for noting fission tracks . Emulsions have
been developed for these widely varied uses.
Th e emulsio ns commonly used in highenergy physics are made almost exclusively by the
Ilford Company of Lo ndon , England. This firm
produces electron-sensitive emulsions (types known
as ·"J. 5 and , more recently, K.5 ) . These will record tr ack s of particl es having the very highest
velocity. These emulsions are used at the
Bevatron, for example, when 6-Bev protons, K

mesons, and ant iprotons are studied. Sensiti v ity
of an emulsion is primarily d ependent upon the
diameters of the silver bromide crystals (the larg e r
the crystals, the greater the sensitivity). The
crystals in G.5 emulsions are typically about 0 . 31J.
in diameter . The various emulsions are essenti a lly
identical in other respects . They look alike, have
the same co lor, an d vary little in chemical composition. As is true in photographic emulsion, the
s ens itiv e crystals or grains are silver bromide in
a mixture of gelatin. By weight, an emulsion is
80 o/o silver bromi de; by volume it is about 50 o/o
silver bromide and 50 o/o ge latin . Th e d ens it y of
emulsions is high, being a bout 3.815.
Nuclear emulsions a re avail a bl e to the
physicist in many forms and thickn es ses, depending
upon the requirements of the experiment, Often,
th e emulsion is simply poured on glass plates, dried,
and cut to any suitable size, say lx3 in, After being poured a nd dried, the emulsion is p ealed from
the mounting to produce what are called "pellicles" sheets of pure photosensitive m a terial which can b e
stacked togeth er to form an emulsion stack. A
typical stack might be a number of these stripped
emulsion layers, each 0.6 mm thick, placed to gether like a stack of cards and secured,
A useful st ac k for Bevatron experiments is
one that is fabricated from some 240 she e ts of
0,6 - mm - thick emulsion each measuring 6x9 in. The
height of the stack would then be about 6 in. This
gives th e experiment e r essentially a solid body of
emulsion which is sensitive to particle movements
throughout its volume, there being no glass or pap er
separators. The block is then grooved down the
back side so that after th e pellicles are separated,
their relative positions in the stack during exposure
can b e det e rmin e d, After exposure to a beam of
n mesons, K mesons, etc., the stack i s taken
apart. Some kind of a grid is then printed on the
surface of each sheet to facilitate the finding of
identical positions fr om sheet to sheet.
What the experimenter ends up with is a
library devoted to some set of information. Howeve r, before this information is useful each pellicle
must b e scanned using a compound microscope, This
involves m easur ing 3 - dimensional coordinates at
representative points along the particle track. The
scanner might tak e the leading pellicle and search
for an incident particl e track or an event. The stack
is aligned in the beam with the pellicles parallel to
the beam, so that incident particles tend to move in
a single pellicle . However, since inter ac tions are
thr ee -dimensional, th e tracks of scattered particl es
may move through the stack in any direction . The
scanner must therefore follow a track through the
first pellicle to the point whe r e it le aves the local
surface. In the second sheet, he loc ates (by means
of the grids) the point whe re the particle ente red
and follows it on through succeeding pellicles until
th e event is reconstructed datawise .
An advant age of e mulsions over those detectors having a certain "dead" time is their continual
sensitivity. This is not an unmixed advantage, how-
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ever, because from the tim e they are . manufacture d
until developed, any incident particle produces ions
in the volume of the emuls ion. It is desirable, ther e fore, to make up the stack as close to th e time of
exposure as p r acticabl e in order to minimize th e
inevit a bl e background, l argely from cos mi c radiation. A stack of e mul sion st anding around thr ee
or four months could be sufficiently contaminated
by background radiation that one might consider not
using it at all. The emul sion has b een, howeve r,
an indispensabl e too l of cosmic ray work. S ince
they are comparatively simple and lightweight,
b locks of emul sions can be attached to balloons .
Whatever particles they "see 11 at high altitud es a r e
r ecorded.

small bunches of silver grains . Obs erve, too, the
intrinsic scatter of a particle in e mulsion and how
the grain darkens as the p a rticl e slows down. Being
negative, the TT was captur e d b y a nucleus in the
emulsion. Its rest mass was tr a nsformed into energy,
and the r es ultant kine tic ene rgy can b e observed as
a s t ar. Here a four-prong e d star was initiated by the
TT explosion.
A particle thu s l eaves its own signature in the e mulsion . An a bility to r ead thes e
signatures comes from experience and care ful observation. Tracks of TT - and fl- mesons look much
a lik e . By c o ve ring up the star, the track perhaps
could not b e correctly identified. The presence of
the s t ar , however, identifies i t specifically as a
TT- m eson.

Still anoth e r advantage of emulsions is th eir
high spatial and angular r esol ution. When tracks
are obse r ved through the micr oscope, a very small
vo lum e is observed. Dis tanc es are res olve d, not
to m eters or centimeters, but to mi crons (1
micron= 0.001 mm) .

In Fig . J-3, two particles of diffe r ent mass es
a r e shown co ming to r est in a n e mulsion. Note
again the pi meson with i t s characteristic scatterin g and star . Again, the s tar is fo ur-pronged . This
is not the most probable number; actually, two or
three prongs are mor e a pt t o be observed. B e low
is a proton coming to res~. Note that it scatters
l ess than the TT meson (owing to its greater ma ss )
and that the r e is no int e r action at the point of rest.
The proton is positiv ely charged, and a t the point
whe r e its kinetic e n e rgy is lost it simply acquires
an electron and becom es a typi cal hydrogen atom.
Ioniz ation, however, incr eases toward the end.

The outstandin g disadvantage is the unc e rtai nty
of interaction pro du cts. Since emulsi ons are heterogeneous substances , it is not pas sibl e to say f rom
what nucleus, for example, a scattered proton may
have come . It may be fr om the light e l eme nts, C,
N, or 0 (that con stitute the ge l atin) , o r from th e
heavier e l ements, principally s ilver a nd bromin e .
Tr ack -fo llowing , too, i s difficult and does not lend
itself readily to automatic devices. A track may
be 10 centimeters lon g , o r lon ge r, and move up or
down through the emulsi ons, and th e s c anner can
see only a few microns a t a tim e.
Emulsi ons proved their worth, however, and
came fully into their own in the year s 1 94 7 and
1948, especially through the efforts of Professor
Powell and his co - workers at Bristol, England.
By use of emul sions they were abl e to l ocat e and
identify the TT meson {which earlier had been pr e dicted by Yukawa ) as the p a rticl e responsible for
holding the nucleus together. From t hat time,
e mulsions have be e n widely use d in the study of
interactions, ma sse s, d ecay modes, and numerous
other charac t er isti cs of mesons .
About this same time machine physics began
to dominate the field, and t echniqu es developed in
cosmic ray work were now appli ed to this n ew area.
Figure J- 2 shows the first published photograph of
an arti ficia lly produced TT meson recorded in
emul sion. The TT- entered at the l eft and came to
r est at the point of the star at the ext r eme ri ght of
the track. Notic e that th e tr acks are composed of

Fi g. J- 2. First published photograph of an artifici a lly pro du ced TT meson recorded in emulsion
{Gardne r and Lattes , Univ ersity of California
Radiation Labor a t ory , Berke l ey).

Fi g. J -3 . Proton and pion coming to r est in
emulsion.
Fi gur e J -4 shows the signature of a TT+ meson.
Since this meson carries th e same charge sign as
a nucleus, it will be rep e ll e d by nuclei. When it
comes to r es t, the TT+ und e r goe s spontaneous decay
into a
fl meson and a neutrino. It is a t y pical twobodied d ecay, so tha t th e neutrino moves out in a
dir ection di a metri cally opposite t hat of th e fl· In
order that ene rgy be conserved, t his decay always
involves a fl meson with a uniqu e e n e rgy . Her e
then is a chain of events . The -n+ comes to rest in
the emulsion and decays into a fl meson. The tra c k
of the l atte r is similar to that of the former . The
fl must carry the charge of the
TT+; hence it too
wi ll come to rest without being a bsorb e d into a
nucleus when it d ecays {the product will be a positiv e e l ectron , i .e . , a positron) . Th e TT decay
shown here is in an e l ec tron-s e nsiti ve emulsion ;
otherwise the positron would not h ave b een detected.
Coming off simultaneously with the fl+ are a n e utrino and antineutrino. The energies of pos itrons
r esulting from fl+ de cay a r e therefore not uniqu e
but may have a wide range of e n e rgies. Pi c tur e s
like this helped to solve the whol e riddl e of the TT
meson. It i s now known that TT mesons are produced
b y cosmic rays. They d ecay in a bout 1/1 00
billi o nth o f a second, so that about one half of them
are gone in the first 1/ 100 millionth of a s econd
after production. The r efo r e, not many TT m es on s
live to reach the earth . Muons, however, interact
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less strongly with matter than do pions and also
live some hundred times longer, For these r easons,
the mesons observed at sea level are all muons.

Fig . J - 4 .

Signature of the

silver or bromine , The result is a terrific "blast "
and a shower of a lphas , protons, and a l most every
conceivable particle , The tau is produced and
moves to decay into th r ee mesons. Were one to
observe this dec ay on edge, it wo uld be seen to li e
in one plane (a coplana:r; decay ). Moving out at the
upper right is the 7T-, resulting in a small star.
The 7T+ moving upward leaves the emulsion and
cannot be followed, but that moving downward comes
to rest, It in turn decays into a muon, an d th e muon
then into an e l ect ron. The tracks, apart from r e vealing the signature of the particles producing
them, illustrate the history of the de g radation of
ene rgy: the transformation of mass ene rgy of the
unstable particles ultimately to e l ec trons, positrons,
and gamma radiation .

,. + meson.

In Fig . J- 5 we have yet another particle. Recorde d in Ilford G. 5 , it is called a K meson. With
the discov ery of the 7T m eson, cosmic ray researchers sought intently for other particles . One
such particle look ed much like the pi but had
characteristics which fai l ed to conform to its signa ture, as a lr eady noted . It was neither a pi meson
nor proton. Subs equent study showed it to have
three or four times the mass of the pi and about
one half the mass of the p r oton. The K meson in
this picture was produced by the Bevatron in an
e l ec tron-s ens itive emulsion. The multiple sc atte ring is les s than that for the pi . After careful study
of these particles it might be dete cted that the K
scatters a little more than the heavier proton. In
this instance the particle decays by beta emissio n
(e+), which is one of its rarer modes,

Fig. J - 6.

The

T

decay mode of a

K meson .

Figure J - 7 is a mos aic of the K meson.
Having a negative charge, it can be captured by a
nucleus and will interact , Here th e K comes in
from above and interacts with a heavy nucleus .
Sever a l neutral particles may have been emitted
from this point, but the fact that t hey l acked charge
m eans that they could leave no observable tra cks in
the emulsion. A new particl e called the sigma
(~-)
continues downward through the emulsion ,
stops, and is captured by a nucleus. Here is produce d yet anoth er type of particle called a hyperfragment. It is essentially an excited nucleus re sulting from the sigma interaction. A number of
Capture of K- Meson producing

I- hyp eron whld'l In Nrn Is
,
captured to produce a 11 U
hyperfrooment

\

\

\

I

i

K- ln teroct / on

\

\
Fig. J-5. The K meson, as record e d in Ilford
G.5 emulsion .
Fi gure J - 6 i s the history of a K particle. It is
that mode of decay of a K particle which has be en
called the tau ( T) and decays into thr ee pions. The
production sequence is at the left. An incident
6.2 - Bev proton strikes a n emulsion nucleus, probably

"'" "'"'"' -:.::'t

r.- Interact i on

Fig. J-7. Int erac tion of a
nucleus.

K meson with a heavy
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particles have thus been produced by the initial
triggering of the K particle. These multiple events
make the K' s interesting objects of study. They
are sources of numerous particles which we call
hyperons and hyperfragments.

particle is multichar ged its profile shows a great
number of scattered electrons; the track narrows
toward its end.

Emulsion Techniques
Figure J -8 is a diagram of one of the first
antiproton interactions recorded in emulsions . The
experiment resulting in the discovery of this particle was set up with counters as the detectors. The
track left b y the antiproton looks exactly like one
left by a proton. Note that it bumped into •a heavy
nucleus and experienced a large-angle scatter, about
90°. At the point of its capture, it annihilated with
a proton or neutron, producing several pions in the
initial inter action . Secondary r eactions of the pions
with other nuclei of the nucleus are responsible for
the observed charged particles such as alpha particles, protons, and deuterons, etc. The energy represented in the interaction is more than 1.8 Bev,
confirming that the reaction was actua1ly an annihilation process involving two particles of protonic mass.
0

\\
\

··...

The object of this picture-taking of course is to
identify particles and analyze events in this microcosmic world. When the scanner looks through the
microscope, a number of things are done. First
of all, the distance a particle moves into the emul sion is measured. Also, angles are measured.
These angles may be either the change in direction
of a particle after a scatter, or the relative angle
between two outgoing particles from a star or interaction . The angles between particles resulting
from decays may also be important . Furthermore,
individual silver grains can be seen through these
microscopes. A count of these grains can give a
measure of ionization and energy lost by the moving
charged particle . These techniques, which are
elemental, as well as others that are composites
of them, must be mastered by the emul sion
physicist .

\•
\

Range Measurements

EVENT NO. p- I

Fig. J-8 .

il

The stage of the scanning microscope is essentially a three-dimensional micrometer . This means
that it is capable of making measurements a long
the X, Y, and Z axes. As an example, the track
shown in Fig. J -10 might be measured at the points
indicated by dotted vertical lines . The object here
is to measure the range of the track between the
interaction at x Y z
and its terminous at
0 0 0
X Y Z 4 . Let us assume that a Tr decays into a
4 4
fJ. at X Y z , so that the measured range will be
0 0
that of t9,_e f.l.· The total range of the fJ. i s called
R, which is given by

Interaction of antiproton at rest.

It has recently been possible to accelerate and
record a number of heavy ions ranging in mass from
carbon to argon. This is done with the heavy-ion
linear acce l erator (hilac) at this Laboratory. In
Fig. J -9 are seen heavy-ion tracks as they appear
at full machine energy (10 Mev per nucleon) in G.5
emulsions and moving from right to left. Thi s
emulsion is electron-sensitive, so that one sees the
copious production of delta rays as a particle collides with many electrons a long its path. Sinc e the

( l)

where r
is the range of the particle .in the first
1
p e llicle, r
is the range in the second, etc . Each
2
of the r ranges approximates a straight line. The
track, it must be kept in mind, do es not lie in the
same plane throughout the emulsion stack (in
Fig. J-10 we see a 2-dimensional projection of the
true track). The angle at which the track dips must
therefore be consid e red in the range measurement
or tri.e r esult will be grossly inaccurate. Each segment r must be measured as an individual and its
true range determined by the Pythagorean theorm
as follows:

etc.

Fig. J -9.

Heavy -ion tracks in Ilford G. 5 emulsion.

Fig . J -10. Two-dimensional projection of a
particle track in emulsion.
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Measurements of Relative Masses
Wben a charged p article travels through
matter, such as l ead, tin, or emulsion, it continu ally loses energy and eventually comes to rest.
As has already b een pointed out, the mechanism by
which the particle loses energy is called ionization .
T his ionization and excitation of atoms in the stop ping medium is du e to their interaction with the
e lectromagn etic field associated with th e moving
charged particle, The change in ene rgy Ll.E that
the incident particle undergoes in passing through
a small dist ance in matter depends upon the density
of the stopping material, the velocity of the particle,
and the charge . The ionization process does not
dep e nd upon the mass of the moving particle. In
very general t erms, the equation may be written

taken, of grain density a long eac h track. It is found
that these are identical at points 1 and 2, at ranges
RA and RB respective ly . This me a ns that the
velocities are the same for the two particles at
points l and 2. From the e quations alread)' given,
it is seen that the ratio of the ranges RAIRB is
equal to the ratio of the masses MA/MB .

1
A
2

-----"--------f B

(2)

where

L

the change in ene rgy

Fig . J -11. Tra c ks of two particles coming to rest
at lin e L.

the change in range
Z

the charge on the moving particle,

and
F(v ) is a function whose value depends
only on the velocity of th e particle.
Let the particles under conside rati on be of
unit charge (such as protons, electrons, or mesons).
Then Eq. (2) becomes
Ll.E = F(v)
Ll.R

M
___t:_

Thi s says that two particles of unit cha rg e at the
same velocity have the same rates of energy l oss
regardless of their difference in mass. From this
result a very useful relationship b etween the masses
of two particles, M and Mb' and their ranges,
Rl'l' and
can beaderived when their v e lociti es
are equal.
The int e restin g result is that if two
particles enter an a bsorb e r at equal velocities,
their ranges will be proportional to th eir respective
masses:

Rt•

RA

RB
(3)

or

MA

MB

RA

MA

RB

MB

An example of this procedure is as follows :
A pion deca ys into a muon acco rdi ng to the re action
lT fJ.+y. The rang e of the muon from this decay
is a l ways about 0.6 mm in .emulsion. The mass of
the pion is known to be 273 e l ectron masses (Me) .
It is observed b y the sc anner that the grain density
of the muon a t th e point of decay is the same as the
grain density of the pion at a point 0. 79 3 mm from
the end of its range. T he mass of the muon relative
to that of the pion is therefore

(4)

Wben the scanner observes tracks of a
charged particle in a nucl ea r emulsion, the number
of silver grains that are seen in a small distance
is a measure of th e rate of energy loss . It follows
that if t wo singly charged particles produce the
same number of grains in a given segment of track
length (i .e. , the tra cks are of equal grain d ensi ty)
the rat es of ener~y loss are the same. Hence, from
the equation Ll.EfLl.R = z 2 F(v), the ve lo cities are
the same.
One is now led to a method of det e rminin g the
relative m asse s of particles that co m e to rest in
an emulsion. Consider two tracks A and B that
come to rest along a lin e which will b e call e d L
(Fig. J -11 ). Measurements are m a d e, or counts

M

lT

=

0.600

0. 757'

0. 793

and the absolute mass of t he muon is
M

fL

= 0.757

M

lT

0 . 757x273

207 Me.

Id entification by Scattering Measurements
Th e identification of particles by means of
the method outlined above ass umes that they come to
rest in th e emu lsion, Th e velocity, on the other
hand, may be such that an incident particle does not
stop but passes on through the stack. In this event
a different t echnique must be used . As the particle
mo ves through the emul sion , th ere will b e numerous
collisions with e l ectrons along its path. The track
therefore does not proceed in a true straight line.
Th e sum total of these small d e flections is called
m u ltiple scattering. The more massive the particle
and the g r eater its velocity, the less will be its
scattering . It should be possible therefore, to use
this property as an ai d in identifying a particle . A
quantitative measure of multiple scattering may be
accomplished by first dividing the track into 100- fl.
units called cells. The inclination of the tan c;e nt to
th e track is measur e d at each division .
T he physical quantity that we actually det ermine when we measure the amount of multiple
scattering a particle undergoes in emulsion is its
pv, t hat is , momentum times velocity . The ex pression of pv in term of a, the mean scattering
angl e that is determined by measurements on the
track, is given b y
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a

K

0

( _s_

pv
where

) 1j 2

(5)

100

. d egrees,
a 0 = angle 1n
K is a constant (about 25.0),
p = momentum,

v = velocity, and
S = cell length in microns .
In general, we can write p = m yv, where

j

y =

1

1-(v/ c)L

•

A measure of this gives the observer an estimate
of

which is the mass times a function of velocity. If
we next determine the velocity by measuring the
grain density of the particle , we are able to deduce
the mass of the particle .
An improved technique for measuring the
angles of scatter was suggested by Fowler of the
Bristol group. In the method briefly outlined above,
angles are measured by a goniometer on the eyepiece
of a microscope. Fowler suggested the use of a
stage that would give a straight-line reference for
the angle measurements. The track is aligned with
the X- axis of the stage . As the track is then moved
along the x-axis, it appears to move up and down
in the "Y" direction owing to its multiple scattering. The observer can then measure the distances
of scattering from a straight line. The track
might appear as shown in Fig. J -12 when aligned
under the scope.
~ 100 ~

The term Y is a measure of the deviation of the
track from the reference line; 6Y is the first
difference obtained by subtracting Y 2 from Y ,
1
Y 3 from Y 2 , etc; 6Y is proportional to the
tangent of the line segment between adjacent Y
readings; 6 2 Y is the second difference, obtained
by subtracting the 6Y' s in their regular order.
In Fig. J - 12, we find 6Y1 = Y -Y , and
2
1
2
2
6Y =Y -Y ; 6 Y
6Y 2 -6Y • Theterm 6 Y
2
2
3
1
1
then is a measure of the change in the direction of
the tangent of the line segment in going from cell to
cell. In Table J -1, the Y columns are the Y constants of the track: 6Y=Y 2 -Y 1 , etc., and
t:;2y = 6Y 2 -6Y , etc . Second differences are
1
summed disregarding their plus and minus signs,
The average of t:;2y (when converted to microns )
divided by the cell length S(lOOfl in the example) gives
the average change in the tangent (which we call a)
of the line segment. Again, we may obtain the particle's pv from Eq. (5):
pv =

~

1 2
(S/100) / ,

a
where C is a constant, though different from
Eq. (5).

K

in

Summary
Some of the fundamentals of emulsion techniques, therefore, are the counting of grains, the
measuring of ranges, and the measuring of angles .
Skill comes from a familiarity with particle tracks
and from combinations and modifications of these
fundamental procedures,

--I
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particle tr a ck

/
Fig. J -12. Particle track in emulsion, as aligned
with the X- axis, The track is divided into
100-f.J. cells.
The track is divided into 100-f.J. cells, a·s
described above , The top horizontal line is the
reference from which the deflection of the track is
measured, Sample measurements of a track made
on the above hypothetical track are given in
Table J -I.
Table J -I
Sample track measurement!
y

6Zy =6Y ,-6Y

6Y
=Y

yl

10

Y2

12

n+l
+2

-Y

y3

11

-1

-3

y4

13

+2

+3

Y5

14

+1

n

-1
7
3

= 2,33

K.

COUNTERS USED IN HIGH-ENERGY PHYSICS
L eRoy T. Kerth

Dr . Walla ce gave a general survey of the
various types of count ers and what they are used for .
W e will not repeat that material but·instead will dwell
mostly on the kind of counting experiments that we do
in high-energy physics. This will include the philoso phy b eh ind the co unting experiment, how it is set up,
and what it is intended to do.
Before our discussion can proceed very far,
we must explain the jargon that has developed in
connection w ith counters. It is ve ry familiar to the
physicist, but the words are quite frequently used
differently than they are in other professions. A
glossary of terms is presented in Table K-l.

scintillator produces a flash of light. Th e photomultiplier tube then transforms this signal into an
e l ec tri c pulse. Th e associated c ir cuit ry is not considered a part of the counter itself.
A coincidence refers to the following:
Supp ose that we have two cables, each bringing
separate pulses into a box (see Fig. K-1).

electric cable

\

A

electric
pulses

box

Table K-1
Gloss ary of terms
Fi g . K -1.
T erm

D efinition

Puls e

A voltage change

Count

D elay

When a particle produces
a puls e
When pulses arrive at same
time
A device that detects coinc idences
A device that stops coinci den ce s
Tim e delay of a pulse

S caler

A device that counts puls es

Coincidence
Coincidence circuit
Anticoincidence circuit

A coincidence oc c urs if the two pulses
reach the box simultaneously.

By a co in ci d ence we mean that two pulses, one from
each line, arrive at the box simultaneously. This is
a coincidence of those two pulses. We could also
talk about a coincidence of thr ee pulses, four puls es,
five pulses, or of as many as we care to .
A coinc idence circuit is the d evice, or box,
into wh i ch th e se cables lead. This device tells us
when a coincidence has occurred. If two pulses
arri ve at the two input plugs at the same time, the
coincidence circuit will emit an ou tput pulse (se e
Fig. K-2).

.ll

We w ill first explain them and then proceed to discuss
the exper iments themsel ves .
The first term is a pulse. Dr. Walla ce explained that a counter is a device which produces an
electrical pul se when a charged particle goes through
its sens itive volume. Now, what exactly in an electrical pulse? It is a change in voltage at some instant.
For example, if you quickly switch a light on and off,
an electrical pulse occurs in the wires. That is, the
voltage went on and then it went off. Suppose now
that a pulse is produced at some point along a conductor and that we connect to that conductor what is
call ed a cable or transmission line . This pulse or
e l ectrical disturbance th e n travels down th e cable at
th e ve locity that light would tra ve l through the insulation of the cab le . Th erefore, it takes a definite
amount of time for a pulse t o travel from one end of
a cable to the other. This is an important concept.
As stated above, a counter is a de v ice which,
w h en a cha rged particl e passes through it, someho w
transforms this event into an electrical pulse . A
scintillation counter, for instance, consists of a
scintillating material and a photomultiplier tube .
(S ee Fi g . I- 5 in Section I "Sur vey of Particle
D etectors." ) A charged particle passing through the

coincidence
circuit

.

.Jl.
Fig. K-2.

A coincidence c ircuit em its an output
pulse when two input pulses arrive
simultaneously.

Whene ver we see an output pulse we know that two
pulses entered at the same time.
An anticoincid ence circuit would be another
part of the same box as the co in c idence circuit. It
may be used when there are three (or more) input
cabl es (Fig. K-3), which we w ill lab el as c , C ,
1
2
and c3 .

If input pulses arrive simultaneously on cl and c2,
the coincidence circuit emits an output pulse. Ho w ever, if pulses arrive simultaneously on C , C ,
2
and c,, an anticoincidenc e circuit blocks t~ e output
pulse Trom being emitted.
This a llows us to do the
following logic: If we get an output puls e we know
that input pulses on C and C arrived together, but
1
that no pulse arrived on c at that instant. If we get
3
no output pulse, two situatwns can exist:
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..1\.

~
02

A

a

•
"•"

no input
pul a a
03

no output _pulse
c

b

2

c3

Fig. K-3.

An anticoincidence circuit.

(1) mput puls e s arrived simulatneously on cl' c2'

then passed through the two counters, input pulses
would a r rive simultaneously at the coincidence
circuit, causing an output pulse. This example shows
how we can use a coincidence circuit to detect events
that occur at two different p l aces at different times.
In practice, a time de l ay consists s i mply nf inserting
a certain additional length of cable in one transmission line , since the speed with which a pulse
travels down a cabl e is a well determined number.
A scal er is nothing but an e lectronic c ircui t
that counts pulses . Thus, a scaler actually counts
pulses, whereas a counter produces pulses. This
terminology may seem confusing, but nevertheless
it is ·part of the jargon that has grown up among
physic i sts . P hysicall y, a scaler is a box which has
dials on the front. After it is turn e d on it counts the
number of e lectric pulses that arrive until it is
again turned off. Thus , a scaler is connected to the
output of a coincidence or anticoincidence c i rc u it as
a recording de v ice.
T he basic elements that are used in a
counting system are represented in Fig . K-5.

and c_,; or (2) the input pulses on cl and c2 arrived
at different times . This technique 1s ve ry 1mportant
in many experiments.
scaler

D e lay time. It will be recalled that a pulse
takes a definite length of time to travel from one end
of a cable to the other. Suppose that we have an
exp eriment such as that shown in F ig. K-4.

F ig. K - 5 .

coincidence circuit

no pulse

A simple counting system .

On e device which has not been mentioned so far is
the amplifier. If a pulse is too small an amplifier i s
used to make i t bigger. If one were to walk around
and l ook at some of the counting experiments that are
done, most of the boxes he would see are amplifiers,
but th e ones that ar e doin g the logic and actually
solving t he problem are coincidence circuits and
scalers .
T he word "logic" has be en used a number of
times in this lectl)re. T his is perhaps indicative
of one of the main advan tages of count ing equipment.
T hat is, that we can devise electronic equipment to
do most or a ll of the logic that is involve d in a
physics experiment. For example, one can set up
counting devices which will tell that a certain combination of events occurred but that a different combination did not.

Fig . K-4.

Illustration of how a time del ay is used.

A charged particle passes through two counters. Because a pulse occurred at counter 1 earlier, it will
arrive at the coinc i dence c i rcui t first, at time t . A
1
certain time later, at t , a pulse arrives from
2
counter 2. Th e refore, no output pulse occurs.
Assume that we want to know whether a particle of a
given velocity pas sed through both counters. We
could do this by inserting a time delay in cable C
corresponding to the time it woul d take the parti c l e
to travel from counter 1 to counter 2. If the particle

Dr. Wallace described the various counters - ,
the ion chamber, the proportional counter, the G eige r
co u nter , the scintillation counter, and the Cherenkov
counter. The only ones that we will discuss are
scintillation and Cherenkov co unters, because these
are the ones that are almost universally used in
high-energy physics. T he other counters have uses
in low-energy physics, in radi ochem i cal techniques,
and certainly the Geiger counter is a standby for all
uranium prospectors .
The counters that we will talk about - the
scintillati on and Cherenkov counters -produce an
electric signal when a charged pa r ticle passes
through their sensitive volume. In both cases the
electric signal comes from a photomultiplier tube
when i t obser ve s a flash of light. Howe v er, the
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method for producing this light is different in each
type of counter.
Plasti c scintillators are by far the most
popular at this Laboratory and in most high-energy
physics laboratories b ecause they are easily fabricated into all sorts of shapes and sizes; also plastic
is quit e stable. Som e of the othe r scintillators are
not stable in air; b e ing hydroscopic, they pick up
water and d is solv e. Mor eover , it is difficult to
grow large crystal scintillat ors . But this plastic is
nothing more than polystyr e ne which can be machined
by ordinary techniques. A small amount of organic
material called terphenyl is dissolv ed in it befor e it
is polymerized.
It is sometimes necessary to use a light pipe
to carry the light from th e scintillator into the phototube. Lucite is common! y used for this.
Th e procedure in assembling a plastic
scintillation counter is first to fasten the li ght pipe
to the plastic scintillator w ith a transparent cement.
Aluminum foil is th en wrapped ar ou nd th e scintillator
and light p ipe except where the light pipe contacts the
phototube. This foil is to keep room light from
reachin g the phototube. The phototube is next joined
to the light pipe. Th e whole assembly is wrapped
w ith black tap e to make it lighttight.
The completed counter is th en placed inside
an iron tub e (Fig. K-6), which pr ovides magnetic
shielding.
This shi e lding is necessary because th e
e lectrons tra ve ling through the phototub e ar e very
sensitive to magnetic fields .
iron tube
(magnet i c shielding)

I

--

transm.1ss1on line

electric potential
to phototube

iron box

Fig . K-6.

A scintillation count er assembled inside
an iron housing, which pro v id e s magnetic shielding.

This effect is explained as follows: Suppose that a
c harged particl e passes through a transpar e nt
medium such as glass , Lucit e, or water. Its ve locity can be referred to as i3c, whe re i3 is the
particl e ve lo city di vided by th e veloc ity of light.
Th e ve locity of light inside a transparent
medium is the velocity of light in vacuum divided by
the index of refraction, Tl · Thus the velocity of light
inside of the transparent medium is equal to c/..,.
Th e Cherenkov effect occurs when the particle
veloc ity i3c is greater than the veloc ity of light in
this medium, that is , when i3c >c/11. You may
object to this stat e ment, thinking that nothing can go
fast e r than th e velocity of light. However, note that
we stated "the velo ci t y of light inside of this m edium,"
because light goe s slower in a transparent medium
than it does in vac uum . It is th e ve lo city of light in
vacuum that cannot be exceeded.
Wh e n a particle exceeds the ve locity of light
inside of a transparent material, what happens? It
turns out that a cone of light is given off behind the
particle similar to the bow wave produced by a
speedboat. (Se e Fi g. A-14 in S ection A-2 "Trigonometry.") Suppos e that the particle is now at
point P and is traveling with a velocity v. At some
ea rli er time it was at point P".
Th e light emitted
at point P" travels outward with a circular wave
front. By the time the particle has reached point P
this c ircle has grown to th e size indicated in Fig. A-14 .
How eve r, the light em itt ed w hen it was at point P'
has not had time to travel as far. Ther efore , a
smaller c ir cular wave surrounds point P' . Similarly, the waves from other points betwe en P" and
P establish a conical wave front. We can draw a
straight line from point P tangent to these ci rcl es .
This wavefront, or shock wave, is v isibl e as light,
which we call Ch e renko v radiation.
We can readily calculate the angle a between
th e direction of motion of the c oherent wave fro nt and
the direction of particle motion.
(See Fig. A-15).
Th e cos in e of ex will be
cos

Q

= c/Tl

Tc'

which reduces to
The e l ec trons c ould eas il y be bent away from th e
dynodes. Th e box that surrounds the end of the
phototube ha s connectors for the transmiss i on line
(the output signal) and for th e potential that must be
suppli ed to the dynodes.
Th e amount of light that is given off when a
particle passes through th e scintillator dep en ds on
the amount of energy lost in the counte r. The
ene rgy lost by a particle in passing through a count e r
is proportional to l /v 2 , where v is the veloc i ty of
the particle. T herefore, the puls e size is an approximate indication of particle velocity. Th e more light
that is produced, the grea t er w ill be the number of
e lec trons cascading down the phototube. Cons e quently the vo ltage pulse emitted by the coun ter will
be larg e r. Pul se -h eight analysis is a technique
which is quite frequently used to indicate th e ve lo c ity
of a particle. For various reasons this is not always
a ve ry good technique, but it gives a sufficient indication for many purposes. Howe ver, th ere is a
ve locity- sensitive counter which has come into use
in the last five years in high-energy physics. This
is the Cherenko v counter. Cherenko v , a Russian,
ve ry r ec ently r ec eived the Nobel Priz e for discovering t he effec t on wh ich the counter is based.

cos a= l/1113·
Thus, we se e that this angle a is inversely proportional to the velocity of the particle.
Thi s fact has been used in many no ve l and
different ways to determine the velocity of particles
passing through Cher enkov counters. On e of the most
useful impli cations is this: if the ve lo city of th e
particl e is l ower than the velocity of li ght inside the
medium, no Cherenkov radiation is produced. That
is, for Ch erenkov radiation to be e mitt ed, the particl e
must be tra ve ling faste r than a certain cr iti cal ve lo c ity
Th is cr iti cal v elocity is the case where the
angle a is zero, i. e ., where c os a= l. For this
condition, the relationship i3c = l/11 obtains. Th ere fore, as long as th e i3 of the particle is less than l/11.
particles passing through the counter w ill not be recorded.
Cher enkov counters use a photomultiplier tube
to observe the light that is given off. If the photomultiplier were located in such a position that it would
detect light only at a gi ven angle, th en it would detect
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particles of one only velocity. In practice, this must
be a small angular interval, so that the detector
counts particles of a certain ve lo city interval. Thes e
are call ed velocity-interval counte rs, of which a
number of different typ es h ave been made. They
differ only in the optics that transmit light from the
sensitiv e cell to the photomultiplier. A Cherenkov
counter of th is type was used in the original antiproton experiments at this Laboratory in 19 55
(Fig. K-7).
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Figure K-8 is a photograph of the Ch erenkov
counter that was used in the antiproton experiments.
W e can see the Cherenkov radiator and the cylindrical mirror. Th e baffle has be e n removed so that we
can see through. The plain mirrors and the photomultipliers are visible at the rear . This is quite a
lar ge device, being about three feet in diameter .
Thus , we have seen that the Cherenkov counter
can count particular velocity intervals or count
particles having a veloc i ty greater than a certain
value. Scintillation counters, on the other hand,
count all charged particles; the pulse height to some
extent indicates the velocity of the particles.
A very famous counting experiment was one
that was performed around the turn of the century by
L ord Rutherford (Fig. K-9).
lead sulfide block

a. particles

l-

CERENKOV \ \ \
RADIATOR \ \ \
\ \ \

\ \ \
\ \ \
\ \

_BLACKENED
BAFFLE

Ill
I I

\ Vv I

\t v v

Fig. K-7.

gold foil

A velocity- selecting Ch e renkov counter
used in the antiproton experiment.
Fig. K-9.

A beam of particles from th e Bevatron enters aCherenko v radiator, which is a block of glass. A baffle
made of an opaque material prevents light from going
straight through and striking any of the three photomultipliers that are arranged symmetrically about the
axis. However, that light which is emitted at a certain angle strikes a cylindrical mirror. This refle e ted li ght th e n strikes three plane mirrors and is
reflected into the photomultiplier tubes . In this way,
only that light emitted in a certain small angle will
enter the photomultiplier. Thu s, only particles of a
given velocity interval are counted . We then take
these pulses and correlat e them with other pulses
coming from other coun t ers; this a llows us to interpr et certain pulses as being special events arising
from particles of a given velocity interval.

Lord Ruth erford's counting experiment.

He allowed a beam of alpha particles from a radio:
active source to strike a very thin gold foil. Th en
at a certa in angle
he placed a piece of l ead sulfide.
The alpha particles in pas sing through the gold foil
were scattered. Th ose that hit this lead sulfide
would give a small flash of light. Rutherford observed these flashes with a microscope, counting
each one that he saw . By varying the angle
he was
able to measure the scattering dis tr ibution of alpha
particles from gold. Fr om this he concluded that
atoms are made up of a very small central core w ith
a rather diffuse cloud of electrons around it. In
other words, an atom is made up mainly of empty
space.

e

e

Rutherford's experiment is ve ry typical of
experiments in nuclear physics. That is, we send a
beam of particles through a target; they do something,
and by observing what they do we try to infer what
the force is and to determine the shapes and sizes
of the particles that were interacting. In high-energy
physics we are trying to discover the properties of
the particles i nvol ved in nuclei and in the particles
which are produced in high-energy collisions.
Now, we will look at a rather simple experiment that we could do with counters . Suppose we
want to measure the forces that exis t between two
protons. We us e a target of protons, i. e., a liquid
hydrogen target ; we then send in a beam of protons ,
say from the cyclotron (Fi g. K-10).

Fig. K- 8.

Photograph of the Cherenkov co unter
represented in Fig . K-7.

W e know that when two particles of the same mass
collide they bounce off at 90 degrees to each other.
For example, two billiards balls will a l ways do
this, providing they are not given any "English." It
may happen that one goes straight forward and the
other just dribbles off sideways with practically no
ener g y, but still the angle is 90 degrees between the
two particles. Thus, we can tell when two protons
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connect in anticoincidence. Coincid ence circuit
(CC ) will then give an output pulse when counters
1
c , c , and c count and c does not count. This
3
5
1
2
means that a particle entered c but did not come
4
out . A scaler (Sl) records the number of particles
that stop in c . W e also connect c into a coinci4
4
dence c ir cuit (CC ), inserting a var ia ble time delay
2
in the line. We set this delay so that the pulse that
corresponds to a pi meson coming to rest in c
arrives at the second coincidence circuit (CCz'J at
the sam e time as the pulse from the first coincidence
circuit (CC.I). At this setting we get a pulse at s .
2
Now, what fiappens if we set the delay for a shorter
time? If we set the delay for a shorter time, the
only way we can ge t a signal at s is if a pulse
2
occurs in counter c after the pi meson carne in.
4
We know that pi mesons decay radioactively. When
a pi meson stops, it gives rise to a mu meson after
a time 6t. Th erefore, we get a pulse at S if the
2
variable d e lay is set so that th e puls e cause d by the
mu meson arrives at CC at th e same time as the pulse
2
from CC . Thus, scaler S tells us how many pi
1
me sons stop in c . Scaler
tells us how many mu
2
4
mesons were creat ed after a cer ta1n t1me, 6t. From
this we can learn the half life of th e pi meson. To
do this we plot the ratio of the number of counts
from S to the number from S for a g i ven 6t. Wh en
we do tbis we get a curve whic~ cor responds to the
exponential decay of the pi meson (Fig. K-12). This
is how the half life of the pi meson was measured by
Drs. Chamberlain and Wiegand of this Laboratory.
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proton

beam

Fig. K-10.

S

A proton-proton scattering experiment
using scintillation counters .

scatter from this liquid hydro gen target simply by
placing two counters at 90 degrees to each other.
We then connect these with cables to a coincidence
circuit and a scaler. Also, we may use some sort
of a device in the proton beam to tell how many protons came in ; from this we can determine the
fraction of the protons that scatter at a particular
angle. We can rotate these counters around to some
other angle and do it again . It was this kind of a
simple experiment that started out counter exper iments in high-energy physics. This is a rather
simple example ·of how we use the logic of counters
to pick particular events that we want to measure
and then coun t how many times they happen out of a
certain number of trys .
Now, let us look at another possibility(Fig.K-ll).
Suppos e we have a pi - meson beam. We set up
c2

No. of fl. mesons created/No. of incoming pi mesons

t>

c3

pi meson

------>
beam

variable
time delay
coincidence
circuit cc
2

scaler
Fig . K-ll.

A counter experiment for determing the
half life of the pi meson.

several counters (c , c , and c ) which say, "Yes,
1 2
3
a particle came along nere," because we connect
them to a coincidence circuit (CC ). We then put in
1
another counter (c }--a rath er big one--and adjust
1
th e energies of the incoming pi mesons so they will
stop in this large counter. How do we know that
they stop? We put in another counter (c ), which we
5

Fig. K-12.

E xponential d ecay of the pi meson.

Another way of using variable delays and time
intervals is shown in Fig. K-13.
We flip a metal tar get into the proton beam of the
Be v atron to produce a beam of secondary particles.
Som e of these particles are then l ed out of the magnetic field of the Bevatron. Tho se of a given momentum pass through a focusing magnet and then proceed through two·counters ( c and c ) that are, say,
1
2
100 feet apart. Supp ose for simplic1ty that the
b eam traversing the two counters consists of only
two kinds of particles, say protons and pi mesons.
Th e proton is six times th e mass of the pi meson ;
since th ey have the same momentum they must
have different velocities. B ecause th ey ha ve different velocities it w ill tak e a different time for them
to go from counter c to c2' We will then connect
1
these counters to a coincidence circuit , but insert
a tim e delay in the cable from c . This delay will
correspond exactly to the time t~at it takes, say,
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a pi meson to go from c to c . In this way,
1
2
pulses from c and c wlll arrive simultaneously
1
2
only when a pi meson traverses th e two co unters.
Th e scaler will then count the pi mesons only.
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Counting efficiency of a Cherenkov
counter .

An experiment for counting particles of
a given type using the time-of-flight
technique.

About the best time resolution we can get
(that is, the smallest time diff~cfence we can
measure) 1s of the order of 10
second in a time-offlight exper iment such as that just described. As
we go to higher energies, the particles go farther in
a given time, so that their ve lo cities cannot be
measured as accurately. However, this problem
can be helped somewhat by using a Cherenkov
counter in conjunction with scintillation counte rs,
as was done in the antiproton experiment previously
alluded to. Unfortunately, the counting effic i ency of
a Cherenkov counter is not perfect, as is apparent
from Fig. K-14.
We see that the curve of countin g efficie ncy vs
velocity has a little tail on it. For some reason a
Cherenkov counter will always coun t some particles
of a slightly different ve lo city than that for whic h it
was designed. This may amount to only a tenth of a
percent or a hundredth of a percent. But if we have
100,000 pi mesons for every antiproton and are
looking for antiprotons, th en we have to worry about
these tails.

L.

BUBBLE CHAMBERS
James D. Gow

Particle accelerators are probably the most
publicized instruments used in high-energy physics
today. One reads that Brookhaven is building
a 25-Bev (billion electron volt) synchrotron or that
the Russians already have a 10- Bev machine and
are currently working on a 50-Bev version . Accele rators have all the glamor, but they make up only
one half of a working team. The detectors are an
e qually important partner. An acce lerator gives
speed to atomic particles, but without the detectors
with which to observe them, an accelerator would
serve no useful purpose. If one looks back into the
history of high-energy physics, it is noted that most
of the fundamental discoveries were made not with
artificially accelerated particles, but rather with
cosmic rays.
One might then ask, "What is the advantage
of the accelerator?" The answer is twofold . In
the first place, particle beams can be produced
giving much l arger intensities than are available
in cosmic radiation; and secondly, there is th e
advantage of separation and selection. In using
cosmic rays one must take what comes - protons,
mesons, hyperons, etc. With an accel erator the
type of particle being accelerated is known, as well
as the energy or momentum at which the particle
enters an experimental system. For example, in
the last year or two it has become practical to
produce a beam of nearly pure lT mesons, K
mesons, or antiprotons.
Perhaps the next question that arises is,
"What typ es of detectors are proving most useful
in physics research?" To answer this, it is neces sary to review briefly the two general classes of
detectors. The first class is comprised of
counters, Such devices are represented by the
familiar Geiger and scintillation counters, which
count the number of charged particles passing
through their sensitive volume. The second class
is made up of th e track-forming detectors. Examples of these are the Wilson cloud chamber, the
bubble chamber, and nuclear emulsi ons.
Aside from signaling the passage of a particle through its sensitive volume, a counter can
give little more information. In some cases, as
with a Cherenkov counter, it is possible to determine whether the particle has more than a certain
minimum velocity. Counters generally have very
poor spatial resolution, so that it is impractical
to determine with high precision the direction a
particle has taken. On the other hand, counters
have one invaluable feature, This is their time
resolution . With modern devices and techniques
one can tell when a particle goes through a counter
to an accuracy of better than lo-9 second. This
time resolution has proven very important in unscrambling the particles that come from the
Bevatron.
The track - forming detectors have advantages
over the counters in many situations. With this
type of detector one can visualize what happened
to the particle in a nuclear reaction. Also it is
often possible to observe an event that ·.vould be

completely missed by counters. The track-forming
detectors have therefore been invaluable in the discovery of new particles. Counters have served to
collect rapidly large amounts of statistically accurate
data, but only rar e ly can a counter experiment be
designed for finding a new particle . A clas sica!
exception to this was the discovery of the antiproton
i11 1955 at the La wrence Radiation Laborator y.
Th e first and most familiar track-forming
detector is the Wilson cloud chamber . It was developed by C. T . R. Wilson, of England, in 1912 .
A mixture of a vapor and a suitable gas, contained
in a chamber, is suddenly cooled by expansion so
that it becom es supersaturated. Vapor condenses
around any charg ed particles that are present,
l eaving a track of tiny droplets which can be photographed and later examined.
A second track-forming detector is the nuclear emulsion. Nuclear emulsion is ordinary
photographic film which is made very thick and
load ed heavily with c hemi cally sensitive n1aterial.
Charged particles passing through an emulsion ex pose it in a manner similar to light exposing ordinary film. When th e emulsion is developed, the
p article path is seen as a dark track against a light
background. These tracks are then examined under
a compound microscope equipped with a precision
measuring stage.
Unfortunately, both the cloud chamber and
the nuclear emulsion have serious limitations. As
particles are accelerated to higher energies, the
probability of an interaction occurring decreases.
Energy regions investigated prior to World War II
involved cross sections of the order of one barn
(lo-24cm 2). In the energy region now being studied
(1 Bev and up) th e cross sections are measured in
millibarns and sometimes in microbarns. For this
reason, and a lso because of the fact that the density
of the gas in a cloud chamber is low, only a small
percentage of cloud chamber photographs contain in teresting events . If, however, the effective density
of the gas is increased by putting it under high
pressure, the cycling rate falls off sharply. As
much as 20 minutes may be required for the chamber
to r ecover after an expansion. Thus , all that has
b een gained from greater density has be en lost owing
to the "dead t ime" between each expansion.
Emulsions are extreme l y good from the viewpoint of density, but they too have their shortcomings . In the cloud chamber one can m ea sure particle momentum (a measure of particle energy) by
b ending the particle in a magnetic field as it traverses the chamber. The amount of curvature is
inversely proportional to the momentum. The sign
of the charge on the particle is given by the dir ection of curvature. In the emulsion it is
impossible to det e rmine the sign of the cha rge and
diffi cu lt to d ete rmine momentum . Momentum
measurement can be accomplished only by a tedious
statistical process involving measurin g the smallangle deviations of the particle path caused by
scattering. Another problem with the emulsio n is
that it is a complicated chemical assembl y , con-
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taining silver, bromine, chlorine, oxygen, nitrogen,
and hydrogen. This makes it difficult to identify
the target nucleus . In a collision the nucleus may
be torn to bits with as many as 15 protons flying off.
One can tell that they are protons only by performing a very laborious energy-balance calculation.
In spite of these limitations, the emulsion technique
has produced very valuable results. Even so, this
technique is tending toward obsolescence as newer
devices and methods come into use .

The first bubble chamber built by Glaser was
1 in. long and 1/2 in . in diameter. It used diethyl
ether heated to 1400C and was pressurized to 20
atmospheres to prevent boiling. He obtained a
superheated condition by suddenly lowering the
pressure. The chamber was placed between two
counters. When a charged particle traversed the
counters and the chamber, an electric signal was
produced which caused a photograph to be taken of
the particle track.

It was against this background of difficulties
that Donald Glaser of the University of Michigan
invented in 1953 the bubble chamber. It now has
become one of the detectors most used in highenergy nuclear physics . In a systematic search
for a new detector, Dr. Glaser listed in advance
the desirable features that it should have. Such a
detector should be simple, have a high-density
sensitive medium, have a fast cycling rate, and it
must contain an amplification mechanism in order
to render visible the extremely small energy
associated with a single particle.

Other liquids besides ether can be used in
bubble chambers. The most common ones are propane, hydrogen, and deuterium. Hydrogen is an
ideal substance . Since it contains only protons,
there can be no ambiguity as to the identity of the
struck nucleus. Then again, because the atomic
number of hydrogen is low, it is possible to use the
magnetic -deflection method for det.ermining particle
momentum and charge .

In the case of emulsions, the amplification
results from a chemical reaction involving the
developer. For counters, the amplification occurs
in a photomultiplier tube and the associated electronics. In a cloud chamber, the amplification results
from the thermodynamic instability of a supersaturated gas. The energy that nature provides to
correct this instability is triggered by the passage of
a charged particle.
A bubble chamber also takes advantage of a
thermodynamic instability. Instead of a supersaturated gas, it utilizes a superheated liquid. The
thermodynamics of this situation are illustrated in
Fig . I-4 of the lecture entitled "Survey of Particle
Detectors. " Here we have plotted curves of
pres sure vs volume for various temperatures .
These are generalized curves applicable to any
material. The top curve (T > Tk) represents a
substance that is above its critical temperature
(the temperature at which a liquid and its saturated
vapor coexist in equilibrium) . As the volume increases, the pressure drops according to the
familiar PV = NRT rule. However, for a material
which is at or below its critical temperature the
PV = NRT rule no longer applies . In this case, as
the volume increases the pressure drops, so that
the line AB is traced out. However, when the
liquid reaches the state at B, the pressure no longer
drops. Instead, the line BC is followed, The
dashed portion (BFC) represents a superheated
liquid, an unstable state . This superheated condition
can be maintained for a brief interval, sometimes
up to a minute, if the liquid is contained in a very
clean smooth-walled vessel, and providing there
are no other causes of disturbances. During this
period a charged particle traversing the liquid
causes boiling in its immediate vicinity. This
produces visible tracks which can be photographed.
What is responsible 'for this boiling is that the vapor
pressure is greater than the actual pressure, and
some of the liquid would like to turn into gas. It
does so when triggered by the passage of a charged
particle. When boiling occurs, the line BC results;
this is the stable condition where the liquid and gas
are in equilibrium.
The operating point for a bubble chamber is
set by the pressure-volume curve for the particular
type of liquid used. For hydrogen it is about 270K
(-443 ° F), the critical temperature being 33°K.

Deuterium, the heavy brother of hydrogen, is
ideal for the study of neutrons, Where the energy of
the incoming particle is high compared to the binding
energy, deuterium may be considered a chemical
compound- "neutronium hydride. " If one performs
an experiment in hydrogen and then repeats it in
deuterium, the effect due to neutrons can be determined by subtracting the effect of hydrogen.
Building a liquid hydrogen bubble chamber
presented many formidable engineering problems.
For example, a glass -to-metal seal had to be made
that would remain tight when the apparatus is cooled
to 27°K. The differential shrinkage of the materials
would cause the contacting surfaces to slide, tending
to open the seal.
Another problem involved illumination.
Liquid hydrogen has a very low index of refraction
(1.08) . A bubble of its vapor in liquid hydrogen
scatters light only slightly, about 6°;for this reason,
a bubble in hydrogen is almost invisible when viewed
from the side. One method used in earlier chambers
for solving this problem was to illuminate the bubbles
from the side opposite the camera, installing a set
of vanes to keep the direct light out of the lens. A
much better system was devised later for the 15inch bubble chamber. (This is discussed below.)
Another problem in building bubble chambers
of an appreciable size is that of the spontaneous
boiling which occurs at any discontinuity in the
chamber. Such a discontinuity might be the point
where a glass wall joins a metal one. Ix;> the tiny
all-glass chambers, liquids could be kept sensitive
for about one minute or until a cosmic ray triggered
boiling. However, larger chambers could not be
made entirely of glass , owing to strength considerations. Luckily, it was found that by expanding the
chamber very quickly and taking a photograph within
a few milliseconds, the spontaneous boiling induced
at surface imperfections does not generate enough
vapor to repressurize the chamber and thus destroy
sensitivity.
The first chamber built at Berkeley was a
l-in. -diameter glass chamber. This device demonstrated that hydrogen is a suitable medium for track
formation. Later, a 2-in. chamber was built of
glass and metal. It showed that "dirty" chambers
were feasible. The term "dirty" indicates a
chamber having some surface irregularities , This
is a convenient if not an esthetic term.
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The first chamber built at Berkeley as a research instrument was the 4-in . liquid hydrogen
bubble chamber {Fi g. L-1 ). It is suspended inside
a tank which is evacuated to provide thermal insulation. In between the chamber a nd the vacuum
vessel is a copper shield cool~d by liquid nitrogen
{at 77°K). This acts 'iS a heat barrier to keep down
the thermal radiation to the chamber . The temperature must be regulated to maintain chamber sensitivity. This is done by connecting the chamber to a
flask of liquid hydrogen through a heat leak. Slightly
too much refrigeration is supplied, and the differ ence
is compensated for b y using a heater . In the past
four years nearly a million and a half pictures have
been taken using this chamber. Currently it is being operated in connection with the 300 -Mev electron
synchrotron, but it is not large enough to be useful
at Bevatron energies.

--HYDROGEN (GAS) SUPP LY

GASKET
UOUIO
NITROGEN
THERMAL
SHIELD

H tATER

If the chamber is then recompressed, the pressure
returns to its original point. This cycle is represented by the triangle P1 V 1, P2 V 2• P 3 V 2· The
work done on the system is the area of this triangle.
For small chambers this is satisfactory, but for a
large chamber the refrigeration load is very heavy.
What is done then is to use fast recompression.
That is, the pressure is not allowed to rise normally
along the line P 2 v2, P 3 v 2 , but is increased
sharply by exposing the chamber to a tank of highpressure hydrogen gas. As a consequence, the
small triangl e formed below the dashed line in
Fig. L-2 represents the wo rk done. Thus , a great
saving has been effected. All chambers built since
the 4-inch use this principle.
The next chamber built in Berkeley was the
10-inch {Fig. L- 3 ) . It is similar in construction to
the 4-inch, except that it is turned so that the windows are on the top and bottom. The illumination
system is at the bottom, inside the vacuum system.
This design permitted the bubble chamber to fit
within a magnet a lr eady on hand. This chamber
used fast recompression . The expansion tank is
maintained at a lo w pressure, A valve releases the
chamber pressure into the expansion tank. About
20 milliseconds later the valve moves to another
position, connecting high-pressure gas from the recompression tank to the chamber, This stops the
boiling. In between cycles {an interval of about 5
to 6 seconds) a compressor pumps the gas from the
expansion tank to the recompression tank.
-EXPANSION VALVE

CHAM BER
PRESSURE
SENSING

CAPACITOR

!:!~~;;;;:;~~~~:!;
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Fig. L-1. Th e 4-inch liquid hydrogen bubble
chamber.
As larger bubble chambers are built, the refrigeration demands can increase inordinately if
the 4-in. system of expansion and re compression
is used, The only way the pressure can be reduced
suddenly is to increase the volume rapidly by moving a piston or opening a valve . If we wait until
the liquid boils, the pressure again rises until it
reaches the vapor pressure of the liquid. At this
point equilibri~m is re-established. {See Fig. L-2.)
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Fig, L-3. The 10-inch liquid hydrogen bubble
chamber.
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Fig. L-2. Pressure-volume relationships during
the expansion-recompression cycle of a
bubble chamber.

Next to be built was the 15-inch bubble
chamber. It was to serve as a 1/5-scale model
for the large 7 2-inch chamber then being planned.
The 15-inch chamber contains s eve ral improvements. For one thing, it has a larg er stereo angle.
That i·s, the two camera lenses are placed farther
apart, allowing greater accuracy in measuring the
depth of a particle track in the l iquid. Another
improvement is the use of a variable heat leak,
which means that the heat load is not fixed. This
cuts down on the consumption of liquid hydrogen.
Also, the 15-inch chamber has a single window
mounted on top of the chamb e r.
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The single - wi ndow design created certain
optical problems. The light must be put in through
the same window from :"hich photographs are taken,
yet the light must not be reflected directly into the
lens es . The solution to this was the use of special
plastic reflectors called "coat hangers" (Fig. L-4) .
Each coat hang e r has a narrow silvered strip on the
bottom, whe reas the rest of the bottom and sides
are painted black. Rays from the light source come
to a focus on the silvered strip and return through
the liquid unattenuated. However, scattered light
coming from bubbles or other sources does not
focus on the strip and is absorbed . This scheme
prevents double images which would be confusing
and would therefore restrict the number of tracks
that could be examined on a single exposure,

MECHANICS OF
OPTICAL REFLECTORS
Fig, L-4. Retrodirective reflectors ("coat
hangers") used with the illumination systems
of the 15-inch and 72-inch bubble chambers.

The re is an optimum size for a bubbl e chamber,
depending upon the energy of the accelerator with
which it is to be used. What defines this size is the
nuclear interaction being studied. Consider a 6-Bev
n meson interacting with a proton (Fig . L-5), The
reaction P-roducts illustrated a re a lambda (If} ) and
a the ta (eO), which are shown e merging in the forward direction and decaying one mean life away
from the point of production. Those particles which
leave the scene of an interaction traveling in the
same direction as the incident particle will receive
more momentum. As a result of relativistic effects,
the lifetime of the particle is then lengthened, and
the decay which we wish to observe will occur at
a greater distance from the scene of the interaction.

APPROXIMATELY

1/•"

Those particles which go off at large angles receive
less momentum, and their decays occur nearer the
point of interaction. This consideration dictates an
elliptical shape for the chamber. Consideration of
the lifetimes and energies involved in the study of
the strange particles at Bevatron energies permits
a rough choice of an optimum chamber size.

Fig. L-6. The 72-inch liquid hydrogen bubble
chamber,
The 72-inc h bubble chamber, whose design
was started n ear ly four years ago, was recently put
into operation. In Fig . L-6 we see an artist 1 s conception of it. The chemical composition of th e stainless steel casting that contains the 520 lit e rs of
liquid hydrogen was chosen so that the st ee l will remain nonmagnetic at low temperatur es . Should it
become magnetic, it would distort the magnetic
field inside the chamber . Ass em bled to the
chamber is the hydrogen shield , a protective
canopy w hich is to contain th e hydrogen gas in
the event of a glass -window failur e , Impurities
in the hydrogen must not exceed one part per
million; any impurity (except helium) freez es at
27°K and clouds the glass and the plasti c coat
hangers. If this coating becomes as thick as a

SCALE

Fig . L-5. Decay contours for a h..U and eO
produced from the interaction of an incoming
n- meson with a proton. The ellipses are
loci of the points of most probable decay
of the reaction products (i .e. , the A 0 and
eO ). The size of the ellipses depends on
the energy of the incoming particl e .

Fig . L- 7. A photogr a ph taken with the 7 2-inch
bubble chamber .
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wave length of light it r e nders the bubbles invisible . A 3-lens stereoscopic camera is provided. In performing a momentum balance on a
nuclear event , we must reconstruct the directions
of the particle tr acks in space. Two stereoviews
wou ld be adequat e, exce pt for those tracks that lie
a long th e line joining the t wo lenses. Figure L-7
is a photograph taken with the 72-inch chamber.

As is we ll known, hydrogen is violently in flammable. In the 7 2-inch chamber 520 liters of
this m aterial are used. Car eful study has the refore
been given to the matter of safety. For example,
in the building that houses the chamber a ll the wiring is explosion-proof. No one is permitted to wear
nylon clothing in the vicinity of the chamber, The
air is continuously sampled at several points around
the chamber, and a manual sampling is performed
every half hour. Outside the building (over the side
of an embankment) there is a 22 -ft. - diameter
Horton sphere into which the hydrogen can be dumped in case of an emergency.

points of particle tra cks on the film. An operator
aligns the crosshairs with the track in a n approxi mate fashion and the instrument "locks on" the
track. The operator then drives along the track,
periodically punching a button to record the coordinate information a utomatically on IBM cards
or punched tape .
All the calculations are subsequently m ade
by an IBM computer using v ar ious programs. The
first program makes the geometrical corrections,
yielding a set of directional cos ines and the momen tum for each particle. Next, a number of sorting
programs may be used, The machine assum es tha t
an eve nt is of a certain typ e, performs certain calculations based on this assumption, and then prints
out the probability that it actually was the type
assumed. If the probability is poor, the machine
makes another assumption and proceeds as before.
Occasionally, we find events that do not fit our
known categories, and in these there is always the
chanc e of finding completely new processes or
particles. The major emphasis of most of our experime nts lies in the direction of making specific
measurements on interaction processes.

D ata Analysis
In cosmic ray research with cloud chambers
it was common to obtain one or two interesting nuclear events each day. Th e techniques of analysis
we re such that it took a man a full day to do a
momentum-balance calculation and properly classify
the event, The bubble chamber has increased the
incidence of interesting events by a factor of a
thousand. If the previous techniques of analysis
were still used, 1000 physicists would be kept con tinually busy with the accumulation of data, Conse quently, highly a utomatic techniques have been
developed. One of the more novel is a device
called "Franckenstein" (Fig . L - 8). It is a pro jection microscope used for measuring coordinate
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Fig . L-8 . The Franckenst ein film - measuring
projector.
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
John C. Caris

This lecture will be devoted to considering
how one writes a simple program for the IBM-650
computer. A program is that set of detailed instruc tions by means of which the computer carries out the
various operations required of it to complete a computation. To make the l ecture more meaningful, a
specific example will be discussed and a program
written for it.
The sample equation to be solved is

c. Th en the machine-constant card bearing
the values l/2 and g is l oaded in .
d. Next come the program cards, a series of
cards telling the machine how to proceed steR-by step through the computations of S = ( 1/2 ) gt2 + v 0 t.
F igure M-2 is a flow chart showing the steps in
this computational cycle. The machine goes through
this cycle once for each value of S obtained. P re paring the flow chart and wr iti ng the program will
be dealt with in detail below.

(1)

where Sis the distance that a freely falling object
travels in time t if it has an initial velo city v 0 .
What we wish to do is obtain various solutions
to Eq. (1) corresponding to different valu es of the
independent variables t and v 0 . That is, we want the
machine to punch out an IBM card giving a value of
the distance S, and on the same card we would like
to have punched the particular combination of t and
v 0 that gave this value. Thus, the output data will
consist of S, t, and vo .
The input data t h at must be supplied to the
machine are the various combinations of t and v 0
for which we desire solutions. It should also be
noted that in Eq. (1) there are two constants, 1/2
and g, which must be supplied . These are called
machine constants.
It is necessary to decide what l ocations on the
IBM cards will be used for the input data, machine
constants, and output data. Figure M-1 shows th e
locations c hos en for each c l ass of card . These
choices are of course arbitrary . Th e programmer
designs the card formats for his own convenience.
11

DIST 11 Program

s

Machine constants:

Input data:

=

1/2 gt

2

+ v0t

l/2, g

t, v 0
Output results: t, v 0 , S

Start

....

Read
input-data
card

~

Transfer input
data to punchout block

~

~

Add
2
1/2 gt + v t
0
and store
for punch

~

Comp-zte
1/2 gt and
store

....
Punch
output card

Fi g. M-2.

Compute

v t
(Jlo not store

Flow chart of program.

e . Next the transfer card is loaded in. This
card tells the computer to go to the beginning of the
program and proceed through it.
f. Next are fed in the input data cards, each
containing a combination of v 0 and t.
The first program card contains a code word
that tells the computer to read one input -d ata card .
This starts the computer going around the l oop on the
flow chart. When the first cycle is completed, the
machine punches out one output-data card containing
a value for S and alongside 1t the valu es of v and t
0
on which it was based. The computer then proceeds
to read the next input-data card and a second cycle
begins. This cycling continues until a ll the inputdata cards have been read, at which time the computation is completed and the computer stops since
there are no more i nput -d ata cards to be read .

zeros

Fi g. M-1. IBM cards, showing the locations chosen
for each quantity.

The IBM-650 System
Before we can discuss how to prepare the program we must first describe some of the basic parts
of an IBM-650 computer (see Fig . M-3) . L ack of
space makes it necessary to refer the reader to the
IBM 650 Data Pr ocessing Bulletins for many interesting details of operation and construction.

control

The machine must be told explicitly how to
proceed at every point of the program . This sequence
is outlined below:
a . The first card to b e fed to the computer
is a memory-clear card, which clears the machine
of previous data .
b. Next, a deck of IBM cards called a loadpunch subroutine is fed into the computer . T~
deck mere! y tells the computer how to load in cards
and punch out answers.

input
output

storage

process

Fig . M-3. Block diagram of the IBM- 650 computing
system.
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Input Block
The input block is used to enter data, instructions, etc., into the storage block of th e system. Th e
input unit is capable of reading IBM cards and transl ating decimal input informatig_n into th e biquinary
system used by the computer . ~

lo cat ion of your house. These add resses rang e
from 0000 to 1999 and are arranged in twenty 50 - word
bands (s ee Fig . M-4, the drum-l. ayout f orm on which
a record of the information in each address is kept).
E ach band lies circumferentially on th e drum.
(Note: Th e drum-layout form has sp ace for onl y
1000 addresses . One must usually use two forms
when progr amm ing . )

Output Blo ck
The output block translates th-e results obtained
by the computer from the biquinary code back into a
de cimal form, and punches IBM output-data cards or
prints a report on paper . The operation of the inputoutput units is supervised by the control block .
Stor age
Th e storage block is used to store machine
constants, input data, instructions, intermediate
results, final results, and any other pertinent in formation. The IBM-650 system uses four types
of magnetic storage: drum, core, tape, or disk.
Howev er , only the magnetic-drum type will be
discuss ed here.
The computer's m emory is a magnetic dr um
rotating at 12,500 rpm. Physically, it is a cobaltnickel-plated cylinder approximately 4 in. in diameter and 16 in. long . Inform ation is stored on the
drum in "words," each of which consists of 10 digits
and an a lg ebraic sign: Two thousand 10-digit words
may be stored on the drum at a given time.
Each specifi c word is assigned a 4-digit number (address}, which locates the word on the drum.
On e should consider drum addresses merely as
lo cations of certain information on the drum, much
the same as you cons ider your house number as the

The biquinary digit representation (or cod e ) is
used internally by the 650 (not th e binary repres entation). The computer translates input decimal repre sentations into this code and transl a tes the code back
into decimal repres e ntation for the output results .
Th e biquinary code represents a number from 0
through 9 by two groups of units : binary units of
which there are two and quin a ry units of which there
are five.
The first binary unit designates 0 an d the
second desi gnat es 5. The quinary units designa t e one
of two possible numbers (i.e., 0 or 5, 1 or 6, 2 or 7
etc. ) . The choice between possible numbers is made
by the binary units . Reference to the table below will
make this clear.
Binary Unit s

0

5

0

1 2

0

0

0

5

6

D ecimal number
0

2

5

9

3 4

0
7

0

•
•
0

0

etc.

0
0
0

•
0

0

• •
•
0

Process
In the process block are performed arithmetic
or logic a l operations, decimal points are aligned,
information is shifted right or left, editing is per formed, and data a re rearranged .
The process block consists of an accumulator,
a distributor, and an adder (see Fig. M-5). The
accumulator is an electronic storage unit having a
capaci ty of two words (20 digits and a sign ) . This unit
temporaril y stores the results of a computation while
the calculation is being performed. The accumulator
is divided into two halves, an upper and a lower
section. The address of the lo wer accumulat or is
8002, whi l e that of the upper is 8003.
The distributor is also an e lectroni c storage
unit, but it has a capaci ty of only one word ( 10 digits
and a sign ) . It is used to store data employed in
arithmetic operations. The distributor acts as an
intermediate link (or office boy) betwe e n the accumul a tor and drum memory. Any information transferred
bet ween the accumulator and memory must pass
through the distributor. Its a dd ress is 8001.

0

8 9

Control

Bi-Quinary number

•

A digit is identified on the drum by means of
a pattern of magnetic spots. Th e se spots remain on
the drum until erased by recording new information
in the same location. As the drum rot ates past a
group of stationary coils of wire (one for each band ),
the magnetic spots are read or written. The t ime
required for one word - location to pass one of these
read-write heads is called a word-time. Since
there are 50 word-times around the circumference
of the drum, and since the drum rotates at 12,500
rpm, one wor d - time is 0.096 msec (or 0 . 000096 sec) .
Th e average time required to loc a te a given word
is 25 word-times (a bout 2 .4 msec). This access
time can be redu ce d to one word-time by optimizing
the locations of the various addresses.

Arithmetic operations are perfor med by combining the contents of the distributor with those of
the accumulator and storing the results in the accumulator. This combining is performed by the adder.

Quinary Units

0

On the drum - layout form there a re certain
regions designated as "reading" and "punching."
Information may be put into th e machine in the readin blocks onl y. Similarly, information may be ex tracted from the punch - out blocks only.

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0
0

The cont rol block receives each instruct ion of
the progr am, determin es the op e r ation to b·e performed,
and then exec utes the operation. Whil e the operation
is being carrie d out, the cont rol block monitors the
flow of data to check for any error. In addition, this
unit notifies the operator when manual intervention
is needed.
The program regist er , although part of the
control b l ock, is an electronic storage unit having a
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Drum-layout form.

capacity of one word. It stores each instruction of
the program while the instruction is being analyzed
and executed. Associated with the program register
are the operation register and the address register
(Fig . M-5). The former receives the operat10n code
(to be described below), analyzes it, and determines
the operation to be perf6rmed. The latter receives
the address portion of the instruction.
sroroge enlry swi tches

...
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c . the storage location of the next
instruction of the program . Momentary reflection
shows that this three - part instruction is sensible.
This is exactly how one teaches or supervises .
First one must explain what is to be done (a . );
second, one must explain where the student finds
the data or material necessary to accomplish the
operation (b.); and, finally one must explain where
or how the student obtains additional instructions to
proceed (c.) to the next step.
An instruction consists of ten decimal digits
and sign . These ten digits are divided into three
groups (Fig . M-6):
a. operation code - two digits designating the operation to be performed, e . g. addition
is given the code designation 32; multiplication is 39;
etc. The operation code is punched in positions l 0
and 9 in the instruction word .

coni rol

process

Fig . M-5.

Process block of the IBM 650.
Program Instructions

b. data address - four digits (punched
in positions 8, 7, 6, and 5 of the instruction word)
designating a drum address, with a meaning that
depends on the nature of the operation code . Some
of these meanings are:
l. drum address of the information to be used in the operation;

Each instruction in the program must indicate:
a.

the operation to be performed;

b. the storage location of data to be
used in the operation; and

2. drum address in which information is to be stored by the operation;
3 . drum addresses into which
information is to read from a card; or
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4. drum a ddresses from which
information is to be punched onto a card.
c. Instruction address -four digits
(punched in positions 4, 3, 2, and l of th e instruction word) which normally designate the drum
address of the next instruction to be performed.
Eac h step of the program consists of one of these
instruction-type wor ds .

op
code

da1a
address

instruc1ion
address

1019 8171615 413121
Fig . M-6.

I

c:

·-Cl
I f)

0

Instruction grouping.

Writing the Program
The programmer begins by assigning a code
name to the problem to be solved. A code name is
simply a convenient shorthand for specifying a given
program and is us ed for such things as record keeping. Since the equationS= (l /2 ) gt 2 + v 0 t describes
distance, we shall call this program "DIST," which
is short for program to compu te distance by
s = (1/2) gt 2 + v 0 t.
Th e programmer next draws up a form such as
that shown in Fig. M- 1, which gives the lo cations of
the input data, machine constants, and output data
on their respective IBM cards .

Instr. no. l (program card no. 1)
a. Enter 0200 as the drum lo catio n of
the first instruction.
b. Consulting the flow chart, one finds
that the first step in the cycle calls for the ma chine
to read an input-data card . From T abl e M-Il , the
operation code for "read a card" is found to be 70,
which is entered in th e column headed "OP. " Also
the abbreviation RDl is entered und er "OPERATION
ABBRV ;" this abbreviation is not actually punched
on an IBM card, but i s a convenient mnemonic de v ice .
(The "70", of course will subsequently be punched
into columns 10 and 9 of the first IBM program
card.) Note that the Oper ation Abbreviation is used
as the operation code in methods of programming
other than the most simple type we are using .
c. The first input-data card , which
bears a value oft, is to be read into address 0151;
therefore, 0151 is entered in the column head ed
"DATA." (These four digits are subsequently
punched into columns 8, 7, 6, and 5 of the first IBM
program card.) A unique feature of the IBM 650 is
that when operation code 70 is followed by any dat a
address in the block 0151 to 0160, all other input data words on the card are a utomatically read into
the drum without any further in structions. Thus,
t and v 0 a re now entered.
d. The machine must be told where to
find the next instruction, which in this case, is in
address 0201.

1>50 P ROGRAM SHEET
PROBLEM· S•(l/ l)gtl' "o'

INSTR

The programmer then draws the flow chart
(Fig. M- 2) showing the steps in a computational
cycle.

NO .

.
'3

5

Next, he reserves certain regions of the drum
for certain information to be stored. These choices
are made for the programmer's convenience. He
records these locations on the drum layout form
(Fig. M-4) so he does not inadvertently use the same
a ddresses for two functions. In this case, band 9
is reserved for the load-punch subroutine . Addresses 19 00-1949 are assigned to the "load" portion,
while addresses 1950 -1999 are reserved for th e
"punch" section. Similarly, band 2 is reserved for
the program instructions. The machine constants
1/2 and g are also entered: 1/2 is put in address
0101 and g is 0102. The input variables t and v
0
are assigned addresses 0151 and 0152, respectively.
Note that both the machine constants and the input
va riables are given addresses in the "read-in band."
However, the specific address may be chosen
arbitrarily . From the flow chart lFig. M-2), one
observes that the quantity (1 /2) gt has to be stored
temporarily while the remainder of th2 equation is
bemg calculated. Therefore, (1 /2 ) gt is put into
address 0161.. Fi nally, the output data, t, v 0 , and S,
are assigned addresses 0177, 0178, and 0179, respectively. We should repeat that these choices are
arbit rary for ou r conveni ence.
Th e programmer must now translate the flow
c hart into ma chine instructions that are compatible
with the locations adopted on the drum. To do th i s,
he uses the "65 0 Program Sheet" reprodu ce d here
as T ab le M-I, and a list of operation codes (Tabl e
M-Il). The steps for each i nstruction number are
summarized below:

LOCATION OF'
INSTRUCTION

OPERATION
ABBRV .
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Table M-Il
Op e ratio n
Op eration

Codes for the IBM 650
Code

Abbreviation

Flo ating Add

32

FAD

Floating divide

34

FDV

Flo ati ng multiply

39

FMP

Floating subtract

33

FSB

L oad distributor

69

LDD

Punch a card

71

WRl

Read a card

70

RDl

Reset and add to
upper accumulator

60

RAU

Stor e distributor

24

STD

Store upper accumu lat or

21

STU

~

017~
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d.

Instr. no. 2 (program card no . 2)

The location of the next instruction

is 0205 .
a. Enter 0201 as the location of the
second instruction .
b . The next step on the flow chart is to
transfer the input data to the punch-out block. This
is done because we want to identify each value of S
with the values oft a nd vo used to compute it. We
recall that one must transfer to a punch-out block
any information we wish the machine to punch out
for us . Of course the values oft and v 0 remain in
addresses 0151 and 0152 as well as in0177 and 0178.
The distributor is used to effect this transfer . The
distributor must be told to go first to address 0151,
pick up t, and carry it to the punch-out block. From
Table MJII we find that operation code 69 is used to
load the distributor . Thus, on the program sheet
"69" is written under the heading "OP," and "LDD"
is entered as the operation abbreviation.
c. The address of the data to be loaded
into the distributor is 0151, which now entered under
"DATA . "
d.
address 0202 .

The next instruction is located in

Instr. no . 6 (program card no. 6)
a.

Enter 0205 as the location of instruc-

tion no. 6.
b. From the flow chart we see that the
next step is to compute (1/2) g t 2 and store it . First,
2
t will be computed (we will use simplest programming procedure to compute tz although it is not the
fastest from the viewpoint of the machine). The
first step is to reset the ·upper accumulator to zero
and then enter t in the upper accumulator . The
operation code for this is 60, which is entered under
"OP . " The abbreviation RAU (reset and add to
upper) is also entered under "OPERATION ABBRV."
c. The address oft is 0151, which is
entered under "DATA."
d.

The location of the next instruction

is 0206.
Instr. no . 7

(program card no . 7)
a.

Enter 0206 as the location of instruc-

tion no. 7.
Instr . no . 3

(program card no. 3)
a.

Enter 0202 as the loc.ation of instruc-

tion no . 3.
b. We now wish to store tin the punchout band i n address 0177 . From Table M-Il we find
that the operation code for this is 24, which is entered under "OP . " The symbol STD !(store the distributor) is entered as the operation abbreviation.
c . The address in which tis stored in
the punch-out band is 0177, which is now entered
under "DATA."

b. At this point tis in the upper ac c umulator. We will multiply t times t, but in a manner
by which the computer keeps track of the decimal
point for us . This is called the "floating-decimalpoint" method, in which the position of the decimal
point is designated by a two-digit number as shown
in Table M-III. The manner of representing a number and the position of the point on an IBM card is
shown in Table M-IV. From Table M-Il we find
that the operation code for floating multiply is 39,
which is now entered under "OP . " The operation
abbreviation for this is FMP .
Table M-III

d.
address 0203 .
Instr. no . 4

The next instruction is located in
IBM-650 Method of keeping track of the decimal point
Number

(program card no . 4)
a.

Enter 0203 as the location of instruc-

tion no . 4.
b . We now want to load the distributor
with v so that it can be transferred to the punch-out
0
block . Therefore, we again write "69" under "OP"
and "LDD" as the operation abbreviation .
c . The address of v 0 is 0152, which is
entered under "DATA."
d.

The location of the next instruction

is 0204 .

839.67838

53

83.967838

52

8 . 3967838

51

0 .83967838

50

0 . 083967838

49

(pr ogram card no. 5)

a. Enter 0204 as the location of
instruction no . 5 .
b . To store v 0 in the punch-out block
we enter operation code 24 under "OP" and STD as
the operation abbreviation.
c. The address in which v 0 is to be
stored in the punch-out block was chosen as 0178 ,
which is next entered under "DATA."

etc .

Table M-IV
Method of representing a number and its decimal
point on an IBM card by the floating-decimal-point

ryst;~l I I 1 I I I I I I I
9

Instr. no. 5

Floating-decimal-point notation

8

7

6

5

4

3

z

o

~f::it~;ll ~I

ru<mber Wlth 8 Slgmhcant hgures

I

I

cpoint
The numbers designate digit positions in the word
only. For example, the floating decimal point occupies
digit positions 1 and 2. The first number from Table
M-III would appear as
/ 8 / 3 1 9 1 617

8

3

8

5

31+/
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c. The address al51 is now ente red
under "DATA."
d.

The location of the next instruction

Instr. no. 12 (progr a m card no . 12)
a. Enter a211 as the lo cation of
instruction no. 12 .

is a2a7.
t.
Instr . no. 8

(program ca rd no. 8)

a. Enter a2a7 as the location of
instruction no. 8.
2
b. At this point we have t in the upper
accumulator. Now we wish to multiply 1/2 times
t 2 . Therefore, we again enter 39 under "OP" and
FMP under "OPERATION ABBR V. "

b. We now flo ating multiply va times
Enter the operation code 39 and th e aboreviation

FMP.
c.

d . Ent e r a212 as the location of the
next instru ct ion.
Instr. no. 13

c . The address of 1/2 is a1a1, which
is now entered under " DATA . "
d.

Th e lo cation of the next instruction

is a2a8.

Instr. no. 9 (progr am card no. 9)
a. Ent er a2a8 as the location of
instruction no. 9.
2
b. We now have (1 /2 ) t in the upper
accumulator, a nd wish to multipl y this qu ant ity by
g. We write 39 under "OP" and FMP under
" OPERATION ABBRV. II
c. The ad dress of g is a1a2, which is
now entered under " DATA."
d.

The location of th e next instruction

is a2a9.

Instr . no. la
a.

(program card no. la)
E nte r a2a9 as the loc ation of instruc-

tion no. 1a.
2
b. We now have (1 /2 ) gt in the upper
accumu lato r and want to store it in address a161 .
From Table M-II we find that the operation code
for "store the upper" is 21 and the abbreviati o n is
STU; these are entered in the appropriate columns.

Enter the a ddress of va, which is

al52.

(pro gram card no . 13)

a. E nter a212 as the loc ation of
instruction no. 13 .
2
b . At this point (1 /2 ) gt is stored on
the drum and vat is in the upp er acc umul ato r. Now
we wish to floating add th ese two qua ntiti es. From
Table M-II we find that th e operation code for this
is 32 and the abbreviation is FAD.
2
c. The a ddress of (1/2) gt (which we
want to add to v at) is a161 , which is now ent e r ed
under "DATA."
d. Enter a213 as the location of the
next instruction.
Instr . no. 14
a.

(progr a m car d no . 14)
Enter a21 3 as the l ocation of instruc-

tion no . 14 .
2
b . At this point (1 /2 ) gt +vat is in the
upper accumul ator. This must now be transferred
to a adress al79 in the punch-out block. Therefore,
ente r operation code 21 and its abb re viati on STU
(store the upper).
c. Enter the addres s in whi ch the above
is to be stored, i.e ., a1 79.
d . Ent e r a214 as the location of the
next instruction.

c.

The data address a161 is now

Instr. no. 15

d.

The lo catio n of the next instruction

tion no. 15 .

(progr a m card no. 15)

entered.
a.

Ent er a214 as the lo cation of instruc-

is a21a.

Instr. no. 11 (p rogram card no . 11)
a. Ent er a21a as the l ocation of
instruction no. 11 .
2
b. Th e quantity (1/2) gt is now stored
on the drum. Next , we want to compute vat but not
store it. We must first r eset the accumulator to
ze r o and th en add t to the upper accumulator . Th e
operation code for this is 6a and the abb r eviation
is RAU, whic h a re now entered.
c. The a ddress of t is al51, whic h is
now entered as the data address.
d.
is a211.

Th e lo cat ion of th e next instruction

b. We now want the machine to punch
out the values for s. t, and va on an output -d ata
ca rd. From T abl e M-II we find that th e operation
code for "write a card" is 71 and its abbreviation is
WRl, which a re now entered in their respective
columns.
c . Th e words th at we want punched out
are in three different addresses, namely, 0177,
a 17 8 , and al79 . A feature of the 65a allows all
three to be punched out on the same ca rd when any
address in the punch-out block is given. Therefore,
we enter 0177 under " DATA" to effect the punch - out
of S, t, and va. Th e punch unit of the 65a punches
the results in floating-point wor d form on a card
w hi ch comes out of the machine.
d. One loop of the pr ogram cycle has
now been completed.
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We now want the computer to process the second
input-data card in the same fashion. Therefore to
commence the second cycle we write 0200 as the
location of the next instruction . This seemingly
complicated procedure is performed in much less
than one second from the time the input card goes
into the machine to the time the output card is
punched.

processing of the data. However, this basic approach
should be mastered before considering the advanced
techniques.
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N. CHROMATOGRAPHY
Wil son J ohnson*

Chromatography is a very appropriate topi c
for high school study. It is readily de mon strated
with inexp ens i ve equipm en t, and the ph ys ical princi ples upon which it is ba se d are easy' to comprehend.
Also , the d e ve lopm ent of c hromatograph y is an
interesting story of progress in jump s , with lon g
periods of inac tiv ity in between. Today it is one of
the most us eful s e par ation techniques in i nd ustr y.
Ye t ten years ago gas ch romatography , the oain
topic o f inte rest at present, was unknown. No major
instrument maker would dare omit it from his reper toire; if he did, he would f ac e a certain business
failur e because so much money now go es i nt o this
type of equipment.
Chromatography was de ve loped between 1903
and 1904 by the Russian botanist Tsw ett. He was
attemptin g to separate such similar and complicated
chemical compounds as root and plant extracts. H e
kn ew that existing methods such as distill at ion were
not capable of doing this . Therefor e , he experiment ed until he discovered the te chnique rep resent ed
in Fig . N -l.
This turned out to b e a r ema rkable
solution to a v.ery difficult problem.

pet ether\
\ (extract

After a while he noticed a yellow c olor in the
effluent; a lso on t he column there appeared two distin c tl y sep arat e bands . The lowe r one was green
and the upper one yellow. He allowed the material
to dry , a nd th en pushed it up out of the surrounding
glass tube. Next, he s li ce d the material into dis cs,
each of a different color. When he washed each
dis c and analyzed the solution , he found that it was
composed of a singl e con stituent of the original
materi a l.
In this way Tswett achi eve d the separation of
plant p i gments , something that had ne ve r be fore
been don e. Because he used color ed materials and
obtained col ored bands, he named this techn ique
"chromato g raphy." This has turn ed out to be a misn om er, s in ce color is not invol v ed i n some of the

mor e r ecent types of ch romatography.
Th e surpri s in g t h in g is that chr o matograph y
w as not imm e diat e ly put to us e. Although it was
report ed i n the literature i n 1910, this no v el method
l ay idl e until 1931 when R. Kuhn e m ploye d it i n connection with his work on car ot enes. It is t rue that
Tswett' s a rticle was in Russian, but it had be en
reviewed in Ameri can journals soon after it was
published .
Th e technique originated by Tswett is now
called liquid - solid ch r oma to graphy . Since 19 31
se veral other typ es of ch romato g raphic separation
have arisen . Th e first of these, liquid - liquid
chroma t ography , was developed in 194 1 b y Martin,
an En glish man . This opened a whole new field of
investi gation. At firs t, one m ay find i t difficult to
ima g in e how a liquid can be held in a column wh ile
another liqui d is poured through it .
In stead of an acti v e solid such as inulin,
Martin used an in e rt , free - flowing, porous solid
called Cel ite, a diatom ac eous e a rth. He then impre gnated the pores of this powder with a liquid such
as water. The result was st ill a free-flowing solid.
O ve r this Martin then poured pet ether and proceeded
as i n the case of liquid-solid chromatography.

Fig .

N-1 . Tswett' s or i g i nal exper i ment - the
earliest chromat o graph i c separation .

He placed a powder ca ll ed inuli n into a col umn
that was c onstricted at the bottom so that i t c ould not
run out. Inulin i s a mate ria l very similar to s t a r ch,
both i n appearance and chem i cal compos it ion. Over
this he poured p e troleum eth er , a highl y v ol atile
liquid, and waited unt il some of it began dr ipping out
the bottom. Next, he put onto the co lumn a l ayer of
the extract w hi ch he w i shed to analyze. T h is had
pre v iously b een dis sol ved in pet ether . He then k ept
flowing more pe t ether over this layer .

bands of
different
colors
spot of material
to be analyzed

filter paper

water

* Guest lecturer

from Shell Development, Emery ville, Califo rni a .

Fig. N - 2 .

Paper ch r omatography .
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A few years later, in 1946, Martin developed
paper chromatography (see Fig. N -2) . A drop of the
solution to be analyzed is placed on a porous paper
(for example, a drop of ink on filter paper) . This
paper is next dipped into a vessel containing water .
As the water seeps upward by capillary attraction
distinct horizontal bands appear on the paper . These
colored bands are characteristic of the materials in
question.
In his 1941 paper Martin also suggested the
technique of gas -liquid chromatography. The procedure for preparing the column is the same as in
liquid-liquid chromatography . But instead of
pouring a liquid over the column, gas (such as helium)
is passed through it. The sample is injected into
this gas stream by means of a hypodermic syringe.
Martin did not try this method until 1952 , nor did anyone else. Thus, one of the best ideas of the century
was available for 11 years before anyone applied it ,
and then Martin himself had to do the work~
Gas- solid chromatography has also been
developed, but it has such a limited application that
we will not discuss it. In practice, when we use the
term "gas chromatography" we mean "gas-liquid
chromatography . "
The techniques mentioned so far are collectively called "elution chromatography . " There
is another type, named "displacement chromatography." This differs from elution chromatography
in that the solvents which are poured over the
column are much more active . In this technique a
particular component in the mixture moves do wn the
column only because it is pushed by the component
immediately following it. The last component, in
turn, is being pushed by an active mobile phase,
called the displacer . Since one component is
pushing another, adjacent components can ne v er be
completely separated . Therefore, displacement
chromatography is seldom used and we will not consider it further in this lecture .
By contrast, the principle of separation
utilized in elution chromatography is capable of
completely separating adjacent components. To
explain this principle we can make an analogy to a
conveyor belt. Suppose that this conveyor belt is
rotating at a constant speed and that there is a stationary platform alongside it. A person could either
stand on the conveyor belt or the platform. If he
were to spend all his time on the belt, he would
trav el at the same velocity as the belt. Likewise,
if he were to stay on the platform he would have zero
velocity . But by hopping back and forth between the
belt and platform he would travel at some inter mediate average speed, depending on the fraction of
time spent on the belt. For instance, if he spent
one-fourth of his time on the belt, his average
velocity would be one-fourth that of the belt.
This is exactly what is happening in a chro
matographic column . There is one phase that is
moving and one that is stationary. A molecule in
the mobile phase travels at the speed of that phase,
whatever that happens to be. But its average
depends on the fraction of the time spent in the
mobile phase. Thus, the material which spends the
greater portion of its time in the mobile phase will
be carried faster, and hence come out first in the
effluent.
This explanation accounts for the vacant
spaces between the bands: There is no molecule
present that spends the correct fraction of its time

in the mobile phase to be deposited in that particular
vacant region.
By noting where a given material is deposited,
we can calculate backwards to find W1at fraction of
the time it spent in a mobile phase. All materials,
if they are in dilute solution, hav e their own unique
value for any pair of materials, whether it is a
liquid in a solid, a liquid in a liquid, a gas in a
liquid, or a gas in a solid. We call this value which
characterizes a material its "partition coefficient."
Tables of partition coefficients have been
compiled for many materials. Suppose that we have
performed a separation. We would then consult
these tables to find what materials deposit at a
given point. Perhaps we find that five or six
different materials can . If so, we would repeat the
experiment using a different type of column. For
instance, if we first used pet ether and inulin, we
might next use water and pet ether. We would then
find that the unknown material deposited at a different point. Again consulting the tables, we would
find several materials that could do this . The
material in question would be the one that appeared
in both lists . Assume, however , that all but two
materials were eliminated. We would then have to
repeat the experiment until finally all the materials
except one have been eliminated .
Unfortunately, at present our tables are not
complete for all known materials . This is not surprising, since chromatography has only recently
attracted wide attention. Most of the data that are
now being collected pertain to gas chromatography,
since this is the most important area. In the case of
gas chromatography, the term "retention volume" is
sometimes used rather than partition coefficient.
The lack of tables is not a disadvantage providing one knows that the material in question is one
of several possibilities. Suppose that a biochemist
knows that the material he wants to identify is one of
five substances. He would run five tests, each with
a different one of the known materials, and note
where they came off on the column.
The one that
came off in the same place as the unknown sample
would be the same as the unknown sample .
There are a number of advantages to gas
chromatography . One of them is that samples can
be more easily placed on the column because the
flow rate is much faster. With the other methods,
all the excess liquid must be removed from the top
of the column before the sample can be placed on .
Before pet ether can be poured over it, the material
must once more be dry . This is a tedious process
and also an uncertain one. Sometimes air gets
trapped in the column and ruins the experiment. However, with gas chromatography it is a simple matter
to place the sample on the column. A hypodermic
syringe is used to squirt the sample into a rapid
stream of gas as it enters the column. Even though
some of the sample diffuses out, most of it hits the
top of the column practically instantaneously.
Other advantages of gas chromatography are
that the columns are easier to make, they work
better, and they last longer. Most important, gas
chromatography is much more sensitive in detecting
trace amounts of a material. Also, the degree of its
response does not depend on the type of material but
only on the amount . Thus, we can use gas chromatography to tell not only what material was initially
present but also in what quantity .
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Before describing the detection methods used
with gas chromatography, we will first explain the
technique used with liquid - liquid chromato-graphy,
since the two detection methods are somewhat similar
in principle. Suppose that the sample consists of
several fatty acids which we wish to separate. The
effluent is then run into a ves sel containing sodium
hydroxide . Since the pet ether (th e carrier) is ligl"ier
than any of the fatty acids, it floats on top of the
sodium hydroxide . But the acid settles to the bottom
where it neutralizes some of the s odium hydroxide.
An automatic titrator then senses this unbalance and
automatically replaces enough sodium hydroxide to
restore the balance . At the same time a recording
pen is mo ved, indicating the amount of sodium hydroxide that was replaced . In this way a graph is obtained . Whenever one of the fatty acids comes
through in the efflu e nt, the record er pen is displa ce d
on this graph {:Fig. N-3 ).

Only two types of detectors used in gas cnroma tography will be described in this lectur e: the
thermal-conductivity cell and the flame -ionization
chamber (see Figs. N-5 and N-6). The former
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amount of the material present in the original sample.
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A gas chromatogram.

The detection m e thod use d with gas chroma tography involves passing the gas effluent through a
detector. In a similar fashion a chromatogram is
obtained (Fi g. N -4) . The distance b e tween peaks
again c haracterizes the t ype of mat eri al. Howe ve r,
in this case the amount originally present is indicated by the a rea under the peak, not just its
hei ght as before.

is the most common l y used but the latter is the
most sensitive . Under the best conditions the
thermal-c onductivity cell can detect 0.00000005
gram of gas as it eme rg es from th e co l umn. But
with flame ionization one-fiftieth of this amount can
be de tected .
The thermal-conducti v ity detector consists of
a small chamber which i s connected t o the column.
A wire coil inside this chamber is heated by a cons tart
curr ent . But th e wire is con tinually co oled by the
helium carrier gas com in g from the c olumn. This is
because heat can transfer in the helium gas betw een
the hot wire and the wall of the detector , which is
cooler. Howe v er , when foreign molecules come
along in the helium they impede this cooling of the wire
and it be c omes hotter. As it becomes hotter, its
electrical resistance changes . This change in
re s istan ce is then measured by a Wheatstone bridge
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and is automatically recorded on a graph,
chromatogram.

giving a

With flame ionization, nitrogen is used as
the carrier gas . As it lea ve s the column it enters a
chamber in which hydrogen and oxygen are burning.
A high potential exists across the chamber, so that
a small current (perhaps a trillionth of an amp)
flows across the chamber in the flame. When a
sample component comes along in the nitrogen
stream it becomes ionized whim it strikes the flame.
This changes the electrical conductivity of the
flame. The resulting change in current is then
measured by an electrometer amplifier and automatically recorded, giving a chromatogram.
In closing, we should mention the one limitation of gas chromatography: there must be an
appreciable volatility of the sample in the gas phase.
To use our analogy, the material must spend some
of its time on the conveyor belt in order to come off
the column. There are multitudes of materials that
car:tnot be used in gas chromatography because they

will not mov e down the column. Roughly , one might
say that any substance that boils below 300° C can
be used with gas chromatography. In special cases
this limit might be 400° Cor slightly higher. Of
course, the material must not break down under the
heat necessary to encourage it to spend some of its
time in the mobile phase.
Thus, there is still a challenge, in liquidliquid chromatography especially, to find detectors
and sample injectors that will enable us to perform
separations that are now impossible .
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0. THE TRANS URANIUM ELEMENTS

Richard M. Diamond
It is appropriate that the subject of the trans u r anium elements be included in this lecture series,
because all ten of the ones that are presently known
were either discovered or co - discovered at this
L aboratory. However, our story starts not here in
Berkeley, but rather in Rome about 25 years ago.
Enrico Fermi and his distinguished collaborators
were irradiating many elementary materials with
neutrons, and by neutron capture, creating new radioactive isotopes. Fermi suggested that they should
bombard uranium 238, element 92, the heaviest
element then known. The neutrons mi ght be captured,
giving uranium 239 . This would be unstable and might
beta-decay into element 93. In this way, a new element might be obtained, one which does not exist in
nature.
When Fermi's group irradiated uranium 238
with neutrons t h ey indeed found several new activities
and ascribed one of them to element 93. A few years
later Fermi won the Nobel Prize mainly for this discovery. As later developments showed, this was a
case where the right man got the right prize for the
wrong reason. Elem e nt 93 had not yet been disco vered.
In the next four or five years th2 situation b e came very puzzling. In irradiating U 3 8, F ermi and
others found not just two or three new activities , but
dozens of them . They were led to asc ribe some of
these to elements such as radium and actinium. This
was very difficul t to believe, because no place else in
the periodic table had anyone found that when a nucleus captures a slow neutron it could then eject three
or four protons to lower its charge . Yet the uranium
nucl e us was a pparently lowering its charge from 92
to 89 or 88.
To identify these as radium and actinium
activities, they first dissolved the irradiated material; then th ey added a few milligrams of barium or
lanthanum as carrier materials and did a precipitation analysis . For example, they might precipitate
barium sulfate by adding a few milligrams of barium
and then some sulfate . Barium sulfate is insoluble,
as is radium sulfate. If some radium activity were
present it would carry on the barium sulfate. When
the precipitate was separated from the solution, it
was found that one of the activities had indeed carried
on the barium, and during additional tests the activity followed barium chemistry, which is very much
like radium chemistry.

Ho weve r , barium and radium

are not the same element. The y are in the same
family in the periodic table and their sulfates are
insoluble, but they do have differences. But, it was
not possible to separ a te th e radium from the barium
sulfate precipitate. In a simila r fashion, lanthanum
ca rries actinium. But, again, actinium could not be
separated from the lanthanum sulfate precipitate.
These results we re baffling.
In 19 39 H a hn and Stras smann cleared up this
m ystery. Ur anium does not just captu r e a neutron
and give off a gamma ray, as was previously thought.
Rather, the uranium nucleus splits into two fragments,
each of which is an element belonging somewhere in
the middle of the periodic table. In other words,

these activities that were t aken to be r adium and
actinium because they followed barium a nd lanth anum
chemistry were in fact barium and l ant hanum~ Ob viously, an element cannot be separ ated from itself .
The fission hypothesis also solved the difficulty as to
why th ere was such a multiplicity of ac tivities, because very many elements are made in fission. However, this hypothesis l eft open th e question as to
whether uranium will capture a neutron and go to ele m ent 9 3. That is, the original Fermi suggestion had
not yet be en proved or disproved.
In the following year, 1940, E . M. McMill an
and P . H . Ableson at this Laborato ry were studying
the fission process. They were looking at uranium
samples that had been bombarded with neutrons and
observed that most of the fission-fragment pairs
came off the target in opposite directi ons as they
repelled each other coulombically. However, one of
the numerous activities did not recoil away from the
target, but instead stayed on the target plate. This
made them suspect that they had seen the following
reaction, in which there is little re coil of the resulting product:
92U

238

(n, y ) 92u

239 ~
239
23 min 93
·

239
Th ey found that this activity (93
) had a half
life of 2.3 days . They then did some c hemistr y to
sho w that this activity was not uranium or any of the
neighboring elements such as radium or ac tinium .
In fact, it was not any known element . Therefor e ,
they asc ribed this ac tivity to el e ment 93. They n amed
this new e lement neptunium after the pl ane t Neptune,
because it is outside of Uranus in the solar system.
239
McMill an and Ableson knew that Np
should
be a bet a -minus emitter and should de cay into the
next higher element, element 94, as given by

~

2.3 day

94239_

But they were not ab le to find any activity that could
b e ascribed to element 94. The reason for this
became cl2~r late r when element 94 was found. Th e
isotope 94 9 has a very long half life - 23, 000 years.
With the ve ry small amount that th ey made they were
not able to observe the few counts that were obtained.
However, element 94 was discovered later in
the same year (1940) by means of charged -par ticle
irradiation rather than neutron capture. Seaborg,
M c Mill an, Wahl, and Kennedy used the 60-inch cyclo tr on t o produce high-energy deuter ons, which were
then shot at u 238 . Th e deuteron was captured by the
uranium nucleus, and in the process two neutrons
we r e given off, yielding neptunium 238. This in turn
beta-decayed into element 94 , as given by
U238(d 2 n)N 238
'
P

~94 238
2.0 days

El ement 94, with mass numbe r 238, has a half lifz
39
of 90 years, and so was easier to observe than 94
.
Eleme nt 94 was given the name plutonium because
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analysis for all th e elements in the periodic tabl e.
This consisted mainly of precipitations of various
carriers, such as insoluble sulfides and hydroxides,
AgGl, LaF3, etc., and observing whether the activity
carried. If it did not carry on silver chl oride, for
example, the activity could not be lead, silver, or
mercurous mercury.
In this way t h ey gradually
eliminated all the elements in the periodic table.
Since the unknown activity was no element in the
periodic table, including element 9 3 and uranium,
they were fairly certain that it was element 96.
The compl ete identification of this e l ement was
made in a very simple way, one that is quite often
used. This particular isotope of element 96 was an
alpha-emitter. In emitting an alpha partic l e , element
96 decays into plutonium 238:
I

Pluto is the next planet beyond Neptune.
Since 1940, almost a dozen different isotopes
of neptunium and anothe r dozen of plutonium have
239
been discovered . T he one that is best known is P u
which is now made by the neutron-capture method in
large amounts; it is the fissionable material of t h e
atomic bomb . When fission was discovered in 1939
no one foresaw its tremendous importance. What
started out as a purely academic investigation proved
to have rather startling consequences.
Several problems made it difficult to discover
elements heavier than plutonium. Of these, the most
important was that in order to obtain elements 9 5 and
96 by the methods already described, one must have
weighable amounts of neptunium or plutonium as a
target material to be bombarded by neutrons or deuterons . However, neptunium and plutonium do not
exist naturall y, but must b e made . By contrast,
uranium is fair l y abundant, so that this problem did
not exist in making elements 93 and 94. T o make
sufficient plutonium or neptunium in a cyclotron is a
time - consuming task . However, during the war the
first nuclear reactors were built to produce plutonium
for the bomb .

9

239(

a., n

a.
'
94 238
160 days
~·

Since the plutonium-238 activity was already known,
the parent nucleus obviously hiid to be plutonium 238
plus one alpha particle, or 96t 42 . This new element
was named curium in honor of the Curies .
It was recognized that the transuranium elements
were behaving like a new rare earth series. Previously, it was believed that elements 90, 91, 92, and
93 should be similar to elements 72, 73, 74, and 75.
However, as early as 1940 McMillan and Ab l eson
pointed out that neptunium did not behave like it be longed in the family with manganese and rhenium .
Rather, neptunium behaved like uranium. T h ey sug gested that a new rare earth series might exist in
which the elements were more similar to each other
horizontally than vertically. By the time that element
96 was made, t h is fact became evident. F igure 0 -1
shows how this new rare earth series fits into the
periodic tabl e, beginning with element 90 and extending to element 1 03, which has not yet been discovered.
We call this new series the actinides, since they fol low actinium, element 89 . Likewise, the light rare
earths, elements 58 to 71, are called lanthanides
because they follow lanthanum, element 57 .

By 1944, about l 0 milligrams of plutonium
became availabl e to i nvestigato rs so that they could
begin looking for further elements. This time alpha
particles were used instead of deuterons to bombard
the targ e t material. D euterons have only one proton,
so that they can raise the charge on the targetnucleus
b y only one. But if alpha particles (which can be
accelerated just as easily in the 60 - inch cyclotron )
are used, the c h arge can be raised by two. P l utonium
239 was therefore irradiated with alpha particles to
give the following reaction:
94 P u

6242

) 96242

Element 96 was identifi e d by Seaborg, James,
and Ghiorso by means of a microsc a le qualitative
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50

Ru

Ag

48

Tc

47

101.1

102 .91

106.4

107 .880

112.41

76

77

78

79

80

La

88

89-103

H£

Ta

w

75

Re

Os

Ir

Pt

Au

Hg

Tl

Pb

Bi

192 .2

195.09

197.0

200.61

204.39

207.21

208.99

137.36 Se ri es 178.50

180.95

183.86

186.22

190.2

(104)

(105)

(1 06 )

(107)

(108)

A c tinide
S eries

Xe

As

Ba

Lanthani de
S eries

Te

Ge

74

Ac

Sb

Ga

95 .95

Ra

Sn

Zn

73

226.03 S eries

83 .80

53
I

Cu

92 .91

Fr

79.916

52

Ni

72

87

78 .96

51

Co

91.22

39.944

74 .91

Fe

88 .92

32 .066· 35.457

18

A
36

Mn

57- 71

17

Cl

Kr

Cr

56

19.00

Br

27

87 .63

10

Ne
20.183

Se

v

26

55
Ce

30

s

9

F

35

25

23

85.48

132 .91

29

24

22

28

6

c

34

Po

At

54

86

Rn
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After element 96 was discovered, Seaberg,
J a mes, and M o rg an found element 95. Th e ir m ethod
was to irradiate plutonium wi th neutrons. Most of
the plutonium ne.~cl ei fissioned, but some captured a
neutron, producing plutonium 240. Plutonium 240
captured a n ot her neutron, giving plutonium 2 4 1 ;
plutonium 24 1 is a beta-minus e mitte r and goes to
element 95, with m ass number 241. Th ese reactions
ar e as follows:
Pu239

+ n _,. Pu240 +'I

Pu240 + n _,. Pu241 +'I
94 P u

241

!3-

~ 95

A

241
m

Because it was re alize d that element 95 was a m e mber of the new rar e ea rth s e ri es , it was named
a mer i cium in analogy to element 63, europium, whi c h
is right above it in the periodic table.
Th ere en sued a period of b attlin g with difficulties.
One diffi c ulty has b ee n mentioned already, th at of
h aving enough target material. To go on to m ak e e lements 97 and 98 b y the m e thods so far d esc rib ed, one
would need we ighable a mounts of elements 95 a nd 96
a s target materials. To obt ain these tar ge ts, ur anium
could b e placed in a pil e and irradiated to produ ce
plutonium 239. Th e plutonium 239 could then be re moved and se parat e d, the pure Pu 239 being put back
into the pil e. Thi s would und e r go t wo successive
neutron captures to form Pu241 which would beta d ec ay to Am241. It might t a k e several years to get
just a few milligr a ms or micrograms o f americium
t o us e as a target .
In additi on to the difficulty of obtaining the tar get material, there is the problem of separating it
from th e many grams of pluton ium th a t were put in
the reactor. Thes e mat e ri a ls, being hi ghly radioactive, are very dangerous to h an dl e . Therefore,
new equipment and te c hniques for h andling radi o active materials had to be d eve lop ed which would
allow very co mpli cat e d chemistry to be done without
a hum an every touching th e materials. The materials
must be placed in a large lead- enclosed cave wher e
they can be handled by remot e cont rol. Sp ecial pre cautions had to be t ake n to p revent th e a lpha p a rticle s
that are emitte d from being inges ted .
Another handicap to purifying the target material is th at it is a m ember of the sam e chemical family
as plutonium, from whi c h it mu st b e s eparated. M ore over, the target material , S:f:P as ame ri c ium, may
constitute only one part in 10
of the total material.
Th is means that the separati on techniques must be
extremely good . Prior to t he time of the M anhattan
Proje c t th e light rare earths, or lanthanides, h ad
never b een well separated. Chemis ts had spent whol e
lifetimes trying to get pure samples by means of
fractional crystalli zation and prec ipitation. F ortun a tel y , th e ion-exchange resin separations were devel oped about this tim e (s ee S ecti on N "Chromatography"),
to solve this very formidab l e problem . With this
method, the lanth ani d es and actini des can be separa ted quit e well in a matter of hours, even when one
material is pr e sent only in trace amounts. P rofesso r
Cunn ingham of this L abo r atory was the first to use
this method for s eparating t h e tr ansu ranium ele m ents.
Today th e ion - exchange column is one of the two tech niques (and pe rh a ps the best ) used for this purpos e.
Still ano th e r prob lem conn ec ted with heavy e l ement discovery is th at of knowing something about
the c h aracteristics of t h e nucleus with which one is

dealing. All of thes e nuclei a r e , of course, radio active , but it would be helpfu l to know something
about the nat u r e of their d ecay. All the elements
h eav i er th an lead are a lph a-active , but some of them
d ecay predominantly by beta d ecay , b y electron cap ture, o r by spontaneous fission . It would h e lp very
much in designing the experiment to find th em if one
knew wh a t t o expec t . It would be helpful to know the
app roxima t e energy of the d ec ay, particularly when
using an a lpha counter. It would also h e lp to know
wh at h alf life t o expec t. F ortun atel y , about this ti me
t here began to develop a h eavy - e leme nt sy st e m atic s
b ased on the following sort of reasoning: All of the
e l e ments above l ead a r e u ns t abl e t oward alpha decay.
It is r e l ative ly easy to cal cul ate empirically what
the alpha-decay energy sh ould be. F or instance,
a given element Z of mass number A wi ll a l phadecay as fo ll ows:
ZA ~ (Z-2 )A- 4

~ (Z - 4)A-B_,.etc.

This may not be the predominant dec ay mode, be cause at some point it must beta - decay, but nevertheless, one can estimate the ene rg y of these alpha
decays. S ince th e mass of a n a lpha p a rticle is
known, one can then calculate th e m ass of th e sue cee din g nucleus. This can be done for eac h succeeding nucleus formed in the chain.
Ther e can be only four such po ssib l e famil i e s
of a lph a -d ecay chains. This is be caus e an alpha
par ticl e has a mass of f o'::'f. Th'2t is , the starting
material can be zA , z A- , zA - , o r zA- 3 . At
zA -4 one is back in the zA c hain again. Thu s, one
can calculate empirically th e m a ss es of a ll the i so topes above le ad in terms of four known nuclei.
Th ese four c hain s can be joined together by any three
well-m easured beta-decay or neutron - capture proce sses whic h go from on e c h a in to ano th er. In this
way , one can cal cula t e a ll the is otopes in t er m s of
a particular nucleus . Thi s i s precisely wh a t wa s
done. L ong before the h eavier e l ements we r e discove red their m asses were approxi m ated in this
manner. O nce t h e m asses of a ll the e l ements a r e
known, one can make a bi g t wo -dimensional grid of
all the elements . From this chart one can l ook at
pairs of isotopes whic h have t h e same mass numbe r
but differ in c h arge by one unit. Th e difference in
mass is th e beta-decay energy. B y knowing the
beta energy, one can then estimate the half life ,
i.e., the time it takes for the isotope to decay by
beta emission. Also, by knowin g the alpha energy
one can estimate the alpha -d ecay half life. Th e two
h a lf lives can be comp a red to see if the isotope will
decay predominan tly by beta e mission or a lph a decay.
As a gen e r a l rule, the more energy that is available
fo r a particular type of decay, the faster the decay
occurs. Consider an e l ement th a t can decay by eith e r
a l p h a o r beta emission . If it has a high energy for
beta de cay, th en its partial half l ife for beta d ecay
is very small, say, one second. But if its partial
h a lf lif e for alpha decay were a year, which type of
d ecay would one mainly s ee? The a ns wer, of course ,
is the 1- sec beta decay. Th e total h alf life of a particular sample is the rate at whic h it dis app ears.
Alpha and beta d ecay may be go ing on at the same
time, but beta decay might be 10, 000, 000 times
faster than the ~~19ha decay , or vice versa. Consider,
for example , U
a nd neptunium 239 . Although
they h ave the same mass number, t h ey do not h ave
identical masses. It would be quite a coinci den ce if
their actual masses were identical. They differ in
cha rge by one unit . The heavie r on e is going to
beta - decay to the oth er . If neptu nium 239 were the
he avier, it would elect ron- captu re (which i~ a tl:f<ge
of positive beta d ecay ) to u 23 9. However, If U
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were the heavier, it would betf.3-g;'inus -decay to
neptunium 239. Of course, U
is actually heavier
so that it beta-minus-decays to neptunium 239, and
this proce~~~s much more lik ely than the a lph a
decay of U
. The partial alpha half life is longer
than the partial beta-decay h alf life.
In the four or five yea r s prior to 1949, com plete charts were made of the heavy elements and
estimates were made of their half l ives, the type of
decay, and the energy of the decay. B y the end of
1949 Ghiorso, Th ompson, and Seaborg were ready
to look for e l ements 97 and 98. Th e first reaction
looked for in 1949 was
A 241
95 m

H 4

+ 2 e

- 97

243

+ 2n .

An extremely small amount of americium was bom barded with alpha particles. The new activity that
was found was named berkelium as an anology to
element 65, terbium, which is just above berkelium
in the periodic table. T erbium was named after
Ytterby, a town in Sweden where r are earths were
first found.
Th e next reaction looked for by the same group
(plu s D r. K. Street) was
96Cm242

+

2He4- 98245

+ n.

245
It was predicted that 98
would be an alpha
emitter, that its half life would be between 30 minutes and 2 hours, and that the energy of the alpha
worJg be between 7.0 .and 7.3 Mev. As it turned out,
98
is a 45-min alpha emitter with an energy of
7 . 1 Mev. Also, it was predicted that element 98
woul d come off at a certain place in the ion-exchange
elution, and it did~ In fact, the first two drops that
were looked at were a new activity with the expected
properties. El ement 98 was named californium . It
was not named by analogy. If it had been, it could
have been called euprosium, after dysprosium
(el ement 66), which is above element 98 in the periodic table. Dysprosium means "hard to find." By
contrast, element 98 was a cinch after the experi ment on element 97, since so much about it could
be predicted. The first time it was looked for, it
was found . Therefore, a logical name might be
euprosium, meaning "easy to/ ind . "
By the time e lement 98 was discovered it was
becoming quite obvious that to make any more new
elements by the same procedures would be increasingly difficult. Th e target material could be obtained
only after several years of waiting while the material was being irradiated in a pile . Then a very care ful separation would have to be made. Th e refore,
it was decided to start with a more readil y available
target material and use a projectile with a higher
Z, so that a bigger jump could be taken at one time.
For example, e l ement 98 could be made by bom barding uranium with carbon ions, which have a
charge of six rather than two, as in the case of
a l pha particles. In fact, several new isotopes of
element 98 were subsequentl y made in this way,
using carbon ions from the 60 -in ch cyclotron . H ow ever, it is fairly difficult to accelerate carbon and
get the conditions just right in the 60 -in ch cyclotron.
Therefore, a new machine was built , a heavy-ion
linear accelerator, whose purpose would be to pro duce heavy ions. This machine, which was completed in 1957, can accelerate ions as heavy as
argon, element 18.

But this is getting a h ead of our story. In the
meantime, investigators used the old method, a lthough it was time-consuming and difficult. Th ey
put plutonium in the Arco pile and l eft it there for
several years. Gradually the plutonium captured
neutrons and went to a very heavy plutonium, which
then beta-decayed to the next element (95 ) . This in
turn continued to capture neutrons till it got to a
very heavy isotope of americium, which finally
beta-decayed forming element 96 . This then cap tured neutrons until a beta-unstable isotope was
produced which decayed to an isotope of element 97.
This captur ed neutrons until it formed a betaunstable isotope of 97 which decayed to element 98,
and so forth until small amounts of some isotopes
of elements 99 and 100 were produced. Figure 0-2
shows this process, which took several years.
Fm2'!l4
N

100

a:: 99
:ll9a

~ 97

z

(.) 96
i0 95

!« 94

240

242

244

246

248

250

252

254

MASS NUMBER A

Fig. 0-2.

Production of heavy elements in a pile .

It does not appear that this process can be
carried much further in a pile. An equilibrium is
established between the production and decay of the
nuclei, since their half lives become so short in this
region. However, if the neutron flux could be greatly inc reased, heavier elements might be created.
For example, if it takes 14 neutrons to get up to a
certain heavy - element isotope, then the probability
of making the element is proportional to the neutron
flux to the 14th power. Thus, if the neutron flux is
doubled, the chance of m'l~ing the heavy e l ement i s
improved by a factor of 2 .

Now, where is the biggest neutron flux that one
can think of ? In a thermonuclear expl osion, of
course. Thus, elements 99 and 100 we r e discovered
by accident in the big Mike explosion in 1952 in the
Pacific. Drone planes flying through the clouds of
the expl osion gathered ;;amples of the radioactive
dust. These samples were brought back to the
United States for chemical anal ysis. This was done
at the Argonne National L aboratory, the Los Alamos
Scientific L aboratory, and here at the Radiation
L aborator,y . Some very heavy plutonium isotopes,
heavier than had ever been seen before, were found.
Plutonium 244 was found, for example . In a bomb
explosion a terrific neutron flux occurs for a very
short period so that the neutrons all get captured
before any beta decays can occur. Thus, one finds
a distribution of heavy uranium isotopes ranging
from normal uranium 238 to uranium isotopes in
the 250's; these are very unstable and beta-decay
quite rapidly. When they do beta-decay, they go to
the heavy plutoniums that have never been seen
before. From cal culations, chemists suspected
that some new heavy elements might also have been
created . Th erefore, hundred-pound amounts of
debris were collected and analyzed . In this way
elements 99 and 100 were discovered before they
we r e created in laboratory experiments, but declassification procedures did not allow this fact to
be published . El ement 99 was named einsteinium in
honor of Albert Einstein, and element 100 was
named fermium in honor of E nrico Fermi.
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By 1955 a very small amount (only a billion
atoms) of element 99 became available as a target.
It was made by long irradiation in the Arco pile.
Such a tiny amount is not visible nor is it weighable .
It was an extremely valuable sample, having a 20day half life. To avoid wasting any, the einsteinium
was plated as a very thin layer onto a thin gold foil.
This was exposed to a very intense alpha-particle
beam from the 60-inch cyclotron (Fig . 0-3). After
going through the gold foil, the alphas then hit the
atoms -th ick layer of einsteinium 253. In the process,
the einsteinium picked up an alpha and went to element 101. Th e nuclei of element 101 that were
formed then recoiled out of the target, owing to the
momentum of the incoming alpha. These nuclei of
element 101 were then collected on a second gold
foil placed behind the target. After a fe w minutes
of bombardment, this collector foil was taken out of
the assemb ly and dissolved in aqua regia. The gold
was solvent-extracted away and the remainder
cleaned up completely on an ion-exchange column.
An ion-exchange elution was then made in which it
was possible to predict the position of element 101.
From the dissolved foils of eight bombardments a
total of 17 atoms of element 101 were found. This
new element was named mendelevium in honor of
Mendeleef, the father of the periodic table.

very thin layer of E 253

rx-particle beam
---~

gold
foil

recoiling atom
of element 101

gold catcher
foil

Last year {1958) Ghiorso, Sikkeland, Walton,
and Seaborg of this Laboratory announced the di scovery of 102. They made the isotope 102254 by
bombarding curium 246 with carbon-12 ions from
the heavy-ion linear accelerator. They identified
it in a variety of ways, in particular, by c hemi cal
identification of the daughter. Element 102 alphadecays to element 100, fermium 250. By chemically
identifying the daughter and showing that it was, in
fa ct , the alpha d a ughter of the unknown activity,
they definetel y proved the existence of 102 . Its half
life is 3 seconds, so that one cannot do too much
chemistry with 102 itself.
This brings us to the end of our story and to the
last difficulty, namely, th'!-t the half lives are
becoming very short as we go t o heavier elements.
The reason for this is the coulombic repulsion of the
protons in the nucleus. So many protons piled into a
very small space repel each other very strongly, and
the nucleus tends to blow apart. The two methods
of disintegration available to the nucleus are (a) the
emission of an alpha particle, and (b) a spontaneous
fission. The time scale for spontaneous fission becomes increasingly short as more charges are added
to the nucleus. For example, the partial half life of
thorium (element 90) for spontaneous fission i s of
the order of a billion-billion years. For fermium
(element 1 00) it is on the order of one year. For
elements 101 and above, it becomes seconds and
then microseconds. This means that one can create
a heavier element, but it blows apart as fast as it is
made. Thu s, the chase is ending . A few more ele ments will be made and their properties will be
interesting. For instanc e, element 10 3 will be the
last of the heavy rare earths; it will correspond to
element 71 in the rare earths. El ement 104 will not
be a rare earth, but instead will be the homolog of
the plus-four family. That is, 104 will li e under
hafnium (element 7 2 ), as indicated in Fig . 0-1. Element 105 will be like tantalum (73). 106 like tungsten
(74). 107 like rhenium (75), 108 like osmium (76), etc .
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Fig. 0-3. Target arrangement for
producing element 101.

The final c hapter of our story started in 1957
when a group of workers at the Nobel Institute in
Sweden, working with coll eagues from th e Atomic
Energy Research Est ablis hment of England and th e
Argonne National Laboratory of th e United States,
reported element 102. The y bombarded a curium
target with carbon 13, the rarer form of carbon.
They reported that element 102 has a half life of
10 minutes, and they identified it by an alpha decay
of 8-1/2 Mev. The y did this experiment several
times, but only once were they able chemically to
identify the activity as a new element. This experiment has been repeated many times at this L aboratory, but without being able to find this particular
activit y. The Swedish workers have also been unable to reproduce their results.
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HEALTH PHYSICS

Wade H. Patterson
The first radiation injury, which was lat er
identifi ed as an x-ray burn, occurred a few months
bef ore the discovery of x -ra ys was announced by
Becquere1 in 1895. However, not until 1928 were
procedures es tablished for insuring adequate pro tection. Prior to that, most of the regulations
were concerned with the number of hours a person
could work per day or per week, but not w ith the
actual expo3ure he could safely receive or with the
shielding necessary t o protect him .
In 1928 the International Commission of
Radiation Prot ec ti on was formed, growing out of
th e International Congress of Radiologists . A year
later the National Commission on Radiation Protection was created . From these commissions came
rules concerning safe le vels of radiations exposure,
as well as protective procedures to be followed.
During World War II when the Manhattan
District first began producing large quantiti es of
radi oac tive materials with the chain-reacting pile,
it became necessary to have an organized group
within th e project responsible for radiation control.
Originall y, the re we re a health divisi on, a h ea lth
instrument section, a health biology section, and a
health physics section . Eventua lly these coa lesced
into one group called h ea lth physics.
Today health physics is the term most often
used to des c rib e personnel at Atomic Energy Commission laborat ories engaged in radiation safety.
The Public Health S ervi ce generally has the responsiblity for prote c ting the public at larg e from the
harmful effects of radiation . At this ·L aboratory
there is a unique division of responsibility between
the h ea lth physics section and the health chemistry
s ec tion. The former is responsible for the personnel monitoring program and for controlling
accelerator-produced radiation. The health c hemistr y group is responsible for the control of radiation from radioactive sources, for decontamination,
for w ast e dispos a l, and for radioisotope control.
This division of responsibility exists at no other
laboratory .
Units of Radiation Measurement
Certain units of radiation measurement must
be defined in order to discuss radiation exposure
quantitativ e ly . The units most commonly used are:
10

a. The curie, which is d e fined as 3 . 7Xlo
disinte g rations per second (d/sec }. Originally this
definition was differ e nt, being the disintegration
rate of l gram of radium in equilibrium with its
decay products. This was an unsatisfactory definition owing to certain small corrections that had to
b e applied .
b . The ro e ntg e n, which is defined as one
e lectrostatic unit of charge (+or -} in l cm 3 of air
at standard conditions of tem pe rature and pressure.
The roentgen has also undergone a modification since
its first definition, whi ch originally was in t e rms
of x- ray radiation only. The p res ent definition is
also applicab le to other types of radiation.

c. If one is concerned with the e ffect of
radiation on tissue, an appropriate unit is the
roentgen equivalent physical (rep}, sinc e the
roentg en is a measure of charge in air, not tissue .
The rep is defined as a dose of 90 ergs of radiation
absorbed or lib e rat e d per gram of tissue. The
figure 90 ergs/g is in dispute, since it is b ased on
a calculation inv o lving the energy required to pro duce an ion pair in air, this va lue b eing uncertain.
d. Consequently, another unit, the rad, has
been defined as the amount of radiation thatresults
in the absorption in tissue of 100 ergs/g. The rad
is now used almost exclusively in place of th e rep.
Neither the rep nor the rad indicates that for a given
energy some r a diations are more e ffe c tiv e than
others in producing the same biological effect.
e. The refore, it is necessary to introduce a
a nother unit c alled the RBE, or rel a tive biologi ca l
effectivene§.§.. The RBE is the ratio of a y - ray
(or x-ray} dose to the dose required to cause the
same biological e ffect b y the radiation in question.
Both doses are measured in eithe r rep or rad.
F o r example, consider a case where a certain
weight loss is produced i'n a mouse, first by x -r ay s
and n ext by neutrons . With both exposur es me asur e d in rad (or rep}, the ratio of dos es would turn
out to be about 2 to l , giving the relative biological
effectiveness of neutrons as RBE = 2. In genera l ,
the va lues of RBE lie betwe e n 2 and 10 for va ri ous
radiations, depending on the particular organism
being studi ed and on the length of exposure.

f. Another unit, th e roentgen e qui v al ent man
(rem}, is that quantity of radiation w hich, when
absorbed by man, produces an effect e qui va l ent to
the absorption of l roentg e n of x or 'I radiation .
The rem is found by multiplying the rep by the RBE .
There is considerab le argum ent as to w h e the r one
can really ·d e termine what the rem is, i. e. , what
the true biological e ff ec t of a dose is, since the va lue
of the r ep itself is unc e rtain.
g. Flux is d e fined as the number of particles
incident onanarea of one square centimeter each
second .
Typ e s of Radiation
The biologi ca ll y important radiation from
radioisotopes consists of a., [3, and 'I rays,
while that from hi g h- e nergy accelerators is la r ge l y
neutrons. Figure P-1 shows how the first thre e
of thes e radiations are influenced in a magnetic
field. Gamma rays have a long range and are undeflec ted ; [3 particles ha ve a shorter ran ge and
are deflected only t o a certain degr ee; a pa rti c les
have a very short range, are d e fl ected to the
greatest degre e, and are deflected in the opposite
direction to [3 particles (indicating that a. and [3
pa rti c les have opposite charges).
The range of alpha pa rticles from a natur a l
source is so short that they cannot p e netr a t e one's
skin . They are stopped b y a piece of paper or by
a f ew centimeters of air. How ever, if alphas are
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receive d ove r the whole body. The permissible
exposures t o the gene ral population are l / 10 of
these values. The amount of radiation, as measured in rep, to p r oduce a 0.1-rem exposure depends
upon the t ype of rad iation. Table P-II li sts the
equiva l ent exposures in rep and r em for va riou s
radiati ons .
Table P-II
Amount of a given type of radiation to produce a 0. 1 -rem exposure

a.

Radiation

cep

X- and gamma ra ys

0.1

0.1

Beta a

0.1

0. I

Protons

0.0 I

10

0. 1

Alphas

0.005

lO

0.1

0.01

10

0.1

Fast neutrons

a

Thermal neutrons

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzza

RBE

a

0.03

0.1

ezzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zz,
aThe maximum permissible flux of neutrons varies with neutron energy.

Fig . P-l.

Behavior of a., 13, and 'I radiations
in a strong magnetic field, the field
being directed int o the page .

ingested they are quite damaging, owing to their
intense ionization. Beta particles from natural
sources have a range of about 1 meter in air, or
1- 2 e m in aluminum . Th ey can penetrate a f ew
mi llimeters of tis sue, producing burns. Gamma
rays, x -r ays, and neutrons, on the other hand, can
penetrate quite far into tissue, causing serious
consequences.

The permissible occupationa l exposure l eve ls
are genera l ly set so that about ten times that amount
of radiation is required to produce an observab le
effect. This exp lains why, as detecting schemes
have be come more sensitive, the permissible le vels
have be en revised downward. In 19 28 th e safe
occupationa l exposure was set at 72 roentgens per
year; in 1 940 this was r ev is ed to 30 r/yr, and in
1945 t o 15 r /yr . It is now set a 5 rem /yr.
Table P-I ll
Effect vs dose for f u ll-body radiati on r eceived in a few days

R adiation Le ve ls
Tabl e P - I gives the levels of radiation to
which peopl e in this count ry are normg.lly expose d .
The wide variation in the radium (Ra 2 b6) exposure
is due t o the fact that the concentration of radium is
not uniform throughout the country. Also the cosmic
ray exposure depends on the a lt itude at which one
li ves.
At an altitude of 10,000 feet the dose is
four tim es that at sea l eve l.

I rem

No d e t ectab le chang e

10 rem

Blo od changes are de tec table

100 rem

Some injury - no disabliity

lOO rem

Inj ury and some d isa bility

300 r e m

In j ury a nd disability

400 rem

50% deaths in 30 day s a

600 rem

100% deaths i n 30 daysa

10,000 r em

50o/o deaths in four days a

100,000 r em

Q uick death a

Tab le P-1
Rado;Uioo Levell to wh 1c:h peop le a re no r mally exposed (whole body)
Int ., rna!

E ... terna l

•"

Natural aou r c.es

c 14

cosmtc ra ys

15 (In Ie v eli - 60 (SOOO ft )

radiO<lCILYII f

)!i-70

5-lSO

..,

a The dea ths at 30 da ys a r e d ue to intestinal damage, the deaths at 4 days
are du e to hlond - cell damage.

The quick deaths are du e to nerve damage.

(millirem/yr)

(m i llirem /yr l

]Un'>IOOUI

medical and

100

Tabl e P-Ill shows the biological effect of a
given full-body exposure r eceived in a few days.
It is evident that a 0.1-rem expos ure in one week
is we ll below the level required t o produce a n y
obse r vab le effec t. The biological experience on
which this evaluation of radi a ti on damage is based
comes from four sources :

fall out
TV IC f' ee n

In regard to man - made radioactivity, we see
from Table I that the exposure caused by medical
or dental x -r ay ma ch ines is the largest. That due
t o weapons t e sting may reach 6 or 7 millirem per
year, becaus e faHout is occurring somewhat fast er
than originally expected.
Maximum P e rmissible Exposure
The permissible weekly occupationa l exposure,
as set by the Atomi c Energy Commission for its
workers, is 0.1 rem. The yearly exposure must
not exceed 5 rem. These are values for radiation

a. There is a large body of human experience
with x - ray and gamma - ray treatments . There have
been numerous cases of radiation injuries, especially
in the earlier days. The earlier data are often
difficult to eva luate because the dose given was
usually not measured. In recent years much careful work has been d one with x-rays and gamma-rays
under conditions where the dose is known. It would
seem that in view of the large number of x-ray films
exposed for diagnostic purposes and with a large
amount of therapeutic data a vai lable that the effect
of x - and-y-rays on humans would be well known .
This is partially true for fairly large doses where
immediate damage or injury r e sult. How ev er,
be cause of othe r factors in the environment which
affect human health, it is not easy to evaluate longterm effects caused by small chronic doses.
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b. There are good data available on a particular specialized type of occupation involving
radiation exposu r e: that of painters of radium
watch and clock di a ls . D u ri ng the first World War
when luminous dials were first introduced, many
of the individuals who painted these dials got radium
paint into their mouths. Thi s radium lodg ed in
their bones, and (in some cases ) bone cancers
eventually developed . It was possible after autopsy
to determine the amount of radium pre sent and to
relate this to the amount of damage . This infermation applies especially to radioactive materials
whose chemist r y causes them to be deposited in
th e bones, and it app li es principally to alpha-particle
emitte rs. Although many died of b one tumors, it
is int e resting to note that there were no cases of
leukemia among the radium-dial paint ers, s ince
leukemia is usually thought of as a radiation -induced
disease of the bl ood -forming tissue in the bone
marrow. At present, because of thi s unfortunate
experience with radium, adequate precautions are
taken, and injuries of this t ype are quite rar e.
The miners in Schneeberg and J oachimstha l
in C entral Europe w ho mine uranium ore in t unne ls
provide another example of occupational radiation
exposure. They are known to have suffered lung
damage owing to breathing too high a concentration
of radon gas, which is emitted by the radioactive
ores. The data obtained from these mining oper ations are again quite specialized, since it is ve ry
unusual for a situation to arise where a person can
breathe a high concentration of a radioactive gas .
c . There is a fair body of information that
comes from Hiroshima and Nagasaki . Fifte e n to
twenty percent of the injuries suffere d in the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings were caused b y
gamma rays or neutr ons. In spite of the large numb er of peop le involved, there is a relatively small
number for whom the dose is known with sufficient
accuracy to make it possible to eva luat e the effec ts
of a large dose delivered in a short time. The data
from Hiroshima and Nagasaki , meager though t hey
may be, appea r to agree with data from other sources.
It is very difficult to separate blast damage and
radiation damage in the Japanese cases, and it is
also difficult to obtain a satisfactory cont rol population for comparison purposes.
d. In addition to the above sources of human
information, there is a larg e body of experience
that has been gained with animals. The most useful animals have been the mouse, rat, and dog,
although work has bee·n done with some of the larg er
domestic a nimals . The principal limitation of this
work is that it applies to higher dose rates than
those for which we wish to have data . Even though
anima ls have a much shorter life span, it is still
ve r y laborious to conduct an experiment with low
dose rates a nd sufficient precision to give any useful data.
·

where I
is the radiation intensit y measured at a
0
distance do , and I is the intensity at a distance
d, assuming that there is no absorption or scattering
in the medium. Consider a standard radiation source
whose intensit y I
at l em is 8.4 roentgens hr. A
detector l meter Prom this source should indicate an
intensity I of

8400(100)

I

( l)

0 .84 milliroentgen/ hr,

ignoring such things as s c attering and absorption .
In practice, one cannot ignore these, but must
build the detector in such a way that it gives a
true counting rate .
Another relation, which is useful when dealing with neutron flux, is
Q

(2)

where cj> is the flux at a distance r from a source
whose emission is Q. A neutron detector placed
50 em from a plutonium - berylli um source having
an emission of l. 75 X l o6 neutrons/ sec should
indicate a flux cj> of

2
50 neutrons/em /sec.
In considering the thickness of shielding
required for personnel protection, one must
determine the range of the most penetrating
partie le expected from the particular acce lerator or radioactive source, by the method
outlined in Se ct ion C, "Nuclear Physics. 11 The
thickness of shielding is generally increased by
a factor of at least two, to provide an adequate
margin of safety.
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Q.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

*

J. A. Bassham

The process of photosynthesis in plants is
often defin e d by the over - all equation

which stated in words says that carbon dioxide and
water "under the influence of light" are converted by
green plants to carboh ydrate and oxygen. Such a
definition, when used to introduce the subject of
photosynthesis to a general chemistry class, provides
a much too incomplete description of this important
process. How might the definition be improved?

First, the essential energy- storing character
of the reaction should be emphasized by showing
light energy as a reactant in the equation, thus distinguishing photosynthesis from other photochemical
reactions in which the role of light is essentially catalytic. Secondly, in view of present day knowledge of
the direct photosynthesis of products other than
carbohydrates it should be stated that the reactants
include nitrate (or ammonia), sulfate, and phosphate;
and the products include amino acids, fatty ac ids,
phospholipids, and sulfolipids . In addition, a number
of other inorganic substances (Fe, Mg, etc.) are
required in varying amounts for photosynthesis and
may in some cases be incorporated into the products.
Finally, if catalysts are to be indicated, then chlorophyll and the many enzymes required should be shown.
An eq uation for the over-all pro cess of photosynthesis
might then be given as

c hlorophyll
)
manyenzymes

0

+
2

~

I

CH 0
c r b2jd
ouy ra t e

+ (amino acids, lipids, phospholipids,
sulfolipids, etc.).
( 1)
Any generalized formula for photosynthesis is a compromise between simplicity and accuracy, but this one
at least hints at th e complexity of this important process.

For the purpose of discussion, the photosynthetic reaction may be conveniently broken down
into thre e stages. The first of these is the "photo-"
part which cons ists of the absorption of light by the
plant pigments and the conversion of the light energy
into th e stored energy of new chemical bonds of
"high- ene rgy" compounds:
Photo-

light en ergy(hv) + lowenergy compounds
c hlorophyll

higher-energy
) compounds. ( 2. )

'A long er ve rsion of this paper is to appear in the
Journal of Chemical Education.

An interm ediate stage th en follows in which the
chemical energy of these primary products of the
photochemical reaction is utilized in the breaking of
the 0-H bonds of water and the conversion of two
enzymatic cofactors to th e ir more energetic and (for
one of them) more reduced forms :
higher-energy compounds +
water + cofactors
0

+low-energy com2
pounds +high-energy
cofactor s.
( 3)

At the same time molecular oxygen is liberated. We
know ve ry little of the detailed mechanism of these
reactions and all or part of this so-called intermediare
stage may b e in fact a part of the primary photochemical reactions. Indeed, the first stages of photosynthesis may best be considered as the sum of one
primary photochemical act in whi ch light energy is
absorbed by chlorophyll and a series of non-photochemical steps in which this energy is efficiently
transferred through the production of increasingly
stable chemical species.

The "-synthesis" stage of photosynthesis is
the sum of a great number of enzymatic reactions in
which the two cofactor s supply the reducing power and
energy necessary to bring about the conversion of
carbon dioxide (tog eth er with nitrate, phosphate, and
sulfate) to carbohydrates, amino acids, and lipids :
-synthesis

co.? +high-energy (and
reauced) cofacto r s
-

+

(+NO) or NH ,
4
+so~ etc.) _ _ _ _ _ _--;;'
\
reduc e d organic compounds
+ low-energy (and oxidized)
cofactor s.
( 4)

Let us consider in more detail these several
stages in photosynthesis. All light energy that is
utilized for photosynthesis appears to be employed in
one early stage to raise the energy content of chlorophyll a from its groun d state to a higher energy le ve l
or "excited state . " This is true whether the light
energy is absorbed directly by ch l orophyll a, or by
other plant pigments, in which case th e energy appears
to be transfe rred to chlorphyll a.

Then the energy of the excited chlorophyll a
must somehow be used for the formation of stable
compounds with a high content of energy stored in
their chemical bonds . There is no unanimity of
opinion as to how this is accomplished. One view of
the mechanism is illustrated in general terms by the
scheme shown in Fig. Q-1.
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steps of which can only be carried out by the
enzymes if the appropriate cofactors are pr esent.
TPNH is an electron carrier, transporting electrons
obtained by splitting water to th e reactions in which
they are used for the reduction of carbon d i oxide.+
Each time a mole c ul e of TPNH is oxidized to TPN
two electrons are transferred . The ene rgy stored
in A TP is stored through the formation of an
anhydride from ADP and inorganic phosphate.
Fig. Q - 1. Mechanism of conversion of light energy
to chemical energy.
In this scheme the energy of the excited chlorophyll
is transferred by some mechanism, which probably
involves its migration from one chlorophyll molecule
to another, through a closely packed sheet of chlorophyll molecules. This sheet of chlorophyll molecules,
which is thought to be only one molecule thick,may
exist at the interface between lipid and protein layers,
the presence of which has been revealed by electron
microscope pictures of the chloroplasts . (Chloroplasts are the subcellular units of green cells responsible for photosynthesis.} Eventually, (after a
millionth of a second or so} the energy packet or
"exciton" reaches a point where it is used to supply
the energy of ioniz ation of some unknown compound ,
perhaps chlorophyll itself. Thi s ionization is believed to cons ist of transfer of electrons in such a
way that the resulting ionic species contain "unpaired
electrons." 1 In turn, the ions undergo reactions
leading to the formation of somewhat more stable
radicals, in this theory. Finally, these radicals
may form yet another stage i n the transfer of stored
ene rg y of chem i cal bonds.
Eventually, stable chemical compounds of
high energy content must be formed. In this scheme
they would be made by the interaction of stable
chemical radicals. The resultin g chemical compounds may be the cofactors required for the
reduct ion of carbon dioxide and nitrate, or they may
be other energy-containing compounds which subsequently give rise t o the necessary cofactors by
chemical or enzymatic reaction. In addition,
molecular oxygen is evolved from the products
formed by the breaking of the 0-H bond of water.
The two energy-carrying cofactor s, triphosphopyridine nucleotide ( TPNH} and adenosine triphosphate (ATP}, are shown in Fig. Q-2.

In Adeno•lne dlpho1phot1 (AOP),
f•rmlnol ~~ 11 rtPoc.d bJ -OH.

Fig. Q-2.

Formulae of TPNH and ATP.

The requirement for these coenzymes was predicted
from studies of the carbon reduction cycle, certain

An important stochiometric relationship be tween the formation of ATP, TPNH , and 0 during
2
photosynthe?_is has been discovered by Arnon and
3
coworkers, ' as given by

light+ H 0 + ADP + Pi+ TPN+
2
-

S ogo, Pon, and Cal vin, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 43,
387 ( 1957}.

2

+ T PNH + H + + AT P.

( 5}

This relationship was discovered in studies with
isolated chloroplasts from spina c h l eaves when
oxygen evolution, TPNH formation, and A TP formation were measured simultaneously. This
stochiometric relationship does not tell us what the
meachanism of formation of th ese substances is but
does perhaps hint at a pathway that is simpler than
we formerly suspected.
We will now turn to th e "synthesis" part of
photosynthesis and see how these cofac tors which
have been formed by means of the light reactions are
used. The studies of the pathway of carbon redu c ticn
during photosynthesis were in a large part carried
out in the Lawrenc e Radiation Laboratory at the
University of California by Professor Melvin Calv in
and co-workers . 4
These studies provide an interesting example of the use of radioa cti ve t racer atoms
in the e lucidation of a complex bio che mical pathway.
Since carbon dioxide is the sole source of carbon for
the photosynthetic reaction, radiocarbon (carbon
fourteen } may be introduced very eas~ly into photosynthesizing plants ~n the form of c 1 02 or, for
1
aquatic plants, HC
ion.

o;

Let us consider a simple exper iment with a
suspension of the algae, Chlorella pyrenoidosa,
which have be en very extensively used in these
studies . These green, microscopic unicellular
pla n ts, suspended in water containing a few in organic substaptes (nitrate, phosphate, etc. } with a
stream of C 0 (ordinar y carbon dioxide}, photosynthesize at a ~apid rate if illuminated from each
side in a thin glass vessel. The C0 is continually
2
taken up from the solution (wher e it IS In equilibrium
with bicarbonate ion} and converted by the photosynthetic plant through a series of biochemical intermediat es to va rious organic products.
14 A solution of radioactive bicarbonate, _HC 0 ,
3
is suddenly introduced into the algae suspension.
Th e plant doe~ Z10t distinguish in any important way
14
betwe en the c . and the c
(which are c1~mically
identical}, and Immediately some of the C
IS
incorporated into the first of the biochemical products
leadin~ from CO
to end products. As time passes,
the cl would bl passed on to subsequent intermediates
in the cha in . After a few seconds of exposure to the

2
3

1

I /2 0

Arnon, Whatley , and Allen, Sci ence 127, 10 26 (1 958 }.

Arnon, Whatley , and Allen, Nature 180, 182 ( 1957}.
4 Bassham, B enson, Harris, Wilson , and Cal vin,
J. Am. Chern. Soc. '!.!:_, 760 ( 1954}
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14
C , the suspension of algae is run into methanol to
a final concentration of 80% methanol. This treatment
denatures all the enzymes instantly and freezes the
pattern of intermediates toward further change. Now
all that remains to be done is to analyze the dead
plant material for radioactive compounds to see what
are the first products of carbon reduction during
photosynthesis.
The first step in this analysis is to prepare
an extract of the soluble compounds, since the early
products of carbon reduction have been ftlund to be
simple soluble molecules. This extract is then concentrated and analyzed by the nsethod of two-dimensional paper chromatography.
The first step in this useful method of analysis
consists of drying a small quantity of the concentrated
extract on thg corner of a large sheet of rectangular
filter paper .
The edge of the paper next to this dried
extract is then placed in a trough filled with a suitable chromatographic solvent which travels down the
paper by capillarity . As the solvent passes over the
dried extract, it dissolves the various compounds and
carries them along with it at various rates, depending
upon the particular compound.

The properties then are compared with those of known
compounds. The final check on the identity of the
compound is frequently made by placing on the same
spot on filter paper the radioactive compound and
10 to 100 fLg of the pure nonradioactive substance with
which the radioactive compound is thought to be
identical, and c:hromatographing the two together. A
radioautograph is then prepared to locate the radioactive substance, after which the paper is sprayed
with a chemical spray (for example, ninhydrin for
amino acids), which produces a color where the
carrier compound is located on the paper. Superposition of the paper chromatogram and the radioautograph (x-ray film) will show an exact coincidence between chemically-developed color on the paper and the
black spot on the film if the two substances are identical.
Once the identity of the radioactive compounds
formed during a short period of photosynthesis had
been established, experiments were performed urrler
a variety of conditions and times of exposure of the
algae to radiocarbon. The radioautograph from the
experiment with Chlorella described above is shown
in Fig . Q-3.

The substances are thus separated in a row alon!?t,the
edge of the paper . The paper is dried, turned 90 ,
and the edge next to the compounds placed in a second
solvent, where the process of separation is continued
with the compounds !I!Oving in a direction at right
angles to their form e r direction of travel. Upon
drying the paper again, the compounds are found to be
scattered about the paper as pure substances, each
in its own unique location. The importance of the
method for these studies can be seen from the fact
that it permits the analysis of a few micrograms or
less of dozens of different substances in a single
simple operation.
Of these many compounds, those into which
the plant incorporated carbon fourf~er: during its few
seconds of photosynthesis with HC 0
are radio3
active and emit the Pt~ticles resulting from radi~
active decay of the C . In this case these are j3
particles, which may be detected by the fact that they
expose x-ray film. Thus, if a sheet of x-ray film is
placed in contact with the paper chromatogram, subsequent development of the film will show a black
spot on the film corresponding to the exact shape and
location of each radioactive compound on the paper.
A quantitative determination of the amount of radiocarbon in each compound may then be made by
placing a Geiger-Muller tube with a very thin window
(to permit the particles to pass through) over the
radioactive compound on the paper and counting the
emitted particles electronically.
The next stage in the method of radiochromatographic analysis is the identification of the radioactive
compounds. This identification is accomplished in a
variety of ways. Of these, the most important is by
elution or washing of the compound off the paper and
the determination of such chemical and physical properties of the substance as can be measured with a
solution of a few micrograms or less of the material.

5

6

Benson, Bassham, Calv1n, Goodale, Haas and
Stepka, J. Am . Chern. Soc. 72, 1710 (1950).

-

Block, Durrum, and Zweig, Paper Chromatography
and Paper Electrophoresis , 2nd Ed . , (Academic
Press, New York, 1958) p. 710.

10 SEC PHOTOS'I'NflESIS WITH C.. Oz

CHLORfl.l.A

Fig . Q-3. Radioautograph of Chlorellt extract after
10 seconds' photosynthesis with C 4 0 .
2
14
Even after only 10 seconds of exposure to C , a
dozen or more compounds are found. Some of these
(the sugar phosphates) are not separated from each
other by the first chromatography and must be subjected to further analysis . When the sugar monophosphates are hydrolyzed to remove the phosphate
groups and rechromatographed, separate spots are
found of triose (dihydroxyacetone), tetrose, pentoses
(ribulose, xylulose and ribose), hexoses (glucose and
fructose), and heptose (sedoheptulose) . The sugar
diphosphates are found to include ribulose, fructose,
glucose, and sedopheptulose.
14
After periods of photosynthesis with C
of
less than 5 seconds, 3-phosphoglyceric acid (PGA)
was found to be the predominant radioactive product.
Chemical degradation of this compound showed that
the radioactivity first appears in the carboxyl carbon.
Later kinet\c studies showed that the rate of incorporation of C 4 into PGA at very short times was much
greater than the rate into any other compound. Therefore, it was concluded that PGA is the first stable
product of carbon-dioxide reduction during photosynthesis, and furthermore, that carbon dioxide first
enters the carboxyl group of PGA, presumably via a
carboxyllation reaction .
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From this point we borrowed from the already
known pathways of the glycolytic breakdown of sugars
which lead to PGA as an intermediate. Noticing that
the sugar p h osph ates are i m p ortant early products of
carbon reduction in photos·ynthesis, we proposed t h a t
they are formed from PGA by a reversal of the
glycolytic path way. D egradat i on of the radioactive
hexoses from short experiments showed that they
were labeled in th e two center carbon atoms
(numbers 3 and 4) just as one would expect if two
molecules of P GA were first reduced to triose and
th en linked together by the two labeled carbon atoms
to give hexose ( Fig. Q - 4).

in ordinary carbon dioxide at precisely the same
time that c 14 o is introduced, P GA would no
2
longer be reduced to sugar phosphates, but would
still be formed (if neither TPNH or ATP are
requi red for the carboxyllation reaction) and would
still be used in other reactions not requiring th ese
cofactor s.
In Fig . Q - 5, the radioautograph from just such
an experiment, we see that this prediction was correct.
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Q-4. P athways of C 0 incorporat i on in e arly .
2
stages of photosynthesis.

The hexose and triose phosphates may be
converted by a l dolase or transal dolase and
transketolase enzymes to pentose and heptose phosphates. Degradation of these sugars and comparison
of the l abeling patterns with i n the molecul es showed
that this conve r sion did occur and in such a way
that five molecules of triose phosphate were u l timately converted to three molecules of pentose
phosphate.
Other known metabolic pathways l e ading
from PGA (Fig. Q - 4) give rise first to phosphoenolpyruvic acid ( PE PA). which then may undergo
further transformations as follows: ( 1) it may be
carboxyllated and transaminated to give aspartic
acid, ( 2 ) it may be carboxyllated and reduced to
give malic acid, ( 3 ) it may be dephosphoryllated and
transaminated to give alanine . All of these corn pounds are )abeled after short exposures of the
4
algae to HC o; in the light. T he carboxyllation of
P E PA, while a second point of entry for carbon dioxide during photosynthesis, accounts for only 5 to
10% of the reduced ca rbon dioxide under normal
conditions in Chlor ell a, according to kinetic
m e asurements . S in ce this reaction converts three
additional carbon atoms from PGA to malic acid and
aspartic acid at the same time, the amounts of
these compounds photosynthesized are significant.
The en zyme system which brings about the
oxidation of triose phosphate to PGA in the glycolytic p athway was known to produce ATP and
TPNH (or DPNH). If PGA is to be reduced to
t ri ose phosphate during photosynthesis, it follows
that ATP and TPNH must be suppli ed. We ha ve already seen that thes e two cofactors are produced
as a consequence of the light rea ction and the
splitting of wate r . It might be expected that if the
light were turned off from plants photosynthesizing

""~
Fig. Q - 5 . Radioautograph of Chlorella extract aftt<
2 0 seconds with cl4o in the dark.
2
14
Labeled PGA is still formed from c
o
during 20
seconds in the dark, but only a very littte of the PGA
i s reduc e d to sugar phosphates . On the other hand,
a large amount of alanine is form e d from PGA v ia
PEPA in reactions wh ich do not require ATP or TPNH.
Th e small amount of labeled sugar phosphates that
does appear is due to the residual ATP and TPNH
which was formed while the lighf was on but which had
not yet been us.ed up ":'hen the C 4 0 2 was introduc ed.
Som e malic aCld 1s stlll formed 1n tb e dark, mdlcating the presence of some D PNH, e ither remaining
from the light or derived from som e other metaboli c
rea ction .
Thus far we have not discussed the identity of
the source of the compound which undergoes carboxyll ation to produce PGA. In order to explain its discovery we must turn to another type of exp eriment
with c 14 o and photosynthesizing algae. In thes e
2
experiments, al gae are first permitted to photo synthesize for 20 min:\t.{s or mor e in the presence of
a constant supply of C 0 . During this time all
2
environmental conditions are maintained constant
(temperature, C0 pressure, light intensity, etc. ).
2
After about 10 minutes of expo sur e to C 14 0 , so
2
mu ch radiocarbon has passed through the v arious
biochemical interm ediat e compounds on its way to end
products that each carbon atom of each intermediate
compound contains, on the average, the same p er centage of carbon-fourteen atoms as the C0 which
2
is being absorbed. In other words, the specific
radioactivities of all the carbon atoms of all th e early
interm ed iat e s are the same as the specific radioactivity of the entering radiocarbon, which can be
measured and is therefore known.
At this point, samples of th e algae ar e rerno-ed
without disturbing the rest of the algae and these
samples are killed and subsequently analyzed by the
m ethods already described . Th e total radioactivity
of each intermediate is measured, and when this is
divided by the kno w n sp e cific radi oactivit y, the total
number of ca rbon atoms of each intermediate com -
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po und in the sampl e can be cal c ul ated. T hus , the
concentrations of the various intermediates o f the
active l y p h oto s ynth esizing system may be de t e r m i ned .
T his determ inat i on of t h e concentrati ons of
int e rm ediate in v i vo i s an extremely val uable t ool
wh i c h has many
but l et us pro cee d w i th t h e
experiment which we had started to describe above.
H aving taken samples of a l gae for l ater determ i nation
of the c oncentrat i ons of intermed i ate c ompound s , we
now turn off the light and proceed to take a series of
sampl es of the algae as rapidly as we c an , wh i ch is
about e v ery three seconds. When the c on centrations
of intermediate compounds in these samples a r e
determined , any changes resul ting from turning off
the l ight will be reveal ed. The two most striking
changes are fo un d to b e in the concentration of PGA
wh i ch i ncreases rapidly (F ig. Q-6 ) and in concen trati on of one part i cul ar sugar, ribul ose d iph osphate,
wh i ch d r ops rap i dly to zero.

T he increase in P GA on turning off the light is
expected, since we have seen that cofacto r s, der i ve d
from th e light react i on, are ne ce ssary for thereduction of P GA. T he rapid drop in r i bulose d iphosphate, t aken together w i th the fact th a t other s u ga r
phosphat e s do not drop rapidly in c oncentrati on at
f i rst, must indi cate that t h e formation of ribul ose
diphosphate from other sugar phosph ates req ui res a
light-formed cofac t or. This c onclusion agrees with
the fact that the k nown enzyme which converts
ribulose - 5-phosphate to ribulose - !, 5 - dipho s phate
does in fact requi re AT P . The d rop in ribulose dipphosphate, alone among the sugar phosphates means
that it is being used up by some reaction wh i ch does
not require light.
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If ribulose diphosphate is used by some r e action that proceeds in th e dark, and if PGA continues
to be formed in the dark, could the carboxyllation of
ribulos e diphosphate to form PGA b e th e first step in
carbon-dioxide reduc tion? To answer this question,
another experiment similar to the one just described
was p er formed. This time, however , instead of
turning off the light , the light was left on and carbon
dioxide was suddenly r e moved. The r esult of this
experiment (Fig. Q-7) confir med the idea of a carboxyllation of ribulose diphosphate, for th e concentration of ribulose diphosphate now rose rapidly wh il e
PGA dropped rapidly .

The ca rbon r e duction cycle was now compl ete
and is shown in Fig . Q-8. The methods and reasoning
leading to the elucidation of this cycle !Jf."f been
presented more completely elsewhere. '
A complete circuit of the cycle involves the conversion of
fi v e mole cules of triose phosphate to three molecul es
of ribulos e diphosphate upon which carboxyllation
produces six molecules of PGA or its equivalent.
There is thus a gain of one three-carbon unit co rr e sponding to the three molecules of carbon dioxide
introdu ced for each turn of the cycle. On the average,
five and a fraction of the three -carbon units are
reduced to triose phosphat e, with fi ve of these going
to generate ribulose diphosphate while the fraction is

7

J . A. · Bassham and M. Calvin, Th e Path of Carbon
in Photosynthesis (Prenti ce -Hall, Englewood Cliffs ,
New Jersey, 1957).

employed (presumably) in th e synthesis of su c ros e,
pol ysacchar ides, glycerol, and gala ctose (constituents of lipids) and other substances. Th ere mainder of the PGA is conver t ed to a lan ine and
serine or, v ia PEPA, is car bo xylat ed to make fourcarb on compounds (Fig. Q-4) .
In con clusion, it may be said that through the
employment of tracer elements, particularly carbon
fourteen, the pathway of carbon reduction during
photosynthesis has been mapped. From the nature of
this pathway, the requirements for energet ic co factors , d e ri ve d ultimat e ly from th e light rea ction,
hav e been es tablish ed. Th e detailed mechanism by
which th ese cofacto r s are formed in the light reaction,
as well as the mechanism by which water is split and
0
is evolved, is not as yet kno wn, but studies w ith
2
isol ated chloroplasts have demonstrated a stochiometri c relation between the evolution of oxygen and the
formation of both cofactors, ATP and TPNH.
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THE CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS OF VIRUS
Robley C. Williams

Dr. Stent 1 s lecture on the biology of viruses
will cover the problem of how one tests for virus
infection, how virus is attached to cells, the intracellular process of virus development, and viral
genetics. This lecture will consider viruses essentially as particles, not as infectious agents . That
is, we will think of them as being dead rather than
alive, if we may use those two distinguishing terms.
This may give a better basis for understanding the
greater complexity involved in the biology of viruses.
In other words, we are going to pretend that we are
chemists and physicists working with viruses.
Viruses are characterized according to what
type of cells they can inoculate. That is, there are
animal, bacterial , plant, and insect viruses . Upon
inoculation something happens to the cell. By and
large, we say that disease results if the cell is
somehow different than it was before inoculation
took place. The cell may die; it may die rather
dramatically; it may die a lingering death; it may
just have a bit of malaise and recover; in some
cases the cell may actually be happy about the virus
infection . The latter is true of cancer viruses. If
one infects a tis sue culture with a cancer virus, the
cells do not become deranged and sicken and wither
away; on the contrary, they enjoy the experience
and grow much more rapidly and healthfully. As a
result they enlarge and crowd out other cells.
Virus structure is important from the medical
point of view. Eventually, if we know enough about
viruses and their mechanism of reproduction we may
be able to do something about virus diseases . At
present (all advertisements to the contrary) there is
no therapeutic agent against virus disease. There
is nothing comparable to the antibiotics that have
proven so successful with bacterial diseases. One
can see a doctor if he wants to; but more importantly
he should go to bed and rest, hoping for the best as
far as specific therapy is concerned, If one can
predict that he is likely to come down with a certain
virus disease, it is a very good idea to immunize
so as to build up the protective antibodies of the
body in advance. But we might look for ward to the
day when we can take a bottle off the shelf and on it
will be labeled "anti-measles virus -take one spoonful b e fore retiring and your measles will be gone
tomorrow, " This is not very likely at the moment
because such a development would have to plow
through too many acres of ignorance.
Viruses are characterized by the fact that
they can grow and develop and increase in numbers
only within living cells. Viruses cannot be cultured
in synthetic media in the test tube-- at least not yet,
As a consequence, it is no wonder that specific
chemo-therapeutic agents have not been developed
against them because any such agent would have to
kill the virus when it is within the living cell. We
believe that as they multiply viruses transfer from
cell to cell without going out into the bloodstream,
where they might be exposed to chemo-therapeutic
agents. Thus, the problem is to kill the virus or
to prevent its multiplication while it is within the
cell. This can be done now, but not without destroying the cell.

In this lectur e we will consider viruses as
they exist outside cells. In a way, this might be
considered the least interesting phase of their
life cycle. One can think of a virus as a particle .
Such a particle (either in whole or in part) enters
a cell, and then something happens within the cell,
The metabolic machinery is deranged so that the
cell makes more viruses and eventually these are
spilled out after the cell is sufficiently diseased,
The interesting part, certainly from the biological point of view, is what goes on within the cell,
This is when the virus is actually doing something.
Unfortunately, this is the area that is most surrounded with mystery and ignorance. More precise
detail is known about viruses as they exist outside
cells and this information is quite important. To
use an analogy, we can learn the most about how a
watch is made if we have a chance to take one apart
and examine it. If we are unable to do this, looking
at its deal and hands is better than not seeing the
watch at all. Similarly, understanding the structure
of viruses is better than knowing nothing at all about
them.
Ther e are literally thousands of different kinds
of viruses. Of these, perhaps fifty have b een purified to some extent. Of this fifty,perhaps twenty to
thirty have been purified fairly well. Purification
of course is a necessity, a pr e liminary to investigating th ei r chemical and physical structure. It
turns out that viruses range in size from being
smaller than the larger particulate material of
cells to being larger than the smaller particulates
of cells . Th e refor e, by a process of differential
centrifugation it is usually possible to effect a
fairly good job of purification. This is done by
first throwing down th e bigg e r particles at lo w
speed in the centrifuge , By increasing the centrifugal force, one can then throw down the viruses
in the centrifuge, leaving the smaller material
in the supernatant fluid.
If this does not do a satisfactory job, there are
chemical methods that can be used . For instance,
ammonium sulfate will rather specifically precipitate viruses as distinct from the normal proteins
and nucleic acids of cells. By introducing ammonium sulfate into a sample of infected cell material,
one can obtain a precipitate which contains largely
the viral material. Or, one can take advantage of
the fact that the densities of virus particles are
likely to be different than the densities of other cell
materials. Thus, by doing the centrifugation in a
so-called density gradient (where one has a centrifuge tube in which the liquid is much more dense at
the bottom than it is at the top) one can find a certain density where the viruses will concentrate. The
other cellular materials will either go to the bottom
or stay on the top.
We have seen that the methods for extracting
viruses from cells and for purifying them are, for
the most part, physical, with some us e of chemical
techniques. One can now make a preparation of
viruses which is almost chemically pure , comparable to sugar in its purity. This would b e true for
two or three of the better known viruses.
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Earlier it was stated that viruses are found
in plants, in animals, in insects, and in bacteria.
(In virological nomenclature, insects seem to be
distinguished from animals, because one speaks
about animal viruses on the one hand and insect
vi ruses on the other~ ) . Most of the work of a
chemical nature has been done with plant viruses .
Second in rank is that done with bacterial viruses,
and third, with animal viruses. Little is known
about the chemistry and physics of insect viruses.
Most of the work with the biology of viruses has
be en done with bacterial vi ruses . As fax- as we
know, practically all species and orders of animals and plants are subject to virus diseases.
However, there are some exceptions. No one knoW3
of a virus disease of a conifer. Also, yeasts,
fungi, and molds seem to be immune from viral
infection. No one yet has found a snake virus; but
we have discovered a frog virus, and recently, a
fish virus. Fowls and mammals of course are
particularly subject to virus disease·s. This is
especially tru e for man.
Viruses are without exception smaller than
the bacteria. Except for the one or two largest
viruses, viruses cannot be seen with an optical
microscope, or at least not discerned very well.
In order to photograph them one must use an electron microscope. This means that they can be
observed only when they are dry; moreover, their
shapes may suffer some of the desiccation artifacts.
To understand the structure of viruses, one
should first of all have some picture of their overall shape or morphology. This gives some inkling
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Fig. R- L A composite e lectron micrograph
showing ei ght of the better- studied viruses:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Influ en za Virus.
T2 Bacteriophage.
R a bbit Papilloma .
Tobacco Mos a ic Virus.
Vaccinia Virus.
Tipula Paludosa Virus.
T3 Bacteriophage .
Poliovi rus .

X75 , 000 .

as to how they must be put together. Then one
should look for any subunits of structure that they
might have, both in a chemical way and a physical
way.
Figure R-l shows a composite electron micrograph of eight of the more common viruses. This
gives one the idea of th e g e neral gamut of sizes and
shapes of various viruses. In the upper right - hand
corner is the vaccinia virus, which is the virus
that is used in smallpox vaccination {and is the same
virus the smallpox disease itself has). In the upper
l eft corner we see the particles of influenza
virus . Below this is a bact erial virus which has a
tadpole shape . Below this is an example of a very
interesting virus of animals called rabbit papilloma,
one of the animal cancer viruses. When this virus
is rubbed onto a rabbit's skin, a lesion or wartlike growth develops . In the course of about a year
this wart-like growth will actually turn malignant
and the rabbit will die of skin cancer . Across
from this we see another form of bacterial virus
in which the tadpole shape is not nearly so prominent. This is a plant virus called th e tomato
bushy stunt v irus . Its diamet er is on the
order of 0.0 3 micron, or 300 angstrom units
(about 2 millionths of an in ch }. In the lo wer
right-hand co rner is the poliomyelitis virus.
In the lower left - hand corner is the very well
known tobacco mosaic virus, which is the
best example of a rod - shaped virus.
Figure R-2 shows schematically the sizes
and shapes of viruses. To give some idea of the
scale, a human red cell {which one can just about
see with a ten-power magnifying glass) is ten times
the diameter of the larg e circle appearing at the
top Fig. R- 2. One of the smaller of the bacteria,
the B. prodigiosis, has a diameter corresponding
to the solid circle, so that it can be seen in an
optical microscope. The largest objects that might
be called viral-like in nature are the rickettsiae.
Rocky Mountain spotted fever, for example, is a
rickettsial disease . Rickettsia have some of the
characteristics of viruses and some of the characteristics of bacteria. In other wo rds, they can be
cultured in synthetic media and they can b e killed
by antibiotics. From Fi g. R-2 we see that the
vaccinia virus has a diameter of about a quarter of
a micron. Some of the viruses are quite large and
are apparently spherical in shape. For instance,
one of the insect viruses is quite large and has a
polyhedral shape. Next in size is the vaccinia,
which in turn is followed by the herpes. Thes e
c;o_use the cold sores that most everyone has at one
time or another. The virus that causes Newcastle's
disease (one of the more prominent diseases of
chickens) has about the same size and shape as
influenza vi rus . There is an insect virus with a
rather pronounced long cylindrical shape. Many of
the bacterial viruses have tails that are about a
tenth of a micron long and heads which are about
two-thirds that . Also, some bacterial viruses are
smaller, such as the T 3 virus. Anothe r familiar
vi rus, the rabbit papilloma, has a diameter of
about 0.05 micron . Tobacco mosaic virus is the
best example of the lin ear viruses. There is no
known li near virus of mammals; all the rod-like
viruses that we know are found in plants. The
smallest virus known is the foot -and -mouth disease virus with a diameter of 0.02 micron, which
is 200 angstrom units or about 180 atomic diam e ters .
An albumin molecule such as is found in the human
seru,;,. or in an egg white is approximately a third
as long as this smallest virus .
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Approximate Size s of Vi ru ses and Reference Objects
Di a meter

are organic compounds with molecular w ei ghts on
the order of 200. When they are all put together
their total molecular weight is about six thousand.
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Fig. R-2 . A chart of shapes and sizes of viruses
and of certain refe rence objects for comparison.
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Fig. R-3. A schematic diagram showing the
arrangement of the amino acids in the
molecule of beef insulin. Note that the
molecule is in two halves connected by
sulfur bridges.
Figure R-4 shows a protein molecule
(myoglobin) in three dimensions. This is the only
protein molecule for which there is three-dimensional informa tion in any d e t a il. This structt;.re
was just recently worked out by Kendrew at
Cambridge, England, and is the molecule of myo globin, with the heme group of the myoglobin showing as a black area . This molecule is rather
amazing b e cause there seems to be no regularity
about it . Yet one might have expected regularity.
Crystals made up of millions of these molecul e s
when put together in crystalline array show a
fantastic degree of order . This m e ans that each
one of the se molecules has its atoms in the same
position as every other molecule .
Yet, instead of
finding a smooth sphere or a box or a tet r ahedron
or something, what on e finds for an individual
molecule is a most convoluted sort of structure.
The model shown in Fig. R-4 is mad e of clay.
This main backbone would be then the backbone of

Except for th e l argest ones, viruses have in
one sense a very simple chemical structure, and
in another sense a very compl e x one. They are
simple in that they are composed of only two kinds
of chemical- -protein and nucleic acid . Howev e r,
this still means that they are extremely complex
chemically, because both protein molecules and
nucleic acid are the mselves complex. Nevertheless,
without too much trouble, one can separate the protein from the nucleic acid portion and analyze them
separately. It turns out that th e protein portion is
not just one big piece of protein with a molecular
weight of, say, five million; rather, a virus seems
to be made up of protein subunits. If we think of
a protein with a molecular weight on th e order of
15 to 30 thousand, we have some sort of concept
of the size of the protein molecule of which viruses
appear to be assembled .
Figure R- 3 shows schematically a protein
molecule, insulin. The two halves of the molecule
together have a molecular weight in the order of
six thousand. This begin s to be comparable in size
to the protein found in viruses . Figure R-3 of
course, is schematic and indicates the array of
amino acids by their shorthand nomenclature;
actually this molecule is in two parts joined together
with sulfur bridges. Thes e individual amino acids

Fig . R-4. A photograph of a clay model of
whale myoglobin, showing its thre e dimensional structure as d e duced from
x-ray analy sis (from the w ork of J . C .
Kendrew and colleagues).
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the amino aci d chain shown in Fig. R-3 ; in other
wo rd s, the peptide linkages among th e amino acids
would li e a l ong this b ackbone , There appears to b e
a lot of empty space , but that is b ecaus e this clay
model could not b e fill ed out completely. Some of
the a mino ac ids are quit e large in diameter compared to their b ackbon e structure, Ina smuch as
the x -ray analysis does not i n dicat e which amino
acid is whi ch, it would b e unwarranted to tr y to fill
up thi s space, in an attempt to show th e tr u e siz e
of th e amino acid r es idu es . We are fa irl y ce rt ain
tha t t he tru e molecule is much mor e space-filling
than what is shown here, However, Fi g. R-4 is
intended to give an impression of a molecule that is
probably similar in its phap e to one of the protein
su bunit s of a vir us p article --a convoluted polypeptide chain amountin g to a collection of a round 100
a mino acids.
Th e other component of a virus, as mentioned
above is nucleic acid , Figure R-5 r epresents
schematically a pol yme r of nucleic ac id, which
r esembl es a double helix. T h is is a pol y m e r of
d esoxy r i bon ucl eic ac id (D NA). Such a pol yme r
would h ave a l engt h on this s cale o f per ha ps a
half mile, and this shows only a littl e bit of it.
The main backbon e of th e h e lix is the phosphate
s ugar groups with a n ester linkage ti e ing each one
to the next sugar group a ll the way a long the backbon e, At right angl es to the b ac kbone are the base s,
which a r e characteristic organic co mpone nts of a
nucleic acid molecule. These are pr e sumably held
together in t he middle of th e double helix, one bas e
coming f rom one chain a nd on e base coming from
t he other . They are h eld tog e ther in the middle by
hydrogen bonds, the w hol e making a fairly compact
and rigid structure .

Fi g , R-5 , A schematic representation of a short
s e ction of a polymer of DN A , showing t he
doubl e -he lix nature of the p o l ymer. Th e
ri bbon - like bands represent the sugar phosphate b ackbone, whil e the horizontal
rods represent the bases . The two strands
of the double - helix are held together by
hydrogen bonds.
Figure R - 6 repres ents an atomic model of
the polymer of nucl e i c acid shown schematically in
Fig. R-5. It appears much more comple x , but one
can see the double he lix. The black circle s are the
atoms of the sugar chain. The phosph a t es are along

this chain; they do not s how very well b ecaus e they
are dyed black in thi s model. T he bases are shown
as pl anar molec ules tha t run ac ross at right angles
to th e main chain and h ence at ri g ht angl es to t he
p age.

Fig. R-6 . An atomic model of a short section of
a DNA polymer.
It is b e li eve d tha t DNA h as a special type of
repli cation. Suppose that we put a virus or part of
a virus into a cell. The ce ll then makes more
virus es. The ques tions a ris es: "Are the viruses
that are the n mad e within th e cell genetically connected with the virus that went in? Is there genetic
continuity in the vi rus wo rld as in the ani mal
world? Th e answer is ye s . Dr. Stent will discuss
this in more detail. Since t he re is genetic continuity, we ne xt ask, "What carries the ge netic
continuity?" W e no w believe without any qu es t ion
that it is th e nucleic acid that is in the viruses . This
can b e eith er of th e d es o xy ribonucl e i c (DNA) typ e
shown in Fi g. R - 6, or it can be r i bonucleic acid
(a bbr evi a t e d RNA) . Th e chemical difference bet ween DNA and RNA is small indeed, being
simple the presence of an OH group on the one a nd
not on the other. But physically , the RNA i s much
differ ent from the DNA; instead of h aving a
doubl e h e lix as does DNA, it has a single one.
This viewpoint, which we now beli eve is co rrect,
rais es cert ai n probl e ms as to ho w r epli cation
occurs. This is not the problem of how a double
he li x of D NA goes about dividing in t wo and then
forming new double helic e s . R ather , it is the
question of how a single-helix - polymer (RNA) can
be caus e d to grow within a cell as a r e sult of only
a single h e lix of RNA coming in and serving as a
templ a te fo r the new material.

Viruses may cont ain e ith e r D NA or RNA;
most, howe ve r, contain RNA. Those of the nucleic-acid type seem to have no relation to wh e t he r
they are plant or animal vi ru ses. It was once
thought that pl ant vi ru ses a r e all R NA ones and
that a nima l virus es a r e a ll DNA ones , b ut nothing
could b e further from th e truth. F or exampl e ,
tomato bu shy s tunt vi rus which mak es tomato plants
sick, and poliovirus which makes humans si ck, are
a p proximate l y chemically identical. They b oth con -
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tain protein; they both contain RNA to the extent
of about 35o/o; they are the same size and shape;
yet it is obvious that they a r e different v iruses .
The r efo re, any investigation into how viruses are
replicated within cells must take account of the fact
that there is RNA to be replicated for some viruses
and DNA to be replicated for others, There is no
good evidence that the same virus ever has both
RNA and DNA in it . They seem to have to m a ke up
their minds which they are going to have,
W e will now consider virus structure in more
detail . Figure R - 7 is an electron micrograph of
the p o liomy e litis virus, which has a diam ete r of
about 0 . 03 micron. This illustrates the fact that,
as far as we can tell, every individua l of a given
type of virus has the same shape and size, This is
particularly true of th e smaller types. In fact, the
x-ray crystallography of viruses indicates that they
are ind ee d identical down to at l eas t two atomic
radii,

Fig. R- 7 , An e l ectron micrograph of a purified
suspension of poliovirus, Xl70,000.

Figure R - 8 shows a crystal of a poliovirus .
It is a full three - dimension a l crystal , being about
0 . 2 mm across and containing about 100 billion
virus particles. The virus particles within such
a crystal are fully active biologically. One can do
x-ray analysis with crystals like this to learn how
the virus particles are arranged in their packed
structure and how the particles themselves are
built up. It is possible to "s ection 11 such a crystal;
to freeze it, crack it, a nd make a replica of the
cracked surface. Then by electron microscopy
one can get some idea as to the arrangement of the
virus particles in the crystal (se e Fig. R-9).
From a chemist's point of view, what is seen in
Fi g. R-9 could be called molecules. This electron
micrograph reveals the internal array of small
objects as they pack themselves in a crystal. In
this case they have obviously packed with a square
array. But the x-ray analysis tells us in much
more detail about this than does electron micros copy.

Fig. R-9. An electron micrograph of a section
cut through a crystal like that seen in
Fig. R-8 . The arrangement of the individual virus particles within the crystal
is shown. X250 , 000 .
Figure R -1 0 shows clearly that a virus particle
is not just a bl ob. In this case it is a rather good
polyhe dron, as indicat ed by t he shapes of the
shadows. The virus is that from the disease a t tacking the insect Tipula paludosa,

Fig. R - 8. A light micrograph of a perfect crystal
of poliovirus. The center of the crystal is
solid, although it appears transparent h ere.
There are about one billion virus particles
within this crystal. X5,000.

Fig. R- 10. The Tipul a paludosa virus, frozen dried and .shadowe,d to show the polyhedral
nature of the virus. Th e three-dimensional
shape is that of an icosahedron . Xl60,000.
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Figure R-ll is a cardboard model which has
been double-shadowed to reveal its shape. This is
a model of the virus shown in Fig. R-1 0. The shape
of the model (and the virus) is that of an icosahedron,
a figure having twenty equilateral triangular faces,
How the virus manages to grow so as to have these
20 planar faces is a mystery .

virus goes into the bacterium, but this is not so.
Actually only the inside of the head does . The
function of the tail is apparently to aid in the transfer of the material insi de th e head (which is DNA)
into the bacterial m e mbran e.
Figur e R-13 shows how we know what material is inside the head, In the l e ft corner is a bacterial virus whose head has b een broken and is now
flat, revealing what looks like a mass of spaghetti.
This spaghetti consists of the polymeric molecules
of DNA that were represented in Fig. R - 6 . The se
molecules ha ve a di ame ter of about 20 angst rom
units only. This mass of DNA is enough to have a
l ength of a bout a hundred times the diamet e r of th e
h e ad a nd it is all in one piece, making a nice problem of assembly. That is, how does one bring this
much DNA all tog ether, ball it up in a package,
and put a protein coat around it? This is just one
of the manymysteries of virus structure .

Fig . R-11. A cardboard model of an icosahedron
(the shape of the Tipula paludosa virus shown
in Fig. R-10) . An icosahedron is a perfect
polyhedron with 20 faces, each of which is
an equilateral triangle.
Figure R-12 shows some representative
bacterial viruses, the T2 bacteriophage attacking
the bacteria of E . coli. Here we see that the bacterial viruses haveaTairly intricate morphology:
a head and a tail. It turns out that all bacterial
viruses have tails, and as far as we know, only
bacterial viruses hav e tails . Why they have tails
is not known for certain, but it would seem that
this structure is related to the job which the virus
has in inoculating the host cell . A bacterial cell
has a notably tough wall , as do plant cells. Most
plant viruses are spread by insects; the insect with
its proboscis is able to go through the cell wall.
But a bacterial virus must infect the bacterium all
by itself. To do this the virus attaches itself to a
bacterium by the end of its tail, And then what
happens ? At. first one might think that the whole

Fig . R-12 . An electron micrograph of the T 2
bacteriophage, showing the characteristic
head and tail structure of a ll known bacterial
viruses. X80,000 .

Fig. R -1 3. In this electron micrograph the remains of an osmotically - shocked bacteriophage
is seen in the lower right-hand corner. The
strands seen over most of the micrograph are
the polymers of DNA that have been liberated from within the h ead following osmotic
shock. X210,000.

Fig. R-14. Some T 2 bacteriophage which have
been treated to one cycle of freezing and
thawing . The tails have been slightly disintegrated to show t he fine fibers which are
attached to the ends of th e tails. Xl lO,OOO .
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Figure R-14 shows that we also know something about th e tail structure. If one degrades the
virus slightly, he finds that at the end of the tail
there a r e fibers, which seem to be the immediate
organs of attachment . In a solution, bact eria and
bacterial viruses move about with Brownian motion .
When the virus approaches c losely to the bacterium,
thes e tail fibers attach to the bacterial surface,
preventing the virus from bouncing off. Then the
end of the tail is brought into contact with the surface of the b acteri um . Figure R-15 shows schematically, although perhaps not very precisely,
what happens next.

imagine that the nucleic acid acts as a template for
making a fairly small protein subunit, and doing
this over and over again, so that a given virus
particl e may have a multiplicity of protein subunits
each having a molecular weight a bout 15 to 20
thousand . These are then all assembled in quite an
ordered fashion to make up the final virus. The
type of order found implies that there are 60 , or
a multiple of 60, subunits in each virus particle.
In Fig. R-16 the virus particles are those of rabbit
papilloma. The e l ectron micrograph at this magnification shows that the surface has an ordered
array of bumps which are the protein subunits.

BACTERI AL C ELL

Fig. R-15 . A schematic representation of the
mechanism of attachment of a bact eriophage
to the surface of a bacterial cell. The
octopus -like arms on the bacterial surface
are the tail fibers, while the black object
running along the center of the tail represents
the core. Upon injection of the DNA of the
virus the core is believ e d to enter the
bact e rium .

Fig. R-16 . Some air-dried, shadowed particles
of rabbit papilloma virus . The surface of the
virus is covered with an array of knobs
separated by about 70 angstrom units.
X300,000.

Since this illustration was mad E, it has been
discovered that following the attachment the tail
actually shortens by a considerable amount. The
tail has a core, i.e. , a sort of solid plug going up
the center . Two things happen after attachment:
( 1) There is an enzyme on the surface of this core
that chews a hole in the bacterial surface, and
(2) something in the bacterium enzymatically dissolves the core. After this occurs ther e is a hole
down the tail through which the DNA from the
bacteriophage head may enter the bact erium . This
is a very complicated process, but it is probably
necessary because bacterial cell walls are so tough
and generally impermeable . Dr. Stent will discuss
what nappens inside the bact e rial cell after the DNA
has entered.
Another type of virus, which is illustrated in
Fig. R-16, is a spherical virus. This illustration
shows us something about subunit structure. The
interpretation of this subunit structure is the
following: Most viruses are RNA viruses with
about one fifth of the total mass as RNA (for most
viruses ). Suppose now t hat we are going to make
a virus out ofrucleic acid and protein; how are we
to do it? Let us assume that the nucleic acid acts
as a template which controls how the protein is
made. Is it possible to d evise a scheme whereby
all of the protein could be made at one time, yet
allowing the nucleic aci d to finish up on the inside,
as we beli eve is univ e rsally so? The answer seems
to be "no. " It would seem to be much simpler to

Fig. R-17 . An electron micrograph of particles of
rabbit papilloma virus which have been pretreated with phosphotungstic acid. The knobs
on the surface of the virus show clearly here .
Note that some of the particles appear as
hollow rings; these are hollow p articles which
have lost their content of nucleic acid.
X300,000.
Figure R-17 perhaps shows this b e tt e r. It is
a preparation which has b een stained with phosphotungstic acid (PTA), so that one can see the protein
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subunits as white dots.
From this staining technique we know that the PTA discloses the presence
of the same kind of bump that was evident in Fig.
R- 16 . Some of th ese virus particles a r e hollow.
The PTA has entered and made them opaque in
the middl e. From Figs. R-16 and R-1 7 it is
apparent that this particular virus has some kind of
subunit structure on its surface -- a set of bumps a ll
of about th e same siz e , which we know from chemical work are proteins.
Fi g ure R-18 sho w s another example of this.
T his is a much small er virus, the turnip yellow
mosaic virus. Figu re R-18 is a n e l ect ro micrograph whi ch is designed to show that the surface of
these vi rus particles is not smooth, but rather it is
knobby in a fairly ordered way . Because this virus
is only 0.03 micron in diameter, it is rather hard
to show the surface structure in det a il. Neverthel ess, this is an example of a very small virus,
much smaller than the rabbit papillima which exhibits a subunit structure on the sur face. And we
know very we ll in this case that th e nucleic ac id of
the virus is in the center of the virus.

Fig. R-18. A collection of particles of turnip
ye llo w mos aic virus , showing an array of
knobs on th e surface of the particles . The
most characteristic a rr ay is one in which
there is a central knob surrounded by six
others. X400,000 .

Figure R -1 9 is a d r awing that shows the
structure of a small virus. This model, which is
made of ping pong b a lls, is representative of th e
outer portion of pr ac tically all the small viruses.
We do not know how the nucleic acid is assembled,
but we do know from c h emical and physical evidence (by degradation) that the RNA is in th e in sid e, It is probably just folded b ack and forth, but
we know nothing about this. On the outside there
are protein subunits. X-ray a nalys es of two or
three of the viruses show that these protein subunits are ar rayed in a very ordered fashion. In
these cases there are 60 of the protein subunits;
the a rr ay makes a geometrical solid known as a
snub - dodecahedron,
Figur e R- 20 shows a section of a larger and
mor e complex virus, an insect virus known as the
Tipula pal udosa v i rus . A virus of this type has t wo
r egions: the re is something that looks dark in the
center and something which looks lighter on the outside . We know now from chemical work that th e
central portion is mostly nucleic acid, in this case
DNA, and the outer surface is protein. The shape
take n by this out e r protein has been investigated b y
electron microscopy and , as will be r ecalled froin
Fig. R-1 0 , is found to be a polyhedron.

F ig. R-20. An el ectron micrograph of a section
cut through the fat - body of a l arva infected
with the Tipula paludos a virus. Indications
of polygonal contours are seen corresponding
to the polyhedral shape of this virus as shown
in Fig . R - 10 .
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Fi g. R - 19 . A ping-pong-ball model o f t he way in
which the protein subunits are believed to b e
packed on t he surface of a smali virus such
as poliovirus. The shape of the subunits is
shown here as spherical but their actual shape
is in all cases unknown.
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Fig . R-21. A ping-pong-ball mod el showing th e
surface structure of a polyhedral - shaped
virus known as t he adeno virus. It is believed that the surfac e of the Tipula paludosa
virus is lik e this, a lt hough evidence for this
statement is still lacking. The ping pong balls
represent the protein subunits of the adeno
virus, Note t hat an icosahedron can b e formed
b y arranging spherically - shaped subunits in
the way shown.
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Figure R-21 is a model of an icosahedron
made up of ping pong balls. The Tipula ~ludosa
virus has this general shape, but has many more
subunits than the model contains . They are fitted
together with a geometrical nicety such that a
twenty-faced surface of equilateral triangles is obtained . If we are going to speculate on how viruses
are made, w e have to discover a mechanism which
will explain how nucleic acid of the infecting virus
can influence the cellular machinery in such a way
that separate protein subunits (of molecular weight
of about 15,000) can be made and then assembl ed
with such a high d egree of geometric nicety, rath er
than as a blob.

However, most of the evidence concerning
the substructure of tobacco mosaic virus has come
from chemical and x -ray studies. By chemical
methods it is easy to separate the protein and the
nucleic acid. This can be done with concentrated
salt solutions, with acetic acid, with phenol, and
in other ways. When this is done one obtains a
protein subunit with a molecular weight of 18,000,
which is made up of about 150 amino acids. The
sequence of these amino acids is now being examined in our laboratory, and we hope to have an
answer in a year or two . This study has been
going for two years but its completion will take a
long time.

Figure R-22 shows the tobacco mosaic virus,
which is rod-shaped, or more properly, tubeshaped. The l engt h of this virus is a bout 0. 3
micron and its diameter is 0.015 micron. It
contains 95o/o protein and 5% ribonucleic acid, We
know more about the structure of this virus, surely,
than ariy other virus. Because it is rod-shaped,
there is some hope that we might be able to under stand how this virus is put together and obtain some
evidence about its su bstructur e. In the electron
microscope, an ordinary picture like Fig. R-22

Fig . R-23. Tobacco mosaic virus which has been
partially disintegrated by treatment with a
detergent. The fine strands extending from
the ends of the particles are the fibri l s of
RNA known to exist within the virus (the
white sphere shown in th e picture is a reference object of polystyrene latex). X l20,000.

Fig . R-22. An electron micrograph of tobacco
mosaic virus, showing the characteristic rod
shape. No periodic array of surface structure
has been found on this vi rus by electron
microscopy, although such an array is believed to exist from x-ray anal ysis . X300,000.
gives no evidence of substructure whatso eve r. But
we can do a little trick, as Fig. R- 23 shows . If
we treat the virus particles with detergent, the
protein is dissolved but not the nucleic acid, In
Fig. R-23 one can see part of a v1rus particle, out
of which extends a thread. From enzymatic studies
we know that this thread is the RNA of tobacco
mosaic virus . This helps u s to answer these
questions: "If a virus is to be made as a helix,
·with 5% RNA, how is the RNA to b e put in? Is it
to be inserted as multiple strands, say 10 or 12
strands of RNA, or is it to be put in as a single
strand?" The answer seems to be that a single
long strand is all that is necessary. By measurements made of a few hundred of th ese strands and
knowing the amount of RNA that must have been in
the virus to start with, we find that one l ong strand
of RNA, such as is seen in the illustration, contains enough material to account for the 5% RNA
content of the virus .

Fig. R- 24. An e l ectron micrograph of the protein
fraction of tobacco mosaic virus which has
been freed of RNA and which has been
slightly reaggregated by reducing the pH
of t he solution. Continued treatment at low
pH causes the protein fraction to reaggregate
to rods which are indistinguishabl e from
tobacco mosaic virus except that they are not
uniform in l ength. X200,000 .
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Figure R - 24 is an electron micrograph of
the protein fraction which has been slightly reaggregated, By treating the protein with just a
litt l e bit of acid , once can cause it to reaggregate
in a form shown he r e; the small discs actually
r epresent just a cross section of the virus particle
itself. By treating the prot ein with acid for a
longer time , one can cause it to reaggregate back
to a shape that is very much like th e complete
native virus.
The protein can be purified by itself and the
nucleic acid can be purified by itself, so that one
already had an idea from chemical analysis that
there were protein subunits of mol ecular weight
18,000 . The x - ray evidence of crystals of DNA
supports this concept. Figure R- 25 shows the
combined evidence of e l ectron microscopy and x ray analysis in q u ite a b it of detail. The r od (r eally
a tub e , because i t has a ho l e in the middle ) is a
helix- -a gigantic helix compared with th e size of an
atom. Figure R - 25 shows the protein subunits of
molecu l ar we i ght 18,000, which are structural subunit s as well and show up in the x - ray structure .
The nuc l eic acid is neither in the center nor on the
outside, but imbedded in the protein . This is shown
schematically, but we now kno w that we should show
the nucleic acid as a single fiber tha t goes round and
round the helix, following the pitch of th e protein
portion. When we disintegrate the virus chemically
we bre ak up these subunits, one from the other.
These are the ones with the mol ec ular W>eight of
18, 0 00 .

both in sol ution, and lowers the pH to about 5. 5.
The two are then mixed together in a test tube .
After a few minut e s we get what is shown in Fig.
R - 26. The result may not b e surprising now , but
it certainly was when this was first done, for we
once again have a virus particle! As far as we can
tell, antigenically, chemically , x-ray crystallographically, and even biologically,as regards their
infectivity, these particles are identical with the
natural particles with which we started . In other
wor ds, from such a reconstituted mix , we can get
back about 80% of the original infectivity. At
first this sounds like a mystery, but it is largely
an exercise in po l ymerization . What happens is
that the h e lix just grows round and round, with the
protein units added one at a tim e to the RNA helix .
The helix stops growing in length when the end of
the nucleic acid fiber is reached,
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Fig. R - 25. A diagram showing the arrangement of
the protein subunits of tobacco mosaic virus,
and showing the localization of the RNA. Note
that the protein subunits are arrayed in the
form of a helix. The helix has a hollow tube
along its center , as shown here. It is now
known that the RNA, shown schematically
here some 40 angstrom units from the axis
of the virus rod, follows the pitch of the helix,
Th e information leading to this schematic
representat i on of the structure of tobacco
mosaic vi rus has come from e l ectr on micros copy and from x-ray analysis .
An interesting property of the tobacco mosaic
virus is that we can easily put one together (or at
le as t back together)in the labor atory. We do not
know with certainty how this is done in nature, but
we do have some idea. The l abo r atory procedure is
first to take the virus apart chemically into its protein fraction and its nucleic acid fraction. Th e prot ein fraction consists of the subunits of mol ec ular
weight 18,000 . Th e nucleic acid fraction consists
of very thin fibers, which are the single helix - type
polymer . The next step is to put th ese back to gether as a virus particl e. To do this, one takes
th e nuclei c acid fraction and the protein fraction

Fig . R-26 . An electron micrograph of tobacco
mosaic virus which has been reconstituted
from its constituent parts: protein and RNA.
The reconstituted material appears like the
native virus and has a fair uniformity of
l ength . Such rods are almost as infective as
the native virus b e fore it was disintegrated
and reconstituted. X55,000.
Now the question arises, "Is the entire reconstituted virus particle required in order to be
infective, or is one of the components infective
by itself? We have found that the protein is not
infective. But Fig. R-27 illustrates an experi ment which has led us to believe that the nucleic
acid is infective. This is a "mixed -breed" type of
experime nt. After th e nucleic acid and the protein
have been separated, instead of putting them back
together in the normal way, we put them back to gether by m ixi ng . That is, we start with a virus
of one strain, which we will call "A" and a virus
of another strain, which we will call "B. II We
then combine the protein of one par e nt (B) and th e
nucleic acid of the other parent (A) and infect plants
with the reconstituted virus. We find that the
progeny that are grown in th e plant, after infection,
have the strain characteristic of the parent that
furnished the nucleic acid. In other wo rds, the experiment shows that the progeny always partake of
the same genetic characteristics as the parent that
furnished the nucleic acid. In fact, we now know
that without exception the nucleic acid by itself is
infectious . For example, it is possible to get about
5% of the infectivity level of native tobacco mosaic
virus b y infecting with its nucleic acid a lon e .
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Fig. R-27. A schematic representation of areconstitution experiment in which nucleic acid
from one strain of tobacco mosaic virus has
been reconstituted with the protein of another
strain. In this case the nucleic acid from the
strain called "A" has been combined with the
protein from strain called "B. " Following
infection the progeny virus has all the characteristi c s of strain "A" as shown in the last
particle on the right. This is a clear indication that the nucleic acid determines the
genetic characteristics of the progeny, and
was the experiment which led to the later
discovery that the RNA of tobacco mosaic
virus is by itself infective .
Thus, we have learned that the only part of a
virus that is infectious is the core of the virus, i.e.,
just its nucleic acid. All viruses seem to have this
core, with nucleic acid on the inside. Unfortunately,
we do not yet have any evidence about the sequence
of the nucleotides in the nucleic acid. To obtain this
information is a much more difficult task than can
be accomplished at the present. But we do know
that this material, be it DNA or RNA, is infectious. Of course, with bacterial virus it was already
known that only the DNA goes in, so that we could
infer that in the natural world of bacterial viruses
DNA is infe ctious. But it is fascinating to find in
the artificial world of what man can do, that the
RNA of viruses is infectious.
Suppose now that we take the juice of an infected plant from which the tobacco mosaic virus
particles have all been removed. When we extract
the nucleic acid that r e mains in the juice, we find
that it is infectious. This indicates that more infectious nucleic acid is made than is finally w rappe d
up in the complete particle. Why the n must protein
be present in the complete particle? An answer
may be found by reflecting on why you want a
shopping bag whe n you buy a lot of small packages
at a store . It is probabl e that the protein serves
primarily as a protective cover for the nucleic acid,
as some thing to wrap it in.

In just the last few months it has been found
that the ordinary specificity rules of virus infection
break down . Previously, we believed that a given
type of virus will infect only one host species or
family. For example, I have worked in tobacco
mosaic virus for years, but I have no infection
from the tobacco mosaic virus because I am not a
tobacco plant. Likewise, poliovirus has been
known to infect best only the cells of primates, that
is, monkeys, humans, and so forth and to infect
less well the cells of other mammals. Certainly,
poliovirus will not infect the cells of a frog . This
selectivity is probably because the protein w ill not
allow the virus to attach to th e cells of a frog. But,
unless the virus attaches to the cell, the nucleic
acid cannot go in and cause infection. However, it
has recently been discovered that if the protein is
stripped off and only the nucleic acid is placed upon
the cells, we can infect tissue-cultured frog cells
with polio "virus. " The frog cells will then produce
true poliovirus, and the particles that come out look
just like the original poliovirus that furnished the
nucleic acid .
Thevirus particles that are now produced by the infected cells (the complete virus
particles) no longer recognize the frog cells. That
is, once the protein coat is around the nucleic acid,
the virus cannot infect the frog cells . It now appears
likely that within a few years we shall be able to infect plant cells with animal viruses, or infect animal cells with plant viruses, if we use only the nucleic acids. We virologists are then going to have
to watch our step, because we would hate to come
down with a case of tobacco mosaic virus!
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S . THE BIOLO G Y OF VIRUS
Gunther S. Stent

Viruses are of the greatest practical importance.
Not only do they cause some of t h e worst diseases
that afflict man, but they attack plants and animals
as well. A very l arge effort of virologists all over
the world is now being directed toward controlling
virus diseases. Of fundamental value in this investi gation is the study of how viruses reproduce. That
is the subject of this lecture.
In th e free state, virus particles manifest no
metabolic p henomena at all. However, when a virus
comes in contact with a living cell, a remarkable
metamorphosis takes place: the virus comes to life.
Processes then ensue inside the infected cell which
lead to reproduction of the iniective particle.

The head is filled with DNA (desoxyribonucleic acid},
a substance which will be discussed in more detail
below. The outer coat of the head is made of protein.
Thus, th e main chemical components of v irus are
protein and DNA, which occur in nearly equal
amounts.
Figure S-2 shows a cell of the bacterium coli
sur rounded by virus particles of the typ e that can
infect it. The relative sizes of the virus particles
and the coli cell are evident. The length of the coli
cell is about 1/10, 000 inch, which is about the l imit
of optical visibility. To observe the virus particles,
one must use an electron microscope.

A given virus cannot infect every type of living
cell. Those viruses that attack cells of ani mals are
called animal viruses . Also there are plant viruses
and insect viruses. However, this lecture will be
devoteelto those viruses that infect bacteria, in par ticular Bacterium coli. This bacterium, which is
found in the human intestinal tract, can be infected by
a very large range of viruses.
It may come as a s u rpri ''e that even the smallest
of all organisms - bacteria - are themselves the prey
of virus disease. Forty years ago, when bacterial
viruses were disco vere d, there was great excitement,
for it was felt that at last a means was found for
controlling bacterial diseases. The line of thought was
obvious: to cure a patient infected with diphtheria,
one would simply administer a virus specific for the
diphtheria bacterium. The virus would seek out the
diphtherium bacterium and destroy it, thereby c uring
the patient. In fact, it was thought that an epidemic
such as cholera could be averted by this s ame method.
One would merely isolate a virus that infects cholera
bacilli, disseminate this virus among the people, and
then encourage ever yon e to be as unhygeni c as possible so as to facilitate the spread of th is anti - cholera
virus. In this way, the cholera bacteria would all be
quickly eradicated.
Unfortunately, this hope was not realized.
Therapy by bacterial viruses turned out to be quite
frui tless . Today antib iotics are widely successful,
much more so than was ever th ought possible by even
the most enthusiasti c supporters of bacterial-virus
therapy. In fact, b ac terial viruses are of virtually no
pra c tical conse qu ence nowadays. However, as objects
of fundam e.n t a l biological study, they are of the utmost
importance.
Figur e S-1 shows that bacterial viruses are
s;nall ta dpol e - shaped objects having a head and t ai l.

Fig. S-1.

A bacterial virus of the T 2 strain.

•
Fig. S - 2. The bacterium coli, which infects the
human intestinal tract. Virus of the T5 strain
are seen adsorbed on the cells.
The reproduction cycle of the bacterial virus
is repres en ted in Fig. S-3 . When virus particles
are introduced into a population of bacteria suspended
in some n:edium, the particles di ffuse toward a bac terial cell. Whe n a virus particle succeeds in hit ting a bacteriu m, it fixes itself by me ans of its tail
to the surface of the cell.
After attachment takes place the tail contracts,
pushing a kind of hypodermic needle inside the b ac terial cell . The nucleic acid (DNA} of the virus is
then injected into the interio r of the ce ll, as indicate d
by the dotted line in Fig. S-3a. Th e protein coat of
the virus never enters the cell.
Once infe ction has occurred, the reproduction
drama of virus growth ensues. Since only the DNA
enters, it must be the agent responsible for virus
r ep ro :iuction inside the ce ll. Also, DNA must repre sent the chemical substance which carries the heredit ary continuity from one virus generation to the next.

If we examine the ce ll 10 minutes after infec tion has occur red (Fig. S-3b}, we find that the memb rane containing the protein is still attached outside
the cell . Inside the cell we find some hollow particles
that contain protei n, but no nucleic acid. Because
they contain no nucleic acid, these virus precursors
are in capab le of producing infection. The synthesis
of the vi r al nucleic acid is, however, a lr eady taking
place, as can be demonstrated by direct chemical tests.
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The nucleic acid will soon combine with the protein to
form infective virus particles.
Twenty minutes after infection (Fig. S - 3c), we
find the first infective virus particles inside the cell.
Th ese contain both protein and nucleic acid. There
are still some virus precursors present, whose
growth process is not yet completed.

baclerium

""'

F ig.

S-3 . Reproductive cycle of bacterial virus:
(a ) at the moment of infection; (b) 10 minutes
later; (c) ZO minutes after infection; (d ) 30
minutes after infection.

After 30 minutes (Fig. S-3d), a hundred or so
infective virus particles have acc umul ated inside th e
ce ll . The cell then bursts open, liberating the
progeny into the medium.
What we have just described illu strates the
central problem of biology, namely, to know what
kind of structure manages to reproduce itself . We
now turn to consider the techniques and methods by
which we discover the information just discussed.
One of the reasons why bacterial viruses are
so suitable for fundamental biological studies, and
why they can be used so easily, is that an accurate
assay is easil y made of the number of virus parti cles present in a given sample. Suppose that we
want to know the number of bacterial viruses in a
certain solution. The method is as follows. A
nutrient agar is poured ont o a petri plate. Th is
agar is then inoculated with about a milli on bacteria
of a type susceptible to the virus we wish to assay.
Next , a dilution of the virus suspension is mixed
with the b ac teria, so that about 100 virus particles
are placed on the p l ate. Th is mixture of bacteria
and virus is incubated overnight at 3 7 °C. During
incubation the bacteria multiply, each bacterium
giving rise to a colony of descendants. By morning
the surface of the nutrient agar is covere d with a
thick film of bacterial cell s. The previous day, the
plate was completely clear, but now the surface is
turbid with a thick lawn of bacterial growth. Ho w ever, each place where a virus happened to come to
rest there will be a hole . What has happened is
that each virus infected a bacterial cell. H a lf an
hour later each cell burst open, liberating seve r a l
hundred progeny particles. Th ese progeny infected
neighboring cells and in turn multiplied on them.
After another half hour, several hundred more progeny were released from each cell. So as the bacteri-

a l l awn grew, a tiny virus col ony also grew at each
s it e where an original virus carne to rest, creating
a hole. We call these holes "plaques." T o determine the number of virus particles deposited on the
plate, one has only to count the number of plaques
and take into account the dilution factor. People who
work with bacterial viruses spend at least half their
time counting these plaques. E ven so, this is in comparably easier than making assays of plant or
animal v i ruses. F or exampl e, one might need per haps ZOO mice to make an assay similar to that done
with a single agar dish .
The method used to measure the speci fic
infectivity of a virus preparation is as follows: One
first determines the number of infective virus parti cles by the plaque method. Next , he counts the
number of partic l es by means of an electron micro scope. For bacterial viruses, it turns out that the
ratio of infective particles to physically visible
particles is one. In the case of plant and animal
viruses this ratio may be one in a thousand, or in
some cases only one in a million. That is, in the
case o f plant and animal viruses onl y a very small
percentage of the particles seen in an e l ectron
microscope ever do anything biologically interesting . Thus, in working with plant or animal viruses
there is a l ways the uncertainty that the particle
causing a biological effect does not r ep resent the
bulk of the preparation. H owever, when dealing
with bacterial viruses , we know that every p a rti cle
is infective. This is one of the main advantages of
>vorking with bacterial viruses.
The p l aque assay method is a l so employed to
follow the kinetics of virus multiplication. For t h is
purpose we use a bacterial culture containing, say,
100, 000, 000 cells per milliliter. Next, we introduce
an equal number of viruses, which immediately begin to diffuse toward the bacterial cell s. The virus
particles fix themselves on the surface of these cells,
and the infection is underway . At one-minute intervals (me asured from the moment that the viruses
were introduced), a l iquots of t h is growin g virusinfected culture are removed. The aliquots are
then suitably diluted and plated on agar for the
p l aque assay in order to see how many infective
centers exist.
It turns out that. in such an experiment the
number of viruses remains the same for about 25
minutes. Th e n umb er th e n suddenly begins t o rise,
continuing to increase for perhaps l 0 minutes, and
again levels off. This is represented by the solid
curve in Fi g. S-4. What has happened in this "onestep growth experiment" is that during the first 25
minutes, or l atent period, the virus es were multiplying inside the bacteria. At that point the bacteria
began to break open and liberat e the virus particles
they harbor inside . This liber ating process continued for about l 0 minutes. No further virus
growth then took place because a ll the bacteria had
ruptured and died. We thus see that the difference
between the initial l evel and final level, or "burst
size," i s a factor of about 100 . Thus, it was from
this one-step growth experiment th at we h ave learned
that each parental vir u s gives rise to about 100
progeny viruses after an incubation period of about
30 minutes .

Closer to the problem that we want to investigate is the question: "When do the viruses actually
appear inside the cell?" The one- step growth experi ment does not answer this - it merely tells when the
viruses are liberated into the medium . To answer
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this question , we m ust break open the bacte r ia
artificially. This can be done by p r essure , cer t ain
chemical s, or u lt rasoni c sound. Afte r we h ave
broken t he bacte r ia we plate aliqu ots of the inf ective
culture on agar to count how many infective v ir uses
are present . T h i s te ll s us t h e intrace llu l a r accu m u lation of viruses after a given i nterval rath e r t h an
the time of their spontaneous liberation.

l ong mol ecule , much longer than a protein mol ecu l e .
To the side o f eac h sugar is attached one of four
purine or py r im i d i ne bases.
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T he first person to perform t h is intrace llul a r
growth experiment was greatly surprised at the r e sult. He naturall y expected that immediate l y a ft er
infection there woul d be the same number of viruses
as were introduced. But to his amazement he found
none, not even the virus particles that were put in.
In fact, for the first 12 minutes he found essentially
no infectivity in bacterial cells that were artificially
ruptured . After 1 2 minutes , there was a sudden in crease in infectivity, which rose for about 20 minutes,
and then leveled off at the same final value as in the
case of the one - step growth experiment. T h i s is rep resented by the dashed curve in Fig. S - 4.
What is the reason for this lack of infecti vity
during the first 12 minutes , or period of " eclipse?"
It will be recall ed that when infection occurs, the
nucleic acid is injected but the protein remains outside the bacterial cell. The nucleic acid is not infecti v e unless it is inside a protein coat, which it
uses as a syringe. However, by the time 12. minutes
have el a psed, a certain amount of viral protein has
been synthesized inside the cell . This combines with
nucl e ic acid to form an infective progeny. When this
occurs, the eclipse is over . From this point on,
more a nd more viral nucleic acid combines with pro t e in to make additional virus particles, until the final
level is reached . Thus, in this intracellu l ar growth
experiment the same final level i.s attained as in the
one - step growth experiment.
What is the nature of the nucleic acid , which
plays such an important role in carrying the hereditary information of the virus particle? Figure S - 5
ind i cates the nature of a ch a in that makes up nucleic
a c id or DNA. It is a polymer of very high molecular
weight, built of repeating units c omposed of molecules
of the sugar, desoxyribose, link e d through phosphate
est e r bonds. Thus, along the main chain of this
polymer we have a succession of sugar, phosphate ,
su g ar, phosphate, sugar, etc. , continuing up to a
molecular weight of 10 million . This is an extreme! y
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Fig. S - 4. The kinetics of bacterial virus growth:
solid curve represents the one - step growth
experiment; das h ed curve indicates the
intracellul ar growth experiment.
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Fig . S- 5 . A chain making up desoxyribonucleic acid,
often referred to as D NA or nucleic acid.
A DEN IN E

T HYMINE

G UANI N E

CYTOS I NE

0

Fig. S-6. The four bases which are attached to each
sugar molecule contained in a DNA c hain. The
bases are adenine, thymine, guanine, and
cytosine.
F igure S- 6 shows the nature of these bases:
one is called adenine, one thymine, one guanine, and
one cytosine. T hese are complex heterocyclic, organic molecules which form the re a l working part of
DNA.
Desoxyribonucleic a c i d co n sists of a double
chain (see Fig. R-5 of Section R), e a ch like that
indicated in Fig. S - 5 . These two chains are helically
intertwined and are held together by purine and
pyrimidine molecules th a t jut out s i deways. The
hereditary information resides in the p articular ar-
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rangement of these purine and pyrimidine residues
along the chain.
Another reason wh y it is so convenient to
work with bacterial viruses i s th at they can be easily
s tudi ed with radioa cti ve tracers . One of the tracers
used e xtensively is phosphorous 32. This isotope
emits b e ta r ays, w h ich a r e among the easiest to
observe w ith a r adiation detector.
32
A com mon procedure is to a dd P
{perhaps
in the form of phosphoric acid ) to a culture in which
the bacteria a r e growing. Th e bacteria then assimilate this radiophosphorous i nto their phosphorylated
constituents. If th ese bacteria become infe c ted wi th
viruses, the v irus es then assimi l ate the mat e rials
making up the bacte ri a and become , therefore,
themselves radioactively l a bl ed . After purification
of such vi rus es b y centrifug ation we obtain a preparation in which the onl y radioa c ti vity resides in the
b acte ri a l vir :3"zes themselves. In parti cular, in the
case of the P
l abe l, the radioactivity is contained
i n the p h osphate links wh i c h hold together the sugars
in the DNA. The protein contains no phosphorous,
nor does th e vi rus have any lipids or other cons titu e nts
which contain phosphorous. T herefore, in a b ac terial
virus that has been labeled with radiophosphorous,
the radioactivity resides exclusively in the DNA. We
can fo llow the fate of the D NA by s imp l y following the
radioactivity which the virus contain s.
A second r adioisotop e used extensively in this
wo r k is sulfur 3 5, which is also a be t a emitter. The
same procedure a s outline d a bo ve is f ollowed to ob tain a preparation of bacterial viruses in which all
th e radio ac tivity is in th e viruses themselves. The
difference i s that ther e is no sulfur in DNA. All the
sulfur is in th e protein, i.e. , i n its two a mino acids,
meth i onine and cystine.
I n this way, we can obtain
two viru s preparations th at are identi cal, except that
one is labeled with radiosulfur and th e other with
radiophospho rous . W e now h ave a m etho d for follow ing the fates of the protein and the DNA separately.
Suppose that we infect a population of bacteria
with a v iru s l abe led with radiosulfur. We know th at
th e virus a ttac h es itself to a ce ll by it s t ail. After a
few minutes we place this c ulture in a Wa r ing blendor .
Th is sets up such tremendous shear forces that the
prot ein c o a ting is torn away from the cell. We discover th at this has actually occurred b y using a
r adiation counter . W e then u se the plaque assay test
and find that in spite of th is rough treatm ent , the cell
is infecte d. Fr om these facts we con clude first, that
the protein has not entered the cell (for othe rw ise we
could not have stripped it off ), and secondl y , that t he
protein is no t n ece ss ary to produ c e infection. T o
discover the role of D NA in producing infection, we
repeat the expe riment, this time using r adiophosphorous rather than radiosulfur . In this case the W a ring
b l endor d oes not strip off th e radioactivity, indicating
that the DNA is inside the cell.
Fina lly, we turn to cons ide r briefly some
genetic studies on b acterial viruses, whi c h show that
t h e h ereditary a ppar atus of these tiny organis ms is in
many respec ts very similar to th at of higher fo r ms.
The type of plaque whi c h an ordi nary wild virus forms
wh en p l a ted on a n aga r dish has a c h a racterist ic
morphol ogy, namely, a clear c.enter with a sort of
turbi d halo around it. I n the many thousands of
pl a ques that we observe daily, we o ccas ionally find
one that l ooks different. It is bigger and does n ot have
the turbid halo, but instead is cle a r a round it s edges.
W e refer to this rare type of plaque as an r plaque.

If we carefully isolate th e conte nts of such -a virus
colony a nd a llow the p a rti c les to reprodu ce, we find
that the o ffspring all make the same type of aberrant
plaque . That is, th e alterations th a t have suddenly
a risen perpetuate thems elve s in a stable way, pr o ducing a n ew genetic type, i. e. , a mutant.
There also exists anoth er plaque-type mutant.
This is designated by letter m, standing for minut e,
since it makes a very tiny plaque.
It ma y come as a surprise to learn that bacterial viruses exhibit a k ind of sexuality. This can
be demons trated by infecting a bacte r ium with both
the r -type and them-type vir us. Since m o re than
o ne virus particle can grow in a single bacterium,
b o th of these can multipl y insid e a given cell. Among
the hundred or so progen y coming from a c ell, some
will be of the r type and some the m typ e. In addition
to those that are exactly like theirparents, there will
be some which give rise to the normal plaque , i .e . ,
are n eithe r r nor m, but resembl e the original wild
t ype .
Where do these normal w ild- type v iruses
come from? This can be answere d in terms of con ventional genetic ideas. The genetic structure of a
vi rus, i . e., its "chromosome, 11 can be represented
as a single straight line . Eac h gene (i .e., a lo c us
which contr ols a d iffe rent activity of the vir us) can be
ass igned different loc ation s on this linear chromosomal
map. Just as in chromosomes, a form of crossover
can occur in a "cross" between two genetically different viruses . In Fig. S-7 are indicated the chromosomes of the two parent viruses of such a cross. It
is apparent that if a crossover 0ccurs between the
po int m a nd r, then a normally nonmutant chromo!lome
arises-(as well as a chromosome be ar ing both m and
.::_mutant lo ci ).
---
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Fig. S-7 . Genetic c ross over be twee n chromosomes
of two different mutants.
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LIPOPROTEINS AND HEART DISEASE
Alex Nichols

Th e relationship of lipoprote i ns to heart
disease has b ee n bandi e d about in n ews pap e r s and
magazin e s to a considerable extent. There is always
the probl e m of interpr e ting these popular accounts .
In this l ec ture we will try to give you some basis for
evaluating this information .

Th e heart con tinually pumps blood to th e
various ti ss u es of th e body, supplying to them the
nutrients e ssential for life. H owever, th e n ou rishment for th e heart its e lf c omes throu gh th e small
c oron a ry arteries. If th ese becom e obstructe d, th e
heart tissue suffers sta r vation a nd suffocati on.

It is important first to kno w som ething of th e
heart, its arteries, and its musculature . Figur e T-l
shows that the chamb e r walls are very strong mus c ular cells. This drawing also reveals the venous and
arterial syst e ms, which ca rr y blood to and from th e
heart w ith each pumping motion. Also ev ident are
som e small arteries that c rown th e heart. Th ese ar e
the coronary arteries, w hich will b e our major topi c
in this l ecture.

E xamination of th e h ea rts of p er sons who di e d
from heart attacks has shown a si gnifi can t narrowing
of th e passag e through th e coronary arteries
(Fig. T- 2 ) .
In som e c as e s th ese arteries were complete l y
plugg ed. Chemical analysis of th e blo c king mater·ial
re vealed that it is made up of c h oles terol , triglyceride s, phospholipids , c al c ium , and decayed tissu e .
As this mat e rial b eg ins to co ll ect, partially obstructing the coronary artery, ther e is an eve r
gr e at e r tendency for a blood clot to form. If this
happ e ns, a portion of th e h e art w ill not rece i ve
nutri en ts. This means that the affec t e d tissu e dies,
causing a heart atta c k. This is very painful and often
fatal. On the oth e r hand, if there is only a partial
blo c ka ge, the con dition is call e d angina pectoris .
With this, there is pain and also th e possibility that
the blood supply will eventually b eco m e co mplet ely
block e d, caus in g a heart attack.
A co r ollar y finding to this was that th e coro nary system has a fantasti c r ec up erati ve pow e r.

When a bl oc kage occurs, collat e r a l c ir c ulation develops in tim e. Small arter i e s form around the block,
allowing the affected muscle to re c up er at e . Th e c irculation will not be as g ood as it was b efore the
dis ease started, but it is sufficient to e nabl e th e
per son to ge t around. This is mainly the reason for
not overworking afte r a h ea rt attack .

Fig . T-1.

Th e human heart.

It makes a g r eat differen ce wh e r e the narro win g occurs . A blo c ka ge in the upp er region of th e
heart is the most d e adl y, because th e blood supply is
cut off from a lar ge r area .

S o far we have been discussing studies on
individuals with h ea rt disease. Th e question now
arises, "What about presumably normal indi v iduals?"
An int e r e sting inve stigation was mad e in Korea on
soldiers kill e d in battl e. S urprisingly enough, th e
c oronary arteries of many of th ese h ealth y young m e n
were narrowed to some extent. From this and other
studies it was apparent that heart disease starts
rath e r ear l y in lif e. Its symp t oms may not app ear
until th e person h as reached middl e age. Th e n w ithout any warning, a clot will form c au s in g pain or eve n
d ea th.

F ig . T- 2 .

C ro ss section of an artery of a pers on
who d i ed o f corona r y disease, showing
ho w t he effecti ve pass ageway f o r blood
has na rr owed.

Unfortunately, a t present we canno t tell wi th
ce rtaint y if a specified yo ung p erson i s a candida te
f or a heart attack in l ater life . An x-ray machine
cannot detect this narrowing, nor can an electrocard i ogram (EKG). An EKG w ill indi cate only that
actual dama ge to the h ea rt has occurred. Y e t we
would like to find out early wh o is more susceptible
a nd establish preventi ve measures for these individuals . How does one go about doing th is ?
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Our approach has been a statistical one. It
has invol ve d studying a representative population of
thousands of individuals. All persons with diagnosed
heart disease were excluded from the study, because
we wante d to learn how a susceptible individual
differs from the others before he has any symptoms.
This population was then observed over a period of
four years or so, since it takes that long for an
appreciabl e number to become coronary victims.
Durin g this period certain variables were recorded
for each person: his height, weight , age, blood pressure, etc. Also, detailed analyses were made of his
blood. For instance, the amounts of blood lipoproteins (particles that carry blood fats) and chol esterol (a blood fat) were determined .
At the conclusion of the test period all the
data were analyzed. We then looked for significant
differences in th e abov e variables betwe e n th e p e ople
who d eve loped heart trouble and those who did not.
Unfortun a t ely, during this study we were unable to
record every conce ivabl e var iabl e. But among the
variables that were recorded, three were found to be
signifi cant :
Fi g. T-4 .
a.

high concentrations of blood lipoproteins and blood fats,

b.

high blood pressure, and

c.

overwieght.

A person with any one of th e se w ould have a greater
than ave ra ge risk of having a heart attack; a per son
with all thr ee would have the g r eatest risk.
We also found that of these three factors, the
first two are about twice as significant as the l ast
one in i ndicating the risk. However , because of the
statistical nat ur e of th e study it would be impossible
to predict that a given individual will or will not have
a heart attack. This can be illust rated by Fi g. T- 3,
which plots blood pressures for both a coronary and
a noncoronary

Blood pressure
Fig. T- 3.

Graph showing ho w, on the average,
co ronary victims have higher blood
pressure than noncoronaries . (Not to
scale. )

It is apparent that the mean blood pres sure for the
coronary group is significantly high er than for the
noncoronary group. But there is some overlap of the
curves, indicating that not e v ery person with hi gh
blood pressure w ill have a h ea rt attack . It is merely
more likely that he w ill than if his blood pressure
were normal.
Suppos e that we we r e to draw a blood sample
from a person. If we let the blood stand about two or
three hours , a clot would form (Fig. T-4).

Aft er standing 2 to 3 hours in a test tube,
blood separates into two distinct bands .

This clot, which settles t o the bottom, conta ins the
red blood cells . Above this we would see a clear,
yellowish liquid known as th e serum. The volume
relationships are about 50-50 . It is the serum that
we are prin c ipally interested in , because it contains
the lipids. Th e lipids are extracted from serum by
th e classical t echn iqu e of shaking it with organic solvents. After doing this we find that serum contains
chol esterol este rs , phospholipids, and triglycerides .
Thes e materials are chemical compounds
containing long-chain fatty acids . Th ese chains are
composed of carbon atoms surrounded by hydrogen
atoms:
H H HH
/ O
H-C-C-C-C-C
H H H H
"-.OH
Th ese chains, which vary in l eng th , are the principal
compounds that are present in the fa ts in the body .
In other wo rds , th ey are present in the cholesterol
esters, in the phospholipids, and the triglycerides.
Th ese chains are linked to certain backbones. For
example, there is a glycerol backbone cons isting of
three carbon atoms; linked to each carbon atom is a
fatty-acid compound . Th e r esulting combination is
known as a triglyceride, a trilipid compound, or a
tri-fatty-acid compound . Thus , from a strict
extraction we find that lipids are present in serum,
just as th e y are present in other tissues of the body.
From a population study similar to that described above we found th at these lipids are definitely
elevated in the coronary population . Likewis e, they
are elevated in individuals who subsequently have
coronary attacks, not in every case, but on the
average.
Th e next question to be asked was concerned
with how th ese compounds are dispersed in an
aqueous sol v ent. It is known that if one mixes water
and vege table oil, a two-phase system results. Th e
oil floats to the top and the water goes to th e bottom.
If this were the case in a human we woul d all become
senile rather early, because the fats would quickly
end up in our brains. Th erefore, something in our
body fats contributes to a one -phase system in which
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this oil or fat is dispersed throughout the aqueous
ph ase . A common example of this is in mayonnaise,
where the fat is uniformly dispersed to give a onephase system. We th e n turned to the problem of
finding out what prop er ti es of fat particle in serum
allow it to go to a one - phase system. W e found that
the major stabilizing fa c to r for fats in th e blood is
protein. Thu s, prot e ins give stability to blood fats,
and it is th e combination of fat with protein which
gives the serum lipoproteins . Ho wever, we still do
not know the details of th e linkag es and bondings.
T he r e are probably some polar bonds; also there are
bonding s of a nonpolar nature which keep a polar-type
compound like protein link ed to highly nonpolar
materials lik e triglycerides or cholesterol esters.
Mat er i als like prote i ns and lipoprot e ins are
transported in th e bloodstream in the form of l arge
molecule groupings. Th at is , molecules of cho l esterol do not trav e l alon e.
S a l t i ons cruise around
by t h emsel ves, but fa ts travel in th e form of la rge
molecule groupings.
In order to study protein particles, we apply
a whol e battery of b i ophysical techniques such as the
ultrac entrifu ge, diffusion apparatus, e l ectropho,-esis,
paper chromatography, and electr on mi croscopy.
Th ese specialized techniques are necessary b ec ause
proteins a r e small-of collo i dal size. F or example ,
using th e ultracentrifuge we can produce a force
150,000 times as strong as gravity. After about 24
hours of this type of spinning, serum s eparates into
a wh it e layer on top, a clear soluti on next, fo ll owed
by a bright yellow-orange lay e r, wi th a brownish
l ayer underneath that (F ig. T -5 ) . Th e wh ite l ayer
conta i ns the lar ge lipoproteins, because th e i r density
i s onl y 0.8 to 0.9 ~/cc , wh il e that of the clear solution
i s about 1.007 3 gjcc. Th e clear material conta ins no
proteins and no extraneous material other than the
salt s that a;re conta ined in bl ood. T he proteins, of
dens ity 1.3 g/cc, are in the bottom l ayers. By
adding sal ts, one can control the density of the clear
material in the intermediate layer and in this way
float var i ous particles from the low er lay ers to the
top. Wh en we raised the density of the clear liquid

and the yellow layer fl oated up. It was found to
con tain a gro up of small lipoproteins . After this process has b een repeated all that is l eft at the bottom
are the pr o teins, the albumins, and the globulins that
are contained in the blood . Thus , by this technique
we are abl e to separate t h e lipoproteins according to
their densities and sizes, and thereby characterize
them. In fact, the analytic ultracentrifuge will perform this f rac tionation and then automatically g i ve a
g raph showing the concentration of each fraction
(Fig. T-6). The position of each peak indicates the
density, and the area under the peak represents the
concentra tion of molecules present in the sample.
Three broad peaks occur in the density range 0.8 to
1. 2, corresponding to the concentrat ion of lipoprot eins.
However, the exact siz e and shape of these peaks
va ri es from indi v idual to indi v idual.
COMPOSITION

OF HUMAN

........,
1. 200

• 181
• -150
I - 1• >01
1001

Fig. T-6.

(a ) Ultrac entr i fugal composition of
human sera; (b) El ectron micrographs
of specific lipoprotein fractions . The
Sf designations refer to rate of migration
in the ultrac entrifuge.

white (lipids)

clear (salts in
solution)
yellow-orange
brown

Fi g. T-5.

l

(proteins
and

lipoproteins)

Di s tribution of human serum after being
spun 24 hours in an ultracentrifuge.

to 1.06 g/cc, the orange zone floated to th e top . Thi s
orange layer was analyzed and was found to con tain
the intermediate size lipoproteins . We again raised
the density of the clear liquid, this time to 1 .2 g/c c,

We ran a study of some 50 , 000 individuals to
find out how the concent rations of these compounds
are related to the evenutal occurrence of co ronary
disease. W e found that the large lipoproteins and
int e rmediat e - size lipoproteins have a direct corre l a tion to'the occurrence of heart attacks. T his focused
our attention on studying these two groups for their
c hemical structure and for their various physical
properties.
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The composition of the large lipoproteins is
principally triglyceride, but some phospholipid,
cholesterol, and protein are present. Triglyceride is
the compound present in vegetable oil, coconut oil,
cottonseed oil, corn oil, and safflower-seed oil.
The
principal component of the intermediate-size lipoproteins is the cholesterol esters--the steroid -type
c ompound in the adrenal glands, i.e., the sex
hormones. The small lipoproteins are made up
mainly of phospholipids- -th e compounds that are prevalent in eggs . However, all the other lipids are
present in a certain proportion, as is protein. The
differences in densities between these three groups
arise from the fact that there is more lipid and less
protein in the light large group, and conversely, more
protein and less lipid in the smaller dense group.
We found that the greater the concentrat ion of
large and intermediate-size lipoproteins (which includ e
cholesterol}, the greater is the probability of an eventual coronary attack. Int erestin gly enough, males are
generally higher in the concentration of these two
groups than are females until about the age of 50 or 60.
Then the females begin to catch up . Thi s would indicate that males under 50 to 60 have a higher incidence
of coronary disease than do females, and this is actu ally the case (Fig. T-7}. Above that age the incidence
is about the same for males and females.
(mQ
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Thus , there is hope that through dietary
control, many people who would otherwise become
v i ctims of coronary disease will continue to live
healthy lives. However, a great deal of study
remains to be done.
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One of the most compelling reasons for belie v ing that proper diet is essential to avoiding heart
disease is the following: Physicians have found that
people with lipid deposits on the eyelids, elbows,
hands, etc . will respond to dietary treatment. That
is, if th e lipid concentration in the bloodstream is
lowered, in time these external deposits melt away.
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Lipids deposit not only in the arteries but also
under the skin of the hands, eyelids, etc. Individuals
who have these deposits in their externals will invariably have them in their arteries. Th ese people
also have a high incidence of heart disease.
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There seems to be little, if any, relation between the small lipoproteins and coronary disease.
How does diet affect these concentrations?
We have run studies on samples of people, some of
whom had diagnosed heart trouble. F or example, we
put overweight people (in whom the concentration of
lipoproteins was high} on a low-calorie diet, one low
in saturated fats and carbohydrates. The concent ration of the large and intermediate-size lipoproteins
was then observed to drop. Other studies showed

U. ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Otto Struve

When inquiring into the origin of the solar
system, one recognizes immediately that its most
important body is the sun itself. The sun contains
99. 9"/o of the mass of the whole system. All the
planets and their satellites, the asteroids, the mete ors ,
and the c omets taken together weigh only about 1/ 1000
as much as the sun . Therefore, if we want to learn
the orig i n of the solar system, we must first seek to
understand how the sun came to be what it is.
In our galaxy, the Milky Way, there are about
200 billion stars. In addition to these stars, the Milky
Way contains a very large amount of gas and dust, in
fact an amount roughly equal in weight to all ~e stars.
Since the mass of the averafe star is 2 x 10 3 grams
and there arl! about 2 x 10 1 stars, the total mass is
about 4 x 1044 grams. Some of the gas and dust can
be seen as a luminescent cloud in the vicinity of a
very bright star. These clouds consist principally of
hydrogen and helium, with all the other elements of the
periodic table present in trace amounts.
It is reasonable to suppose that the stars
(including our sun) originated as a r esult of a contrac tion of this gas . The force responsible for this contraction is gravitation. Opposing this contraction is
the tidal force of the Milky Way as a whole. Figure
U- 1 shows a gas cloud at a certain distance a from
the center of the galaxy. The solid arrows represent
the force producing contraction, and the dashed arrows
represent the tidal force that t ends to pull the gas cloud
apart. If the average density p of the gas cloud is
great enough, the cloud will condense. Otherwise it
will be disrupted. The condition for condensation is
p

4M

> -3-

find that in order for this cloud to condense, its density p must be
p

g/cm

3

.

(2 )

This is. a very low density. However, the average
density of the nebula is equivalent to about one
hyd.rogen atom per cubic centimeter. Since one hydrogen atom weighs only about 1 o- 24 g, the density
of the nebula is a factor of 100 too low for contraction.
There are, however, some gas clouds that
have a density sufficient to contract. Astronomers
have searched for objects ·that could have been formed
as a result of such contraction. These are called
"globules." A globule is a gas cloud that has con tracted until it is nearly spherical in shape. It is
not yet a star and is not luminous, but it is sufficientl y stable gravitationally to resist the tidal forces
of the Milky Way and it will continue to contract.
When this process of contraction is completed, the
globule will be a star. Our own sun undoubtedly
came into being in this manner.

(1 )

a
where M is the total mass of all the stars in the
galaxy and a is the distance from the center of the
gas cloud to the center of the galaxy .

Fig . U-2. Simplified drawing of the solar system,
showing the motions of the various bodies.

Fig. U-1. Di agram of a gas cloud, showing the
conflicting forces.

As an example, consider th e Crab nebula, a
famous gas cloud. It is approximately 25,000 light
years J.~om the center of the galaxy, whose mass is
8 x 10
grams. Putt ing these values into Eq . (1)
(and supplying the necessary conversion factors), we

There are certain regularities in the motions
of the planets and other bodies in our solar system
that cannot be the result of chance . For example,
all the planets revolve about the sun in approximately
the same plane. (See Fig. U - 2.)
Had the sun somehow captured the planets out of interstellar space ,
there would be no reason for the planetary orbits to
be in the same plane, nor for the planets to travel
in the same direction. Furthermore, many planets
have natural satellites. The earth has one, Mars
two, and Jupiter and Saturn many. With very few
exceptions these satellites also travel around their
respective planets in this same plane and direction.
Also, each planet, as well as the sun itself, rotates
in the same direction relative to the plane .
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These facts suggest that the origin of the
solar system must be related to the rotation of the
primordial gas cloud out of which the sun and planets
condensed. It is believed that the sun condensed
from part of a gas cloud, and that the planets then
condensed from the rem ai nder of it. For the planets
to form, the density relationship of Eq. (1) would
have to apply. That is, the density p of the solar
cloud must have been greater than four times the
mass of the tide-raising body (the sun). divided by
the cube of the distance between the sol:f:r cloud and
the sun. The mass of the sun is 2 x 10 3 g, and the
distance a can be taken as 5 astronomical units,
the radius of the orbit of Jupiter.* Thus, for planets
t o form from the solar cloud, its density must have
exceeded lo-9 g/cm3.
The mass of the planets is known. If their
mass were distributed evenly throughout the solar
cloud, the density of the solar cloud would have been
10-ll g/cm3. Since this value is 100 times too low
for condensation, we know that either the planets
could not h ave condensed out of the solar cloud, or
else we have overlooked some important factor. If
we were philosophers we might say, "Therefore,
the planets do not exist. There is no earth and no

*one a stronomical unit is defined as the distance
between the sun and the earth.

people are on the earth." This conclusion, of course,
is nonsensical. Somehow the planets must have
condensed out of the solar cloud.
This problem was solved by Kuiper, an
astronomer at the University of Chicago. He showed
that only 1o/o of the original cloud went into the planets .
The remaining 99%, mainly hydrogen, remained
g aseous and was driven out of the solar system by
radiation pressure from the sun. This conclusion
also explains a commonl y known fact, namely,
that the planets are far less a bun dant in hydrogen
than the sun. So far, this explanation is consistent with all the principles of astronomy and
physics.
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V. THE ROLE OF SPACE SATELLITES
IN GATHERING ASTRONOMICAL DATA
Otto Stru ve

Th e date of October 4, 1957, when the first
Russian sputnik was launched, w ill be remembered
in the history of astronomy forever and will play as
great a role in that field as did the disco ve ry of
America by Columbus in the field of geography . It
was the g r eatest single advance ever made in the
field of astronomy. This development w ill enable us
to gather a very large amount of information that
cannot be obtained in any other way.

of radio control, so that the spectrograph or telescope is always pointed at the right place. This
engineering problem has, in principle , been solved.
It is now possibl e to guide the satellite accurately
while it is in orbit so that it w ill not turn around its
axis or tumbl e but always ha ve its telescope pointed
in the direction that the astronomer w ish e s . This is
only one of a great many problems that have already
been attacked.

On e of the greatest difficulties in astronomy
is that the atmosphere of the earth is opaque to all
radiations whose wave length is shorter than 3, 000
angstrom units. Th erefore, our knowledge of radiation from oute r space is limited. The extreme
ultraviolet light corning from stars and nebulae is
unobservable be cause of this opacity of the atmosphere of the earth. Th e atom of hydrogen, for
example, produces all kinds of radiations. When
these radiations are observed with a spectroscope,
distinct lines can b e seen that are cha racteristic of
the e lem ent. Th e Balm er series of hydrogen is well
known; also there is a s eries of lines in the infrared,
and another in the extreme ultraviolet. Th ese
spectrum lin es of hydrogen in the ext r eme ultrav iol et can be observed in a physical laboratory beca us e we can construct a spectrograph and evacuate
it. Air is so opaque that even th e small amount that
is contained in a laboratory spectrograph would
render these radiations invisible, even to photographic film . However, to observe the radiations
from hydrogen that come from stars and nebula e, it
is necessary to go o u tside the atmosphere of the
earth.

Of greatest interest at present is the hope
that we may soon learn more about the possibility of
life elsewhere in our sol ar system· or on planets that
may exist in connection with other stars. In our
solar system there are only two planets other than
the earth that conceivably could support life. These
are Venus and Mars. The more distant planets-Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto - -a re
probably too cold to support life. Mercury, on th e
other hand, is very much too hot. But i n the case
of Venus, the surface temperature is close to the
boiling point of water. We calculated this from our
knowledge of the amount of heat that comes to th e
earth fro m the sun, relating this t o the relative
distances between the ear th and sun, and Venus and
the sun. How ever, we are not entire ly certain of
th e properties of th e atmosphere of Venus, and therefore are not sure that the actual surface temperature
of Venus i s what the calculations show. If it is
above the boiling point of water, th en there would be
no life on Venus and probably there has never been
any life on Venus. But it is possible th at these
calculations are not quite a ccurate eno ugh and that
cond itions are still favorable to the possibility of
life on that planet.

This has been done , first, with high-flying
rockets. When a rocket is 100 or more miles above
the surface of the earth, the amount of air remaining
above that l eve l is no longer opaque, so that these
radiations of hydrogen can be observed. Th e radia ti ons of hydrogen are but one example of the many
radiations that can be observed on l y in this way .
Dr . Herbert Friedman of the Naval Research Laboratory recently gave an address in wh i ch he described observations of sunlight by m ean s of rockets.
He stated that they have recorded radiations down to
wave lengths of much less than 1 angstrom unit, that
is, radiations of the kind that we would call gamma
rays. There are many important results that we
wan t to obtain with regard to the source and the
origin of these radiations from the sun.
A rocket remains at a high altitude for only
a very short time. Th erefore, there is usually not
enough time to get observations of stars and nebula e .
S unlight is so strong that even during the few secorrls
or minutes that the rocket is high enough , spectrographic observations can be mad e. This is not true
of starlight. In order to observe starlight of
ext rem e ly short wave l eng ths, it is necessary to
provide a satellite w hi ch w ill be in orbit for a fairly
long time.
S uch a satellite will contain a spectrograph
and telescope, as well as other instruments. Th e
satellite must be guided from the g round by means

In the case of Mars, the results are more
definite. In the first place, the atmosphere of Mars
is quite thin, enabling us to see the surface of Mars.
Because the atmosph e r e is thin, the calculati ons of
the surface temperatur e of Mars are much more
reliable than those of Venus. Thes e results indicate
that the average surface t empe ratur e of Mars is
we ll below that of th e earth ; near the equato r of M a rs
th e temperature rises during the day appreciably
above the freezing point of w ater , wh il\' at night the
temperature is very low. This means that there is
a marginal possibility for the existence of life on the
planet Mars. Wheth er or not life exists there is
unkno wn . There is some hope that satellite observations may give us an indication as to whether or
not the kind of organic mole cules exist on Mars
that conceivably might be needed to form li v ing
organisms. T o determine this, the infrared part of
the spe c trum woul d be observed . This portion is
f iltered out of the radiations from outer space by
the water vapor in our atmosphere.
We c an say definitely that no life can exist
at distances closer to th e sun than the orbit of Venus
or greater than the orbit of Mars. Between thes e
two planets there is a zone w hich my colleague, Dr .
Huang of the astronomy department, has called the
habitable zone of the solar system . Life could exist
with in this zone but cannot exist insid e nor outside of
it. Now, do other stars have planets in a habitabl e
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zone? No star has ever been observed with a planet.
This is not an indication that stars have no planets,
but is readily explained in terms of the inadequacy
of our telescopes. Even th e nearest star to earth,
which is the star called Alpha Centauri, is about 4
light years away from ea rth. Suppos e that this star
has a planet the size of Jupiter and that this plan e t is
at the same distance from that star as Jupiter is
from the sun. Then that planet would not be visible
even with the largest telescopes now in existence.
In fact, there is very little hope that such a planet
could ever be observed from the earth either by
looking through a telescope or by making a photograph, b ecause it would be too faint.
Th ere are, however, indirect reasons that
make it appear very probable that the process of
planet formation in connection with the formation of
stars is a common phenomenon. This was not
thought to be true a few years ago when the origin of
the solar system was not explained the way I have
tried to sketch in my previous lecture (Section U).
E ar lier, it was believed that the sun was first formed
as a single object and that there were no planets
associated with it. Then some time later another
star happened to pass close to the sun; because of the
gravitati onal forces between these t wo stars, material
was ejected by the sun. This material th en formed a
gaseous mass that later condensed into planets.
Ho wever , collisions between stars are ex ceed ingl y rare. Mor eove r, it is absolutely certain
that the sun has never had any collision w ith another
star. It is also certain that the sun has in the past 5
billion years never had another star come sufficiently
close to it to cause these prominences to erupt and
form a cloud of gas, out of which planets could later
condense. It was realized at the time this earlier
theory was proposed that this was a rar e phenom enon,
but astronomers said, "Well, this seems to be the
onl y way that we can acco unt for the existence of
planets. 11 Since they knew that it was a rare p h enomenon, they went on to say, "Well, the existence
of planets must be an extremely rare phenomenon in
the Milky Way." Thus, Jam es J eans and others even
thought that perhaps the solar system w ith its planets
is unique in the Milky Way, that there is no other
star in the Milky Way that has ever undergone this
kind of a process and has planets.
Oth er stars must have originated in the same
general way as the sun; it is th erefore quite probable
that they also have planets. We now know a great
deal about the properties of stars in the Milky Way,
and there are many billions of stars that resemble
the sun in every way that is subject to observation.
There are billions of stars that have approximately
the same mass as the sun, the same surface temperature, the same luminos ity, and the same size.
From these facts it would be entir e ly unr eas onable to
suppose that the sun differs from all other stars only
by possessing a family of planets. It is much more
reasonable to believe that because th ese billions of
stars resemble the sun in every respect that we can
detect, they must also resemble the sun with re ga rd
to planets, which we cannot now detect because our
telescopes are not sufficiently powerful. But ther e
is a further reason that makes this argument even
more compelling, in fact so compelling that at present
no astronomer has any doubt about the existence of
many, many stars with planets, and th e argument is
essentially the following:
L et us suppose that there was a big cloud of
gas, that this cloud had some slow rotation, and that

out of this cloud a star was formed, but no plan ets
we r e assoc iated w ith it . It is well known that if a
large body having a slow rotation contracts, th e small
body that results from the contraction w ill rotate very
fast. This phenomenon is known as th e conservation
of angular momentum. We know that gas clouds do
have rotation, because we have observed them in the
Orion nebula and e ls ewhere. If the nebula then condenses into a singl e star, the star must spin rapidly
around its axis. Stars such as this have been observed. Some ha ve rotational velocities of th e order
of 500 kilometers per second at the equator, and
their period of rotation is of the order of a few hours.
But the sun is not that kind of a star. The sun has a
very slow rotation, turning around its axis once in a
month. The question arises, "Why has the sun such
a slow rotation? 11 It is unreasonable to suppose that
the cloud out of whi ch the sun was formed had no
rotation, because if it had no rotation there would be
no symmetry to the system of planets. Thus, th e
cloud must have had rotation to begin with. How
could the sun have b een formed w ith the extremely
slow rotation that we now observe it to ha ve, when
the angular momentum of the original cloud must
have been large? The answ e r is that th e sun has
planets. These planets have absorbed a large part
of the angular momentum in their orbital motions.
We can test this hypothesis by making a
co mputation of the following kind: Assume that the
angular momentum of every planet: M ercu ry, Venus.
E a rth, Mars, Jupit er, and so on, was added to that
of the sun. How fast would the sun then spin around
its axis? It turns out that the sun would be a very
rapidly spinning star of the kind that we observe in
the Milky Way .
All th e stars that r esem ble the sun in its
spectrum, mass, size, and luminosity are stars of
slow rotation just like the sun.
Ther efo r e , it is
quite certain that all of these stars have deposited
some of their angular momentum in other bodi es,
which presumably are planets. That is, the stars
that resemble the sun and have slow rotation must
b e stars that possess planets. If this argument is
true, and I am sure that it is, we must conclude
that out of the 200 billion stars in the Milky Way,
more than 50% poss ess planets. The other stars
are rapidly-spinning stars and probably have no
planets.
What is the possibility that life exists on any
of these planets of other stars? It is in this connection that Dr . Huang has made some very inter esting calculations. In the case of the sun, it will be
recalled, the habitable zone lies between the orbits
of Venus and Mars . The earth is about in the middle
of this zone. If we consider another star that is very
much hotter than the sun, this zone will be farth e r
out; th erefore, the vol ume of this zone will be much
larger than the volume of the habitable zone of the
sun. This would lead us to suspect that a very hot
star has a b et ter chance of possessing planets that
are capable of supporting life. On the other hand, if
we consider a star that has a lo wer temperature than
the sun, the habitable zone will be quite small, so
small in fact that the probability of a planet being in
that zone is almost zero.
Ho weve r , before reaching definite conclusions,
we must consider yet another ph enom en on, namely ,
the length of time that a star exi sts with a g iven
temperature and luminosity. Calculations show that
the process of condensation by which stars are
formed is quite rapid. After a star has condensed
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and become the k i nd of object that we observe i t to be,
the i nternal temperature of that star is sufficient to
produce nuclear reactions. These nuclear reactions
cont inue for very l ong t i me, as long as there is
enough hydrogen to be converted into helium. T he
sun, for exampl e, i s already 5 bill ion years o l d, and
it can continu e sh i ning at its present rate for perhaps
ten times that interval. The period that it has al ready been shining was ample for permitting living
organisms to be produced by chance encounters of
atoms and molecules. One can only make a rough
guess as to how long there has b een life on the earth,
but it may be on the order of a billion years. T he
very hot stars produce energy at such a tremendous
rate by converting hydrogen into helium that they will
not shine for billions of years, but burn out in a
million years or less. E ve n though such a star has a
very l arge hab i tabl e zone, the star does not shine
long enough for l i fe to develop. Therefore, we must
exclude these hot stars. Also, we must exclude the
stars that have a temperatu re much lower than that
of the sun , because the probability of finding a
planet within their very narrow habitable zone is
extremely small. This lea ve s only the stars that
resemble the sun as those which possess planets
having conditions favorable to th e de ve lopment of life.
Within a distance of about l 7 light years from
the sun there are 42 stars. Of thes e 42 stars there
are three that satisfy the conditions necessary to
have planets on which life could develop. These
thr ee are the sun, a star designated tau in the
constellation Cetus, and epsilon in the c onstellation
Eridanus .
Of course, it is impossible at present to send
a space ve hicle to a planet 17 light years away . It
is, however, possible to think of other methods of
detecting the presence of intelligent life. Every
radioastronomer in the wor ld today is looking at his
tracings o f radioemission to be sure that he will not
miss any radio signals from one of these stars that
cannot be explained in terms of natural causes. This
may sound far-fetched, but at the observatory where
I am going, the National Radioastronomy Obs e rvatory
in West Virginia, the astronomers have formed a
cooperative which they call the " co -op of the little
green men." The purpose of this g roup is to look for
some sign of intelligen ce in these signals.
One of the most int eres ting problems is that
of producing a satellite not around the earth but
around th e planet Venus. Ther e are a good many
reasons for trying to do this. One is that Venus has
no natural satellites. In order to determine the mass
and shape of a planet, as well as the concentration
of matter inside it, we r e quir e observations of som e
satellite, be it natural or man-made. We have a
great deal of information about the nature of Mars ,

Jupiter, Saturn, and the ear th from a study of their
natural moons. But because Venus has no satellites
we know very littl e about it.
Assuming that an artificial satellite coul d be
made to orbit Venus , ho w would we then observe it?
A satellite the s i ze of the Russian Sputnik, or even
a hundred tim e s larger, would not reflect enough
light to be vi sibl e by a telescope on earth. But if it
were provided with a radio transmitter, th ese
signals could be observed from th e earth with radio
telescopes. Radio signals have already been
detected that were sent from the earth to Venus and
reflected back, so th ere is no great problem about
making a radio transmitter for the satellite of
sufficient power to be observed from the earth. Unfortunately, radiot e lescop es have a ve ry low resolving power, i.e., th ey give a blurred image.
On e cannot tell where within that spot the signal
comes from. But there is another method that
would enable us to observe th e motion of a satellite
around Venus. That is to determine its Doppler
effect . If the satellite were going away from us at
the time of observation, then the radio signal would
be of a low e r frequen cy . If it were approaching us,
the frequency would be increas ed. This change in
frequency due to the Doppl e r effect can be measured
with a very high degree of precision. By plotting
this frequency change as a function of tim e, we
would obtain a graph. The shape of this curve would
indicate the physical featur es of Venus--its mass,
shape , and concentration of mass w ithin the p lanet.
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RADIATION AND LIFE IN SPACE
Cornelius A. Tobias

We cannot imagine life on this earth without
radiation. Biosynthesis of some essential organic
molecules proceeds by photosynthesis, thus making
visible radiation essential to life. The more penetrating natural radiations from the radioactivity of
the earth and from cosmic radiation have been
present since the beginnings of the solar system
and appear to have a definite role in causing genetic
variation. Thus radiation is a factor in evo lution .
Studyin g the Universe, we must perceive at once
that conditions on the surface of the earth are very
special indeed to allow physical, chemical, and
radiation envi ronm ent so gent le and stab le that in
the span of perhaps less than two billion years a
great manifoldness of living organisms has arisen.
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We receive a good deal of radiation from the
sun; part of the solar spectrum (visib le light} is
quite essential to life, being the main energy source
of photosynthesis, The visib le infrared and ultraviolet spectrum also contribute to the surfg.ce and
air temperature and keep these in narrow ;range .
The sun appears to be a sphere of 5800° Kelvin
surface temperature, having a spectrum of emission
of electromagnetic waves near the theoretical
"black-body" emission , Most of the ultraviolet
and x-ray components are absorbed in the upper
atmosphere, and the visible and infrared rays
deposit an averafe of 2 calories/sec - cm2 on the
ea rth' s surface.
D eviations from the ideal "blackbody" spectrum due to the higher temperatures of
the solar interior. and the vio lent solar surface
phenomena have been demonstrated in measurements
from high a ltitud e balloons and rockets, 2 and a
summary of present -day knowledge is presented in
Fi gure W -1 . The most striking deviations are the
emission lines from h ydrogen in the solar atmoshere, the strongest of which is the L yman a lpha
line in the far ultraviolet and the x-ray emission,
coming in part from highly ionized atoms in the
solar corona. Dur ing solar flares, x-rays up to
several million volts in ene rgy reach the upper
atmosphere, and the x-ray intensity at some wave
lengths can be as much as l 00, 000 tim e s the
black - body radiation.
The u ltraviolet rays of the sun ar e i n part
responsible for dissoc i ation of air m o l ecu les and the
appearanc e of radi cals of 0, N, H, a ·.>.d their products3 abo v'i! 50 kilometers altitude. Lower, in the
stratosphere, ozvne gas is f:resent which in t u r n.
a'!:Jsorbs ne ar ult r av i o let radiations, thus protec ting
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As far as men can reach with the tools of
astronomy, the Universe consists of highly dense
matter in the stars which are in a stat e of thermv nuclear interaction a t many millions of degrees
t emperature . The space betwe en the stars is a
very high vacuum except where filled by cosmic
gas or dust . The entire spectrum of known (and
perhaps unknown} electromagnetic and corpuscular
radiations is present in space. At present it is
believed that most of matter a nd radiation is within
the galaxies, and if this assumption is true, then
we know that the energy content of the Universe is
mainly contained in the mass of t he stars and t o
a very small extent in the cosm i c r adiation.
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Intensity of vertically inc ident solar
radiation in th e spectral region below
3000 A 0 • 2

life below. On the surface of the :noon and on the
planet Mars the ultraviolet radiation cou ld seriously
influence the existence of living cells. It is in the
region below 3000 A 0 where nucleic acids and protein absorb strongest and where lethal and sterilizing
effects of ultraviolet are greatest. 4 Thus, we can
postulate that on Mars or the moon living cells would
have to be resistant to ultraviolet rays, poss.ess
protective coating, or li ve in p laces sheltered from
the dhect rays. On the other hand, the surfaces
of Venus and Jupiter a ppear to b e well shielded from
ultraviolet rays by their atmospher e s.
Space ships can be shielded from ultraviolet
rays and l ow energy x -r ays; the more penetrating
compon e nts of primary cosm i c rays and their
secondaries present a health problem . Actually
the surface of the earth is quite well shie lded from
the more penetrating components of intragalac'tic
radiation. The atmosphere absorbs most of the
cosmic rays, and the earth's magne tic field deflects
away most of the charged particles impinging on the
surface. It appears that less than 2o/o of t he ::> rimary
cosmic ray intensity in. srace reaches us at g round
level. These protective f-eatures are present to
var ying degrees on the other planets,
Primary Cosmic Ra ys
These are radiations which have their origin
in extraterres trial sources. Our present pictc·.res
of the prima r y cosmic rad iation is that of rapidl y
rr oving atomic nuc l ei, stripp ed of their electrons
and converging incessantly on the earth homogenous l y
from each di r ection in space . 5 Protons a re most
abundant, and the frequency cf heavier nuclei diminishes with increasing atomic number. In addition
t o the positively charge:l atomic nuc lei electrons ,
fast neutrons, gamma rays, and antiparticles hav e
been post ulated as part of the ?rimary rays, and we
know that neut rin os are also present. Observation
of the latter classes of primary partic l es has not
as yet been successful because of their low abundance
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and the fact that such measurements need to be done
away from the disturbing influence of the earth's
atrr1osphere and magnetic fie ld, at distances of more
than 50,000 miles .

Radiat i on Belts
With the first successful American satellite,
Explorer I, regions of high-intensity radiation
around the equator were discovered, now bearing
the name "Van Allen radiation belts "after the
leader of the research group which made the original
observations. 10

Near the earth a mixture of primary and
secondary cosm ic radiations is observed. Part
of the primary flux of particles i s reflected and
another part captured by the earth's :magnetic field,
thus causing a redistribution of particles. In the
atmosphere, by inelastic collisions the primary
part ie les break up into a number of different kinds
of secondaries.

Although much remains to be learned, we
already have some detailed knowledge of the nature
and origin of these ra)js, best summarized in Van
Allen's own reports. 1 - 14

Table W-I lists the frequency of various atomic
nuclei in the prima r y cosm i c radiation at rocket
altitude
The heavy-ion data we re obtained by
Yagoda 6 in high-altitude rocket fli ghts using photo graphic emu lsions to record the tracks of the
partie le s.

In Geiger - Mueller counters up to 600 kilometers, the counting rate is low, and the radiation
is chiefly due to the penetrating component of cosmi c
rays, being about 15 millirem per day . It is believed that one could send a manned satellite to this
region without undue radiation ri sk to the crew . 15

From the isotropi c distribution of the primary
ra ys, it seems clear that the majority of them must
originate outside of the solar system, and in order
to explain their presence one must propose a sa tisfactory injection and acceleration mechanism, as
we l l as one for e limin ation of some of the particles.
We know severa l t ypes of ste llar events that involve
emission of ionized matter into space . Fermi
suggested that collisions of particles with ionized
magnetic clouds can cause their acceleration.
From general considerations of energy density in
space, it is now believed that most of the cosmic
rays within our galaxy originate here and are contained w ithin it8 by virtue of the magnetic fields
at the edge of the galaxy . The particles may have
a mean life of perhaps 106 year s before they escape
into intergalactic space. The strongest sources of
cosmic rays in our galaxy are believed to be the
radio stars, many of which are located near the
center of the galaxy. 9

Above 600 kilometers the radiation intensity
doubles for each !DO-ki l ometer altitude unti l the
peak of the inner zone is reached at about 3400
kilometers. From here the radiation intensity
decreases again to an altitude of 8000 kilometers,
and then goes through a second peak at about 18,000
kilometers. At 17 earth radii, the cosmic ray
counting rate is down t o about 2 per second . Actually
some data are available up to 658,300 kilometers,l6
which is well beyond the moon.

Table W-I

The moon has no appreciable influence on the
intensity; and according to Van Allen the omnidirectiona l cosmic ray intensity is 1 . 8 ±0.3/cm 2
sec (March 3 - 6, 1959), whereas Vernov et al.
r eport a value of 2.3 ±O.l/cm2 sec on January 2,
1959. Rossi earlier assumed that the energy flux
of cosmic radiation in space is
3.5X 10

Abundance

Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen
Fluorine, neon
Sodium to s i lie on
Silicon to calcium
Calcium and iron

erg em

-2

sec

-1

ster

-l

and that cosmic ray energy density in space is

Flux and distribution of charge at 41° N
in heavy primary cosmic rays (6)
Nucleus

-3

1.4Xl0

%

9.1

low
ll

Total heavy flux 4.98 ± 0.65 m- 2 sec - 1 sterad -l

The level of cosmic radiation is governed by
the equilibrium between the generating process and
the escape process, ail.d lo ca lly on the presence
of magnetic activity resulting from cosmic c louds.
The above-outlined principles predict an energy
distribution f o r the primaries in agreement with
the experimentally found distribution at high energies
p e r nucleon (above several Bev/nucleon). I£ N (E)
be the number of particles in energy range dE , then
dN
dE
where a = - 1.8. This relationship is followed up
to the highest primary events: E -1ol6 ev.

erg em -

3

-1 e v em

-3

These figures correspond to about
7.2 primary partie le s em-
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-1 2

2

sec

-1

*

and to a dose level of about 25 mi llir ad per day.
The measurements are about three times lower
than the last figure. Because variations take
place in the intensity, more data se e m n e cessar y
to know the average level.

Figure W -2 presents our present id e a of the
distribution of radiation in the two radiation belts .
There ha v e not been e·nough rocket fli g hts to know
the exact distribution, but the actual distribution is
at least as complex as the one shown.
Even before cosmic rays were disco v ered the
existence of radiation ring currents around the earth
has been postulated by Poincare, Stoermer, and
others to account for minor variations in the earth'~
magnetic field. For som e y e ars both e xp e rim e ntal 17
and the,' retical evidence was availabl e to the effect
that a magnetic field can trap charged particles injected at the proper angle and energy. The particl e s,
once trapped, spiral around the. magnetic lines of
force . The shape of th e e a rth's ma gneti c field is

*l

rad

100 ergs g-l

24-hour day

lSI

Particles are lost from the lower radiation
belt also by scattering with the atoms of the earth's
atmosphere . Thi s phenomenon explains the l ow
!eve l of radiation be low 600 km altitude where air
pres sure b egins to rise.

100

Fig.

W-~.

A plot in a geomagnetic meridanplane
of the intensity structure of the radi ation be Its around the ear th . The num bers associated with the several contours
of constant intensity are the true counting rates in counts per second of a
Geiger Mueller tube in Pioneer III or in
sate !lite 195 BE. 12

Table W - II summarizes the present status
of our knowledge with respect to intensity le vels
in the radiation be It s. 14 Without shi e !ding , the
surface dose in the first 0 . 01 mm of skin would
exceed 40,000 rad per second at the .feak of the
outer zone. With a shield of l g/cm of light
material , the inner zone wou ld give rise to about
10 rad/hour, the outer zone on the order of 50
rad/hour. B ecause of the presence of high-energy
protons in the inner zone, shielding there seems
impractical. In the outer belt most of the e l ectrons
are stopped by 1 g/cm2 absorber and further shielding is chiefly a matter of absorbing the secondary
x -ra y:s. Their half thi ckness in lead is about 0. 7
g/cm2 so that 4 g/cm 2 reduces the radiation to one
rad per hour .
Table W-II
Van Allen Radiation Be lts
{August, l 959 )a

such that some of the partie le s are reflected when
they get near 40° latitude north or south. It is
pas sib le that partie les moving in .the earth ' s magnetic
field will be accelerated also, owing to gradients in
the magnetic field .

Inner Zone
Altitude 3,600 km above surface

Electrons

> 20 kev

Protons

> 40 Mev

There is direct experi=enta l proof based on
tracks of particles on photographic emu lsions 1 8
that the inne r belt contains, in a ddition to electrons,
protons up to 700 Mev kinetic energy . According to
sug ,ge stions and theories by Christofil os, 19 Singer,20
and others, these protons are the result of radioactive decay of neutrons which are produced by
inelastic co llisions of primary cosmic rays in the
upper atmosphere. The neutrons decay into protons,
e l ectrons, and neutrinos with a 12-minute half life.

Ele ct rons

Loss of particles from both radiation belts can
happen along the magnetic lines ·of force near the
north and south poles, particularly during magnetic
storms . It is believed that the par ti e le s thus lost
from the radiat ion belt are at least in pa rt respon sible for the auroral phenomena.
The storing capacity of the radiat i on belt for
charged particles has been directly demonstrated irz
1
the "Argus" experiments originated b y Christofilos
when small atom bombs were exp lod ed between the
two natural radiation be It s . As observed in satellites and rockets, 22 artificial r adiation band s re sulted . By such means it is possible to cause
r egions around the earth with considerable radiation
intensities and persistence a potentia l man-made
hazard to space travel.

Intensity

Energy

The radiation intensity in the Van Allen band
is high because particles are trapped in a finite
region of space . It is believed that at least in the
outer zones renewal of the e lectrons and some of the
positive particles happens when the earth co llides
with an ionized magnetic cloud originating perhaps
from the sun. The outer be It with its low magnetic
field appears to b e more efficient in retaining elec trons than positive nucleons, and very few if any of
the latter are pre sent .

2

> 600 kev

X
X

2

X

10 9 /cm~ec sterad
2
7
10 /cm sec sterad
2
4
10 /cm sec

Outer Zone

Energy

Intensity per em

2

sterad

> 20 kev

> 200 kev
> 2. 5 Mev
Protons

> 60 Mev

a J . Van Allen and L . A. Frank.
Radiation measurements to 658,300 kilometers
with Pioneer IV SUI 59-18 , August 1959.

It would then appear that the radiation belts
limit the desirable space in which manned space
flight should be encountered to certain regions :
a.

b.

c.

Flight below 600 km altitude seems
. reasonably safe.
A space rocket may safe l y leave the
earth in a narrow cone near the magnetic
poles.
2
Shie lding of the order of 10 g/cm thickness removes most of the hazard from
the outer radiation belt .
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d.

Shie !ding of the protons of the inner
radiation belt seems i mpractical.

e.

Be y ond about 15 earth radii, the e ffects
of the radiation belts may be crossed.

f.

The radiation b e lts may be c r ossed by a
rapid l y moving rocket at the expense of
receiving a few rem dos.e.

Many points remain to be explored . We do
not kn ow for examp l e if particles h eavier than
protons a r e present. Some temporal variation in
the belts has already been observed, but much more
knowledge is ne e ded. D osage during magnetic
storms at high latitud es should also be explored .

25° and 60° exhibit an increase, while the equatorial
North American cont inent falls in the heavi est
irradiat e d zone . Existing data on the geographi ca l
distribution of the flar e- type inc r eases bear out the
t h eore ti cal pred i ctions, and thus we are n ow quite
certain that the particles a r riving associated with the
solar fl a r es do originate in the sun and are acce l erated
in a reasonab l y direct manne r . Extrapolation of
available data led Schaefer 28 to the speculation tha t
during solar flares the e n ergy (E) _distribution of
heavy pnmanes m1ght vary as E ·6 or E-7 . If
t hi s were true , we cou ld expe ct during flares
10 , 000 times the usual dose in a space ship with
I g/cm2 shie lding. T aking int o account the duration
of th e flare, a person might re c eive as much as 25
rad, and in unusually large flares possibly 10 times
that amount.

The H eavy Prima r y C omponent and its Var i ations
With in c reasin g know l edge of the radiation
belt, attention is being focused again on the primary hea vy particles. These particles have
greater biological import ance than their l ow re lative abundance would indicate. Th ey are impor tant b ecause thei r linear e nergy transfer (LET) or
ionization density i s m~~h greater than that of
prot ons or alp h a rays.
A h eavy nucl eon of charge
Z will hav e LET · z 2 times greater than a proton
moving with the same ve locit y . For examp l e, an
iron nucleus ( Z = 26 ) when completely stripped of
e lectrons has linear e n ergy transfer 676 times a
comparable proton. Heav y primaries whi c-h r epres e nt only about lo/o of the positive primary flux
actua ll y contribute between 1/3 and 1/2 of the total
dose in unshie lded situations. It is also necessary
to know the "relative biological effectiveness" of
the heavy ions.
Our know l edge of the low-energy end of the
primar y heavy-nucleon spectrum has been very
limite d. Owing t o the geomagnetic cutoff, only
nuc !eons higher than about 0. 7 Be v per nuc leon
reach the top of the atmosphere in the temperate
zones. Over the magn e ti c poles lower-energy
part icles could come in, and the ir absence led to
an early conclusion to the effect that primary rays
usually wou ld not includ e many particles of l ow
ene r gy. Stud y of the cosm i c ray varia tions has,
howe ve r, shown that there are man y l ow - energy
particles gene rated b y the sun. Suc h particles
arrive wit h prefe rence in the northern temperate
zones. In order to completely assess the possible
radiation hazard, we must know the charge spectrum
and energy distribution of heavy primaries to le ve ls
lower than 100 Mev per nucleon.

During the Internationa l G eophysica l Year
about one flare a month has b een reported. In order
to know the flare radiation spectruT!) in detail it is
necessary t o send rockets and balloons to high
a ltitude during various phases of each flar e . Si nce
we do not know of advance signs of an impending
flare, constant optica l observation of the sun is used.
The first successfu l interception of a solar flare
was in Jul y, 1959. In this event it was r ep orted 2 9
that the low-energy component of primary cosmic
radiation transient l y increased by a very large
factor . Measuring near the top of t he a t mosphere,
Brown30 found for the energy inter va l 100 Me v
< E <400~ ev that the number of protons inc re ase d
like E- 4 · . It a l so seems reasonable that s hould
one attempt to fl y c l oser to the sun than we are at
p resent , the co smic ra ys of solar origin should
increase in intensity at lea st as fast as the inversesquare - distance law would predict. Now a highp rim ary -r adiati on intensity in prolonged flight or
in residence on one of the planets may make serious
limit ations on life span and evolut i onary processes.
Thus, so lar cos mic r ays shou ld be considered in the
definition a~1 l imitations of Strughold' s He lio ecosphere.
Contributions of solar-flare doses
of cosmic rays to the average dose level at ground
level are not significant. The quantitative observations have been too recent, howe ve r, to p r edict
what variation in the size of so lar flares we may expect in times to come.
Flares are also accompanied by gam ma rays
probably secondary to nuclear interactions. Thei r
energies of 3 to 5 Mev have been reported. 30

Magnetic Storms
C osmic Ray Variations
Many important solar flar es have been r e co rd ed during the past 15 years. 24 D uring an
important solar flare in 1956,25 ther e was an increase of as much as 30 fold in neutron intensity
near ground leve t26 within 15 minutes, reflecting
sim ilar increases in the primary particles (at 54°N,
71° W), whe r eas mesons increased only 58%. 27
The in crease in the primary low - energy component,
up to 4 B ev/nucleon, was much greater than that
in the hi g h- energy part of the spec trum. One of the
most interesting aspects of cosmic ray increases
after solar flares is that the rays strike the ear th
in ve r y uneven distribution. Firor calculated the
probable zone s of im pact of cosmic rays on the
earth's magnetic field; some zones r eceive more
dose than others. Geomagnetic l atitudes between

Although high-energy components of a flare
can reach the ear t h in minutes or hours , most of
the ion plasma expelled from the sun adds to th e
solar corona,and some pa rts of it move in ioniz ed
"magnetic" c louds which reach the earth in about a
day. Collision of these clouds with the ea rth's
magnetic fie ld appears to cause a variety of events;
one of these appears to be the discharge of low energy electrons and protons from the radiation belt
near the polar zones with accompanying phenomena
of aurora, redistr ibution of the H eavyside la yer s of
e lectrons , radio blackout, and worldwide meterolo gica l changes . At the same time the magnetic
c lauds appear to act as effective shie Ids for high energy galactic cosmic rays, so that at ground le ve l
the over - all cosmic ray int·e .n sity usually decreases
for I to 3 days.
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In addition to the solar flares, other types
of s alar events also influence cosmic ray intensity
as re v iewed by the author. 32 Among these are
variations with the 20-year solar cycle and a
rather large variation with 11-year cycle corresponding to the frequency of sunpots.

The Biological Probletp
If we are to insure radiation safety for man
in rockets and sate !lites, there are important tasks
remaining for the radiation physicist and biologist.
Some of these will be listed briefly:

Dosimetry
In order to under stand and mea.s ure the · magnitude of biological hazard, we must be able to me asure the all-essential factors. These include the
measurement of the time rate of "absorbed dose,"
that is, the energy transmitted to each unit mass of
tissue per unit time. We should also know the
nature, energy, and spatial distribution of the radiations along with nuclear interactions they may
cause in the atoms of tissue. The radiobiologist wishes
to know the microscopic distribution of frequency
of ionizing tracks with diffe rent ion density, that is,
the distribution of "linear energy transfer." Complete understanding of these factors requires development of special dosimeters. These should accompan )
biological test object on satellite flights. Their
presence seems essential for some purposes in
,
view of the very large spatial and temporal variations
in cosmic rays.
Shielding
It may be stated that man or most living organisms c ould not exist for long periods of time in extraterrestrial space without some radiation shielding. We already know that a reasonable shield
(1 g/cm2) will stop a good deal of radiation, and with
increasing knowledge, refined shields can be designed, even though s orne parts of space (e.g. the
inner radiation belt) still remain hazardous.

i sm, e. g. certain essential parts of the central
nervous system (hypothalamus, brain stem, optic
nerve) or on cells of the developing embryo. When
the influence of radiation upon extraterrestrial life
is b e ing considered, many challenging problems
appear. · Can a single Clrganism or a population
adap t themselves to a high radiation level? The
theoretical answer sug ges ts thatthe highest level is
the one w her e complete reproduction is possible
for many generations before the dose receive d
becomes lethal to the parent or, b y genetic changes,
to the offspring. For some lower organisms, for
example yeast cells, 35 we have some idea about
the magnitude of these le ve ls. For mammals our
knowledge is mostly b y inference.
When man vis its other planets of the solar
system he may be confronted with primordial conditions on some planets, strange forms of life on
oth.ers, and perhaps he will find planets where
ancient life has become extinct. It seems to be
of import to ascertain the role of penetrating and
solar electromagnetic radiation to the generation
of biological materials and to the mutation and evolution of the species. Great strides are being
made in these fields;36, 37 still we must admit that
we do not know the relative role of radiation as
compared to. chemical environment and temperature
in evolution . The interplay of these factors during
the last two billion years of our own history has
been of decisive influence in bringing the living
systems to their present state.
The fundamental problems just mentioned
can be attacked vigoro•.1sly in our present laboratories. No matter how far we can carry such
investigations, it seems nevertheless certain that
space trave l will bring further surprises and much
new knowledge .
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